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Abstract 
This is a sociol inguist ic study of an Australian Aboriginal 
community of western Cape York Peninsula, Queensland. I ts i n i t i a l 
chapter begins with a review of the theoretical l i terature relevant 
to the construct of " l ingu is t i c conmunity", discusses the 
Australianist debate over the so-called "dialectal t r ibe" and surveys 
the l i terature on the Wik-speaking peoples. The second chapter 
presents a description of ecology, subsistence, land tenure and 
demography in the Cape Keerweer area. I t is shown that a pattern 
of predominant dialectal exogamy is related to the number of 
dialectal ly similar clans and the extent to which their te r r i to r ies 
are contiguous; residence groups are normally poly- l ingual. 
The th i rd chapter discusses social ident i ty , social inst i tut ions 
and personal networks, and lays stress on the relat ively unimportant 
role of dialectal a f f i l i a t i o n in po l i t i ca l l i f e . There is a lack 
of congruence between di f ferent forms of personal and group iden-
t i f i ca t i on . The fourth chapter includes a br ief description of 
the dialects of the area, their d is t r ibu t ion , relatedness and history. 
The f i f t h chapter explores the selection of speech varieties within 
and across dialects, and the implications of this subtle, complex, 
selective behaviour for l ingu is t ic change. The conclusion fore-
shadows an expanded model of l ingu is t ic community that starts from 
the primacy of social interact ion, in which the f lux of personal 
and group po l i t ics is in a feedback relationship with social 
ins t i tu t ions , values and l ingu is t ic competence. 
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Introduction 
This thesis is essentially ethnographic in the sense 
that it is a description of the sociolinguistic character of a 
particular human population in a remote part of northern Australia, 
rather than a theoretical investigation drawing widely on other 
substantive studies. It is, however, written with a view to the 
possible contribution of such ethnography toward an emerging general 
theory of human communication. 
I assume that to construct an elementary sociolinguistic 
theory is to identify the elementary factors whose interplay is 
most significant in producing observed sociolinguistic phenomena, 
and to characterise that interplay. It is also to attempt a state-
ment of the universality and range of variability of the various 
phenomena. Under phenomena I include not only behavioural events, 
but also cultural forms and strategies for action. 
One elementary factor is the set of ecological constraints 
which affect the size and distribution of populations, given a 
particular mode of subsistence, and which therefore set outside 
limits on communication density and the size of speech communities. 
Another elementary factor is the social and cultural ideologies 
that members of society hold. The variable interplay of ecology 
and ideology means that human linguistic behaviour is neither entirely 
arbitrary nor entirely predictable from a smallish number of known 
factors. 
This thesis attempts to describe relationships between 
territory, demography, social organisation, ideology and linguistic 
variability in a particular part of Aboriginal Australia. The 
emphasis is on the interplay of these various factors over time, 
as aspects of continual social-biological flux and process. 
The word wik in the title of the thesis means "language, 
words, (totemic) story" in a number of related dialects 
of western Cape York Peninsula (see Chapter IV; the 
dialects whose names begin "Kugu-" are also "Wik dialects"). 
Its underlying form is /wika/; the final vowel is deleted 
under certain conditions (see Appendix I). Its appropriate-
ness as a title for this thesis is revealed in the discussions 
of "Wik as totem, wik as language" in Chapter III.3. 
(xi) 
I have concentrated on a domain in which I am qualified 
as a researcher, that of language, but it should be said that the 
strategies with which Cape Keerweer people operate in the domain 
of language are essentially the same as those found in kinship, 
territorialism, ritual and other domains. J.R. von Sturmer (personal 
communication) has made the theoretically important point that 
these various domains can be seen as a set of screening and focusing 
devices for both biological constraints (local ecology, human genetic 
makeup, etc.) and cultural ideologies, and thus they play powerful 
mediating roles in behaviour. In order to understand the medium 
of language, one needs also to know a good deal about the other 
domains, since they all intermesh. My main problem, for this 
reason, has been lack of time in which to study everything, since 
the area was previously little known and I had to do all the basic 
genealogical, territorial and other research from scratch. Many 
weeks were spent out in the bush mapping clan countries (see Maps 
2-6), visiting on foot or by vehicle several hundred named locales, 
plotting them onto air photos, taking bearings, obtaining information 
on territorial claimancy, type of site, seasonal usage, resources, 
cultural restrictions and significance. The contribution of this 
mapping to my understanding of the society and its languages was 
immeasurable, and I am indebted to earlier work of this sort by 
von Sturmer, Taylor and Chase and to Stanner's (1965) seminal 
paper on Aboriginal territoriality for insight into the complexity 
of this type of mapping. 
The other strictly non-linguistic domain on which I concentrated 
was that of personal and group politics, an area where J.R. von 
Stunner's insights have been of immense benefit to my own work. 
Territorialism and politics, as it turned out, were key areas of 
the culture which one had to understand in order to come to grips 
with the linguistic situation. An explanation of the distributional 
pattern of different dialects may seem to be a trivial issue, but 
as a reflection of more general social processes, that pattern 
has considerable interpretative value. 
An important question for anthropology is the one that 
laymen so often raise in relation to the plethora of different 
languages spoken by Australian Aborigines and other so-called 
1 This point is made forcefully by Bauman and Sherzer 
(1974:89-91). 
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" p r i m i t i v e " peoples: why are so many languages spoken by so few 
people? I used to answer this question rather g l ib ly by pointing 
out that Aborigines t rad i t ional ly l ived in small-scale societies. 
They were not t ru ly nomadic but, especially in the areas of higher 
r a i n f a l l , they l ived within small areas. Many of the desert 
Aborigines spoke dialects of one language over a vast area, and 
were more mobile than coastal peoples. But further f i e ld work and 
reading have shown this explanation to have been theoretical ly 
naive and ethnographically false. There are arid regions character-
ised by l inguis t ic diversity (e.g. north-eastern South Australia) 
and tropical areas where remarkably sedentary coast-dwellers spoke 
s l ight variations of the same dialect over more than a hundred 
kilometres (e.g. eastern central Cape York Peninsula). And there 
are many languages spoken as a f i r s t language by only a minority of 
people in a speech community, yet which are understood and spoken 
by many others. In a l l rel iable reports to which I have had access, 
the majority of Aborigines are said to be at least bidialectal 
or b i l ingual , and they commonly know many languages to varying 
extents. I f this be so, what was the nature of the boundedness 
implied by my use of the term "small-scale society"? I had thought 
of i t as a matter of physical boundedness, of t e r r i t o r i a l i t y and 
marriage constraining populations within networks of interact ion. 
One tended to speak the same language as people with whom one interacted 
the most. Therefore the areal d istr ibut ion of individuals and the 
physical shape of their communication networks should correlate 
reasonably closely with l ingu is t ic a f f i l i a t i o n and l inguis t ic type. 
But the ethnographic facts from f i e ld work at Cape Keerweer and 
elsewhere in Cape York Peninsula have made me rethink this view 
ent i re ly . I s t i l l think that t e r r i t o r i a l i t y is basic to l inguis t ic 
a f f i l i a t i o n and to the content of l ingu is t ic repertoires. But the 
connection is not an imnediate one, governed in some simple way 
by "frequency of interact ion." One's l ingu is t ic repertoire is 
governed by one's soc ia l i ty . 
Cape Keerweer society is composed of multi l ingual individuals. 
They choose among codes eyery time they speak. I t is this element 
of choice which has been ignored in the "frequency of interaction" 
model of l ingu is t ic a f f i l i a t i o n and in the role this model has 
played in theories of l ingu is t ic change. Given that people are 
( x i i i ) 
multi l ingual and frequently switching among the codes of their 
repertoires, and that most of those present in such situations 
know each of the codes, we must come to the view that this behaviour 
is not governed simply by the exigencies of having to communicate. 
One language would suffice (at Cape Keerweer, a l l conversations 
could be held in Wik-Mungkana and would be understood by a l l ) . 
This case of multi l ingualism is not one in which trading or other 
similar relations have been set up that necessitate knowledge of 
foreign tongues as a means to interact ion. Multilingualism is an 
integral part of everyone's social competence. I ts central role, 
I would argue, is the result of a fundamental tension between the 
assertion of one's sel f and the need to engage in relations with 
others. In this part icular bel ief system the assertion of one's 
own existence is equivalent to asserting that one is different. 
One does not abandon one's own language just because everyone else 
is speaking something else. On the other hand, i t is rude to simply 
speak one's own language and to ignore that of the addressee, or 
that of one's mother, etc. 
Personal and group pol i t ics are at the heart of the socio-
l inguist ic system of Cape Keerweer people. Subsistence and te r r i t o r -
i a l i t y , the d i f ferent ia l f e r t i l i t y of clans, the genetic constraints 
on adult language acquisition and other such fundamentals may underlie 
speech behaviour, but po l i t ics cannot be dismissed as "merely 
epiphenomenal", the simple and direct result of competition for 
f i n i t e resources and the need to perpetuate one's self . Traditions 
have their own momentum and d r i f t , they become the "Law", they are 
discussed and changed, people t e l l l i es , make mistakes and forget. 
I f di f ferent languages or ig inal ly evolved out of the relat ive 
boundedness and isolat ion of communicating populations, this does 
not explain their present speaker-demography nor their role in social 
interact ion. Once established, l ingu is t ic var iab i l i t y may have 
a l i f e of i t s own. Among Cape Keerweer people, l inguis t ic var iab i l i t y 
is primarily po l i t i ca l cannon-fodder. 
I did not come to this view in the calm, cool atmosphere 
of the Department of Anthropology and Sociology at the University 
of Queensland. I t emerged from the intense stress of managing my 
own po l i t i ca l survival in the f i e l d . Cape Keerweer people l ive 
under f a i r l y constant tension, suspicion and even threat of physical 
(xiv) 
violence. Up to the 1930's, homicide was a not infrequent occurrence, 
although the last murder occurred about 1959. Most people of 
middle-age and older have lost close kinsmen through f ight ing. 
In the camp at Peret Outstation, my f i e ld base, vigorous arguments 
erupted frequently, many of them between brothers and sisters, 
husbands and wives, or between di f ferent famil ies. The father of 
one of my main informants had speared two of his wives to death, 
and he had also k i l led several men; he died in the 1940's. Relations 
with "outsiders" involve l i t t l e trust and genuine amicabil ity. 
Al l deaths, for example, are attr ibuted to sorcery, usually held 
to have been performed by outsiders from nearby areas. Hard-headed 
sel f - interest and the protection of the interests of one's immediate 
family are the norms. There is no pervasive ethic of idealism 
or "kindness", in spite of occasional public protestations along 
such l ines. 
What makes social l i f e so much a matter of pol i t ics rather 
than continual open conf l ic t is that people try to avoid violent 
confrontation in most cases, and personal diplomacy publicly recognises 
the rights of others to be equivalent to one's own. In private, 
however, this public ethic of "fairness" is seen primarily as a 
device for self-preservation. So long as one has the power, one 
may publicly f lout the "rules" so that smaller and weaker groups 
are discriminated against by those which are larger, better organised 
and po l i t i ca l l y adept, so long as they see this need as important. 
This private "amorality" is not confined to power-struggles over 
ter r i tory or group leadership. Despite public reverence for the 
"Law" relat ing to the so-called sacred dimension, in which I include 
such domains as totemism, mythology, r i tua l and the l i f e after death, 
there is plenty of evidence that individuals t e l l " l i es " about such 
matters for reasons of po l i t i ca l gain, and may re-invent mythology 
in order to sh i f t the balance of power at an ideological level . 
This picture is balanced by several considerations: there 
are genuine emotional bonds between individuals, there is clearly 
a powerful attachment to home country outside of the competitive 
context, there is d is t inct euphoria associated with part icipation 
in r i t u a l , and so on. I t should be stressed, however, that i t is 
seldom easy to detect what is real ly going on inside someone else's 
head. Take, for example, joking. A large amount of the joking 
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between adults is formal, and yet in many cases the participants 
are clearly enjoying themselves. The difficulty for the field worker 
lies in detecting moods as well as finding out the background to 
particular personal relationships, before deciding what may be the 
degree of fit between behaviour and feeling. Excessive joking may 
denote excessive hostility. Even tears can be faked. A further 
difficulty is that, especially during the first months in the field, 
the field worker is an outsider, even if he or she has been adopted 
by a group. In my own case, I soon realised that I was constantly 
being misled or that I was misreading the oblique signs being given 
me. Cape Keerweer people are seldom verbally direct. Finding out 
what people think, whether one is an outsider or an insider, is 
largely a matter of divination. One learns to "read between the 
lines". There has to be a healthy distrust of the literal if one 
is to endure. "Sweet talk" is a universal custom, not an aberration 
of a few con-men. I only felt that I was learning how the society 
works when I too learned to use the "gammon talk" (lies), sweet-talk, 
public gestures and symbolic exchanges which make one's psychological 
survival possible. There is no survival value in being endlessly 
"nice". 
This discussion has an important bearing on the explanation 
of my presuppositions in gathering data. Initially, I held what 
may be called a "scientistic" view of what I was doing (see Anderson 
1975). I was going to examine the sociolinguistic character of a 
group of speakers of one particular dialect. This was wrong in the 
trivial sense that I soon found that a single linguistic affiliation 
did not yield a definable social group or interacting population, 
so that the field of ethnographic interest had to be revised. 
(It became the social network as viewed from my own particular 
node within it, and my own locus socially was within the multilingual 
"Cape Keerweer" sphere, albeit an ill-defined entity). But my 
intentions were wrong in a far less trivial sense, because of my 
view of my own role. As soon as I arrived, the people I worked 
with assigned me the roles which they saw appropriate - I was to 
be the "boss" for Cape Keerweer, I would be in charge of cattle 
management, I would run the store and communications and transport, 
I would be the go-between in internal disputes and the ambassador 
to the outside world and all its bewildering governmental and other 
agencies. Above all, I would lead them back to their homelands. 
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from which they had migrated to Aurukun Mission in the past 50 years. 
I "belonged to them" (their words). 
My reaction was to be thankful that I as an anthropologist-
linguist was to be involved in "helping the people", that I was 
not simply going to be "ripping them off" while getting data for 
a thesis. I held the view that, since I was a visitor to their 
world, they should have the say over what happened. By and large, 
they did. But I did not foresee that there was no unity in their 
views on particular issues, that internal dissension was one of 
their consuming passions, that some would use me to a point of 
exhaustion unless vigorously repelled, and that my role was essentially 
seen as that of the intermediary to whom both sides of a conflict 
pay allegiance in order to save the loss of face which would result 
from actually coming to agreements between themselves. But I did 
learn all this rather quickly. 
I had decided before entering the field on this particular 
occasion to abandon my usual elicitation methods and to let the 
people teach me in their own way and at their own pace. For several 
months I virtually never asked a question. Several individuals taught 
me "language". The first such session was, in retrospect, a clear 
lesson which was lost on me at the time. The old man, Victor Wolmby 
(who died in 1976), who was both "boss" of the Cape Keerweer area 
and "boss" of the Apalacha ritual alliance, and who had been leading 
the return to "tribal land", adopted me as a son. He then told 
me the story of the Shark, the central cult for his group. Later 
I was taught vocabulary, sometimes sentences. At the time I thought 
people were just thinking of words in groups of natural associations 
(fish, then macropods, etc.), but later I discovered that frequently 
people were telling me their totems, but in the form of lists of words. 
A good deal of my time was taken up transporting people and stores 
to the emerging outstations at Peret and Ti Tree, setting up 
communications, and maintaining links with the mission administration 
which was supporting them. After several months I still had not 
heard the word for "person" in ergative case, but I was coming to 
grips with the essential values, strategies and personalities which 
I needed to know in order to keep my head above water. The pace 
of events was stunning. 
I finally began to elicit linguistic forms in order to fill 
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gaps in grammatical paradigms, and worked on story translations. 
I also spent a good deal of time out mapping, eventually covering 
over 250 sites in a number of clan countries. All this time I 
was acquiring conversational ability in Wik-Ngathana, my "own" 
adoptive language, and a "hearing" knowledge of others. I obtained 
survey materials in seven dialects. I was also making extensive 
notes on language use, kinship, ritual, totemism, and the structure 
of group activities. I elicited genealogies and data on mobility, 
pre-settlement demography, land use and territorial claims. 
My main "research tool", however, if it can be called that, 
was paying attention. By and large, all the important things I 
needed to know were told me without my asking. Sometimes this 
occurred as "explanation", but more often it occurred in context 
simply as comment on behaviour. Cape Keerweer people are minimalists, 
not inclined towards the irrelevant. 
The event which taught me the most, and over which I had 
no control, was a massive fight within Peret camp which erupted 
after the arrival of alcohol in late 1976. Lines of affiliation, 
roles of protagonists and their supporters and restrainers, were 
clearly drawn. The event was highly orchestrated, and in spite 
of apparent confusion much of it was predictable, if one had the 
appropriate knowledge of members of the group. The enmities and 
alliances which were controlling so much of the oblique and symbolic 
behaviour of daily life were suddenly out in the open, being 
verbalised and acted out physically. I came to the conclusion that 
code-switching, the use of joking, public wailing by the bereaved, 
and other verbal formalisms, were essentially means of conveying 
states of intention towards others. That is, they were used as 
buffers against direct communication of underlying internal states. 
They were not really just means of conveying facts about the world 
or about the personal status of participants in a speech situation. 
(They indexed such things, but why was this necessary? For such 
things as kinship status, being in mourning, or being an affine, 
are public knowledge.) Use (and non-use) of these speech-forms 
is, rather, a way of saying such things as "I have no quarrel with 
you", "I have a quarrel with you but wish to cool it", "I am a 
good person who obeys the social norms", "I know you are in mourning 
1 This is why much of the linguistic material in this thesis 
is given in this particular dialect. Where other dialects 
are used, their names are given. 
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and I insult you by speaking to you with non-respectful vocabulary", etc, 
This conclusion arose from the simple realisation that 
personal politics really did dominate virtually all spheres of 
behaviour, and that it was acted out in an oblique medium designed 
to avoid direct confrontation. 
I have written the above so that the reader will be able 
to understand the nature of the field work which produced this thesis. 
It would take a whole volume to state in detail one's epistemological 
assumptions about doing ethnography; mine changed radically 
through the course of field work and after it. I should, however, 
outline my work in the field of linguistic anthropology thus far. 
I first worked in the field for a few weeks studying the 
English dialect of part-Aboriginal people in Bass Strait, Tasmania, 
as an undergraduate student in linguistics in 1969 (see Sutton 1976d). 
I then worked "salvaging" a number of dying languages of northeast 
Queensland in 1970, 1973 and 1974 (see Sutton 1973, 1976b, 1976c, 
1976e, in press a, in press c), both for an M.A. thesis and while 
working as a research officer at the Australian Institute of Aboriginal 
Studies, Canberra. In 1975-6 I worked further on the near-extinct 
Flinders Island and Barrow Point languages of southeast Cape York 
Peninsula (see Sutton 1976c, in press a, in preparation), and also 
spent two months doing field mapping, ethnobotany and linguistics 
in the eastern Cape York area with Chase, von Sturmer, Rigsby and 
Thompson (see Chase and Sutton, in press). In 1976-7, I spent 
nine months working with Cape Keerweer people based at Peret Outstation 
in western Cape York Peninsula. Of approximately two years in the 
field since 1969, only in the latter twelve or so months was this 
field work concerned with matters beyond the narrow formal confines 
of phonology, morphology and syntax. It is hoped that this thesis 
represents a step towards answering some of the sociolinguistic 
questions which have been raised in relation to the Australian 
Aborigines (see Sutton and Rigsby, in press), and sheds a little 
more light on Aboriginal world view. 
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Conventions 
Bracketing: /.../ phonemic transcription 
[...] phonetic transcription 
Proper names are unbracketed. 
Punctuation in phonemic transcriptions: 
/,/ pause /;/ long pause /./ end of utterance 
/!/ exclamation /?/ question intonation 
Special symbols: * 1. reconstructed (proto-) form 
2. unacceptable or incorrect form 
rv alternation 
Glossing: 1. Where precise glossing is relevant, the 
component morphemes of words are separated 
by hyphens; these correspond to the hyphens 
of literal glosses. Elsewhere, hyphens in 
Aboriginal words indicate compounds (as in 
the place name Maaka-thana). 
2. Abbreviations: (i) Abbreviations for kin 
terms are listed at the start of Fig. 3 
of Appendix 1 
(ii) Abbreviations for personal 
pronouns, deictics, grammatical suffixes etc. 
are given at appropriate points in Appendix 1; 
an alphabetical list of suffixes with their 
glosses is at the end of Appendix 1. 
(iii) Abbreviations of dialect 
names are given on page 1 of Chapter IV. 
Maps: Map 2 represents clan countries schematically; 
country numbers correspond to clan numbers 
(exceptions to this are explained in the thesis). 
Maps 3-6 show clan countries in more detail, 
indicating most of the locales which have so far 
been visited and mapped. "Boundaries" are schematic, 
especially where shown as straight lines. The 
(xx i ) 
spe l l ing of place names on these maps d i f f e r s 
from the orthography set out in Appendix 1 and 
used in the thes is , since they were prepared 
fo r use by the Aboriginal community concerned. 
For th is reason, the place names on the maps 
show phonetic shwa as "e" or do not show i t a t 
a l l , represent the voiced allophones of underlying 
voiceless stops as " b , d, g" e t c . , and omit 
underlying f i n a l vowels. The sequence /chany/ 
is shown as " t n y " , /nych/ as "nch", and 
word- f ina l / ny (a ) / as "nye". 
Maps 3-6 were k ind ly re-drawn courtesy of the Austral ian 
I n s t i t u t e o f Aboriginal Studies by i t s draftsman Ken Lyon; 
Maps 1 , 2 and 7-14 were drawn by myself. 
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Roman numerals denote tribes grouped according to totemic organization. 
Numbers i to i i i denote tribes as follows: 
Kaurareg 
Kekoseno 
Yathaikeno 
VVotadi 
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CHAPTER I: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
I.l Linguistic Communities: Individuals, Groups and Language 
Historical background: It has been largely within the 
context of historical linguistics that theories treating the relation-
ships among individuals, groups and linguistic behaviour have 
arisen over the past century and a half. The structural relationships 
among idiolect, dialect and language have been explored mainly 
with a view to shedding light on the mechanisms of phonological 
and lexical change. Weinreich, Labov and Herzog (1968) reviewed 
the relevant literature. The emergence of a self-aware sociolinguistics 
in the last decade or so (see below) indicates that at least in 
some academic quarters there is an increasing willingness to treat 
sociolinguistic matters as more than mere addenda to studies of 
"language", essentially divorced from social context. In line with 
these developments and in keeping with my own preferences, my focus 
in this thesis is on the social functions of linguistic varieties 
rather than on the formal structures of the varieties themselves. 
Ferdinand de Saussure (1960) early this century presented 
a model of linguistic geography which might be considered arche-
typical of such models in modern times, at least until the last 
few decades. "In every human collectivity two forces are always 
working simultaneously and in opposing directions: individualism 
or provincialism (esprit de clocher) on the One hand and intercourse 
- communications among men - on the other" (p. 205). Provincialism 
is a secondary phenomenon, and "nothing more than the force of 
intercourse peculiar to each region" (p. 208). "The social bond 
tends to create l ingu is t ic community and probably imposes certain 
t ra i t s on the common idiom; conversely, l inguis t ic community is 
to some extent responsible for ethnic unity. In general, ethnic 
unity always suffices to explain l inguist ic conrnunity" (p. 223). 
Because langue is a group phenomenon, " in studying l inguis t ic 
evolutions we can disregard the indiv idual is t ic force" (p. 208). 
Sapir likewise saw group phenomena as the start ing-point: 
"What keeps the individual 's variations from r ising to dialect ic 
importance is not merely the fact that they are in any event of 
small moment . . . - i t is chief ly that they are s i len t ly 'corrected' 
or canceled by the consensus of usage" (1921:148). Dialects 
arise "not because of the mere fact of individual variation but 
because two or more groups of individuals have become suf f ic ient ly 
disconnected to d r i f t apart . . . " (p. 150). Sapir thus saw situations 
such as that of Aboriginal Austral ia, where many dialects are spoken 
by very few people, as "primit ive conditions" in which "the po l i t i ca l 
groups are small, the tendency to localism exceedingly strong". 
"The l i f e of the geographically l imited community is narrow and 
intense; i ts speech is correspondingly peculiar to i t se l f " (p. 151). 
Bloomfield (1933:345) noted the coincidence of po l i t i ca l 
groupings and dialect boundaries in Europe, and concluded that 
"the spread of l inguis t ic features depends on social conditions. 
The factors in this respect are doubtless the density of communication 
and the relat ive prestige of di f ferent social groups". Thus inherent 
l inguis t ic d r i f t , communicative isolation of speech communities, 
and the prestige factor were regarded as the major forces for 
l inguist ic change. By the mid 20th century, the separation of 
synchronic from diachronic l inguist ics was well advanced. Thus 
Radcliffe-Brown (1952:196) could wri te: " . . . the general comparative 
study of languages can profi tably be carried out as a relat ively 
independent branch of science, in which the language is considered 
in abstraction from the social structure of the community in which 
i t is spoken". Historical l inguist ic matters, however, such as 
"the spread of language, the unif ication of a number of separate 
communities into a single speech-community, and the reverse process 
of subdivision into di f ferent speech-coirmunities, are phenomena 
of social structure". 
Radcliffe-Brown hastened to add, stepping outside the rubric 
of "history": "So also are those instances in which, in societies 
having a class structure, there are differences of speech usage 
in di f ferent classes" (p. 196). This dist inct ion betv;een geographical 
and social dialectology, as also that between speech community and 
social class, was never elaborated. Indeed i t would have been 
d i f f i c u l t to do so. I f the "density of communication" model were 
applicable to geographically (two-dimensionally) d is t inct populations, 
how would i t fare in the case of a ver t ica l ly s t ra t i f i ed or ethnically 
di f ferent iated population l iv ing in a single community? 
By the 1960's, the work of Gumperz and others in south India, 
and of Labov in the United States, to name two prominent examples, 
had brought all of these issues together. Weinreich, Labov and 
Herzog (1968:162) wrote that "empirical studies have confirmed 
the model of an orderly heterogeneous system in which the choice 
between linguistic alternants carries out social and stylistic 
functions, a system which changes with accompanying changes in 
social structure". There is synchronic oscillation among linguistic 
forms (and also among languages) in the speech of individuals. 
Transitions across age levels in the frequencies and modal values 
of linguistic forms result, in time, in what the observer can abstract 
as transitions of linguistic system. Diachronic change rests on 
synchronic variability. Lavandera (1977) has pointed out, however, 
that this variability not only includes different ways of saying 
the same things (e.g. runnin' vs. running) but also the saying 
of different things (i.e. dialects which make use of passive 
transformations can make finer distinctions than those which do not). 
There are two major domains of synchronic linguistic 
variability: intradiaiectai stylistic variation, and alternation 
between dialects/sociolects/languages. Both may give rise to 
transitions in a particular linguistic system. 
"Linguistic repertoires of speech communities": Perhaps 
as a consequence of this historically-oriented interest in organised 
synchronic diversity, there has been a shift from concern with 
"languages" to "linguistic repertoires". Because cultures and 
societies are complex rather than uniform, they are best served 
by structured linguistic heterogeneity. An individual's linguistic 
competence contains variability because he or she is a member of 
society. Therefore the study of linguistic repertoires is not 
to be divorced from the study of speech communities. Although the 
difficulties of treating speech communities as bounded units has 
long been recognised (e.g. Bloomfield 1933, ch. 3), the term "speech 
community" has endured as an integral notion of modern linguistics 
and anthropology. The notion that speech communities are regions 
of relative density of communication has likewise endured (see, for 
example, the introductory textbook by Gleason 1966:400), a notion 
which reflects concern for differential sharing of linguistic 
phenomena based rather heavily on the "one culture - one language" 
myth, and embedded in a particular theory of linguistic change. 
Hymes (1974:47) has written: 
Bloomfield, and some others following him, have 
postulated a quantitative measure of frequency 
of interaction as defining a community. It is 
clear from the work of Barth (1969), Gumperz, 
Labov, Le Page, and others that definition of 
situations in which, and identities through 
which, interaction occurs is decisive. 
Hunter-gatherer systems: ThuS more complex d e f i n i t i o n s 
of the notion of speech community have emerged from studies of 
l ingu is t ica l ly complex rural or urban societies. What of the so-called 
hunter-gatherers? Gumperz (1962) put forward a model in which the 
degree of l inguis t ic var iab i l i t y in a community increased with 
socio-economic complexity, band societies having the simplest and 
most homogeneous sociol inguist ic systems. "Comnunity bil ingualism, 
speech s t ra t i f i ca t ion or major s t y l i s t i c variance seems to become 
possible only as the economic base expands to allow economic 
s t ra t i f i ca t ion" (1962:34). Hymes (1968) was later to adduce evidence 
from a number of di f ferent societies around the world which soon 
put paid to this simplicity/complexity model. The work of Sorensen 
(1972) and Basso (1973), for example, has revealed great structural 
differences among speech communities of a relat ively uniform socio-
economic type, and no lack of systematic multilingualism (Sorensen 
on the upper Amazon basin) nor any simple relationship between social 
and l ingu is t ic unity (Basso on upper Xingu). My own work adds 
to this evidence. 
I have referred ear l ier to Sapir's conception of hunter-
gatherer sociol inguist ics as "narrow and intense". Radcliffe-Brown 
(1952:204) had a similar view: 
In a structural system with a narrow total social 
f i e l d , an average or typical person is brought 
into direct and indirect social relations with 
only a small number of other persons. In systems 
of this type we may f ind that the l inguis t ic 
community - the body of persons who speak one 
language - numbers from 250 to 500, while the 
po l i t i ca l community is even smaller, and economic 
relations by the exchange of goods and services 
extend only over a very narrow range. 
Ignoring the equation of l ingu is t ic communities with bodies of 
persons who speak the same language, we must ask whether or not 
societies with a "narrow total social f i e l d " (presumably hunter-
gatherer societies f i t this description) are in fact characterised 
by a relatively small number of linguistically significant inter-
personal contacts. Barnes (1972:24) in a review of the notion of 
social networks reports as follows: 
Lee asserts that in the United States a typical 
individual "knows" about a thousand people. 
Mitchell suggests that in an urban environment 
the number of people with whom an individual may 
be in direct and regular contact is limited to 
about thirty. At the other extreme, when Toomey 
asked his urban male respondents, "Apart from 
your wife and children who are the three or four 
people you most often spend your time with?" 
20 percent of them named no contact and 15 percent 
only one; 49 percent responded to this question 
by spontaneously mentioned {sic) their lack of 
social contact 
While it is certainly the case that industrial societies 
may place individuals in some sort of contact with millions of 
people, and they may actually have occasion to say something to 
several thousand different people in a year, it is not clear that 
they have regular contact or enduring social relations with many 
more people than do hunter-gatherers. We need only to compare the 
small, scattered populations of European pastoralists in central 
Australian deserts with the relatively dense populations of Aborigines 
in tropical coastal Australia to see the fallacy of associating 
communicative density too closely with socio-economic type. Even 
the non-quantitative, structural characteristics of social relation-
ships tend to place rural European Australians more with hunter-
gatherers than with urban people. Such societies are characterised 
by multiplex personal networks (i.e. there is a high probability 
that if A knows B and B knows C, then A will also know C), while 
the networks of urban people tend to be much more single-stranded 
(i.e. there is a lower probability that A will know C) (Barnes 1972). 
Miller (1966a:4-5) attempted to state some features "that 
are probably common to all speech communities of bands" and which 
he saw as conmon at least to the Great Basin and desert Australia 
(interlocking speech communities lacking definite boundaries; 
linguistic and dialectal diversity within the speech community; 
a difficulty in drawing isoglosses even though geographic differences 
were found); but apart from his observation that band societies 
lack social stratification and therefore class dialects, the features 
he lists are surely common to most or all speech communities in 
every type of society. 
It remains to be demonstrated whether or not such categories 
as "socio-economic type" are relevant to a typology of speech communities. 
I t is most important, however, that ethnographies of speaking -
the data base on which furtherance of soc io l i ngu is t i c theory re l ies -
not be res t r i c ted to j u s t one or two major types of society. The 
opportunity fo r l i n g u i s t i c ethnography among members of modern 
hunter-gatherer groups, even those such as the Cape Keerweer people 
whose economy has been great ly a l tered in super f i c ia l ways in the 
las t few decades, i s now passing. When we consider that human 
communicative competence evolved whi le most humans were organised 
as hunter-gatherers, and that th is was the case fo r 99 percent of 
human cu l ture h i s t o r y , soc io l i ngu is t i c studies of hunter-gatherers 
must be seen as po ten t i a l l y very s i g n i f i c a n t . 
Definitions of linguistic communities: Before a typology 
of speech communities can be attempted, more theoret ica l refinement 
of the notion i t s e l f i s necessary. Gumperz's early de f i n i t i on 
(1968:381) of the speech community presents some problems: 
any human aggregate characterised by regular 
and frequent in te rac t ion by means of a shared 
body of verbal signs and set o f f from s imi la r 
aggregates by s i gn i f i can t differences in language 
use. 
Most groups of any permanence, be they small 
bands bounded by face-to-face contact, modern 
nations d i v i s i b l e in to smaller subregions or even 
occupational associations or neighbourhood gangs, 
may be t reated as speech communities, provided 
they show l i n g u i s t i c pecu l i a r i t i es that warrant 
special study. 
Here Gumperz s t i l l associates density of communication wi th l i n g u i s t i c 
type, whether i t be reper to i re of codes or reper to i re of i n te r -
act ional s t y l es . The emphasis is squarely on the "group". Labov 
l ikewise speaks of groups, but i s not convinced about the density model: 
My own studies of on-going l i n g u i s t i c changes 
ind icate that d ia lec t d i v e r s i f i c a t i o n is continuing 
in the face of saturat ion by the mass media, and 
in sp i te of close contact among the social groups 
involved. The fac t that d i ve rs i t y is not auto-
mat ica l l y connected wi th i so la t i on suggests that 
i t may also be connected with the normal processes 
of face- to- face cormiunication (1972:324). 
We thus see, in recent t imes, a s h i f t from the older densi ty-
of-communication model of a speech community, to one based on the 
(more abstract?) fac t of shared l i n g u i s t i c knowledge and social 
i d e n t i t y . Hymes' most recent d e f i n i t i o n of the speech community (1974:51) 
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is "a community sharing knowledge of rules for the conduct and 
interpretation of speech. Such sharing comprises knowledge of at 
least one form of speech, and knowledge also of its patterns of use. 
Both conditions are necessary". Speech community is a "fundamental 
notion" in Hymes' set of constructs: "One starts with a social 
group and considers the entire organization of linguistic means 
within it, rather than start with some one partial, named 
organization of linguistic means, called a 'language'", (p. 47). 
Yet on Hymes' own definition, the speech community is not just a 
human aggregate, not even one which on nonlinguistic grounds could 
be called a "social group", but is specifically a category whose 
membership is defined by shared linguistic knowledge (which also 
brings us back to the Chomskyan postulation of a hypothetical 
homogeneity that has been so roundly condemned by historical linguists 
such as Weinreich, Labov and Herzog (1968) and indeed by Hymes 
himself). What criteria does one use for judging membership in a 
speech community when different age-groups may show continuous 
transitions of frequencies and modal values of linguistic alternants? 
What if A and B share linguistic knowledge, as do B and C, and A, 
B and C live together, using B as interlocutor because A and C 
do not share linguistic knowledge? A, B and C belong to a single 
speech network and also live in the same house - in what sense 
then do they fail to belong to "a single speech community"? 
Hymes (1974) also defines a number of less fundamental 
notions: 
language field (a person's range of knowledge of languages) (p. 50) 
speech field ("the range of communities within which a 
person's knowledge of ways of speaking enables him 
to move")(p. 50) 
speech network ("a specific linkage of persons through 
shared knowledge of forms of speech and ways of speaking")(p. 50] 
Sprechbund (speech area, an area within which ways of speaking -
but not necessarily forms of speech - are shared)(p. 49) 
Sprachbund (an area in which a particular form of speech is 
shared) (p. 49) 
Under such definitions, Hymes' speech community appears to be the 
personnel who inhabit the area of overlap of sprechbund with 
Sprachbund, in social space, and without reference to geography. 
Hymes recognises the difficulties of setting up such a construct. 
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however, for he says (1974:51) that "an adequate theory of language ... 
requires the contribution of social science in characterising the 
notions of community, and of membership in a community. In effect 
we have drawn distinctions of scale and kind of linkage with regard 
to what Gumperz (1962) termed the linguistic community (any 
distinguishable intercommunicating group). Descriptions will make 
it possible to refine a useful typology and to discover the causes 
and consequences of the various types". 
Before examining some modern notions of community and 
membership in a community, another recent set of relevant constructs 
will be examined. Silverstein (1972) says that the notion of langue 
and hence that of grammars of languages rests on the notion of 
linguistic community. A grammar is that system of speech held in 
common by members of the same language community. Hence language 
community is distinct from speech community, the former defined 
by shared grammar, the second by interaction. Most linguistic 
anthropologists would probably accept this. Silverstein makes 
the theory more precise, however: where people share substantially 
the same grammar and also have the sense of speaking the same language, 
we have a language community. (If they share grammar, but have 
no such sense, e.g. French-Spanish in the Pyrenees, then we have 
convergent dialects, but not a language community). Where people 
speak essentially different, though reduced, grammars and they do 
not feel that they speak each others' languages, e.g. the different 
speakers of Chinook Jargon, who share lexicon and language universals 
but have distinct grammars and have no "intention" of speaking 
the same language, then we have a speech community but no language 
community. In a pidgin situation, there is neither a language-
community nor a speech-community; the model (or intention) is a 
language-community, but is not attained until creolisation. Thus 
not all cases of systematic linguistic interaction, even where a 
large degree of communication may take place, are classifiable as 
falling under the terms language-community and speech-community, 
Silverstein's terminology, in its finer form, may not gain 
currency among scholars but his distinction between linguistic 
communities defined by interaction versus shared grammar is certainly 
useful and will be employed in this thesis. Future theoretical 
refinement will need to account for jargons and pidgins, as Silverstein 
has attempted to do, and to examine closely the notion of "intention 
to speak the same language". It will also, as Hymes recognised, 
need to look carefully at notions of community. 
Groups and non-groups: The emphasis of remarks about 
language by anthropologists working in the Australian context, 
as in many others, has been on what may loosely be labelled "group 
phenomena" rather than on the less institutionalised phenomena of 
"non-groups" (in the sense of Boissevain 1968). Aborigines themselves 
frequently discuss language in a similar way, and the inclination 
to see sociolinguistic behaviour largely in terms of institutions 
(such as the mythical "tribe") is not the exclusive hazard of 
anthropologists. In the case of sedentary communities, such as 
those of peasant Europe and Asia, the temptation to think of linguistic 
communities in terms of residential aggregates is hard to resist, 
although I would argue that it should be resisted. In societies 
where populations are less clearly bounded in the spatial sense, 
we are more easily forced to look at the labile networks of personal 
interaction, often impossible to isolate in a fixed area, which 
are not isomorphic with corporate bodies, and which do not exhaust 
the membership of population aggregates. Miller came to such a 
view about the Shoshoni of the Great Basin and the Australian 
Aborigines (1966a:4-5). But in many anthropological studies, the 
institutions of patriline, clan, moiety, etc. have been most prominent 
in the description of social structure, while non-groups have been 
largely ignored. Kinship is said to involve categories of kin on 
the one hand, and "behaviours" on the other. The role of kinship 
in structuring non-groups, and its influence relative to that of 
"informal" links such as friendship, leader-following and the like 
have frequently not been assessed in the Australian Aboriginal context. 
In looking at the social forces which shape linguistic behaviour, 
we cannot afford to do this. Among our primary interests are: 
who speaks to whom, in what linguistic variety, how often, why, 
and which beliefs and interactions play the more significant roles 
in determining the scope and content of the linguistic repertoires 
of individuals? 
Boissevain (1968) sees social scientists as being roughly 
divided into "interactionists" (who define groups on the basis of 
T A "non-group" is a non-corporate set of linked persons, 
such as a friendship clique or political faction, which 
lacks clear boundaries of membership. 
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frequency of interaction among individuals) and "corporationists" 
(who add to interaction and "consciousness of kind", such criteria 
as common interests, rights and obligations, organisation and structure) 
the latter including all social anthropologists (up to 1968!). 
Interaction, he says, rather produces "quasi-groups". Such units 
as clans are corporate bodies, whose common interests are essentially 
property interests, broadly defined (see also Boissevain 1971). 
In such a scheme, Gumperz and Hymes and others who use the recently 
refined notion of the speech community would be said to have used 
an interactionist approach to the study of language in society. 
Hymes does of course refer to the speech network, which focuses 
on the personal network of the speaker rather than on the character 
of a group, but it is an "additional notion" (1974:51), tacked on 
almost as an afterthought to the central discussion of the speech 
community. I would suggest that this emphasis is in part a legacy 
of older notions which take group phenomena to be primary in social 
description and especially in linguistic description (the "language" 
rather than the speaker; note that Hymes and others have attempted 
to shift the focus of linguistics from the study of languages to 
the study of the linguistic repertoires of speech communities, a 
shift which would retain a group-oriented approach). In a small-
scale society such as exists at Cape Keerweer, one is constantly 
reminded of the role of the individual in social and linguistic 
change, the explication of which is a prominent concern of socio-
linguistics. One would, however, gain the impression from much 
of the literature that the primary mechanism of linguistic change 
is a concerted communal reanalysis of grammatical and lexical rules. 
I suggest that this mechanism may better be characterised as chain-
reactions starting from the acts of individuals, ramifying through 
their personal networks. Only some members of networks and groups 
are active in defining acceptability and promoting usage of cultural 
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and linguistic fashions. In any case, it is important to resist 
the inclinations to concentrate overmuch on the group rather than 
the individual, and to always start with the speech community as 
the lodestone of linguistic behaviour. Ironically, one of the 
great successes of the sociolinguists has involved the erosion of 
the assumption that monolithic, monolingual and homogeneous speech 
1 An Aboriginal band would be a quasi-group under Boissevain's 
definitions. 
2 I am indebted to John von Sturmer for raising the relevance 
r/" *'--=r observation for sociolinguistics. 
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communities exist, and the establishment of the proposition that 
sharing of linguistic codes between individuals is never complete. 
Linguistic variability is a key to linguistic evolution. I would 
see collective speech differences as projections of individual 
differences, distributed via the networks of individuals, and maintained 
by the interactions of individuals. Consciousness of groups clearly 
plays a part here, since among the influences on speech behaviour 
are the concept of the norm ("proper speech"), "consciousness of 
kind", and other society-based notions ("prestige" belongs with these, 
for example). Ideological influences are more than "merely psychological" 
since the ecological setting of whole populations may be crucial 
in shaping such things as social stratification and degrees of 
physical isolation, and group competition for resources and space 
(e.g. the Martha's Vineyard case, Labov 1972) may be behind the 
establishment of certain speech norms, as perceived by the individual 
aspirant. But at Cape Keerweer, the important types of "consciousness 
of kind" do not rest on shared linguistic affiliation, as they do 
in cases such as the Swat Pathan described by Barth (1972). 
In other words, we are brought back to something of a 
compromise between starting from the speech community and starting 
from the individual speaker. On paper, we must start somewhere, 
but in logical space we may suitably start in the middle, which 
would be my own choice. 
Role of the individual: Boissevain (1968:549) writes of 
"social catalysts", who are individuals providing important links 
in social networks, who manipulate others to a marked extent. 
They may form the focus of an action group, thus bringing people 
together. Without necessarily dominating or influencing specific 
linguistic behaviour patterns, such people have important effects 
on matters such as the composition of residence or action groups, 
and therefore on the linguistic repertoires of these groups. If 
linguistic sharing and differences play a prominent role in social 
ideology, and affect the mutual preferences of individuals for each 
other, then the effect of such focal individuals on the linguistic 
repertoire of a group may be very great. 
At Cape Keerweer, there certainly are people who are social 
catalysts of this type, but an ideology of mutual preference in 
which shared linguistic affiliation plays a role seems to be lacking. 
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The formal links of kinship and geographical association are powerful 
influences in determining the composition of groups, and these 
indirectly affect the linguistic repertoires of such groups. The 
influence of a catalyst on linguistic behaviour, however, is probably 
very great. One dialect, which Is now spoken by seven middle-aged 
people and is the owned dialect of another nineteen (who mostly 
understand it but speak Wik-Mungkana and English instead), is 
distinctively that of a single clan. All living members of this 
clan are descendants of a single male, who had in all eight wives. 
The possibility that this man's personal linguistic style has had 
widespread effects in succeeding generations must be considered. 
Social networks: Barnes (1972) and Whitten and Wolfe (1973) 
provide useful overviews of developments in the field generally 
known as network analysis. Leinhardt (1977) reprints many of the 
relevant papers on the subject. Although individual links are 
the basic stuff of network studies, it is mass social phenomena 
rather than "individual behaviour per se, or even the dyadic link 
per se" (Whitten and Wolfe 1973:720) which is the focus of interest. 
Barnes stresses that it is a mistake to contrast networks and groups 
as though they were opposed categories, with the network notion 
restricted to "idiosyncratic, egalitarian, noninstitutionalized 
social bonds". Within any group there is always a network of relations, 
(We night add here that groups themselves may form networks of 
relations.) "The contrast is not between networks and organised 
groups ... but between those social bonds that relate an individual 
to a group and those that do not " (Barnes 1972:4-5). Both Barnes 
and Boissevain note that informal clusters and cliques - built of 
bonds that do not relate individuals to formal groups - frequently 
transform themselves into organised or jural groups and thus their 
membership becomes more easily definable and unambiguous. Such 
processes appear to have been a major source of changes in social 
organisation among the Cape Keerweer peoples. 
It is important to distinguish social bonds from actual 
interaction, as we do langue from parole. Mayer (1966:111) says, 
for example, that "we must distinguish between the potential material 
of network links, and those links which are actually used in the 
action-set's constitution". Koepping (n.d.) found a wide discrepancy 
between the two in his study of Cherbourg Aboriginal settlement 
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in southeastern Queensland. His is one of the few network studies 
so far attempted in an Aboriginal community (an earlier version of 
his paper was Koepping 1977; for another analysis in a similar 
setting, see Eckermann 1977). Koepping (n.d.:26) said: 
I would like to test the assumption which is 
so overtly functionalistic in orientation, 
namely that structure determines the flow of 
information and communication. I hold that the 
comparison between networks which are abstracted 
according to different conceptual categories 
will show that the isomorphism between structural 
elements and behavioural reality cannot be proved. 
In other words, there is no way of defining a network 
relevant for all purposes. Koepping examines consanguineal and 
affinal kin ties, networks of visiting, contacts and gossip, and 
the flow of financial assistance and other support, among a set 
of households at Cherbourg. He does not attempt a presentation of 
"the totality of the social processes of the settlement or even 
the whole segment of 15 households on the settlement", but rather 
aims at "elucidating the potential of structural abstractions of 
some partial networks for the explanation of behavioural elements 
in network segments" (p. 27). He finds discrepancies between links 
established through kinship, contact and financial assistance, in 
the Cherbourg case, which lead him to conclude that "it is not so 
much the structural components of the networks which influence 
particular actions taken by the individual in interpersonal dealings, 
but the personal value-system" (p. 37). He did not find anything 
resembling "a clique, a cluster (with action component), an action-
set or a definable group of effective kindred or neighbours within 
the segment which can be considered as a collective action group". 
The Cherbourg evidence rather tends to support the contention 
"that aborigines act as individuals in each case vis-a-vis each 
individual according to a very personal value-code which often 
is intimately tied to the particular life-experiences of the 
individual, that is to biography'| (pp. 43-4). 
Koepping implies that this situation would have been rather 
different in pre-European times v^ hen norms of behaviour between 
kin were more fully operative, and when "distinct cultural groups" 
had not yet been mixed up into "de-tribalized congeries of people" 
(p. 41). In the Cape Keerweer case, however, where such traditional 
elements are so clearly intact, and where structural categories 
are so frequently appealed to by Aborigines in explaining or criticising 
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behaviour, we must still accept the fact that the "flow of information 
and communication" is to be clearly divorced from the structural 
components. The structural components are manipulated in the 
justification of behaviour, but do not wholly "determine" that 
behaviour. The individual ego is central, and constantly struggles 
to keep his or her independence. There is "the Law", but there are, 
in addition to law-followers, both law-makers and law-breakers, 
some of whom are very successful members of society - at least in 
their own terms - as a result of their refusal to be passive. 
However, the role of economy - especially qua land-tenure and the 
composition of bands - is to provide an organisational base-line 
for behaviour, and is validated by the corporate system. 
Koepping notes that network studies have largely come 
to the fore in fluid urban situations where the structural-functionalist 
concentration on corporate institutions such as clans and lineages 
seems most inappropriate. Network analysis "is a very useful bridge 
between individualistic behaviourism and extreme abstraction in 
structuralism, for it can neatly show the interphase and the 
discrepancies therein" (p. 44). 
I would suggest that one of the reasons why so-called traditional 
societies have been so much studied as systems of relatively formalised 
groups is that anthropologists have not found it easy to enter the 
world of individual personalities in their field situations. They 
may not have become engaged daily in their own personal network, 
which required them to continually negotiate the "system" as others 
did. And they may have been prevented - perhaps by a Rousseauian 
view that "primitive people" have customs which the outsider can 
only respect - from perceiving the extent to which the native appeal 
to formal structure was, as it is in all societies to some degree, 
the purposeful use of structural abstractions in the control of 
other people's behaviour. The question is not just, for example, 
whether or not things such as "a definable group of effective kindred 
or neighbours" can be considered an action-group, but also whether 
or not such definable groups are appealed to (effectively or otherwise) 
in the recruitment of individuals to action-groups, or used to justify 
links, avoidances and clashes between individuals or groups (correctly, 
honestly or otherwise). 
The Cape Keerweer evidence shows that social and cultural 
change is not only brought about by changing limits of acceptable 
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behaviour, but also by the continual redefinition of social and 
cosmological order by those participating in them. Without being, 
in one's own terms at least, "antisocial", one can act in conflict 
with precedent by reanalysing the social order. And linguistic 
change proceeds, not essentially by behavioural drift, but by 
successive and differing reanalyses of what has gone before, 
and by the selective absorption of what was previously external 
(diffusion). Thus although new norms are continually created, in 
order to be norms they must be at least to some extent conceived 
of as fixed and static ("proper", "true", etc). The judgment of 
parole is continually referred back to an essentially prescriptive 
conception of langue. The ultimate authority on norms is ego. 
"Big men", however, can be powerful catalysts. 
Both personal networks and so-called corporate structures 
have a conceptual nature and a behavioural reality. To study a 
communication network is not, therefore, simply to map and quantify 
observed transactions between individuals - one must discover whom 
an individual knows, likes, or dislikes as well as whom he sees, 
speaks to or fights with. One must also discover the membership 
of formal groups, as this will in some cases predetermine the baseline 
for interactions between individuals (as in the case of an inherited 
clan feud), as well as the nature of informal groups such as 
residential aggregates. 
Ethnicity, institutions and groups: It is not uncommon for 
anthropologists to distinguish ethnic groups from corporate groups. 
Barth (1969b) reviews the anthropological literature on ethnic 
groups and notes that the term "ethnic group" is generally understood 
to designate a population which 
1. is largely biologically self-perpetuating 
2. shares fundamental cultural values, realized 
in overt unity in cultural forms 
3. makes up a field of communication and interaction 
4. has a membership which identifies itself, 
and is identified by others, as constituting 
a category distinguishable from other categories 
of the same order (pp. 10-11). 
Barth rejects all but the last of these definitions: self-ascription 
and ascription by others. The critical focus then becomes the 
"ethnic boundary that defines the group, not the cultural stuff 
it encloses "(p. 15). Although such boundaries are social, they 
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may have territorial concomitants. Differences of value-standards 
may be important too. Like Ardener (1974), Barth says that the 
demography of ethnic units involves not only processes of fertility, 
mortality and migration but those "that effect changes of the 
identity of individuals or groups" (Barth 1969b:21). 
I have not found it appropriate in the Cape Keerweer case 
to draw a distinction between "ethnic group" and other types of 
ascribed group. There are various ascriptions of different levels 
of inclusion and on different grounds, made by Cape Keerweer people. 
At present the widest, perhaps, is a distinction between Aborigines 
and Whites. In the past the widest distinction may have been 
that between Wik-speaking and other peoples, or perhaps that between 
inland and coastal peoples (I deal with these elsewhere). More 
importantly, there are regional ascriptions (e.g. "Cape Keerweer 
people", "Kendall River people", etc.) with unclear boundaries 
subject to rather rapid redefinition. Ascriptions with narrower 
ranges of reference tend to be more precisely bounded, and there 
is in fact an ideology to the effect that such smaller groups have 
unambiguous membership; and yet the evidence is that such ascriptions 
can shift in range of reference (e.g. clans subdivide, and the 
segments achieve independent status). Most such groups rest on 
ascribed territorial origin; recruitment is (theoretically) 
through birth. An arbitrary division of such groups into corporate 
bodies and ethnic groups is not attempted. 
Belief-systems: Perhaps the greatest shortcoming of theories 
of "speech community" advanced so far is the smallness of the role 
given to belief-systems. In many societies, the use of a distinct 
form of speech may be the reflection of "ethnicity" but not often, 
apparently, ideologically sustained reflection of corporate membership. 
Hymes, for example, uses the example of "black boys [|whoJ use 
substandard speech, not through interference with unfolding or lack 
of exposure, but as a sign of masculinity". "Non-standard-speaking 
children hear as much TV and radio as other children, and their 
teachers all day" (1974:96). Hymes argues for the recognition 
of "motivation and value" as components of competence in speaking. 
Sherzer and Bauman (1972:134) suggest that linguistic diffusion 
occurs when members of speech communities "make adjustments in their 
linguistic repertoires for a variety of social and cultural motives, 
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by incorporating features of other languages; that is, they 
resort to linguistic borrowing as a means of attaining particular 
social and cultural goals". 
In Aboriginal Australia, as far as I am aware, there is a 
universal distinction between the language one "owns" by right of 
patrilineal descent, and other languages. Language is ritual 
property. People can use each others' languages, as indeed they 
commonly do and on occasions must. A theory of linguistic communities 
which simply separates language knowers from language users will 
overlook in the Australian case a whole ideology - of great pragmatic 
importance - about language owners. This ideology is far more 
precise and elaborate than the mere "motivation and value" of a 
fluid urban-ethnicity context. 
1.2 Linguistic Communities and Australian Aborigines 
.1 The "Australian dialectal tribe" controversy 
The "tribe" as the broad domain of social structure: 
What is the broad domain in which social structure exists? Many 
writers on Australian Aborigines give the impression that in their 
case it is "the tribe". Radcliffe-Brown said: 
...I regard as a part of the social structure 
all social relations of person to person. ... 
In an Australian tribe the whole social Structure 
is based on a network of such relations of person 
to person, established through genealogical 
connections (1952:191) (my italics). 
Consistent with this view, writers frequently introduce 
structures such as moieties, sections, subsections and clans as 
subdivisions of tribes, or marriage rules as features of tribes: 
Nearly all over Australia, every tribe was divided 
theoretically into two halves for social and 
ceremonial purposes (Berndt and Berndt 1969:41). 
There are two moieties, each comprising about half 
the whole tribe ... Clans are subgroups of a 
moiety (Abbie 1969:191). 
... in many Australian tribes two men frequently 
exchange sisters in marriage (Elkin 1954:55). 
On this view, it is the dialect-affiliated social category 
which forms the domain of social structure. Statements about 
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"kinship systems" are frequently statements about the kin terminologies 
of particular dialects. At Cape Keerweer, all speakers of Wik-Ngathana 
also speak and use Wik-Mungkana. Wik-Mungkana kin terminology 
distinguishes younger siblings by sex; Wik-Ngathana does not. 
Dialect affiliation is not correlated with definable cultural groups. 
In such a case it is clear that a difference in terminology does 
not amount to a difference in social domain or essential system. 
Maddock notes that "semi-moiety systems occur in much of the Northern 
Territory. In some parts the semi-moieties are known by proper names, 
but in others they are not, being simply recognised couples of 
subsections " (1972:91). Consistently, but somewhat exceptionally, 
Maddock introduces the classes called moieties, sections or subsections 
as divisions of "the world" (1972:72ff), not as divisions of "tribes". 
McConnel (1939-40:63) said that "the wikmunkan of the lower 
Archer ... have little or no use for named patrilineal moieties 
[kuyan and katpi), though they know of them. But the up-river 
Wikmunkan, in common with the wikampama, use them in contact with 
the Kandyut whose koiya and karpai are interchangeable moiety names." 
Here we are told that, in the context of moieties, there are two 
kinds of wikmunkan, those who use named moieties (up-river) and those 
who generally do not (down-river). Thus the whole discussion has 
been case into the framework of dialect groups, whereas it is clear 
that the use of named moieties in the region simply does not correlate 
well with dialect divisions. In discussing the matter, Scheffler 
(see Thomson 1972:15,18) says that "if moieties were a significant 
feature of Wik Monkan society no competent anthropologist who worked 
in the area as long as McConnel and Thomson both did could have 
missed them." As I demonstrate elsewhere in this thesis, there 
is no bounded social or demographic entity which may sensibly be 
designated "Wik-Mungkana society". Kinship is a phenomenon of kin, 
who themselves form the "broad domain of social structure" in 
Aboriginal Australia. 
The "Tindale-Birdsell hypothesis": In the l a s t decade, 
the use of the term " t r ibe" with i t s implication of "one language -
one cultiitre" has been under heavy attack, most notably by Fried 
(1966, 1975a, 1975b) and Hymes (1968). Hymes' statement of the 
problem bears quoting in some de ta i l : 
ly 
The assumptions underlying the use of language 
as a criterion in recent cross-cultural research 
would seem roughly to be as follows: 
(1) "One language - one culture"; that is, 
the ethnographic world can be divided into "ethno-
linguistic" units, each associating a language 
with a culture. 
(2) When the units are demarcated in space 
(mapped), the demarcation implies a break in mutual 
intelligibility in virtue of the language, and 
hence in communication in virtue of the culture. 
(3) The language in question is the medium 
of communication for the content of interest 
with regard to the culture in question. 
(4) These boundary relationships (language, 
culture, communication) have persisted in time 
(1968:25-6). 
Hymes then analyses each assumption on the basis both of 
internal logical considerations and the ethnographic facts, and 
restates the set of assumptions in what amounts to a correction 
of them: 
(1) The ethnographic world is divided into 
"sociolinguistic" or communicative units, composed 
of repertoires of codes and rules of code-use; 
these units intersect or overlap; their associations 
with persons, groups, communities, and language 
varies. 
(2) Between such units, mutual intelligibility 
and communication depend on a complex of factors, 
of which sameness or similarity is but one. 
(3) Whether or not a particular code is 
the communicative means instrumental to particular 
cultural features is problematic. 
(4) The time depth of an association between 
a particular code and particular cultural features 
is problematic (1968:42). 
In spite of the force of arguments such as those advanced 
by Hymes, they do not appear to have penetrated the thinking of 
many Australianists on the subject (see, for example, papers in 
Peterson 1976a). The "dialectal tribe" model, particularly as 
developed by Tindale and Birdsell, has dominated thinking in the 
sociolinguistic domain of Aboriginal studies and therefore it is 
dealt with here in detail. 
Tindale's (1974) most recent and comprehensive statement 
of his views may be summarised as follows: The clan is a group of 
Aboriginal persons who claim descent from a common ancestor and 
ownership of a definite area of country. The clan membership minus 
persons (mostly women) departing from it in marriage, plus those 
imported as spouses, constitutes the horde. "A series of hordes 
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that are contiguously placed and share certain common practices 
are recognised as a tribe" (p. 16). Tindale defines the tribe 
many times, and the recurring elements in his definitions are: 
a widely recognised tribal name 
relative dialectal unity 
cooperation, political unity, the non-stranger feeling 
a high degree of dialect endogamy 
the sharing of a kinship system 
regular meetings of its members for ritual etc. 
Tindale's tribe is essentially a population on the ground: "... the 
tribe consists of several local groups or hordes, each normally 
wandering over but a portion of the whole tribal territory" (p. 36). 
The important formal - rather than substantive - criticism which 
may be made of this construct is that it confuses a population unit 
with a typological one (Peterson 1976b:50). For example, if, as 
Tindale says, an average of 14% of Australian marriages occur between 
members of different "dialectal tribes", then a tribe consists of 
hordes with an average extra-tribal component of 14%. Therefore 
the typological labels he uses (the "widely recognised names" of 
dialects) do not refer to aggregations of hordes, but of clans, 
which are typological units. This criticism may also be extended 
to his statement (p. 16) that hordes are "exogamous". Exogamy, 
as a social rule, applies to clans, which are definable by descent. 
Since hordes are of mixed lineal composition, and (even on Tindale's 
definitions) members of a single clan may be found living in several 
different hordes, are we forced to say that hordes are x% endogamous 
when sons marry cross-cousins belonging to their mothers' clan? 
If there are hordes and if they always attract women from other 
hordes - which seems to be Tindale's definition of horde exogamy -
there is no need to explain this as a social rule relating to hordes. 
It may be explained as a simple function of clan exogamy combined 
with residential discreteness. But at least in tropical coastal 
areas, residential aggregates dominated by members of a single clan 
are not always the rule, as Tindale himself agrees: "several hordal 
groups may gather at other places within their tribal territory 
to exploit such foods and water supplies as are in general abundance 
and sufficient for all" (p. 17). 
Another formal criticism of Tindale's "tribe" is that 
it relies heavily on labels. Dialectal differentiation is essentially 
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performed by inspecting local nomenclature rather than demonstrating 
l inguis t ic relationships (see Dixon 1976). 
But the most important aspects of the Tindale-Birdsell 
hypothesis - namely, the data base - have not really been tackled 
yet. The cornerstones of their data are Tindale's (1953) figures 
on t r iba l and in ter t r iba l marriage and Birdsel l 's biological data 
(e.g. 1976). These are based heavily on f i e l d work in the Western 
Desert area. Tindale (1974) has admitted that there are exceptions 
to the t r iba l model, namely Daly River, north-east Arnhem Land and 
western Cape York Peninsula. But to these we must add the rest 
of mainland Arnhem Land (see Hiatt 1965, Berndt and Berndt 1970, 
Heath 1978) and south-east Cape York (my own unpublished data on 
the Princess Charlotte Bay area). For the other areas of pre-
European high population density, in eastern and southern Austral ia, 
there is l i t t l e information. The Western Desert area dominates 
the l i terature on such matters and yet i t supported the lowest number 
of Aboriginal people per unit of area. 
The t r iba l marriage s ta t is t ics (Tindale 1953) on which Birdsell 
relies so absolutely consist of one major study (Ngalia 156 
marriages) and several small studies (Ngadadjara 42, I l iaura 34, 
Walmala 30, Anmatjera 26, Pintubi 18) from the Western Desert, 
plus a large number of individual marriages from most parts of the 
continent (346 in a l l ) . But of the l a t te r , most of the case-studies 
involve less than 10 marriages for each " t r i be " , and a few involve 
studies of 11-17 marriages, but no more. I t is doubtful whether 
this sampling technique is adequate for deducing continent-wide 
averages. The western Cape York data, for example, consists of 
one " t r iba l marriage" (Wik-Mungkana) and one " in ter t r iba l marriage" 
(Wik-Mungkana--Wik-Ngatharra). There was no use made of McConnel's 
work. 
McConnel published genealogies indicating the dialect a f f i l i a t i ons 
of spouses for sixteen marriages in the Wik-speaking area (McConnel 
1930) and for thirteen in the Kaanychu-speaking area (McConnel 1950-1). 
In the former case, four marriages were intra-dialectal (25%) and 
in the la t te r f ive (38%). The former involved individuals a f f i l i a t ed 
to Wik-Mungkana, Wik-Ngath^rra, Wik-Ngathcina, Kugu-Nganycharra 
dialects (probably mostly Kugu-Uwanh and Kugu-Muminh), Wik-Paacha 
and "Wik-aiyana" (probably Wik-Iiyanh or a related d ia lect ) . The 
la t te r set involved marriages between a f f i l i a tes of Kaanychu, 
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Ayapathu, Wik-Mungkana, Umpila and Olkolo. The degree of dialect 
exogamy is comparable with that of the Cape Keerweer area, (see 
Chapter I I ) . 
Tindale (1953) also presents somewhat confusing information 
even on the Western Desert area. Marriages between Ngalia and 
Walmala are l is ted as " i n t e r t r i b a l " , yet Meggitt has shown (1962:47-48) 
that these are names of "communities" of Walbiri-speaking people. 
On Tindale's f igures, there are three times as many marriages 
between Ngalia and other tribes (non-Walmala) as there are between 
Ngalia and Walmala. Yet Ngalia and Walmala both speak Walbir i , 
and are "adjoining". Dialectal differences are s l ight between the two. 
The average for in te r t r iba l marriages in the Atherton Tableland 
area (north-east Queensland) is given by Tindale as 20%, but in 
three of the seven " t r ibes" l is ted the actual figures are in the 
range 42-55%, and these three " t r ibes" account for 43.5% of the 
marriages in the sample. An average figure of 20% for the region 
is therefore misleading. 
Although I have been referring to the "Tindale-Birdsell" 
hypothesis, i t should be noted that Birdsell di f fers from Tindale 
on certain points, although both regard the tr ibe as primary. 
Birdsell is less clear about the difference between a social category 
defined by descent and a population defined by residence and range. 
For example, "The three recognisable social units in Aboriginal 
Australia are the family, in which reproduction occurs; the band, 
as the land-holding un i t ; and the dialectal t r ibe . The f i r s t two 
are exogamous . . . " (1976:97). Birdsell is mainly interested in 
the t r ibe as a basic genetic isolate, and emphasises i ts dialectal 
unity (and implied - but undemonstrated - dialectal discreteness). 
This unity results from t e r r i t o r i a l i t y : "The Australian dialectal 
t r i be , as the sum of i t s bands, is a t e r r i t o r i a l unit subject to 
homeostatic processes in a demographic sense. The pattern of the 
density of communications forge i t as a natural language uni t . " 
The bands which make up a t r ibe are clustered together to form a 
cel lu lar communications network; and yet , the tr ibe is "a l ingu is t ic 
uni t , not a po l i t i ca l one" (1976:96). I t was maintained " to ta l l y 
by systems of face-to-face communication without po l i t i ca l reinforce-
ment or structure" (1970:118). 
Birdsel l (1976) provides genetic data from the Western Desert 
to support his claim that the t r ibe is a population isolate. There 
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is no explanation of how territorial information was gathered, 
and the maps are imprecise. Certain genetic escarpments are shown 
to occur along tribal boundaries, but usually only on one side of 
the tribal territory. Variation is clinal across other boundaries. 
The R^ frequencies for four geographically separated tribes are 
given, and the four are clearly distinct, but Birdsell does not 
provide data on the "intervening tribes" nor on the rate of dialectal 
endogamy. 
I do not wish to question the notion that relatively well-
bounded populations existed in Aboriginal Australia. But the notion 
that such populations are essentially dialectal units is questionable, 
and so far has not been demonstrated empirically. 
Let us assume that predominant dialectal endogamy can be 
demonstrated for an area such as the Western Desert, and that the 
dialect units involved attain the magic number of 500. Let us also 
assume, for the sake of argument, that this population is divided 
into twenty patrilineal clans with contiguous estates, and that 
each clan contains 25 persons. We thus have a cellular pattern 
which may be formalised thus: 
^ _ intradialect^-l 
contact point 
Assuming further that territorial proximity is a powerful 
influence on the choice of marriage partners, there will automatically 
be more intra-dialectal marriages than extra-dialectal marriages, 
even if linguistic affiliation plays no cultural role in such choices. 
On our cellular model, at least 56.4% of contact-points will be 
across territorial boundaries of clans speaking the same dialect. 
From a modelling point of view, we do not have to explain all 
dialectal endogamy using sociolinguistic factors. We first determine 
what percentage of dialectal endogamy can be predicted from 
(a) shared dialect and (b) territorial proximity. If the endogamy 
is higher than such a figure, then we need to explain the residue. 
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A stated Aboriginal ideology of preference for spouses of the same 
dialect as ego would count as part of such an explanation, but solid 
and widespread evidence for such an ideology is lacking (see Chapter 
II.5 below). Perhaps the most serious criticism that may be levelled 
against Birdsell's model is that it seriously underestimates the 
political importance of marriage clusters in Aboriginal society. 
Since there is no evidence of "tribal government" or tribal leadership, 
he assumes that a breeding isolate "consists of nothing more than 
an autonomous series of bands whose density of face-to-face inter-
actions maintains a common speech community" (1973:346). North-east 
Arnhem Land and Cape Keerweer represent cases where marriage 
clusters are of considerable political importance. One may confidently 
say, assuming the known type of Aboriginal kin-based political relations 
to have been general, that wherever you have definable marriage-
clusters you have populations which definitely resemble the Tindale-
Birdsell "tribe" in a number of ways, and which play significant 
roles in forming political networks. If such clusters correlate 
closely with dialectal affiliation in the Western Desert, it would 
not be surprising if an Aboriginal ideology of "dialectal tribe 
identity" were to be found operating there. But even this would 
not prove the mirror-image notions of language as a barrier to 
communication, and of communication density as the determinant 
of dialectal homogeneity. 
Dialectal and linguistic heterogeneity in Australia varies 
greatly from region to region. There is clearly more variability 
in riverine and coastal areas than elsewhere, in very gross terms. 
But exceptions to this pattern are so numerous that no simple model 
relating sedentism and size of territories to linguistic variability 
via communication density is really possible. The Birdsell model 
is, on his own admission, a convenient simplifying device, an 
analytical tool, rather than a blanket generalisation about all 
parts of Australia: "It was found earlier (Birdsell 1953) that in 
Australia the basic unit of ecological analysis had to be defined 
as an interior tribal territory in which surface water resources 
were all locally derived. This definition obviously excludes all 
insular and coastal tribes, and also removes from consideration 
all riverine tribes except those few for which the total length 
of the river, and hence the rainfall catchment, lies within the 
tribal territory" (1973:341). But in extending such a desert-
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based model to the rest of Australia, Birdsell has made the assumption 
that patterns of communication density are directly related to 
quantifiable factors such as spatial geometry and the number of 
interacting bands. There is no room in this model for local cultural 
ideologies concerning spatial geometry. The inland/coastal distinction, 
which on western Cape York (see Chapter II.5 below) and in Arnhem 
Land (see Heath 1978) has decided effects on marriage clustering, 
would have to be interpreted by Birdsell as the effect of an 
ecological barrier. But this distinction is not based on difficulty 
of travel between coast and inland, nor are there any major differences 
in the means used for exploiting the two environments which might 
be exalted into a "cultural barrier" of the trait type. (There is 
some population flow across the division). Nor is there a really 
well-defined linguistic break along this dimension which could be 
seen as a communications barrier. My own hypothesis about the inland/ 
coastal distinction is basically that regional boundedness is 
culturally and ecologically necessary for Aboriginal people, and 
topographical features are the kind of public reference points to 
which people turn when they wish to draw limits around themselves 
and others. In the dry sclerophyll country on the middle Kendall 
River, Cape York Peninsula,clan countries nay be defined largely 
in terms of small drainage systems (cf. Peterson 1976b). Wider 
political entities on Western Cape York Peninsula are referred to 
in most cases by river names. The inland/coastal distinction plays 
a significant role in ritual, and there are common physiognomic 
stereotypes about people from each side of the division. In spite 
of this, Wik-Mungkana is spoken on both sides of the division, by 
non-contiguous groups, two of which are extremely small. 
The above example of gross linguistic "inefficiency" brings 
us to the last criticism of Birdsell's model which will be made 
here. Birdsell gives no weight to cultural ideologies about linguistic 
affiliation, sameness and difference as influences on linguistic 
change. His model sees the existence of small dialect communities 
as a phase of "tribal fragmentation" preceding reintegration, with 
equilibrium around the 500 population figure as the norm which is 
being lost or regained by such processes. But the Arnhem Land 
evidence on linguistic diffusion produced by Heath (1978) indicates 
that while close interaction between "neighbouring" language communities 
may produce considerable structural and other convergence, profound 
linguistic differences (amounting to mutual unintelligibility) 
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may be maintained in such a situation over a very long period. 
The multi l ingual competence which allows this has not been bu i l t 
into Birdsel l 's model. On the contrary, his references to mul t i -
lingualism and l ingu is t ic convergence amount to an attempt to 
relegate them to post-contact settlement phenomena (1970:118, 120). 
His dialectal tribes are "closed units" and 85% of members of these 
on-the-ground population isolates speak the same dialect (this is 
based not on f i e l d observations but projections from models). 
Dialects and their homogeneity are not maintained by belief-systems 
but by simple mechanistic processes: "The tendency for oversize 
dialectal tribes to f a i l to maintain homogeneous speech throughout 
their bands is not unexpected, and may be explained in terms of 
the concept of density of communication (Birdsell 1958), which, 
in addition to spatial geometry, depends upon the following four 
factors: (1) the frequency of interact ion; (2) the intensity of 
interact ion; (3) the duration of interact ion; and (4) the f a c i l i t y 
of communication" (1973:340). 
Anthropological uses of the "tribe" notion: Writers Other 
than Birdsell have seen l inguis t ic differences as having powerful 
effects on biology. Parsons and White (1973) give evidence for 
a correlation between genetic and l inguist ic links between the 
"Murngin" of Arnhem Land and the Aranda of central Austral ia, adding: 
"This result lends support to the idea that language is an important 
isolat ing mechanism between t r ibes, and that this may lead to genetic 
d i f ferent iat ion between tr ibes" (1973:87). Their view is that, 
once inherent d r i f t has created dialectal differences, these 
differences then discourage contact and act as barriers to gene flow. 
And yet thei r own excellent data from north-east Arnhem Land 
(White and Parsons 1973, 1976, White 1978) suggest a situation 
remarkably similar to that of the Cape Keerweer region. In north-east 
Arnhem Land, dialect groups form part of an intermarrying complex 
with no s igni f icant dialectal endogamy. There are nine dialect 
groups, on which they have data for seven; a l l but two are potentially 
endogamous. Dialect groups cluster heterogeneously into marriage-
clusters, and 70% of marriages between such dialect groups took 
place within the clusters. Those groups which intermarried most 
were those with adjoining t e r r i t o r i es . Marriage-clusters and 
ceremonial/fighting groups have closely similar compositions. This 
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leads White and Parsons (1976:224) to suggest that the la t ter groups 
"are based on marriage relationships". 
They have demonstrated, with both genealogical and genetic 
information, that in at least one part of Australia there are 
population isolates which cannot be correlated with dialectal 
homogeneity. They do not always give this impression, for they 
state that "the Yolngu [o f Arnhem LandJ function as a marriage 
network of endogamous units within a broad cultural and l inguist ic 
complex" (1976:224), and give a figure of 90% endogamy for the 
2400-strong "Yolngu". But i t is clear from their map that they 
have selected such a large geographical sample that finding a high 
rate of endogamy within i t was inevitable. And is the sample one 
which can be isolated on genetic grounds, as they claim? They found 
no signi f icant genetic differences between dialect units along the 
western boundary of the Yolngu complex and their near neighbours 
the "Rembarrunga". And yet , as is well known, Rembarrnga and the 
Yolngu dialects have very di f ferent histor ical or igins. This, 
as well as Heath's (1978) demonstration of l inguist ic diffusion 
across a similar histor ical gulf (Ngandi-Ritharrngu) at the southern 
edge of the Yolngu complex, and his demographic information, the 
"company" status of speakers of Ngandi, Ritharrngu and Rembarrnga, 
suggest that the Yolngu complex is not at a l l well-bounded demo-
graphical ly on the west and south. On the north and east i t is 
bounded by the sea. What Heath's data from south-east Arnhem Land 
and mine from Cape Keerweer do most def in i te ly indicate is that 
where marriage clusters are l ingu is t ica l l y heterogeneous, multilingualism 
and gradual l ingu is t ic dif fusion occur extensively. 
I t would be a mistake, however, to see multil ingualism and 
the reduction of in ter l ingu is t ic differences through diffusion as 
valiant ef forts to overcome the "barrier" of l inguist ic differences. 
There seems to be an assumption in much of the l i terature that 
l ingu is t ic differences are an unhappy result of history, migrations 
and iso la t ion, which must be "coped wi th" . Aborigines do not see 
things this way. The diversi ty and discreteness of dialects and 
languages i s , in the densely-populated areas at least, far greater 
than the diversi ty and discreteness of social networks, marriage 
clusters and sub-cultural zones. Linguistic distinctiveness has 
value. Mult i l ingual ab i l i t y is prized and praised. 
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Social anthropological writers: Berndt (1959) was the first 
to show in detail that an inland area of Aboriginal Australia (the 
Western Desert) was basically unamenable to the "dialectal tribe" 
model. His data were mainly of a native conceptual-categorial 
nature, and lacked specific demographic and territorial foundations, 
but in the eyes of most Australianists the point had been clearly 
demonstrated. This could have laid a basis for integrated ecological 
and sociolinguistic studies for this unique area, but although Miller 
(1972) did some interesting work on isoglosses in the southwestern 
region, and ten Raa and tod Woenne (1974) have assembled a large 
quantity of computerised cultural and linguistic data, we are as 
yet without good information on demographic and territorial aspects 
of pre-settlement linguistic communities in the Western Desert. 
Combined with the dialectal information still being collected, 
Douglas (1972:82) says "such studies would reveal, if it is not 
too late, both the extent and also the restrictions in movement 
of specific dialect-forming bodies". This expectation, however, 
could well prove false: such studies could be expected to reveal 
the major demographic and environmental components of social networks, 
but is is a matter for separate empirical demonstration whether or 
not these networks actually function as dialect-forming bodies. 
My prediction, a lbei t a tentative one, would be that such networks 
result in re lat ive ly bounded dialectal repertoires, not dialects, 
and that there would be cases where the same dialect is to be found 
in the repertoires of two or more networks. In other words, the 
"dialect-forming body" is an abstraction from sociol inguist ic 
rea l i t y , and is essentially a diachronic notion. 
Earl ier work in north-east Arnhem Land simi lar ly fa i led 
to f ind anything approaching the classic definit ions of t r ibe . 
Thomson (1949) says that tribes were absent, and Warner (1958) 
uses the term " t r i be " , but says (p. 9) that i t is "almost a non-
existent unit" and consistently demonstrates that this is so 
(see part icular ly pp. 35-39). 
In spite of such l i t e ra tu re , there has been a tendency for 
ethnographic work in Australia to continue to be conceived in terms 
of dialect communities. The selection of a fieldwork domain on 
the basis of any such categorial feature begs the question. Field-
work should be selective among regional populations rather than 
among categories of people. This would avoid prejudicing the 
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conclusions to be arrived at concerning the relat ive salience 
of the dif ferent cultural categories and the problematic relat ion-
ships between social group labels and definable communication networks 
among populations. The notion that social groups, ethnic units and 
l inguist ic communities neatly overlap has had such appeal as a 
simplifying assumption that, while anthropologists have been 
rejecting the term " t r ibe" in recent years, they have often continued 
to use the " t r ibe" concept. 
The Berndts, for example (1970:2), found that "taking the 
label Gunwinggu as referring to a recognised t r iba l unit has a 
certain u t i l i t y " , and that " i t provides a convenient start ing-point, 
a natural unit of study, in the sense that i t is a conceptual rea l i ty 
with some basis in empirical rea l i ty" (my i t a l i c s ) . But they also 
found that the reference of the label depended both on who used 
i t and in what context (p. 10), that the salience of such labels 
has increased greatly since missionisation and the attendant need 
for grosser dist inct ions (pp. 7, 11, 208), and that "socially the 
category of 'Gunwinggu' i s , to an appreciable extent, heterogeneous" 
(p. 211). But the language-community label "Gunwinggu" is set up 
as a signi f icant soc io- ter r i to r ia l category, in spite of the fact 
that nearly half (twelve out of twenty-seven) of the land-holding 
units placed within this category are a f f i l i a ted with both Gunwinggu 
and at least one other language, such as Maung or Gunbalang. 
Instead of saying "the X t r i be " , writers now often say 
simply "the X", where X is the name of a dialect or language. 
The confusion of d ia lec t -a f f i l i a tes with on-the-ground populations 
and land-holding corporations which is thus implied is sometimes 
made exp l i c i t . Thus R.M. Berndt's (1972) "The Walmadieri and 
Gugadja" speaks of "the t e r r i t o r i a l range of a dialect unit" (p. 182) 
and also "the dialectal te r r i to ry " (p. 137). Such a unit is also 
equivalent to both a culture-bearing unit and a social network: 
"subsections categorise everyone within a given person's perspective, 
for example everyone within the ' t r i b e ' or language unit" (p. 195). 
This suggestion that dialect communities are "societies" is also 
exp l i c i t in expressions such as Stanner's "Murinbata society" 
(1964:36), "Murinbata opinion" (p. 126), "Murinbata t rad i t ion" (p. 140), 
"Murinbata history" (p. 142); and Stanner also talks of "Murinbata 
te r r i to ry " (pp. 82, 142). Similar examples abound in the l i te ra ture . 
Hiatt (1965:1), wr i t ing of the Blyth River area of north 
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central Arnhem Land, likewise ident i f ies named languages with social 
uni ts, but acknowledges that his informants never referred to themselves 
as a social group by the name of their language. "They referred to 
themselves col lect ively as 'we' and never by any name. I shall 
cal l them the Gidjingali for the sake of convenience." Does this 
mean that the col lect ive "v^e" referred to the Gidjingal i-speaking 
language community? This seems unl ikely, outside the confines of 
a discussion of language i t s e l f , since, as in the Oenpelli region 
(Berndt and Berndt 1970), a land-owning unit of the Blyth River 
area may include lineages with di f ferent l inguis t ic a f f i l i a t i ons . 
And the self-perpetuation of a language community in the area 
is not clearly un i l inea l , since Hiatt found that a th i rd of a 
sample of people whose parents spoke dif ferent languages actually 
became a f f i l i a t ed to their mothers' languages rather than to those 
of their fathers. 
By abstracting single language-communities from a population 
as the purported subject of study, f i e l d workers avoid the onerous 
task of becoming au fait with the complex l inguist ic repertoire 
of the community. This simplifying device is rarely made exp l ic i t 
in the result ing l i t e ra tu re . One outcome of i t is the impression 
that the dialect unit has, at least t rad i t iona l ly , a well-bounded 
spatial expression. This impression may be reinforced by Aboriginal 
statements to the effect that specif ic locales belong to dialect 
units. Berndt (1972, 1976) states, for example, that in the Balgo 
region of the Western Desert, sites belong to dialectal units and 
some sites belong to two di f ferent dialectal units. "Dual-dialectal 
areas . . . could be taken as points at which a f a i r degree of inter-
communication took place" (1976:139). What is the status of 
Aboriginal statements that sites are owned by dialect units? 
In most parts of Austral ia, and certainly on Cape York 
Peninsula, the land-holding unit is defined by specific descent, 
not by dialectal a f f i l i a t i o n . But since every member of a land-
holding unit has a dialect a f f i l i a t i o n , a s i te /d ia lect relationship 
can be stated. This is probably more l i ke ly to occur where land-
holding units are d ia lecta l ly uni f ied, than where they include 
lineages a f f i l i a t e d to d i f ferent dialects. But such a relationship 
is not primary. I t is a t r iad ic by-product of the elementary 
relationships of site-to-land-holding unit and land-holding un i t - to-
dialect. 
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Do such statements of relationship lend support to the 
western notion of the dialect group as a te r r i t o r i a l unit? From 
the Cape Keerweer perspective, the answer to this must be no. I t 
is perfectly clear that such statements by Cape Keerweer people 
do not assert that locales belong to all those who are a f f i l i a ted 
to the particular dialect which is mentioned. They only assert 
that a locale belongs to that sub-set of the language-community 
which is the clan holding tenureship over the locale in question. 
This is discussed in more detail in Chapter I I . 2 below. 
Queensland cases: Dixon (1976) has been the only l inguist 
to tackle the notion of the Australian " t r ibe" in pr in t , and his 
paper is of part icular interest here because i t relates specif ical ly 
to the Cairns rain forest region of south-eastern Cape York Peninsula 
This paper makes a most valuable dist inct ion between the ethnic 
or po l i t i ca l senses and the "sc ient i f i c " l inguist ic senses of the 
word language. These two senses have frequently been confused in 
the existing l i te ra tu re . At the same time, however, Dixon fa i l s 
to make the necessary dist inct ion between on-the-ground populations 
and social categories of speakers of languages ( in either the ethnic 
or sc ient i f i c sense). His " t r ibe" is a po l i t i ca l structure with 
l inguist ic unity, and at the same time a population divided into 
local groups that come together in " t r iba l gatherings for food 
procurement and recreation" (1976:231). He does not distinguish 
between residential aggregates and land-holding descent units, 
referring to an amalgam of both as "local groups". His " t r ibe" 
is a highly endogamous ethnic- l inguist ic unit whose members can 
change "local group" membership, and which only di f fers s igni f icant ly 
from a European nation in respect of population size. This picture 
does not at a l l resemble the ethnographically well known areas 
elsewhere in Cape York. 
The best-known l i te ra ture on the " t r ibe" problem in Cape 
York is that by Sharp on the Mitchell River region (e.g. 1958, 1968). 
His descriptions are based on long f i e l d work in what was basically 
a pre-settlement s i tuat ion. Sharp rejects the notion of " t r i be " , 
along with those of nation, horde, chief and gerontocratic council, 
which had become established in the existing l i te ra ture . The only 
corporate ident i ty in the area is the named patr i l ineal totemic 
clan, which is the land-holding uni t . There are th i r t y Yir Yoront-
speaking clans. Each clan owns several separate tracts of land. 
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and the tracts consist of from one to several score "countries" 
(named locales). These tracts are not collocated neatly within 
zones according to the l ingu is t ic a f f i l i a t i ons of their owners. 
For example, the Fresh Water Rainbow Serpent clan has over 150 
countries of which six are amongst the 62 dif ferent clan tracts 
in the Yir Yoront "speech zone", four are in the "Koko Bera speech 
zone", and three are in the "Kuk Taiori speech zone". A person's 
countries may be widely separated and up to 50 or more miles apart. 
Clan membership, not speech a f f i l i a t i o n , determines geographical 
associations. People never camped in localised patr i l ineal 
patri local hordes. The clan was not a residence unit . Through 
the kinship system one has access to more than one's own clan te r r i to ry . 
And Sharp found during many months in bush camps that "Kuk Taior i" 
speakers were always present in the residence groups of the northern 
Yir Yoront-speaking people. Linguistic groups were not "societies". 
Sharp even goes so far as to deny the existence of wel l -
defined clusters of social networks other than those of the individual 
(see Chapter I I I below). I would have to say that this picture 
is a l i t t l e extreme, even for the very ego-centric individuals of 
Cape Keerweer. Cape Keerweer society is heavily segmented in 
corporate and non-corporate ways. The set of available or potential 
al l iances, plus their real isat ions, do form a rough pattern which 
may be regionally defined. My picture is closer to that of Thomson, 
who speaks of the "intensely segmentary organisation" of north-east 
Arnhem Landers (1949:6). But Sharp was basically r ight . I would 
argue that at Cape Keerweer, society is i f anything a set of 
ego-centred personal networks which are regionally clustered. 
One outcome of the notion that l ingu is t ic communities represent 
"societies" has been the assumption that l inguis t ic diversity implies 
cultural d ivers i ty , and contrariwise that l ingu is t ic unity implies 
cultural unity. These assumptions are basically false. 
Cape York Peninsula is characterised by high l ingu is t ic 
diversity in some areas (the far northern t i p . Princess Charlotte 
Bay and the south west coast), medium diversity (the west coast 
between Archer and Holroyd Rivers), and low diversity elsewhere 
(Cape Grenville to Massey River, and Starcke River to Mossman on 
the east coast, and the hinterland between Archer River and the 
upper Holroyd). Cultural diversi ty does not correlate closely 
with l ingu is t ic d ivers i ty . The Archer-Holroyd coast is characterised 
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by a high degree of cermonial and other sub-regional segmentation. 
Princess Charlotte Bay, between the Stewart and Starcke Rivers, 
which supported lineages a f f i l i a t ed to perhaps ten separate languages, 
was an area of low cultural d ivers i ty . 
And yet there is a sense in which language diversity plays 
a role in defining social networks. The habitual social range of 
an individual is reflected in her or her range of multi l ingual 
competence, whether passive or active. But in order to establish 
such i l l -def ined networks we must look at more than language. The 
other important parameters of such networks, which are typical ly 
but perhaps not always compresent, at least in Arnhem Land and 
Cape York Peninsula, are: 
re lat ively bounded marriage clusters, 
r i tua l associations, 
relat ive v is i t i ng freedom within the area, and 
mutual aid in wider conf l ic ts . 
Such a network i s , of course, only one particular level 
of association, but i t is the gross type of network most relevant 
to a discussion of the " t r ibe" notion. Smaller associations based 
on similar or di f ferent parameters may exist within these wider 
networks, as w i l l later be demonstrated for the Cape Keerweer 
area. But i t is the grosser type of network which marks the largest 
s igni f icant area of communication density. This type of ent i ty 
is perhaps best qual i f ied to inher i t the now much discredited 
t i t l e of " t r i be " . In the English of Cape Keerweer people, " t r ibe" 
most commonly refers to the r i tua l group, which is crudely comparable 
to the marriage cluster. This i s , of course, a typological usage 
and we wish to maintain the dist inct ion between typological and 
non-typological en t i t ies . The behavioural rea l i ty of the social 
network, the va r iab i l i t y of which makes clean delineation impossible, 
consists of countless small-scale interactions (a marriage here, 
a v i s i t there, a f igh t somewhere else). I t is interactions, acts 
of communication, which form the network. Therefore we exclude 
as parameters such facts as "possessing a common kinship system", 
which are based on t r a i t - d i s t r i bu t i on . 
Linguistic traits and "culture-areas": The d i s t r i b u t i o n o f 
common t ra i t s establishes the extent of sharing and of transmission, 
but not of regular interact ion. This has part icular relevance to the 
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issue of how to define entities wider than the "social network" 
discussed above. Cultural traits may be shown to correlate with 
linguistic features (such as diffused initial consonant- or syllable-
dropping in Cape York Peninsula, Alpher 1976), but this may not 
be taken to suggest that people in such areas formed a single social 
network, except perhaps in the trivial and nebulous sense that they 
belonged to connected populations across which traits flowed. 
Peterson (1976b) has attempted to define culture areas for 
the Australian continent, based primarily on correlations between 
linguistic subgroupings and drainage divisions. His data for 
Queensland (p. 66) were derived from inferior sources, and consequently 
the culture areas posited for that state bear no relationship to 
the language families and culture areas with which this writer 
is familiar. But the intention is a worthwhile one, and we can 
tentatively identify certain culture areas such as the Wik-speaking 
region of western Cape York, the northern tip of the Peninsula, 
and the Princess Charlotte Bay. In some cases these culture areas 
do correlate well with linguistic subgroupings, if not very precisely, 
while in others they correlate very badly. This applies elsewhere; 
for example, the "Murngin", "Wulamba" or "Yuulngu" bloc of north-east 
Arnhem Land, where culture-traits correlate rather well with language 
family, but social networks do not (see Schebeck 1968 for socio-
linguistic analysis), and the region from Lake Eyre to Adelaide 
in South Australia, where phonological diffusion and the distribution 
of "kinship pronouns", birth-order names and trade routes correlate 
well (Hercus and White 1973; Schebeck 1973) but where languages 
are of diverse stocks. It would be a mistake, however, to see 
linguistic relationships as primary determinants of cultural sharing 
and diffusion. The dynamics of actual networks of regular interaction 
underlie both the distributional^ relationships of linguistic types 
and the sharing and diffusion of culture traits. We can only 
elucidate the culture areas by elucidating the lower-level properties 
of social interaction at a fine-grained scale. 
1.2.2 Comparative and historical linguistics in Cape York Peninsula 
By the mid-nineteenth century, it had been established 
(MacGillivray 1852; Latham 1852) that there were two distinct languages 
spoken in the Torres Straits (see Map 15), the eastern language, 
which is closely related to the languages of nearby Papua, and the 
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western language, whose genetic affinities are with the Australian 
mainland. Bani (1976) presents dialect information on the western 
language. Using earlier sources and the wordlist by Jardine (1886-7), 
Curr (1886-7:281) concluded that the language of the Australian 
Aborigines at the tip of Cape York had been "a good deal Papuanized" 
but was nevertheless Australian. Hey and Roth (Hey 1903) published 
a reasonably detailed account of another language of similar type 
from the Mapoon area a little to the south. On the basis of these 
sources, Schmidt (1919) set up a "Cape York Group" of languages, 
and like Curr, he concluded that they were originally like other 
Australian languages found much farther south but had been overlain 
by a foreign influence. Capell repeated this conjecture (1966:110), 
but stated that since no clear linguistic connection could be 
established between Papua and Cape York, the foreign influence 
which produced phonological aberration in Cape York may have been 
exerted by a culture now no longer extant. The theory of external 
influence is now no longer held (see discussion in Wurm 1972: Ch. 4 ) , 
since Hale (1966, 1976a, 1976b, 1976c) showed that the Cape York 
languages were perfectly Australian, but had undergone recent extensive 
phonological change, and since other languages far from Torres 
Strait have been shown to have undergone very similar sets of changes 
(e.g. Arandic, Central Australia; Nganyaywana, New South Wales). 
Capell (1966:106-7) presented a subgrouping of Cape York 
languages based on field work done in 1955 (see Map 19, this thesis). 
This was later superseded by more detailed work by Hale (1966), 
and Hale's results were published in map form (O'Grady, Wurm and 
Hale 1966, see Map 20 in this thesis). Crowley (1976) has done 
further work at the northern tip of Cape York and presents a sub-
grouping based on phonological changes and lexical sharing. Sommer 
(1969) proposed a revision of the subgrouping for the area south 
of these Northern Paman languages (see Map 21 this volume). Parts 
of this classification were disputed by Alpher (1972). Sutton (1973) 
attempted a classification of languages from the far southwestern 
corner of the Peninsula, but owing to the poverty of the data this 
was later dropped (Sutton 1976b). Black (in press) has since done 
intensive work in the area, and has revised the classification. 
Breen's work (see, for example, Breen 1976) has played a role in 
this revision. On the eastern side of the peninsula, Thompson (1976) 
presents comparative and territorial information on dialects to 
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the east of the Wik-speaking area (see Map 23). Laycock (1969) 
proposed a c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of languages of the Princess Charlotte Bay 
area, which was l a t e r disputed and revised by Sommer (1976a). 
Rigsby (1975, 1976) provides comparative and h i s t o r i ca l information 
on both coastal and h in ter land languages of the Princess Charlotte 
Bay area, and his work is cont inuing. Sutton ( in preparation) 
is making a comparat ive-histor ical study of languages to the south-
east of th is area (Fl inders Is lands, Barrow Poin t ) . Haviland (1972, 
1974) presents some information on d ia lec t differences in the south-
eastern (Hope Vale) area. Further to the southeast, Dixon (1970, 
1972, 1977) has produced considerable comparative information on 
languages of the Cairns ra in forest region. South of tha t , Sutton 
(1973) made a comparative study of Burdekin River languages. In 
the south central Peninsula, in the Richmond-Croydon area, Sutton 
(1976b) made a ten ta t i ve c l ass i f i ca t i on of a number of l i t t l e -known 
languages. 
Competent diachronic l i n g u i s t i c studies of the region begin 
with the work of Kenneth Hale (1966, 1976a, 1976b, 1976c), who 
surveyed approximately 30 languages in 1960, and established t he i r 
common provenance or descent from "Proto Paman" (a f t e r *pama "person"). 
Others have large ly b u i l t on Hale's foundations (see fo r example, 
O'Grady 1976 on Umpila, Rigsby 1976 on Kuku-Thaypan, and also other 
papers in Sutton 1976a and in Rigsby and Sutton ( in press). 
1.3. The Wik-speaking peoples 
"Tribal" surveys: There are a number of surveys of Aboriginal 
Aust ra l ia which contain reworkings of primary sources, and most 
of these contain a " t r i b a l " map or l i s t fo r western Cape York Peninsula. 
Surveys of th is type are Davidson (1938), Hermann (1967), Craig (1967) 
and Wurm (1972). The wr i te rs Tindale (1974), Capell (1963), Oates 
and Oates (1970), and Oates (1975) also mainly re ly on the work of 
o thers , but introduce a cer ta in amount of previously unpublished 
information and also t h e i r own f i e l d data in some cases. The usual 
primary sources fo r ethnological maps in the Cape Keerweer area 
are McConnel (1930, map on p. 191; th i s is essent ia l l y the same 
map a t McConnel 1 9 5 7 : x v i i i , and s im i l a r information also appears 
on the south-west por t ion of the map in McConnel 1939:55), Sharp (1939), 
and Thomson (1972) (see Maps 16-18, th is volume). These three 
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anthropologists worked independently in the area in the 1920's 
and 1930's. Their " t r iba l maps" were based on general impressions 
of the t e r r i t o r i a l foci of Aborigines a f f i l i a ted to particular 
dialects, and a l l their " t r i ba l names" are names of dialects. 
Tindale (1974:188-9) presents an interpretation of these sources, 
combined with some other data, at least some of which was contained 
in letters to him from the Aurukun Mission Superintendent W. MacKenzie. 
Because Tindale's presentation is now a "standard" source for such 
information, i t is dealt with here in de ta i l . 
Under the heading "Wik-", Tindale (1974:188-9) refers to 
"an aggregate of small tribes from Watson River south to Holroyd 
River; east to Rokeby". There is no mention of the fact that dialects 
south of Kendall River to Holroyd River are referred to by their 
own speakers using compounds consisting of /kugu-/ ("language" = 
/wika/ plus a lexical item denoting the particular dialect. He 
l i s t s "Mimungkum" separately (p. 181) for purely alphabetical 
reasons. This term was supplied by W. MacKenzie, and Tindale says 
that "the Wik-form of their name has not been reported", and that 
they are "a small t r ibe speaking a dialect of Wikmunkan". This 
term is a nickname, a term of geographical or ig in , /May-mangkama/ 
"vegetable food-back/base-ABLATIVE CASE", and i t refers to at least 
two clans with countries in the Ti Tree area, whose dialects are 
called Wik-Mungkana. 
He next l i s t s "Wikampama" (my informants give Wik-Ompoma, 
and state, as does Tindale, that i t is a dialect from the Watson 
River area). My information is that i t is similar to Wik-Mungkana, 
but I have no data in i t . Tindale also says that "Wikmumin has 
been reported from this area" but this is clearly a northerly/easterly 
name for Kugu-Muminh, a dialect claimed by certain families with 
country south of Kendall River. 
"Wikapatja" - (my information: Wik-Paacha) is ascribed to 
the Archer River del ta, following McConnel. My information is that 
i t was the language of certain clans with countries south of Archer 
River, including Bamboo Station. 
"Wikatinda" has not been heard by me. 
"Wikepa" - "a small t r ibe near Cape Keerweer; nearly ext inct" . 
This name, Wik-Epa, and i t s alternative Wik- I i ta , are applied by 
older Cape Keerweer people to the dialect of two clans with countries 
on the middle Kirke River (see Map 2, countries 10 and 13). This 
dialect is most similar to that of clan 16, Wik-Me'anha. The 
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The dialect of clan 13 is known by both names Wik-Epa and Wik-Me'anha. 
Clan 10 is now ext inct , but 13 and 16 are f lourishing. 
Wikianji" - (probably Wik-Iiyanyi) most speakers of this 
dialect are social ly very peripheral to the Cape Keerweer sphere. 
Most Cape Keerweer people cal l i t Wik-Iiyanh. One person who claims 
i t as f i r s t language calls i t t h i s , and another (whose dialect is 
clearly d is t inct from that of the other individual) calls i t Wik-Iiyeny. 
These names probably refer to a number of d is t inct dialects. 
"Wik-kalkan" (p. 189): "Loc: Coast north of Cape Keerweer; . . . 
Shortly before her death McConnel informed me that she had found 
a note suggesting that Wik-kalkan was the proper name of this t r ibe ; 
the term Wikngatara means "my language" and was applied by her in 
error." This would explain why McConnel's ear l ier published maps 
show "Wiknatara" in places where her later publications show "Wik-kalkan' 
But both terms (Wik-Ngatharra and Wik-Alkanha) are perfectly legit imate, 
the former being more common among i t s northern speakers than those 
from the Knox/Kendall Rivers area. An analysis of the meaning of 
these and other dialect names appears later in this thesis. 
"Wikmean": - this is the Wik-Me'anha dealt with above under 
"Wikepa". 
"Wikmunkan" - in this d ia lect , i t s own name is Wik-Mungkana; 
in most other dialects i t is pronounced Wik-Mungkanha, at least 
in the Cape Keerweer area. There is also a southern hinterland 
name Mungkanhu, which is self-applied by a dialect whose relationships 
to Cape Keerweer Wik-Mungkana appear quite distant, and whose speakers 
claim country in the Meripah area. McConnel and others clearly 
saw the s imi lar i ty of dialect names across this area as implying 
homogeneity, but this has yet to be demonstrated. Alpher (personal 
communication) reports the pronunciation Mungkany from Kowanyama, 
which is the same as Tindale's "Munkanj (Gilbert River term)" 
(Tindale 1974:189). McConnel apparently subsumes Wik-Mungkana, 
Mungkanhu, Wik-I iyanyi, Wik-Iiyanh and Wik-Iiyeny under the single 
t i t l e "Wikmunkan" (her "aiyana" (1930) probably belongs here too), 
thus giving r ise to a " t r ibe" of vast proportions which may never 
have existed even as a dialect community. 
"Wiknantjara" - this is not the name of a single dia lect , 
but a cover-term for the dialects of a part icular cluster of clans 
between the Kendall and Holroyd Rivers, some of whose dialects are 
also spoken by clans who are not included in this designation. The 
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local term is Kugu-Nganycharra, but in the Cape Keerweer area i t is 
called Wik-Ngenycharra. 
"Wiknatanja" - this is Wik-Ngathana, a dialect spoken by 
clans with countries distr ibuted non-contiguously between the Kirke 
and Kendall Rivers (a sketch grammar of this dialect is given in 
Appendix I ) . 
There are several other dialect names used in the area which 
are not l is ted by Tindale (Wik-Ayangenycha, Wik-Ngaangungkara, 
Wik-Keyangan, Kugu-Uwanh, Kugu-Mu'inh, Kugu-Mangk, Yi'anh, etc . ; 
see Chapters IV and V). 
Capell (1963) l i s t s Abodja [wik-PaachaJ, Adinda [l^ik-Thinta?] , 
Ambama [wik-Ompoma] , Eba Wik-EpaJ, Majan [wik-Me'anha], Mumin 
[Kugu-MuminhJ, Munggan l_Wik-Mungkana], Ngadara ^Wik-Ngatharra], 
Ngadanja Iwik-Ngathana], Ngaduna Iwik-Ngathana] and Ngandjara 
fKugu-NganycharraJ. 
Oates and Oates (1970) basically repeat Capell with less 
de ta i l , but some more recent work is l i s ted. Oates (1975) attempts 
a revision of the 1970 work, adding new information on Wik languages 
from Kilham. The new dialect names here are Wik Kayngan LWik-KeyanganJ , 
Gugu Uwanh IKugu-UwanhJ , Wik Mu'in [Kugu-Mu'inh], Yi'an (=Gugu-Mangk) 
rYi'anh (? = Kugu-Mangk)j. There is a confusion of Wik-Ngathana 
and Wik-Ngatharra with "Wik Ngandjara" (p. 274). And the entry 
for "Wik Munggan" (p. 275) contains the following: "Tiwun {sic) 
and Wemi (Wik Alkan name for Wik Munkan - Thomson)". Thomson said 
no such thing. He claimed mistakenly that "the Wik Alkan" have 
moieties named Tiwum (once "Tiwim") and Wemi (1972:15, 29), without 
mentioning Wik-Mungkana at a l l . These terms are c la r i f ied elsewhere 
in this thesis (Chapter I I I . 2 ) . 
Linguistic literature: The major l ingu is t ic work in the 
area has been carried out by members of the Summer Inst i tute of 
L inguist ics, who have worked mainly on Wik-Mungkana for about sixteen 
years. They have produced a large amount of l i teracy material and 
have translated parts of the Bible into Wik-Mungkana. Their academic 
publications have been Godfrey (1970), Godfrey and Kerr (1964), 
Kerr (1974), Kilham (1974a, 1977), Sayers (1976a, 1976b, 1977), 
Sayers and Godfrey (1964), Sayers and Kerr (1964). Their unpublished 
work, most of i t not sighted by me, includes a large quantity of 
text and a dictionary in Wik-Mungkana, and the following papers: 
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Godfrey (1967), Kerr (n .d . ) , Kilham (1972a, 1972b, 1972c, 1974b), 
and Sayers (1970a, 1970b, 1974). 
A certain amount of incidental l inguis t ic data in Wik dialects 
has been collected by the anthropologists McConnel, Thomson, Sharp, 
McKnight and von Sturmer (see references). McConnel's "Wikmunkan 
phonetics" (1945) was her only purely l ingu is t ic publication, but 
she published a number of texts in Wik-Mungkana. Thomson's published 
Wik-Mungkana materials are of a far higher quality than McConnel's 
(a good example is Thomson 1936), and his two papers on sociol inguist ic 
topics (1935a, 1946) have become classics in the Australian l i te ra ture . 
Hale (1958-60, 1959, 1960) did br ief f i e l d work of the 
highest quali ty on certain Wik dialects. His main publication of 
this survey data appears in the comparative study (1976c) which 
traced Wik reflections of Middle Paman phonology. His review (1965) 
of Oates et al. (1964) and Pittman and Kerr (1964) also contains 
some data, and his crit icisms in that review have proved to be of 
help to SIL workers. Hale's most extensive work was in Wik-Mungkana (1959) 
and Wik-Epa (or Wik-Me'anha) (1960). His survey also included 
Kugu-Muminh and Wik-Ngatharra. 
A number of people have worked very br ie f ly on Wik dialects, 
including Aguas (n.d.) on "Gugu Ngandjara", Alpher (n .d . ) , on 
"Mungkany", Bos (1973) on Wik-Ngathana, Capell (?1955 and 1966a:14, 
65, 108) on Wik-Mungkana, Johnson (1974) on Kugu-Uwanh and Wik-Iiyanh, 
Martin (1968, dates unknown) on Kugu-Uwanh, Kugu-Muminh, Kugu-Mu'inh 
and Yi'anh, Oates and Healey (1960) on Wik-Mungkana, Kugu-Nganycharra 
and Wik-Ngatharra, and Sayers {let ai.) (?1969) on Kugu-Muminh, 
Wik-Mungkana, Wik-Iiyeny, Wik-Ngathana, Kugu-Nganycharra, Kugu-Mu'inh, 
Yi'anh, Wik-Iiyanh and Kugu-Uwanh. I f we can tentatively include 
Ayapathu and Pakanha (also "Ayapakanh") in a Wik grouping, then 
Sommer's notes ( n . d . l , n.d.2) and Thompson's wordlist (n.d.) are 
relevant here. 
J.R. von Sturmer has a substantial amount of lexical information 
in various Wik dialects, notably Kugu-Uwanh, Kugu-Mu'inh and Wik-Iiyanh. 
My own data includes survey materials in Wik-Me'anha, Kugu-Uwanh, 
a dialect of Wik-Iiyanh, and a Cape Keerweer dialect of Wik-Mungkana, 
as well as fragments of Wik-Ayangenycha and Wik-Keyangan. I have 
very substantial data in Wik-Ngathana, Wik-Iinychanya and Wik-Ngatharra. 
The unpublished papers of Donald Thomson have not been available 
to me, but the l i s t of contents available for them indicates that 
he collected most of his information in Wik-Mungkana and English, 
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including data on language use, gesture, naming, speech taboos etc., 
only some of which was published. He collected at least anatomical 
and kinship terms in Wik-Ngatharra (his "Wik Alkan"). 
Anthropological literature: The most p roduc t i ve w r i t e r 
on the Wik-speaking area has been McConnel (see references). Although 
a certain amount of what she describes is common to the whole region, 
her own field work was mainly with middle Archer River people and 
her information relating to the coast is very thin. That relating 
specifically to Cape Keerweer is practically non-existent. She 
published a list of kinship terms in "Wik-natanya" (Wik-Ngathana) 
and "Wik-natara" (Wik-Ngatharra) in McConnel (1934), to which additions 
and corrections were made in McConnel (1950-1). The Wik-Ngathana 
terms in this list are retranscribed in Appendix 1, Fig. 4, of this thesis, 
These two dialects, as well as Wik-Mungkana, are among those 
spoken in the Cape Keerweer region. However, the fact that Wik-Mungkana 
is spoken at Cape Keerweer does not imply that anything McConnel or 
others say about "the Wikmunkan" necessarily applies at Cape Keerweer, 
nor that it does not apply generally to those affiliated to the other 
dialects in the same area if it obtains generally through the Wik 
region. 
McConnel took the view that dialect affiliations were isomorphic 
with culturally and demographically distinct units, and she speaks 
of "tribes", naming them with the names of dialects. From the above 
reviews of Tindale's "tribal territory" data (1974) and of the 
"dialectal tribe" controversy, it should be clear that a large degree 
of ethnographic confusion has been generated in this area because 
of reliance on the tribe notion. Combined with McConnel's restricted 
knowledge of groups along the coast, and the extreme imprecision 
of the mapping techniques used by anthropologists in her time, this 
theoretical stance has produced a map of the area which bears little 
relation to any Aboriginal reality. Modern mapping techniques 
involve precise on-the-ground location of individual sites which 
are plotted onto air photographs, and a careful investigation of site 
claimancy and significance. There is no room here to examine McConnel's 
map data in detail; differences between my maps and hers should 
be quite plain. 
In many cases, McConnel mentions place-names in relation 
to groups, increase centres or mythical events, and a number of 
these places have now been precisely located and mapped. McConnel's 
-•-.c j..-^ _ — •-"'"ces will be examined in detail in a later report 
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on country and its use and significance. 
Her work and that of Thomson (see below) has given rise 
to a number of papers by others, particularly in the area of kinship 
systems, for example, Frazer (1937), Homans and Schneider (1962), 
Needham (1962a, 1962b, 1965, 1974), Scheffler (1972), Jackes (1969). 
Donald Thomson's work (see references) is less voluminous 
than McConnel's, but makes up for this in quality. His interest 
in and flair for language and language use means that his work 
is of particular relevance to this thesis, and later chapters will 
refer to it in some detail. 
David McKnight (1971, 1973, 1975) has worked at Aurukun 
several times in the last decade and has concentrated on topics 
such as kinship, taboos and symbolism. 
John von Sturmer (1973a, 1973b, n.d.l, n.d.2; Chase and 
von Sturmer in press) has been working primarily with people from 
the Kendall-Holroyd Rivers region since 1969, and has also worked 
with a wide range of Aurukun residents. Some of these studies, 
which are now being prepared for publication, will be major 
contributions to Australian anthropology. 
Robert Bos (1976) did some anthropological studies at Aurukun 
while serving as a member of mission staff. Using the available 
genealogical data from hospital records, he was able to demonstrate 
that 74.7 percent of marriages by those in the Apalacha ritual group 
had taken place with members of that same group (compare my similar 
figures in Chapter II). He concluded that Apalacha could be considered 
a "tribe", although it did not closely match the usual definitions. 
Adams (1970) did a short thesis on changes in "Wikmunkan" 
kinship structure. Allen (1962) attempted to do dance notation 
for the A.I.A.S. film The Dances of Aurukun (see McCarthy 1965). 
Moyle (1967, 1968-9) did some ethnomusicological work at Aurukun 
in the early 1960's. 
other literature: Long (1970:143-148) provides a brief 
description and history of Aurukun settlement, with demographic 
data (see Chapter II). 
Simmons, Graydon and Gajdusek (1958) included the Aurukun 
population in a blood group survey of Cape York Peninsula Aborigines. 
They found evidence of Melanesian genetic influence (introduction 
of group B). 
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Cleve and others (1963) use data from Aurukun in a study 
of two genetic variants of the group-specific component of human serum. 
Macintosh and Larnach (1973) included biological data from 
Aurukun in a survey of Cape York Aboriginal populations. They propose 
that genetic influence from Papua is evident in crania: "an almost 
regular cline of New Guinea influence would appear to confirm a 
gene exchange greatest in the region of geographical propinquity 
and steadily falling southward [to New South WalesJ" (p. 6). 
Doherty (1973) includes information on health at Aurukun, 
and in particular notes an unusually high rate of heart disease 
there. Tuberculosis had been a grave danger in the 1940's; there 
were epidemics of whooping cough in 1937 and 1947. 
Several psychologists have worked at Aurukun. Bryer (1976) 
was concerned with multiple classification. She concluded that 
there may be a preference for assymmetrical (rather than syrmietrical) 
linear patterning in memory coding among Aurukun people. De Lacey 
(1970, 1976) attempted to correlate "environmental state" with 
test performances. Comparing Aurukun subjects with others in Australia 
and U.S.A., he found that the former rated 0 (on a 1-4 scale) on 
each of income, urban/rural, language and home style. Drinkwater 
(unpublished) has done some work on word-association. Al l of the 
tests and procedures in these cases, as Bryer herself suspects, 
leave much to be desired. 
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CHAPTER II: LAND, TERRITORY AND POPULATION IN THE CAPE KEERWEER REGION 
II.1 Geography and Resources 
Topography: The region with which we are concerned (see Map 1) 
is a coastal alluvial flood plain on the western side of Cape York 
Peninsula, Queensland. This plain varies from about five to twenty 
kilometres in width. The features which were probably most influential 
in shaping the pattern of pre-settlement Aboriginal subsistence 
are the ridges of sand and shellgrit that flank the grass plain, and 
the watercourses. There are two major ridge systems, roughly parallel; 
one is just behind the coastal dunes, the other is several kilometres 
inland and just west of the dry sclerophyll country which slopes 
gradually up to the Great Dividing Range 180 kilometres to the east. 
Coastal watercourses are short and, for about half of the year, tidal 
for part or most of their length. Permanent surface fresh water 
is restricted to a handful of lakes and swamps. The lower reaches 
of the Love and Kirke Rivers form large, shallow estuaries which 
are saline for most of the year. There are extensive areas of saltpan 
which are exposed for the greater part of the year. Apart from the 
ridges, which mostly stand only a few metres high, the coast area 
is utterly flat. The chief soils are deep cracking heavy clays 
which usually have "gilgai" microrelief (Pedley and Isbell 1971:67; 
gilgais are depressions about a metre across and up to 50 cm deep; 
in this region they are practically ubiquitous on grass plains). 
Vegetation and fauna: Pedley and Isbell (1971) provide 
a highly schematic map of major plant communities in Cape York Peninsula, 
In the Cape Keerweer region they distinguish five types of communities: 
4g: Dune woodland (on the post-littoral ridges) 
10: Salt Pans (on the lower Kirke and Kendall Rivers) 
8: Grassland (parallel to 4g in a narrow strip) 
6a: Low Open Woodland {Melaleuca viridiflora - Petalostigma 
banksii, on the middle Kendall) 
2a: Open forest (euca lyp tus tetradonta - E. sp . a f f . polycarpa, 
covering the remaining (inland) area) 
Hardly any botanical work has been done on western Cape York Peninsula, 
and certain highly complex and important plant communities such as 
the dune woodlands are little known. 
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Thomson (1935b, 1935c, 1939a, 1946) presents an outline of flora 
and fauna for this part of Cape York Peninsula. In 1932-33 he had 
collected plants, mammals and birds on the lower Archer River, 
and in his publications, he drew attention to the strong floral 
and faunal associations between this area and New Guinea. For the 
Gulf coast he lists characteristic birds under three main environmental 
headings (1935c:14-17): "salt pans", "scrubby ridges" (= dune woodland) 
and "savannah woodland and savannah forest". Kikkawa (1976) summarises 
the present state of knowledge of birds in Cape York Peninsula. 
Thomson also collected reptiles (1935b, a paper not available 
to me at the time of writing). The most conspicuous reptiles on 
the coastal plain are the snakes. This is probably one of the areas 
of greatest concentration of venomous snakes in Australia, and gave 
the word "taipan" (Wik-Mungkana, Wik-Ngathana, etc. /thaypana/) to 
the English language. Long-necked tortoises are particularly abundant 
in coastal swamps and lakes. Crocodiles are common around river 
mouths and tidal reaches. Snakebite and death by crocodile were 
once significant causes of human mortality on this coast (see Sharp 1940) 
The smaller macropods, bandicoots, mice and dingoes are 
the commoner coastal terrestrial mammals. 
The dominant marine species are sharks and rays, barramundi, 
Australian salmon, mullet, cod, and a host of smaller species such 
as jewfish. Whales are occasionally seen (I saw one in the mouth 
of Love River in May 1973). Exploitation of fauna by Aboriginal 
people is dealt with below. 
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Fig. 1: Average monthly rainfall, Aurukun, Queensland 
(yearly average 63.78 inches) 
Information from Bureau of Meteorology, Queensland 
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Seasons: The northwest monsoon season begins about December 
and brings heavy rain for several months, usually lasting until about 
March or April. Rainfall figures for Aurukun are given in Figure 1. 
This rain floods the low-lying country, leaving only the ridges 
above water and sodden ground. Vehicle travel only becomes possible 
about August and ceases by December. The dry season (approximately 
May to November) is virtually rainless, and during this period the 
country becomes gradually parched, the earth cracks, and the tall 
grasses dry off. Surface fresh water largely disappears. 
This dramatic annual seasonal change is the basis of 
the calendar by which traditional mobility, residence and subsistence 
patterns were governed, and it still has important effects today. 
In the Wik-Ngathana language, the major times of the year are 
as follows: 
/kaapama/ the wet season, usually late December to March; 
literally "northwest wind", 
/onychana/ post-wet season, usually March to May; the early 
part of this phase is distinguished as /onychan 
mina/ "good /onychana/", the time when food 
resources reach their climax, 
/nhoom mid dry season, usually June to August, when the 
penhthanga/ grass is dry and being burned; literally "bushfire 
burning", 
/keyena/ late dry season, usually August to the first rains 
in November-December. 
Finer distinctions may be made. These include /ngakawana/ {water-
just after), which refers to the period at which surface waters 
are finally disappearing (just before /keyena/). As well, the 
shooting, flowering or fruiting of plants are often used metonymically 
to specify a particular time of year. 
Local environmental typology: The principal broad Spatial 
dimension is EAST-WEST, alternatively TOP-BOTTOM (in Wik-Ngathana, 
/kaaw-iithala/, /kempiy-paka/ respectively). In fact, these compound 
expressions are the commonest means of indicating the notion 
"everywhere". NORTH /kungkiya/ and SOUTH /thiipiya/ have a narrower 
range of reference than EAST or WEST. While the latter are never 
interchanged by slips of the tongue, the former often are: /ngampala 
kungkiy - apow! - thiipiy/, "We'll go north - oops! - south". 
Figure 2 : T r a d i t i o n a l seasonal a v a i l a b i l i t y 
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The east-west axis forms one of the most important dimensions of 
social life (see III.2 below). 
The salient environmental types recognised in Wik-Ngathana are: 
/aak nhinhthan ngaana/ sandridge country ("country ridge sand") 
/aak nhinhthan theepanha/ shellgrit ridge country ("country ridge 
small shells") 
/aak nhinhthan puta/ open dry sclerophyll forest ("country 
ridge bloodwood") 
/aak kunychala/ scrub country, dune woodland 
/aak thangka/ grassland 
/aak petha/ salt pan country 
Further details of environmental perception are dealt with in 11.2, 
where a place-naming system is mapped onto geography, and in III.2 
where clan nicknames based on environmental features of estates 
are described. 
Traditional exploitation of resources: Thomson (1939a) 
gives a description of seasonal resource-use based on field work 
in the lower Archer River area and a visit to Cape Keerweer in the 
early 1930's, when the economy of the people was basically as it 
had formerly been. My own informants include some who were living 
the bush life then, and most of what Thomson says is confirmed by 
my own work. The only serious criticisms that may be made of Thomson 
are that his use of the notion of dialectal "tribe" does not accord 
with the facts, and his statements about clans and bands are over-simplified. 
Most of the resources used by Cape Keerweer people were 
found within the coastal flood plain. The major vegetable and protein 
staples are found on or near the various water bodies and especially 
in the complex dune woodland zones. They did, however, need to 
visit the edges of the dry sclerophyll uplands for at least two 
major resources: wild honey and the bark of the tree Eucalyptus 
tetradonta, known generally as "messmate". The latter was especially 
important for the wet season, as it is the basic material for the 
making of canoes. A canoe of this type was made and used in the 
1975-6 wet season near the goose-egg concentrations on the swamps 
near Peret Outstation, before aluminium dinghies were brought in. 
See Chase and Sutton (in press) for a comparison of the 
traditional subsistence pattern of this area with two other 
parts of Cape York Peninsula, and Lawrence (1968) for a 
literature survey on Aboriginal habitat and economy which 
included the Wik-speaking area. 
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Wild honey is practically the only source of sweetness occurring 
naturally, and is more abundant on the upland forest country than 
on the coast. 
The distribution of resources is of course uneven. Members 
of clan 15 describe their country as /aak meecha/ ("hungry country"), 
since it lacks tidal creeks, mangroves, flying foxes, and large 
areas of dune woodland. They claim that they had to eat many more 
small shells than other people, and that they had to range much further 
inland for food than others on the coast. It is clear that inlanders 
lived in an environment where resources were concentrated at a small 
number of points widely distributed, except for the middle Archer 
River where the riverine gallery forest flanks permanent fresh water. 
We may safely assume that this difference produced more frequent 
shifts of base-camp among inlanders than coastal people, and caused 
the size of semi-permanent residential groups to be on average smaller 
than those on the coast. The great seasonal "feasts" would have 
more quickly endangered inland resource-concentrations and probably 
led to ceremonial gatherings of either smaller size, lesser duration 
or both. On the coast, the rush Haiiocharis sphacetata is spectacularly 
abundant in the late dry season in brackish reaches of the bigger 
rivers, and was a staple food at ceremonial times when perhaps a 
few hundred coastal people came together for weeks at a time. Thus 
the coast is characterised by densely distributed resources permitting 
both greater sedentism and greater temporary aggregations than is 
the case in the inland. 
The late wet season is the time of the most abundant food 
supplies (/onychan mina/). (See jFig. 2). Fish, yams, lilies and 
many root foods are easily obtained. In the early dry season 
vegetable foods become less abundant, but mature yams provided a 
staple. At this time, organisedigrass-burning produced a predictable 
and regulated harvest of small mammals and reptiles, and cooperative 
activities between nearby bands i,ncreased. In the late dry, vegetable 
foods became scarcer and some fodds stored in sand since the late 
wet were used up; more marginal vegetable foods such as fruits 
became important, especially the Nonda plum {parinari nonda). 
Mobility meant that the wild honey found further inland became more 
available. In the late dry, the time of greatest food scarcity, 
a considerable number of wells went dry, yams were extremely difficult 
to find because their vines had shrivelled up, and greater numbers 
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of people were concentrated on fewer sites eating more monotonous 
food (e.g. Haiiocharis sphacetata). At the first rains, yams shoot 
again and could be found before they degenerated. But until the 
rains brought abundant egg supplies (geese, megapodes, turtles and 
crocodiles) times were often hard. During the full wet season, 
immobility reduced the range of available foods, but fish and 
tortoises were on the move and easily obtained in floodwaters. 
On the beach, however, this is "dirty water time", when the sea is 
clouded by silt-ridden river outflows and it is extremely difficult 
to see what one wishes to spear. At this time, shellfish became 
important. Certain fruits were gathered casually, but were not 
harvested for main meals, with the exception of Nonda plums. 
Recent environmental change: Significant depopulation occurred 
in the region in the first half of this century. This was due to 
introduced diseases, particularly influenza and whooping cough, and 
at mid-century, the result of a movement of people into Aurukun 
Mission. By 1960, there were very few people living in the bush 
the year round, although annual and quite extended visits have 
continued. The firing of grass areas largely ceased and has 
now recommenced on a reduced scale. 
In 1976-1977 about 200 people had returned and were living 
on outstations in the region (see II.4). During those two years 
I spent several months out mapping clan estates between Love River 
and Kendall River. On most occasions we visited areas which had 
not seen a human being for many years. The commonest response of 
those returning to country in which they had formerly lived was 
that it had "gone wild". This was usually couched in terms of 
vegetational changes (the scrubs are thicker, the grass is long and 
unburnt, the footroads have closed up, the open ridge tops have 
grown over) and those related to introduced species (the pigs have 
rooted up the ground everywhere, making walking difficult, and pigs 
and cattle have ruined the lagoons and swamps, turning many of them 
into mudbaths after the wet season). Cyclones are also blamed for 
altering landscape (making or destroying sand banks, cutting new 
channels in tidal creeks, filling in depressions) and causing vegetational 
changes. 
The expressions in Wik-Ngathana which I have heard used 
for these changes are: 
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/aak wuutula/ "country old man-SEQ" 
/aak thayanguna/ "country wild" (cf. /ku' thayanguna/ 
"dingo") 
/aak thun weerpanha/ "country other become" 
/aak nhung-nhunga "country itself become" ("itself" = 
(weerpanha)/ different) 
Some of these terms have sinister overtones, and the same quality 
is evident in the extreme precautions that were taken to make members 
of our mapping expeditions ritually safe in such country by the giving 
of underarm smell, calling out to ancestors and increase spirits, 
etc. One man told me the shellgrit ridges were now higher than 
before. A group of older and younger people assured me at Um-yuumpa 
(near Small Lake, country 3) that a huge tree there had been small 
before, but since the old ladies who owned the country had died 
the tree had become bigger. I am also assured that wet seasons 
now last longer than they used to. A long wet season is a "bad year", 
a short wet is a "good year". 
Efforts are being made to improve this state of affairs, 
and more regular grass-burning, fencing of water sources and the 
shooting of pigs are spoken about. 
II.2 Land Tenure and Access System 
Unelicited description of a clan territory: Although the 
range of a band exceeded the boupds of the clan estate of i t s focal 
males, unelicited statements about "my country" normally deal with 
the estate i t s e l f and i t s resources. What follows is a precis 
description of country 15 by one of i t s oldest male clansmen, who 
spent his early l i f e , and some of his adult l i f e , based there and 
l i v ing a semi-nomadic existence centred on country 15 but regularly 
v is i t ing countries 16 and 18. The rest r ic t ion of this description 
largely to sites claimed by the speaker ref lects the practice of 
only "talking big" for country to which one claims t i t l e . 
1. My country is f l a t and open, /Puthan-nhikanama/ [[clan 
nickname, l i t e r a l l y "from along the beach"]] - we've got 
no r iver . We've got a big area. 
2. I t has plenty of mosquitoes; i t has plenty of f ish and 
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stingrays, and plenty of /may thoenga/ [an edible lily 
sp., "panja'J . 
3* It's not soft country [i.e. it is shellgrit rather than 
sand or mud! and has plenty of /thiinychana/ grass ^which 
supports high concentrations of geese nests in the wet season; 
the eggs are a major foodj. Our country is all ridge/ 
watercourse, ridge/watercourse I a reference to the parallel 
ridge systeml. 
4. There are plenty of fish in the wet season, in the fresh 
water, and we trapped them with weirs made of upright sticks 
stuffed with grass. It's flat country, no big scrub, no 
jungle I on other occasions he and others consistently refer 
to it as /aak meecha/ "starvation country"; the absence 
of heavy dune woodland concentrations is the main reason 
for its poor resourcesj. 
5. We have plenty of /minh kathanga/ [literally "tying meats", 
i.e. rays'and sharks, whose cooking may involve tying in 
melaleuca bark, and which are a protein staple over most 
of the coast area/. 
6. / A list of named places, mostly following ridges, then 
follows. Fifty places are mentioned, beginning with a string 
of large swamps. Places of mythological or totemic significance 
are not singled out for special treatment, although those 
which are increase centres may be described as suchj. 
This description is quite typical. Geography and resources 
are given prominence. The primary focal point in the country is 
the main residential base, regardless of its totemic or other sig-
nificance. In the case of country 15, and a number of others, the 
residential base has no special relationship to mythology or totemism, 
and yet it may be used for referring to the clan in question. 
Later I will argue that these facts and others show that clan 
territory is conceived of as economic property, the possession 
and composition of which is ritually validated, rather than primarily 
as ritual property with concomitant economic benefits. 
Clan countries: (see Maps 2 to 6) The country of a clan 
is the sum of recognised locales to which it lays primary claim 
(various types of claims are dealt with below). Most of these locales 
have names. There is a small set of locale names which also have 
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more inclusive reference (e.g. /Thoekala/ "Love River"-> "Love 
River and environs", /Uthuk-awunya/ "Big Lake"->"Big Lake and environs") 
Small parts of these areas, often only a few hundred metres apart, 
have other, specific names. A specific locale name may be used 
as a reference-point for a larger area by extension; these tend 
to be important residential bases (e.g. /Munpuna/ in country 3, 
which competes with /Uthuk-eena/ as an area name for Small Lake 
and environs, but primarily refers to a shade and well at the 
southwest corner of the lake). Specific locale names have several 
kinds of reference: 
1. camp sites (day camps must have a shade concentration; 
sleeping places have sand or soft dust and water reasonably 
close by; most wet season sites are in dense jungle (usually 
beneath a sprawling ficus sp.); other sleeping places tend 
to be open and flat, e.g. clear sand, salt pan, grass; 
if there is a well, it is usually the focus of the locale name). 
2. hunting or fishing stretches (usually a clearly defined 
section of lake, coast, estuary or river foreshore with 
no particular single focal point; along rivers these may 
be only a few hundred metres long, and names may apply 
to both banks). 
3. tracts of country defined by the boundary of a natural feature 
(a scrub concentration, island, grass plain, intermittent 
watercourse, tidal creek, river, swamp, lake, lagoon, estuary, 
ridge end-point, offshore sandbank, depression in ground, 
shallow crossing-point on water body, open patch on shore 
suitable for landing-place, and - a mythological case -
a mountain; no hills exist now on the coast, but the Quail 
shifted one called /Wanhtholpa/ from country 6 to Coen, 
180 km away). 
4. /aak wiinhtha/ such as totemic centres, cremation grounds, 
"poison grounds" (see below), graves, and places of myth-
ological import. Some of these may be classifiable under 
categories 1-3 above. 
Since recognised locales fall rather close together, and 
each is subject to some kind of clan claimancy, the so-called 
"no-man's land" between clan countries (actually "company" land 
(see below) belonging to the claimants to the adjacent countries 
and not to anyone else) never amounts to a large area. In many 
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cases, the boundary between two countries is formed by a river, or 
there is at least one point where clan countries abut closely and 
where a ridge, creek or other feature is taken as the boundary marker. 
For example, south of Kirke River, Knox River separates countries 
18 and 20, shell or sand ridges separate countries 15/16 (Fig. 3) 
and 20/23, a creek mouth forms a clear abutment point between 6 
and 8 near the Kirke mouth, while a depression between two parallel 
ridges forms another at the northeast corner of country 8. Along 
the edge of the sclerophyll uplands, drainage basins clearly form 
the content of countries in several cases (see 3, 10, 14, 17, 23). 
The boundaries between countries 1/3 and 3/4 cross the flood plain 
at points where the Small Lake sub-basin may be defined, although 
this became readily apparent to me only from a study of air photographs, 
Main camping or resource centres are /aak mu'ama/ (e.g. a 
yam concentration or lily-filled lagoon is /aak may mu'ama/ "main 
vegetable place"). "Main shades" (/wiip mu'ama/)are very important, 
as also are permanent wells C/ngak mu'ama/ "main water"). Certain 
of these /aak mu'ama/ are recognised as public places, where visitors 
may camp. All others are private places, reserved for use of the 
band in whose home range they fall. A small set of places are 
recognised wet season camps (/aak kaapamanka mu'ama/ "main place for 
wet"), and each is normally designated as the wet camp of a particular 
focal male who habitually lived there in remembered bush times 
(e.g. "That was Old Pumpkin's camp") (see II.4 below for use 
of base camps). 
Along the coastal strip, the most important places in the 
economy belong to the dune woodland east of the beach zone. Beach 
sites are almost always named by extension from one or more named 
locales up on the dune woodland. North of Kirke River, where grass-
land flanks the coast ridge to the east, the naming scheme is 
(X = place name): 
(WEST < > EAST) 
/X puthana/ /X (kempiya)/ /Xfpeempa)/ 
"beach" "on top" ("swamp", i f 
there is one) 
Further south, e.g. country 4, there is sal t pan to the east: 
/X puthana/ /X (kempiya)/ /X p i i r i ya / 
"beach" "on top" "sa l t pan" 
(Wik-Ngatharra) 
m 
South of Kirke River, at the northern end of country 12, where a 
swamp reaches the woodland strip on the beach dunes, the naming 
system is: 
/X puthana/ /X (peempa)/ 
"beach" "swamp" 
In a similar case, in the southern part of country 4 where the 
Kirke estuary reaches the coastal ridge system, the naming system is: 
/X puthana/ /X (yuuna)/ 
"beach" "outside" 
North of Knox River, where the only patches of dune woodland are 
some distance from the beach, beach locales are mostly "without a 
name", but may be referred to by stating the inland places from 
which they were habitually visited by footroads, hence: 
/yelka X/ /X/ 
"road" 
There may be more named locales on dune woodland than need to be 
reflected on the beach, hence (in country 3): 
-/X (kempiya)/ 
/X puthana/: 
VY (kempiya)/ 
Where a locale name applies to two opposite banks of a river, the 
two banks may be distinguished by the phrases "X north side; X south 
side". Where a locale name refers to a longish tract of land 
(e.g. one kilometre) it may have two conventionally recognised 
halves, "X north side; X south side". In other cases, a recognised 
but non-focal locale such as a small swamp or minor water course 
which is near a focal place or tract will receive the name of the 
focal locale with a directional qualifier: 
/X/ /X wunkanh kaawama/ 
"east side" 
There are a number of cases where two adjacent locales share a basic 
place-name but are claimed by different clans. Thus country boundaries 
do not fall between differently named places, but between recognised 
locales. 
Some locales which fall on country boundaries are held in 
company between the clans concerned; in fact, the majority of 
company-held locales are on or near estate borders (see below on 
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company tenureship of different kinds). At least one totemic centre 
usually falls somewhere along a country boundary; it may belong 
exclusively to one clan, but especially where it is in a river or 
estuary it may be company held. Totemic centres hold danger, 
especially for those who cannot claim them as part of their clan 
country. The centres to which the spirit-images of the dead are 
sent (see III.3) are places of extreme danger, and the three I have 
mapped occur on sandbanks or islands where two or more countries 
share boundaries. "Poison places" (extremely dangerous locales 
of the class known as /aak yuumpa/) may also be related to boundaries 
(the one at the easternmost point of country 3 is claimed by three 
clans in company, but lies at the border of only two of their countries) 
A few locales claimed by a certain clan may lie outside 
its main country. Thus clans 3 and 4 have company tenure of a 
fishing place in the heart of country 4, and clans 15 and 22 have 
company tenure of a main well in country 15. In spite of such cases, 
territorial estates are indeed well-bounded, and the tenureship of 
particular locales is determined by the tenureship of the countries 
into which they fall. (Note that further south, in the Edward/ 
Mitchell Rivers area, clan estates do not form single "blocs" as 
they do here - see Sharp 1958, Taylor 1976). 
This is one reason why I am led to conclude that countries 
are far more stable than their claimants. Geomorphological changes 
in the area have been gradual. The sea rose to approximately its 
present level about 6500-8000 BP (Jennings 1971), and the flood plain 
has been built out since then. The parallel ridge systems are 
old beaches. Aboriginal people have been present through these 
processes (the earliest known date of occupation of Cape York 
Peninsula is 13000 BP (Rosenfeld 1975) but this must be treated 
simply as an established minimum). Territorial adjustments have 
been very considerable, but apart from the effects of cyclones 
we probably cannot assume that such changes have been very dramatic 
over short periods. 
Tenureship: Each individual has his or her own personal 
territorial spectrum, consisting of both tenureship and access 
rights and associated behaviour, and the composition of this spectrum 
changes through the lifetime of the individual. We may distinguish 
licit and illicit claims of tenureship and access, and licit and 
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illicit acts of movement and residence, according to the judgments 
of members of any community. Claims of tenureship may be distinguished 
from claims of access primarily on the grounds that established 
tenureship is held to be validated by mythology ("This has been 
our country from the beginning", "It was left for us by the Pungk-
Apalacha men"), while access is based on either tenureship or a kin 
linkage to those with tenure. One may become the possessor of land, 
through kin-linked inheritance, bequest and other less well-regarded 
methods. But in cases of non-patrilineal inheritance where conscious-
ness of this assumption of land is still alive, or allowed to be 
public, reference to mythology is not used as primary validation. 
(For an example of a mythological rationale for land tenure, see 
Appendix 2.) 
Primary and apparently uncomplicated cases of tenureship 
are those in which individuals claim an estate "from the beginning", 
i.e. from father and father's father (patrilineal linkage), in those 
cases where this is not publicly disputed. Cross-generational 
linkages of this type, in the context of land claims, are traced 
upwards, not downwards. This principle was explained to me as follows: 
"Descents go /kempiyul/ ^upwardsj , no more down. Not like in 
European line where he go down. That's how we match land tribes. 
But different with /eemoeth/ [totemic centresj : when Coconut died, 
he told Arraman to take over /kalpay eemoeth/ [Goose totemic centre!--
that's in your [EuropeanJ line now. Land /wiykath eeliyam kempiy/ 
[from children upj. With /eemoeth/: when main boss die, he hand 
it over now, "Now you boss for that /eemoeth/" - not the land, 
only /eemoeth/. It does down. /Eemoetha pakam poenychany, wuut 
mangk inhtha waantanh/. [_The increase centre goes down, the 
ancestors left it that way."] " 
"Owning" land in this sense is spoken of using the verb 
/kooepanha/ which means "to look after, wait for, wait upon, guard". 
The other verb of possession is /pi'anha/ which describes holding 
of any kind, including possession of a wife, but does not apply 
in this situation. Thus land tenure is more a type of established 
custodianship rather than inalienable or alienable possession. 
The possessive pronouns used in this context are more frequently 
oblique than genitive (e.g. /aak thananta/ rather than /aak thananga/, 
"their country"). Established custodianship of this kind, which 
is the target or archetype of person-land relationships, must be 
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distinguished from "minding the country" for someone else. Earlier 
this century, a family based on country 15 "used to mind Uuk-mungk 
forC.Y."but did not claim it. C.Y. was still alive at this time, 
as are his sons now. Ethnographers have often remarked that when 
a land-holding unit dies out in Aboriginal Australia, others become 
its custodians but not its owners. In the Cape Keerweer region, 
the difference between the two is rather slight, and one often hears 
the remark that "This country used to belong to so-and-so mob, 
but it's ours now". 
From a core of putative direct patrilineal inheritance of 
tenureship, one's claims radiate outwards through mother, father's 
mother, mother's mother and spouse. Although one cannot claim their 
country in a direct sense unless attempting to take it over as 
primary country, one nevertheless has a little more than "mere access" 
to it. One's mother's and father's mother's country are, respectively 
/aak kaatha-kaala/ ("country mother/mother's younger brother") and 
/aak pepiya/ ("country father's mother") - note the uninflected 
kin terms. With a sister or cousin, however, the expressions are 
/aak puulanta/ and /muurantam aaka/ ("country sister-GENITIVE"; 
"cousin-GENITIVE-ABLATIVE country") - note the inflections. I 
believe this grammatical usage reveals a distinction between country 
in relation to ascending kin linkages on one hand (with implications 
of tenure), and country in relation to same-generation kin linkages 
(with no implications of tenure);on the other. I do not, unfortunately, 
have any translations of the notion "wife's country". (I deal 
further with relationships between property and lines of descent 
in 111.3 (totems) and 111.4 (language).) 
I have been using the term "clan" without defining it. It 
is a convenient cover term, rather than a name for a simply definable, 
locally universal social structure. As a first approximation we 
might say that those individuals who recognise each other as descended 
in the same male line (whether op not this can be established by 
genealogy) constitute a patrilineage, and those in the same such 
patrilineage who claim the same land as primary country as well 
as the same totems (and hence the same totemic names) constitute 
a clan. A clan may contain more than one patriline, but in all 
cases known to me those who are in the same clan claim to be of 
common descent, except where adoption has occurred. Adoption is 
not uncommon, however, and the segmentation of lineages also has 
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clearly always been an important process. All surviving clans claim 
linguistic unity within themselves, but clan 1 (Love River) is said 
to have "had two languages, Wik-Paacha and Wik-Ngatharra"; this may 
have been a case where two lineages affiliated to separate dialects 
claimed the same country. This phenomenon occurs widely in north-
central Arnhem Land (Hiatt 1965, Berndt and Berndt 1970), and may 
have been the case at Rokeby (Thomson 1972:15, map p. vi), which 
is located on the eastern fringe of the Wik-speaking area. Clan 1 
is, unfortunately, extinct. 
In a case where common descent is recognised but a lineage 
segment has shifted territorial claims, I refer to the two land-
holding units as separate clans (e.g. 15 and 22). At any particular 
time, it is not always easy to say what is a separate clan and what 
is not, since we are dealing with entities at different points on 
a processual continuum. At present, for example, three lineage 
segments of putative common descent claim country 8. The head of 
one segment has shifted his interests mainly to country 1 (that of 
his deceased mother, whose clan is extinct), another has shifted 
his to country 10 (also that of his deceased mother), while the 
third has been left as "boss" of country 8. All three maintain 
links to 8 and still say it is their "real country". In another 
case, members of several different clans claim country 3 as mothers' 
country and "now ours" because the former claimants are extinct. 
They maintain separate clan identity but joint claims over country 3. 
This situation would eventually resolve itself into more unitary 
tenureship, since such joint inheritance arrangements are only known 
where the extinction of former claimants is a matter of living 
memory. Before such a situation^ is sorted out, the picture is 
unclear. (See Falkenberg 1962 oh similar states of flux in the 
Daly River area). 
In other words, "clan" may be more neatly applicable in 
some cases than in others; not all clansmen are clansmen in relation 
to all the country claimed by any one of them, and not all territories 
have "a clan" in possession of primary and unique rights over them. 
But it is fair to say that the clan as a patrilineal land-holding 
totemic unit with a unique country is the target towards which the 
flux of reality is continually pushed, and forms the model into which 
people attempt intellectually to compress the often somewhat ragged 
facts. It is the social and political facts which are ragged. The 
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shape and content of the territories remain relatively constant 
and unambiguous, and provide a matrix for ecological and political 
stability. 
"Talking big for country": "Talking big" about a country 
usually implies that one is describing or discussing it as if one 
were the proper claimant to it. When mapping country, I was sometimes 
accompanied by individuals who knew the area well but had no claim 
on it. Before describing or naming sites, therefore, they usually 
began by stating whose country it was, and also often made formal 
disavowals of ownership. If they had a kin-linkage which placed 
the area within the bounds of their territorial spectrum in any 
way, this kin-linkage would often be stated ("This is not my land, 
it is theirs, but Still it was my mother-in-law's land"). 
A large area on the north-eastern side of the Kirke estuary 
is said to be held in company between clans 4 and 6, but only 
members of clan 4 "can talk big for that place". (I have shown 
this area as being within country 4.) Similarly, the lagoon called 
Aayka at the southeastern edge of the same estuary is claimed by 
the head of clan 4 to be his in company with clan 6, but only members 
of the latter can talk big for Aayka. My impression is that the 
"company" status of such places refers more to access than to tenure 
(i.e. members of both clans may have free access to them without 
notification of the other, but only one claims it as estate). 
What happens when a new place emerges? Occasionally, a new 
water source is discovered. A well was found in country 15, probably 
early this century. As it was well within the estate, tenure was 
not an issue (it was named, and later became the main wet season 
base for the band living in the area). In the last decade or so, 
a small lagoon was created by the subsidence of sand in a long 
depression which runs between countries 6 and 8. It is about 
halfway between two flanking sand ridges, one of which belongs to 
clan 6, the other to clan 8. Tjiis "new water" (/thaangkuna/)has 
not yet received a name, but has been assigned to clan 8 (tenure) 
while being "ours in company" between 6 and 8 (access). It was 
found by a member of clan 6. 
A clan holds its country as a corporation, but reference 
to tenure by a third party will most frequently begin by giving 
the name of the clan "boss". This is the most prominent member 
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of the clan active in relation to clan and estate affairs, the one 
who is "boss for country". A string of names of other clan members 
may follow mention of the boss. If the clan is extinct and the name 
of the last boss is not known, people will tend to refer to an 
ancestor of a living individual (e.g. "Rhoda's grandmother's country"), 
or to a totem of the extinct clan. 
There are also recognised regional "bosses" and in most cases 
known to me these men are also clan heads. Cape Keerweer is an 
exception, since the oldest man of clan 6 is the authority on 
estate 6, while a younger man of the same clan is the "boss of Cape 
Keerweer" as a whole, at least in the eyes of most people at Peret 
Outstation. This wider type of authority may have formerly been 
important in large-scale conflicts, and nov/adays it is important 
in outstation politics and organisation, but it does not appear 
to have a strong bearing on land tenure claims (i.e., regional bosses 
still just claim their own clan estate as truly their own); 
nevertheless it is hard to imagine such a person being restricted 
in geographical range to the same extent as lesser men (see 111.4). 
Methods of validation: Charter myths, according to "native 
theory", lay down and validate the order of the world, including 
land tenure. The story in Appendix 2 is a classic example. Narratives 
are only one type of medium in which such validation is expressed. 
Songs are also important, as are also the wooden carvings and body 
paint designs associated with ritual. Those with rights over country 
have rights over the songs whichi refer to mythic events which happened 
there. The ritual boss of Apalatha told me in 1977 that, when 
mapping country, the owners shou)d tape-record the totemic songs 
belonging to the country at the same time as making the territorial 
claim. Indeed, we did this sevef'al times when women as well as men 
were active in singing. 
In recent times, new media have been used for the registration 
and, later, the validation by reference to such records, of territorial 
claims. The former missionary, W. MacKenzie, is said to have had 
"a big book" in which totemic names and countries of individuals 
were recorded. When a lineage segment of clan 15 moved tenure 
claims from country 15 to country 22, those who made the shift 
are said to have "signed for Kendall River". Apart from mission 
record cards, I have not found such a "big book". My own mapping. 
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site photography and tape-recording has been used for the registration 
of land claims and most families are keen to have it done. The 
primary political focus of this activity, in local eyes, is not 
the land rights struggle in the context of the wider world of White-
dominated Queensland, but a power play within the black community 
itself. (In Sutton 1978 I give an account of the use of ethnographic 
film at Cape Keerweer in 1977, where a small territorial coup was 
made on celluloid.) 
Support for a territorial claim is usually derived from 
genealogical links, but habitual residence is also important. 
Denying another's claim, people will often say things like: "I 
never used to see So-and-so around here; J grew up in this country, 
used to run all over here, etc.". One man, whose past residential 
association with estate 23 appears to be his sole or strongest basis 
of a claim to tenure of it, said that he grew there until he was 
a full man, not just a child. Furthermore, his father's younger 
brother and his own younger brother were cremated there. Cremations 
are frequently used in just this way, as if people were normally 
cremated on their own territory. From analysis of cremation accounts, 
however, it is certain that this was only sometimes the case, and 
that corpses were commonly carried many kilometres to be cremated 
at large gatherings convened for the purpose. 
Conception and birth sites do not appear to be very significant 
in relation to land tenure claims, and most of the birth places I 
have recorded are not in the estates under primary claim by those 
born there. On the other hand, the location of one's clan spirit-
image centre (see Chapter III.3) is raised in disputes over land. 
Taking over a country ideally consists of more than simply 
making a statement or moving onto a piece of land. In recent years, 
the primary method of staking a claim in such circumstances has 
been the making of "improvements". Two brothers from clan 12 took 
some used sheet-iron from Aurukun to Kaapathanha (just south of 
Cape Keerweer itself) in about 1975 and built a small shed. This 
shed has never been used, but I was taken to see it, asked to map 
it and photograph it, and it is usually mentioned when members 
of this clan state their takeover of the country (no. 11) in which 
Kaapathanha is located. This was seen as a way of "blocking" others 
from claiming the area, whose former owners died out some decades 
ago. Similarly, one old man is taking over country 10, that of 
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his mother's extinct clan, and has asked younger kinsmen to build 
a fence along its eastern boundary, so as "to block all this place 
from those living at X". There is indeed a move by some at X to 
use a lagoon in this country for watering their cattle. 
Language and territoriality: I said earlier (1.3) that 
Cape Keerweer people make statements linking dialects to sites or 
areas of land, but that these statements are to be understood as 
assertions that a locale belongs to that sub-set of the relevant 
language-community which is the clan holding tenureship in that 
particular case. This is because language is emblematic primarily 
of clan identity and not of language-community identity, if indeed 
such a thing exists. (I would say that, on the coast at least, 
the latter does not exist in any real sense.) 
The context where a locale/dialect link is stated most 
frequently is one in which an informant is distinguishing tenureship 
of two locales which are near each other, and which belong to two 
clans which have different dialect affiliations. In these cases, 
dialect labels are being used to mark lineal and territorial dis-
creteness. Names of major totems are used in a parallel way. In 
fact, one of the great curiosities of the area is the freedom with 
which one may pass from a totemic reference to a dialectal one. 
Names of dialects are not absolutely distinct from references to 
clan by totem; the two are formally identical, and on asking "What 
language does So-and-so speak?" I have not infrequently been given 
the name of their major totem and not the name of their dialect 
(See III.3). Most of the "dialect names" in the literature relating 
to Princess Charlotte Bay appear to be formed in an identical way, 
using totemic references, but true dialect names are not widespread 
in that area. In the Wik-speaking area, dialect names abound. 
Tindale and others were led by this phenomenon into seeing this 
region as one inhabited by many very small territorial groups, i.e. 
"tribes", and thus in an ironical way the point of the Wik dialect-
naming system got through, albeit in a distorted way. 
The Pungk-Apalacha story (Appendix 2) appears to assign 
country to dialects. That this is not so has, however, been made 
clear in the field: 
1. N.P. took me to the two adjacent cremation grounds, 
Kuthanhthanga and Mithanhthanga (see Map 4). He said that 
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the norther ly of the two belonged to his own clan (whose 
d ia lec t is Wik-Ngathana) and the southerly to another clan 
(whose d ia lec t is Wik-Ngatharra). They are only about 
ten metres apart . He sa id : /Thum thaa'al anhthinhtheya -
ngampunant, anhthey, Wik-Ngathanant!/ "This cremation 
ground here - i t ' s ours, t h i s one, Wik-Ngathana's!" 
2, The locale known as P i i 'ana is very close to N.P.'s country 
and j u s t outside i t s boundary, a fac t he wished to s t ress. 
He said /cousin Angusdnt, boy wee'iy-thanantam, 'aa . . . 
muk Spear, cousin Paula, aak thanant, Wik-Ngatharrant./ 
"Cousin Angus's, those kin of your s i s t e r ' s son, also . . . 
Uncle Spear, Cousin Paula, their place, Wik-Ngatharra's." 
3, On another occasion - s i g n i f i c a n t l y , also when mapping the 
periphery of a country - N.P. took me to Maaka-thana and 
said: /Nganthan munhtha-mooerinhthanh, uncle ngeen inyey, 
' o ' . . . . Puthan-nhikanam pam ke'al ngee'anh, oo Th i i k -
winychanam pam ke'a l ngee'anh anhanychinhthey. Anhthey 
Wik-Ngathanant anhthey, Wik-Ngatharrant inhthinhth side, 
muk, uncle Spear, inham t h i i p i y . / 
"We cross-cousins, those uncles there, O.K.. Puthan-nhikanam 
people [clans 12 and 15j can ' t come i n , and Thiik-winychanam 
people [clan 9 j can ' t come in to here. This is Wik-Ngathana's 
here, Wik-Ngatharra's that s ide . Uncle Spear from there 
south." 
This l as t statement is of pa r t i cu la r i n t e res t . The s i t e belongs 
to clan 6, but is adjacent to the country of clan 8, who are cross-
cousins to 6, and both share access to the s i t e . Clan 6 is a f f i l i a t e d 
to Wik-Ngathana and clan 8 to Wik-Ngatharra. Th is , however, does 
not prevent them being c losely a l l i e d and enjoying co-residence 
in band l i f e . Clan 9, which is one of those excluded, has the same 
d ia lec t as 8, whi le clan 15 (also excluded) has a d ia lec t v i r t u a l l y 
ident ica l wi th that of 6 and formerly known by the same name. 
N.P.'s remarks about d ia lec t therefore have no impl icat ion of 
t e r r i t o r i a l un i ty based on l i n g u i s t i c un i t y . In f a c t , the case 
represents the opposite. Dia lect d i s t i n c t i o n is being used to make 
a binary contrast in a narrowly defined context and at the level 
of land-holding u n i t s . 
One might expect that when people comment on the geographical 
spread of d i a l e c t s , they might use the clan estate boundaries to 
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do so. When pressed, or when physically moving along the periphery 
of an estate, they may do so. But unelicited statements are, as 
usual, rather more illuminating. One elderly lady told me that 
"From Poenp up this way [i.e. northwardsj it's Wik-Ngatharr". 
(/Poenp inhthapalinhtha Wik-Ngatharr./). This locale is a very 
long way from being the southernmost point in the relevant clan 
country (no. 4), but it is the usual place used when stating boundaries 
of cultural and ritual significance. It was from Poenpa northwards 
that the Shark made the sand coarse and the men big (i.e. members 
of clans 4 and 3), whereas south of there Shark made fine sand and 
small men (clans 6, 8 at least). It was also from Poenpa that the 
northerly of the two Shark sisters sang her Wuungka (mourning song) 
south across the Kirke estuary to her sister. The northerly sister 
sang in Wik-Ngatharra, the southerly in Wik-Ngathana. It is this 
Shark cult which forms the major mythico-ritual focus of clans 
4 and 6, which unites them in a single story complex, yet divides 
them as the Kirke separates their territories one from the other, 
since it assigns different Wuungkas to each, based on the songs 
of the Shark sisters, who now lie together under the water south 
of Poenpa. Poenpa is a Shark totemic centre. And it was here, 
according to N.P. (see Appendix 2) that the Pungk-Apalacha men 
found Shark and left this centre along with the dialect of the clan 
which claims it. They said: /Yaa, anhtha Shark, ngampunang kooenhiy, 
aak anhanych, Wik-Ngatharrant/. "Yes, this is Shark, our totemic 
story, and will be for this place, Wik-Ngatharra's." 
It is for these types of reasons that one often hears the 
remark "Country he go by language" during a dispute over land. 
But this is not to say that dialect-communities are territorial 
units. What people are saying is that a clan which does not have 
the language which is "right" for the country suffers from a dis-
advantage in trying to claim that country, because this is one more 
factor - a contradiction of mythic charter - which indicates their 
foreignness. 
The socio-territorial significance of dialect-communities: 
Among the coastal people of this region, i t is rare for dialect 
ident i f icat ions to be used as marks of social or regional ident i ty . 
The non-contiguous d is t r ibut ion of countries held by clans speaking 
single dialects - a pattern which extends from the Archer River 
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almost as far as Edward River - means that such references would 
lack the logic of specific regional or political significance in 
most cases. In the Aurukun settlement situation, the opposition 
"Wik-Mungkana/anything else" has some force, because the majority 
of those affiliated to Wik-Mungkana originally came from the Archer/ 
Upper Kendall Rivers region. But two clans affiliated to Wik-Mungkana 
(12 and 20) belong to the coastal Apalacha complex, and at Peret 
Outstation an expression such as "those Mungkan mob" would normally 
be understood to refer to such inlanders located at Aurukun or Ti 
Tree, and not to members of clans 12 and 20. 
In spite of discontinuous distribution, dialects are in a 
rough way regionalised. Thus Wik-Ngathana, Wik-Iinychanya and 
Wik-Ngatharra are dialects of a single language whose affiliates 
have estates between the Kendall and Archer Rivers, while the language 
of which Kugu-Uwanh and Kugu-Muminh are dialects is associated with 
the Kendall River - Moonkan Creek region (see IV.2). Neither of 
these two languages belong to the inland. For this reason, we can 
account for the following conversation, which took place in Aurukun 
(it is in Wik-Ngathana): 
A. /Nhula pam waya Wik-Mungkanha!/ 
"He's a no-good Wik-Mungkana man!" 
B. /Nhul kaangk nhungk./ 
"But he likes you." 
C. /Ngaya Wik-Ngatharr anhthey!/ 
"Look here, I'm a Wik-Ngatharra woman!" 
This is an oblique reference to a broad soc io- ter r i tor ia l d iv is ion, 
using typifying dialects as emblems of that d iv is ion. The close 
countrymen of many speakers of Wik-Ngatharra and Wik-Ngathana include 
those speakers of Wik-Mungkana in clans 12 and 20 who enjoy no 
special unity with inlanders of the same dialectal a f f i l i a t i o n , 
since they are coastal people before a l l else. Most references to 
human groups or categories in fact say nothing about dialect whatever. 
They refer to area of o r ig in , totemic a f f i l i a t i o n s , r i tua l group 
membership, kin relat ions, or names. Language is very low on the 
l i s t of factors that are used in asserting social ident i ty . 
I t is possible that inlanders have a di f ferent ideology 
and usage: 
Z. took me to the f ight ing ground Kayawaya on the middle 
Kendall River (see Map 6). In Z's youth, cremations held 
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at nearby Thanmala had been followed by pitched bat t les 
here, and those present were arranged l i ke t h i s : 
F ig . 4: Disposi t ion of f i gh t i ng groups at Kayawaya 
Z's family and others were on the "Wik-Iiyanh s ide " , as in landers; 
he ca l ls his d ia lec t "ha l f Wik- I iyanh". The use of th is d ia lec t 
name may be more p o l i t i c a l than l i n g u i s t i c . The designations 
"Wik-Ngatharra and Wik-Ngathana", a t th is distance from the coast, 
serve f a i r l y adequately to subsume most of Z's l i k e l y t r ad i t i ona l 
enemies from the Love River-Kendall River area but the choice of 
d ia lec t names in th is way is charac te r i s t i c of Z, not of the coastal 
peoples he is re fe r r ing t o . I have a large amount of information 
on the personnel present at such bat t les in the coastal area, and 
th is information is almost invar iab ly given in terms of nicknames 
(names of regional o r i g i n ) , not d i a l ec t s . Within the coastal area, 
groups of people a f f i l i a t e d to the same d ia lec t were frequent ly 
opposed in f i g h t i n g , but at cremations the geographical or ig ins 
of opponents were normally d i f f e r e n t . In one account, however, 
a cremation ba t t l e was said to have involved "Wik-Ep and Wik-Ngatharr", 
who were "o ld enemies". This simply cannot be a reference to all 
Wik-Ngatharra-a f f i l ia ted clans because t h e i r associations are fa r 
too scat tered. The term "Wik-Epa", however, can only re fer to two 
clans at most, and in such a case the d ia l ec t name can have r e l a t i v e l y 
precise social reference. A s im i l a r use of d ia lec t names has been 
heard in re la t i on to marriage: "My fa ther married Wik-Me'anh 
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language", another case where the dialect name has a narrow possible 
range of reference (at most, two clans). Z also used such a device 
when he said that "I should have married a Wik-Iiyanh woman according 
to the promise system". This is partly an attempt to impress me 
with his inland associations, as may also be the use of the dialect 
name "half Wik-Iiyanh". 
Access to own country: Focal males, as heads of households, 
generally make the decisions about where their households are to 
live at any time. In the wet season, each focal male has his recognised 
regular camping place or places, although more than one household 
may have camped in close proximity around a single focus. Access 
to all parts of his own clan country probably is rarely completely 
free, however. For at least a year after a death, certain places 
associated with the deceased are not visited or used, particularly 
by the closest kin of the deceased. In 1976 I was taken to Aayka 
(see Map 4) where the recently deceased "boss" of Cape Keerweer had 
habitually camped up to 1975. His brother wailed, spoke to his 
spirit, and then burned the grass in the area, after remains of 
the dead man's possessions had been collected into a pile. There-
after the place was ritually open. In 1978 a small girl who had 
camped at the same place died on the way from Aurukun to Cairns 
for medical treatment, and her father, at the date of writing, 
was unable to return to Aayka. 
Adult men have freer access to their own country than 
women or children, although older women may be exempt from this. 
The "poison grounds" (/aak yuumpa/) are now no longer entered 
even by the oldest males; these are the most severely prohibited 
(/wiinhtha/) places. C.Y. (clan 12) told me that his father used 
to go inside the poison ground called /Yuump Thawalkana/ and 
promised that when C.Y. had reached the age of having grey hairs 
in his beard he would take him there himself. But his father died 
before this could happen, and now neither C.Y. nor anyone else will 
visit that place. 
Totemic centres in one's own clan country must be treated 
carefully, the spirits there spoken to, visitors ritually immunised 
against danger, and the locus of the totemic phenomenon ritually 
"cleaned up"(/thee'anha/, literally "thrown" as one throws out the 
detritus from a well). Such places are dangerous even to those who 
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own them unless they are people known to the s p i r i t s . Children 
and others who have not previously v i s i t e d such places are always 
rubbed with underarm sweat by those f am i l i a r wi th the centres, as 
are also European v i s i t o r s in many cases. The sweat gives one 
"sme l l " , the smell of someone known to the s p i r i t s , who thus recognise 
the newcomer as a f r i e n d . Children are, in sp i te of t h i s , s t i l l 
prevented from playing in such places. 
Women who are menstruating or pregnant may be prohib i ted 
from going to cer ta in places, especia l ly water sources. One man 
of clan 15 is said to have no "umbi l ica l cord re l a t i on " (See V.2) 
because when his mother was carrying him in her womb she v i s i t ed 
a water place where Taipan in te r fe red with her, and on giv ing 
b i r t h the umbi l ical cord was found to be "bru ised" . 
Thus one's personal s t a t e , physical or r i t u a l , may a f fec t 
access to normally safe places even w i th in one's own country. 
Access to other clan countries: Informants consistent ly 
state that access by others to one's own country was formerly pol iced 
in an extremely s t r i c t manner. From my own work with people of 
eastern and southern Cape York Peninsula I have concluded that 
the po l ic ing of small-scale t e r r i t o r i a l i t y on th is western coast 
i s unparal leled elsewhere in the region. 
One woman gave the fo l lowing explanation of the reasons 
why her fami ly stayed most of the year w i th in her fa ther ' s own 
country (no. 15) and did not l i v e in or v i s i t the contiguous 
country 9 wit|;iout spec i f i c i n v i t a t i o n : 
/Minh kalpay inhtha nhunga! Thunal iinychanyeya -
tha'aman weeth-weethanhala - "Yaa, nhul i inychanya! 
Th i l nganant inhtha . . . custom ngaahtha wun: 
tha ' inhthal ngaychanyeya - inhtha Wuungk next 
round inhtheya, inhanychul i n h t h , moeranyal. 
Aboriginal they . . . trick law'a, t ha r r an . . . 
Yuul 'a , u lka , i t h , minh kalpay - aak nhung inhtha 
ke'ama kaaran, ke'ama i inychany, inhampalinhthey. 
Nganhtha-nganhthan oeyaman wun alinyeya - brothers 
ngathunma, sisters ngathunma - ngan i i i , p i ip inh 
nganantam inhtha p i ' - p i ' a n h . / 
Any goose there is his. I f someone else was to 
go there , they would fo l low his t racks. "Ah 
yes, i t was he who went here!" Well our way . . . 
the custom is l i k e t h i s : i f a track is seen 
Rn th is way3 , the next time there is Wuungka 
( i . e . a cremation b a t t l e , where Wuungka mourning 
songs are sung), i f he goes there , t h e y ' l l spear 
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him. Aboriginals they ... it's a "trick law", 
very hard ... Baler shells, bark cradles, shale 
(for cooking), geese from his country we never 
took them, never went there, [getting things] 
from over there. We used to stay around here 
(country 15), my brothers and my sisters. We 
were alone; my late father was keeping us here. 
This is an extreme case, since the father who kept his family so 
isolated was an unusually aggressive individual who had killed 
a number of people (including his first two wives) and who was 
left alone a good deal, especially in his maturity. But from a 
number of accounts it is certain that it was common practice to 
constantly look out for strange tracks or those of uninvited 
visitors. Several accounts of fighting say that a remembered 
infringement was raised during the conflict: "I saw your tracks 
in my country last year!", etc. 
Individuals say that they have relatively free access to 
their spouse's or mother's country because of this kin linkage. 
It is not easy to separate this link from one based on proximity 
of home ranges, since most marriages are between near neighbours. 
Just before N.P. made the statement quoted earlier about access 
to Maaka-thana, he said that the men of clans 6 and 8 would make 
an arrangement to get flying foxes, trap fish or burn grass around 
the lower Kirke in cooperation with each other. He added: /Piim 
thil! Wachinh epam! 'o', piim./ "But nearby ("peoplej! Distant 
[peoplej nol O.K., nearby." But judging from accounts of those 
involved in joint exploitation of resources in several cases, the 
judgment of who is "nearby" or "distant" is as much political as 
geographical. N.P. says that members of clans 6 and 8 shared a 
cremation ground at Puunanala (see Map 4) with certain others 
(their "countrymen") which included those of clan 4 to the north, 
as well as those on country 3 who had taken it over (they were 
formerly of clan 4). When asked who came to the lower Kirke to 
exploit flying foxes with members of clans 6 and 8, he specifically 
included those from countries 3 and 4, the former being at least 
as far distant geographically as country 15 from which people did 
not come for this purpose. 
/Wuuta, kemiy wuut Aramanha, kemiy wuut thuna, 
inhtha aakam Munpunnga, Uthuk-awam inhth oeyaman 
iinychanya, keemp anhanychinhtheya, ngaka 
inhanychaminhth, Puunanalank. Yot, wiip inh^nych. 
Piypanh oe^amana inyang aak, Puunanal. Thana 
ngul oeyaman iinychany kungkiy umamey./ 
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That old man, grandfather Arraman, that other 
grandfather, from Munpuna and from Big Lake, 
they used to come here for flying foxes, to this 
well at Puunanala. Many of them, to this shade. 
They used to camp in those places around Puunanala. 
Then later they went back north again. 
These northern neighbours were people who had no flying foxes in 
their own countries, and who were invited annually to the lower 
Kirke. Members of clan 4 could go to Aayka (country 6, see Map 4) 
but could not choose just any place to camp in the area. Aayka 
was a public place, well known as an /aak mu'ama/ where outsiders 
were placed under few restrictions. But when men of clan 4, including 
Arraman who was then living on country 3, came to Aayka as a revenge 
party wishing to travel further south, they asked permission from 
the two brothers who were bosses of Aayka (and country 6, known 
in later life as Pumpkin and Bob) to do so, and paid their way 
in trade tobacco. Permission to visit and use country is still 
sometimes obtained from bosses in this way. 
When visitors come to camp at a place such as Aayka, they 
may not camp anywhere they choose. There are three main shades 
at Aayka, arranged as in Fig. 5 below. 
Kirke River estuary 
NORTH 
Fig. 5: Clan shades at Aayka 
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Focal males of each of the three clans shown here habitually used 
the shades indicated. The arrangement of positions is not a microcosm 
of the distribution of clan estates, as may have been expected, 
although this occurs in many other camping arrangements. The clan 
with primary tenure is in the centre - "right in middle" - a fact 
of ideological significance (being "in the middle" is a verbal image 
often used in statements of ritual and other supremacy; this is 
discussed further in Chapter III.3). When camped here in 1976, 
I noticed that the boss of clan 6 indicated where visiting members 
of clan 12 should camp, and at that time spoke to them gruffly and 
abruptly, as befits a man in authority on his own land. 
There are a number of other places where resources such 
as shade, wells and trees (e.g. pandanus) are on land claimed by 
a single clan, but are divided in terms of access or use among members 
of several neighbouring clans. At Waaranga (see Map 4) for example, 
there are three wells, "one for fathers, one for uncles, one for 
nieces" (I have not investigated this further, but it would be a 
normal way of referring to three clans). One "cannot use the wrong 
well" at Waaranga. At another site, women of three clans have 
separate patches of pandanus from which they collect materials for 
basket-making. The site itself is claimed by only a single clan. 
The distinction between public and private places - the 
latter being overwhelmingly in the majority - is clearly maintained. 
It is members of the band whose focal males claim the country who 
may have full knowledge of its resources. Older men claim knowledge 
of "secret wells" in addition to the public and private wells of 
their country. This may be in part or in whole a convenient fiction, 
used to stress territoriality. This secret knowledge is said to 
be handed on to younger men when their elders may be approaching death. 
Some private places are so designated "because we have the 
totem for that place". For example, members of clan 15 claim private 
access (/aak iii ngananta/, "place alone ours") to Thaamar-peranga 
(see Map 5) because they have the totemic small name Ku'-Pelempanha 
which refers to the lumps on spear shafts, and this site is renowned 
as a source of top quality spear shafts. We visited the site in 
1977 where members of clan 15 cut scores of spear shafts and took 
them up to the people at Ti Tree, "because they can't take them 
from there themselves". This was also an attempt to initiate an 
exchange, since members of clan 15, dissatisfied with political 
impotence at Peret, wished to obtain permission from Ti Tree 
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people to give them residence there if the need arose for them to 
leave Peret, One individual of this clan, after a heated argument 
over the collection of salt from another man's country without 
permission, later did indeed leave Peret and move temporarily to 
Ti Tree. Thus it may be seen - as in all other aspects of Aboriginal 
alliance and exchange in this region - that it is possible to foster 
or create territorial access even where there is no strong argument 
based on genealogical links or territorial proximity which might 
have made such access customary. 
While physical access may be granted to outsiders, they 
may come under special behavioural prohibitions while staying in 
foreign country. Children of clan 12, even though in their mother's 
country (6), were (in 1976) strictly forbidden to break any twigs 
or leaves or pick any fruit in the area. This would cause cyclones 
or storms. Several years ago some men from Aurukun stopped over 
at Aayka and dug out a well. They did not belong to the country. 
As they dug, they heard a loud rumbling, which was interpreted as 
the Shark getting annoyed (Aayka is not a totemic centre for Shark 
or anything else, but it is an important residential focus). Soon 
afterwards, one of these men died: "They didn't belong to this 
country". Two men went spearing fish at Wooentoenta (see Map 4) 
in 1976. A member of the clan which owns the site speared more 
fish than his cousin, a man from clan 12, The latter explained 
that this was the poor luck to be'expected when an outsider goes 
hunting on another man's country,' 
Sharing a dialect with a j:ertain clan confers no right of 
freedom over that clan's resource^ nor any automatic visiting rights 
to its country. Inasmuch as "language he go by country", there is 
pressure of a kind to speak the loinguage appropriate to a country 
when one visits it. Children vispting country 6 are often told 
not to speak the Wik-Mungkana which is now their first language 
(because of a mission childhood), but to speak Wik-Ngathana, which 
is the language of clan 6. They are told that the deceased ancestors 
of that area will hear them speaking the wrong language and get 
annoyed. Similarly, when an old lady visited Peret for the first 
time in many years in 1976, she spoke loudly to the deceased 
of that place, who are her mother's people, in the language of 
her mother. I once asked why she often also spoke this language 
when talking about that area, and was told that it was because 
it is "the language of this place". Visitors frequently greet their 
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hosts in the language of the hosts, and also make free use of the 
host d ia lec t whi le resident with them. Hosts may in turn use the 
language of v i s i t o r s i n i t i a l l y , which is part of normal e t i que t te , 
but quickly lapse into t h e i r own d ia lec t and thereaf ter make few 
concessions of th is k ind. At Ti Tree in 1977 I was present at a 
formal meeting involv ing about a dozen people, fo r none of whom 
Wik-Mungkana was primary language, but who spoke nothing but Wik-
Mungkana throughout the meeting. This may have been related to 
the fac t that the common language of the par t ic ipants was th is 
lingua franca, but i t may also have been related to the fac t that 
they were a l l on land belonging indisputably to Wik-Mungkana-affi l iated 
people. 
I I . 3 Changes of Land Tenure 
Where a clan has become extinct: Before a clan becomes 
ex t i nc t , i t s l as t members may take steps to ensure who are to be 
t he i r successors as land-holders. Some decades ago. Old Murray, 
whose country was the Love River mouth south to Kooewk-awa (see 
Map 3 ) , knew that his l i ne was about to disappear and deeded his 
estate to R.W.. The missionary MacKenzie is said to have recorded 
th is w i l l in "a big book". R,W, now claims th is area "from my mother". 
I 
In other words, the claim is that he was selected by Old Murray 
because of his close lineal connections with Murray's own family. 
In 1977 while mapping country 23, Z used my tape-recorder to register 
his own will in regard to the country he now claims. No males of 
his generation have had offspring, and the line is doomed to extinction. 
He willed the land to his sister's sons, and also to other kin from 
his own areal spectrum who are living now at Coen. Thus if it is 
true - as I am almost certain - that his claims over country 23 are 
those of a southerner pushing north, then the extinction of his 
own clan may not prevent the continuation of that northward movement. 
The former case involving Old Murray may also amount to the continuation 
of a northward thrust of coastal people towards the Archer River area. 
It would be fanciful to interpret these changes as "invasion" 
or "migration" in any sudden or unilateral sense. One of the main 
factors inducing changes of this type (though not in the case of Z) 
is the forging of alliances rather than simple aggression. If 
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coastal people south of Archer River have proved to be strong, 
politically astute and populous, then it is natural that some of 
their northern neighbours would try to woo them in order to strengthen 
their position within their own area. Older people confidently 
assert that the Cape Keerweer people were always renowned for these 
characteristics. This is given as the reason why a particular 
group north of Archer River has been attempting to forge an alliance 
with them for the better part of a century or more. Pumpkin (clan 6) 
was invited to that area by a man who offered him a woman in marriage, 
and offered to show him all the resources of the country. Pumpkin 
refused the offer. His son was made the same offer in the next 
generation, but also refused. On both occasions their reasons 
included the fact that they did not wish to leave their own country-
men, (In other words, long-term or perhaps even permanent residence 
north of Archer River became a possibility, but was rejected). 
In the third generation (during the present decade) a similar 
attempt has been made to woo the man who is at present boss of 
Cape Keerweer (Pumpkin's son's son) by a man living in Aurukun 
who is boss of ritual and other affairs in the area north of the 
Archer. The former often says that he could at any time leave 
Cape Keerweer and live north of the Archer (where he was also born), 
should his political fortunes at Peret plummet. 
Had any of those three attempts succeeded, there would 
almost certainly have now been an enclave of Wik-Ngathana-speaking 
people with country north of the Archer. 
Remember that part of the wooing process had been to promise 
a wife and also a showing of the country, A similar case concerns 
country 3. The former boss. Coconut, died and the land passed to 
the husband of one of his surviving clanswomen. She and other 
women formally took this man (Arraman) around the country and 
"showed" it to him. Arraman was a member of clan 4. He died without 
issue, and country 3 then became subject to claims by the offspring 
of his wife's sisters and also by a man whose country is adjacent 
to the east and north (country 2). The latter asserts that he was 
born in country 3 and grew up there. This is denied by the other 
claimants, but the latter belong to at least three different clans 
and claim to have assumed custodianship of country 3 "in company". 
This presents problems which a single claimant does not have to 
face: over time, some participants in such a "company" claim 
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would either drop out or form a unitary body through fictive single 
clanship. 
I stated earlier that clan countries tend to remain intact 
and are not divided on the extinction of their former owners. This 
may be the rule where a single strong claimant comes along who has 
a close tie to the country and then assumes control. But in the 
case of country 11, the only claimants known to me are those with 
territory close by, namely clans 8 and 12, These have no very 
strong kinship links to the extinct clan 11, and give proximity 
as the main basis of their claims. As one member of clan 12 put 
it: "We take over. From my place not far. We all belong to one 
coast," This man claims the southern coastal stretch of country 11, 
The senior man of clan 8 claims the northern and inland parts of 
country 11. When both these men were with me on the coast in 
country 11 in 1977, they agreed to have company tenure of the coastal 
strip just north of country 12, This was not an intense issue, 
as the area has no resources which make it desirable as an outstation 
(e,g. an airstrip or yards), and I gained the impression that members 
of clan 12 saw themselves as being magnanimous in offering company 
tenureship to clan 8. This amounts to seeing themselves as having 
the primary disposal rights over at least the coastal segment of 
country 11, This may or may not eventually result in partition. 
It seems that company assumptions of vacant territory in 
this way may last in equilibrium some time if there is no demographic 
pressure (or the political weight which comes from having larger 
numbers than others) which might lead one of the claimant clans 
to assert an exclusive takeover. The area east of country 23 on 
the middle Kendall River is now vacant. Of it, Z (who claims 
23 as exclusively his) said (in Wik-Mungkana and English): 
/Ngananta company one but ya'a, J can't take 
too much you know. If ngay pam yota, i^ orA;ak 
ngatha, all right. But still open wunaw kaaw 
inaniya, if i wanta ... buiiocklk waya, yaa! 
Ngay ngul iiyanga, like thanant aak wanta ngatha 
aak maaya, yimanam./ 
It is ours in company, but no, I can't take too 
much you know. If I had a big mob, working for 
me, all right. But we'll leave it (i.e. country 
23) open on the eastern side. If I want to go 
for bullocks east of country 23 , 0,K,! Then 
I'll just qo there, like I'll leave my country 
for them [the bullocks] to take, like that. 
Q am unsure of the translation of this last 
sentence. P.S]J 
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Where a clan has not become extinct: Some men opt tO l i v e 
mostly on their mother's (or sometimes wife's) country with their 
matrilateral (or wife's) kin and come to regard the relevant country 
as their home. This may result in their eventual incorporation 
into that clan, or at least in their having to relinquish claims 
over their former home. If incorporation of this type has occurred, 
this may explain why there are said to have been occasional marriages 
within the clan (i.e. between cross-cousins with the same territory). 
I only know of one purported case of this from the Cape Keerweer 
area, but John von Sturmer (personal communication) is aware of 
more from further south. These would then be cases of "absorption" 
but they would not be unconsciously gradual; they would represent 
decisions about how certain people were to be classified from a 
given point in time onwards. 
There are a few cases known to me where a clan has not died 
out but its members have effectively abandoned their country thus 
laying it open to claims by others. Members of clans 6 and 8 now 
claim a large part (if not all) of country 7 since the men of clan 7 
established a short-lived outstation in country 5 in 1976. The 
latter "jumped across the river" and accordingly one older man of 
clan 8 said he would "get all my boys and come and block this place 
here", referring primarily to the main wet season base in country 7 
(linychanga, see Map 4), 
Similarly, Z (claiming country 23) said that if 0, (clan 26, 
claiming estate 26) stayed working up at Wei pa much longer and didn't 
come back to stake a claim over his own country, then Z wanted to 
take it over. Provisional statements of this kind are not rare. 
P, once said that if his wife's brothers had not had offspring, he 
would have taken over their estate (no. 20). 
I am not aware of any cases where land has changed hands 
by acts of war, although I am told that some massacres long ago 
resulted in clan extinction. I see no reason why this could not 
happen, however. I do not accept Warner's argument, relating to 
northeast Arnhem Land (1964:18-19), which says that expropriation 
of land by acts of war is impossible because tenure is based on 
mythic charter, and these charters only change unconsciously to 
express changes of possession. I suggest it would take only a 
generation or two for mythic charters to be consciously re-written 
in such cases, and that the memory of massacres would be suppressed 
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just as consciously. I t is true, however, that battles were not 
waged just for the purpose of conquering and set t l ing new lands 
as has often been the case in other parts of the world. 
Case study of a land dispute: Some years ago a catt le yard 
and a i r s t r i p were bu i l t on country 23. Such places are suitable 
for the formation of outstations. There are two principal claimants 
to country 23, Z (and his s is ter , but he is spokesman) and K. 
These two men have threatened death to each other over the issue. 
For some months in 1976, Z l ived at Big Lake some kilometres south 
of Peret, and later moved to Peret where his wife's family (clan 15) 
were l i v i ng . There were concerted efforts by others to prevent 
the two men meeting, and these efforts have now been successful for 
some years. K. l ives at Kendall River Outstation, He has a large 
family and many younger men who support his claims. He does not 
claim country 23 as his father's country, but as that of his mother. 
He and other older people independently told me that the people 
of country 23 had died out, Z on the other hand asserts that i t 
is his because i t was his father's before him. 
Several old ladies told me that the original people of 
country 23 spoke Wik-Me'anha, and their usual totemic designation 
was Wik-Waangka (woven bag story). These and other old people note 
that Z does not have the r ight totems to come under such a designation. 
Nor does he have the r ight language. His language most closely 
resembles Wik-Iiyanh, Kugu-Uwanh and Kugu-Muminh, which places him 
somewhere south of Kendall River. His actual older brother asserts 
that their patri-country is actually well south of Kendall River 
on Christmas Creek. This would seem to t i e closely with Z's own 
admission that he and his s ister were not born in or near country 23 
but at Holroyd River, which is near Qhristmas Creek. His explanation 
for this is that "Wik-Iiyanh people [east of country 23] were 
'gainsting us". Others assert that his family moved up to country 23 
for just such a reason - they had a f igh t with others from the 
Christmas Creek area and emigrated north, never to return. 
Z belongs to a small clan soon to become ext inct . He has 
consistently sought a l l ies in his struggle to take over country 23, 
but some of these alliances have fa l len through. He is at the time 
of wr i t ing camped at Ti Tree waiting to set t le on country 23 in 
the 1978 dry season, and his s is te r 's sons are helping him. He 
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has pursued his course single-mindedly over several years, and will 
brook no denial of his claims. When news reached him in 1977 that 
an elderly lady at Ti Tree had said country 23 was hers, he immediately 
went to Ti Tree fully armed (with spears as well as a .303 rifle) 
to settle the matter. The Aurukun Council Chairman, the Acting 
Manager and others accompanied him and the matter was amicably 
settled. (The old lady completely retracted all her statements, 
which was followed by gushes of formal joking and cuddles between 
the two. Z, the previous day had said he would kill her: "Boy, 
I kill man or woman".) The outcome of the meeting was that Z's 
point had been made, and he had obtained a public apology from the 
lady in question, as well as her (theatrical) assertion that country 
23 was his. 
Later, Z took myself and John Adams (Aurukun staff) to 
country 23 where we mapped it under his instruction. At least 
one place name included the vowel /oe/ which does not occur in 
Z's language but which does occur in Wik-Me'anha. This may indicate 
his willingness to retain a place name intact while denying its 
source. After that, I visited Kendall River where I spoke to his 
rival, K., K. held a public meeting at which he grilled Z's 
brother and obtained the public statement that Z's real country 
lay somewhere other than 23, He was satisfied by this for the 
moment, but extended an invitation to Z (through me) to visit 
Kendall River for stores from country 23 when he settled there. 
This was almost certainly an attempt to provoke a direct 
confrontation with Z. 
I have dealt with this particular case (there are others 
even more complicated) in some detail because it illustrates the 
negotiability of "the facts" when land tenure becomes a matter of 
dispute rather than "mere tradition". The use of formal public 
meetings has so far characterised most of these disputes of which 
I am aware. There is certainly the expectation that at some definite 
point in time one side will capitulate and the matter will be 
settled. The winner's "facts" suddenly become canonical. During 
the arguments, of course, those allied to a disputant, or those 
who fear conflict with him, support his line of argument uncondition-
ally. Public meetings may not always achieve consensus, but they 
do draw out people's political allegiances and force clarification 
of the state of the power game. 
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It was at a public meeting at Kendall River in 1977 that 
a curious principle regarding the relative strength of land claims 
emerged: one man suggested that K. be also taken to country 23 
and a map prepared of his knowledge of that area. I would then 
be asked to arbitrate on which of the two men knew more named 
places in the area, and he who knew the most would be assigned 
the country. This is a revealing principle (one which they did 
not decide to apply, however). It stresses the value of residence, 
and hence of knowledge and familiarity, rather than lineal, mythic 
or totemic claims. Like the building of sheds or fences, it belongs 
to the realm of the concrete rather than the abstract. It is, 
in other words, further support for the claim that Aboriginal land 
tenure - at least in this area - is primarily based on secular 
premises rather than sacred ones. The secular transaction precedes 
the institutionalisation of values in "timeless myth". 
Clan schism and the role of "floaters": Sets of actual 
brothers do not always remain permanently identified with a single 
patrilineal estate, and even less so do sets of classificatory 
brothers (parallel cousins) who claim common male ancestry remain 
permanently so identified. Those brothers who stay together tend 
to be those with not only the same father but those with the same 
mother as well. The latter, whom we may call "full siblings", 
tend to have the closest of any emotional and political bonds in 
the society. This applies to such siblings of either sex. A clan 
may split into lineage segments, usually involving either a single 
focal male or at least actual brothers from a single father. There 
are cases where one such segment moves to assume a vacant clan 
estate, while the other(s) remain on the patri-country, e.g. that 
segment of clan 15 which moved to assume country 22 and is now 
effectively clan 22. There are also cases where one such segment 
moves to another country where it becomes the permanent guest of 
an extant clan (e.g. W. whose patri-country is no. 6 but who resides 
permanently in his mother's country at Kendall River, and whose 
wife's country is immediately adjacent to that of his mother). 
But not all such^ separated segments become unambiguously attached 
to new country in this way. These are the people I will refer to 
as "floaters". 
"Floater" is a term derived from bird studies. When birds 
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of a certain (quite large) set of different species are shot out 
within a defined area, their territories are quickly filled by 
others (Wilson 1975:276), Their surviving neighbours of the same 
"species may expand their own territories slightly into the newly 
vacant area. But a population of the same species also arrives 
to settle in the vacant space and establishes a set of new territories. 
These newcomers were previously unattached to a specific territory. 
They were a floating population, "waiting in the wings" as it were. 
The data from Cape Keerweer indicates that there are at present 
a number of individuals - and a few entire lineage segments - who 
are unattached to a specific territory permanently. The reason given 
for why most of these people have no fixed abode is frequently that 
"they can't get on with their relations". Some are isolated 
individuals with unstable dispositions who easily get into arguments. 
They characteristical ly attach themselves to available VJhites or 
seek allies or hosts from well beyond their close kindred. Most 
are highly mobile, and may turn up at any one of the three outstations, 
at Aurukun, or at other settlements in the region. 
For example, clan 12 technically has 53 living members. 
These may be divided into two segments, segment A who descend from 
the first marriage of a man I shall call NYl (22 people), and segment B 
who descend from NYl's second marriage (31 people). The four 
middle-aged males of segment B normally reside together at Peret 
and speak often of their country (12), Their sisters, married to 
men from elsewhere, visit them when they can. They all have one 
father, but come from two mothers. They may be described as relatively 
cohesive. Segment A is the senior segment. Its members are character-
istically unstable; many are divorced (only one in segment B is 
divorced). They do not normally reside near members of segment B. 
Two of the mature adults are highly mobile in the area, one of whom 
is separated from his wife and now resident at distant Kowanyama. 
Another is a permanent expatriate who lives at Mornington Island. 
Of the seven mature adults in this segment, three have made genea-
logically "wrong" marriages, a proportion well above the average. 
None aspire to residence in their "own country", nor have any of 
them visited it in the time I have spent in the area. Two of the 
adult men have at times lived in their wives' countries, or have 
aspired to. 
What counts, in relation to shifts of land tenure, is the 
movements of males rather than females. But when segmentation or 
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fission of this type occurs, at the political level what we are 
dealing with is sets of mature siblings of either sex. Men may, 
in some cases, be found to have gone to live with their sisters 
rather than with their brothers, thus shifting to the territory 
of their brothers-in-law. This is certainly the case with a number 
of widowers, who may also go to live with their daughters, hence 
entering the territorial spectra of their sons-in-law. 
Clan fission may have arisen earlier as a mechanism for 
the protection of limited resources. But even now, when food 
supplies are assured, the politics of fission continue. If we 
assume that the focal males of clan 12 were spending a wet season 
in their country nowadays, would they place too much stress on 
resources? Together with their entourages they would comprise 
approximately 60 people. In order to approximate pre-settlement 
conditions we may delete a number of children who would not have 
survived in bush times, bringing the number down to say, 35-40, 
But this figure would include at least six mature men living in 
the past few decades and who were born in the bush without western 
medical services. I would suggest that having six or more focal 
males and their families living on a single estate t*^ ouid put a 
strain on survival under bush conditions, especially in this case 
where the clan country is so small (10-15 square miles). Sharp 
estimated the population density of the very similar coast just 
north of Edward River - he contacted the people there at a time 
before they had settled in a mission - at one person for every 
2.4 square miles. A band with a core based on country 12 would 
far exceed such a figure. Thus there would be economic reasons 
for clan schism in such circumstances, as Tindale observed (1974:29) 
There are examples of hordal groups that muster 
as many as fifty and even sixty persons. Usually 
when the larger number of individuals is reached, 
there is evidence of a tendency to schism, since 
there are relatively few areas where the presence 
of more than about thirty persons at a time does 
not begin to place too great a pressure on nature ... 
Clans 12 and 20 appear to have originally been one, but 
no genealogical connection is now known, and is not asserted. 
They share six totems and either one or two male totemic names 
(depending on who one asks). They both are affiliated to the same 
dialect, Wik-Mungkana, unlike any of their immediate neighbours. 
They are, in any one generation, parallel cousins to each other. 
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And yet they have no particular political unity or moves towards 
alliance which may explain this cultural sharing as a result of 
convergence. It seems almost certain that their cultural similarity 
is the residue of a single common past. The same analysis applies 
to clans 4 and 5. 
I interpret Z's claims over country 23 as a case of a 
"floater" looking for a niche into which to settle, after clan schism. 
If, as some assert, he moved north from Christmas Creek as a result 
of fighting, then there is at least evidence that some types of 
schism resulting from conflict with close kin may produce floaters. 
There are other people whom one might call temporary floaters -
young adult males whose fathers are still active enough to be camp 
bosses. A young man who is married and producing children creates 
his own political centre, and is usually unwilling to be attached 
to a more senior household in which he plays a subordinate role 
to his father. If both father and son are heads of households they 
are unlikely to camp together. Tensions between such kin are high. 
So it may be that until the older focal males relinquish authority 
there is simply not enough political room for their successors to 
coexist happily with them on a permanent basis. The same may apply 
to parallel cousins in senior and junior sub-lineages. 
Effects of land tenure changes on dialect distribution: 
Some writers speak of "migration" or "tribal movement" (e.g. Dixon 
1972:337-352; Sommer n.d.3) in relation to the shifting linguistic 
pattern in parts of Aboriginal Australia, The mechanisms of land 
tenure change outlined above operate entirely at the local level, 
involving either a single man and his entourage or a set of siblings 
or parallel cousins claiming common descent. Changes in the 
distribution of speakers of a particular dialect are effected at 
this level, not at that of language communities (such as "the 
Wik-Mungkana"). Individuals tend to retain their linguistic affiliation 
regardless of where they move to, and this is the primary explanation 
for the patchwork distribution of dialects in the region, using 
clan estates as our two-dimensional grid (see Maps 7 and 8). 
When a man moves territorially in a certain direction, say, 
north, he still has close links with his kin to the south. He 
will invite them to visit him, and he may still expect to maintain 
marriage and other alliances with them. We have seen earlier that 
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he w i l l tend to bequeath his country to others with a similar o r ig in , 
should he expect his lineage to become ext inct. I f he engages in 
conf l i c t , he may call on those kin to come north to help him. I f 
his wider connections contain those renowned for mi l i tary expertise 
and po l i t i ca l unity, he may in fact be invited to move north and 
even sett le there, or at least exchange women with the northerners, 
i f the la t ter see such an all iance as being in their favour. Thus 
there can be a compounding of momentum in a single direct ion, ramified 
through kin-based and personal networks of focal males. Over time 
this must lead to long-term recasting of the l inguis t ic atlas in 
a non-random way. Ceremonial probably plays a signif icant role. 
Ceremonial can bring people together in large numbers and maintain 
reduced hos t i l i t y within the ceremonial group through exchange and 
fami l ia r i ty . I t can provide a unitary focus at certain times, which 
may be of great po l i t i ca l importance. 
There have been two studies of correlations between l inguist ic 
features and kinds of r i tua l in Austral ia, that of O'Grady (1959) 
and that of Alpher (1976). The former relates the spread of circumcision 
to the encroachment of the Western Desert Language westwards to 
the coast of Western Austral ia, and the la t ter relates the distr ibut ion 
of maternal personal totemism (with divination by tooth-avulsion) 
to that of i n i t i a l consonant-softening in Cape York Peninsula. 
(Alpher also correlates the dist r ibut ion of the four section system 
with that of i n i t i a l consonant-dropping), O'Grady's study involves 
change of language, whereas Alpher's involves diffusion of phono-
logical features across languages which may or may not be closely 
related. Neither case necessarily involves population movement or 
replacement, as do the cases outlined ear l ier from the Cape Keerweer 
region. I would suggest, however, that the three cases exemplify 
the four main types of change in the geographical distr ibut ion 
of l inguist ic features in Austral ia: 
1. small-scale population movements involving retention of 
language 
2. change of l ingu is t ic a f f i l i a t i o n of an existing population 
3. diffusion of l ingu is t ic features across an existing population 
4. disappearance of dialects through clan extinction 
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Dual linguistic affiliation and shifting "language boundaries". 
I was to ld that the ex t inc t clan 1 had two languages, Wik-Ngatharra 
"number one language" and Wik-Paacha "number two language". The 
estate of th is clan is at the northernmost reach of the Wik-Ngatharra-
a f f i l i a t e d l i n g u i s t i c zone, and may be said to be marginal, 
Thomson (1972:vi) says that a group at Rokeby, on the eastern margin 
of the Wik-Mungkana-affi l iated l i n g u i s t i c zone, were "ha l f Kandju, 
ha l f Wik Mogkan". Radcliffe-Brown (1930:36) reports that " in 
Western Aust ra l ia a horde ly ing on the boundary of the Ngaluma 
and Kariera t r ibes was declared to me to be "ha l f Ngaluma, ha l f 
Kar iera" , i . e . belonging properly to nei ther of the two t r i b e s " . 
H ia t t (1962:279) says of the Blyth River area (N.T.) that "The 
members of a few land-owning uni ts are divided in to those who name 
one language as t he i r primary language and those who name another. 
The t e r r i t o r i e s of these uni ts l i e on the peripheries of language 
areas." Falkenberg (1962:13-14) says that the clan area (Port 
Keats area, N.T.) ca l led Nguru'ngal:a "formerly was Mari 'ngar 
t e r r i t o r y , but . . . is referred to today as ' ha l f Murin 'bata, ha l f 
Mar i 'ngar ' " (these are d ia lec t names). S imi la r ly the clan area 
Mai'wangu is described as "a l i t t l e b i t Mari 'ngar and a l i t t l e b i t 
Mur in 'bata", and Am:u is referred to as "Tjameri and a l i t t l e b i t 
Wargad". Falkenberg in terpre ts these cases as ones of t r i b a l 
expansion. A l l of the clan areas involved are on the peripheries 
of the d ia lec t areas. Berndt (1970:47) notes that some s i tes on 
the Marganala p la in near Oenpe l l i , N.T., are claimed to be "ha l f 
Gunwinggu, ha l f Jiwadja" and so on (these are language names). 
" . . . Marganala p la in is t r a d i t i o n a l l y on the periphery of the 
' t r i b e s ' noted here, and language admixture, or multi-language 
a f f i l i a t i o n , is to be expected." 
A s im i la r phenomenon, d i f f e r i n g in d e t a i l , is that which 
occurs in the Cooktown-Red Point area (southeast Cape York; data 
from my own f i e l d work wi th Bob F l inders ) . Here one clan is divided 
on d ia lec ta l l ines but the two d ia lects have no a f f i l i a t e s outside 
th i s c lan: 
"language" "d ia lec t " "c lan" 
[ Guugu-Yinaadyi Munbarrwarra 
I Guugu-Nyalaadyi Gunydyarrwarra 
Guugu-Yimidhirr "^ Guugu-Nyiguudyi Yalmbawarra 
/ Guugu-GarragambL 
I Guugu-Arrambul { Dingaalwarra 
jambul I 
. l j 
(etc.) 
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Mr. Flinders said "Dingaalwarra they half of them talk Guugu-
Garragambul and half Guugu-Arrambul". Compare this locution with 
that used by N.P. in Appendix 2, where the clan (no, 1) elsewhere 
said to have two dialects, one primary ("number one") and the other 
secondary ("number two"), is in this part icular narrative described as 
Some people Wik-Ngathclrra, others Wik-Paacha, 
Certainly, l ike that, some Wik-Paacha, others 
Wik-Ngatharra, those people there. Those kinsmen 
of Old Murray, they were l e f t Wik-Ngatharra, 
he . . . they used to speak Wik-Paacha [as w e l l j , 
those people; that 's how i t was. 
Although the details of each of the above cases may d i f fe r , 
the important fact is that they demonstrate the potential imprecision 
of so-called l ingu is t ic "boundaries". These cases d i f fe r from 
the behavioural fact of bilingualism since they amount to statements 
about l inguis t ic a f f i l i a t i o n , not mere speaker-competence. Thus 
relationships between te r r i to ry and language may not be neat at 
either the conceptual-formal nor at the behavioural level . This 
is presumably because the cases I have cited represent the capture 
of affairs at single moments in time but deal with processes of 
change. The majority of clans have unambiguous l inguis t ic a f f i l i a t i o n . 
This, l ike "pat r i loca l i ty " (see below), may be the model of society 
upon which people operate, but i t simply may not be achieved instan-
taneously. I t is important to note that the domain of least generality 
within which Aborigines make statements about l inguis t ic a f f i l i a t i o n 
is (at least most frequently) that of the clan or land-holding 
unit , not the pat r i l ine as such nor the individual. This may indicate 
that corporateness with respect to property, rather than with respect 
to descent, is primary. Furthermore, corporate unity in respect 
of land may be contradicted by disunity with respect to language. 
This may indicate that language as r i tua l property has a domain 
relat ively independent of economic property. Discontinuities between 
the two domains are therefore to be expected. 
11.4 Demography, Mobil i ty and Residence 
The classic l i te ra ture on the debate over clans, bands and 
"hordes" in the Australian context (notably Radcliffe-Brown 1930; 
Hiatt 1962, 1966, 1968; Stanner 1965) may be summarised as follows: 
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1, Radcliffe-Brown "stated that each patrilineal descent group 
owns not only one or more totemic sites, but an area of land with 
known boundaries including these sites"; that "the people who 
commonly live together and cooperate in seeking food are the members 
of a horde (that is, the male and unmarried female members of a 
patrilineal descent group and the wives of male members)"; that 
"each horde must obtain most of its food and water from its own 
territory"; and that "there is normally no provision by which 
a man can leave his horde and be naturalized in another" 
(summarized by Hiatt 1962:284-5). 
2, Hiatt (1962) adduced evidence from a wide range of modern 
anthropological writers, on a broad sample of Australian Aboriginal 
groups, which ran counter to these generalisations: 
There is thus considerable evidence suggesting 
that the totemic sites of many patrilineal descent 
groups were not enclosed by territorial boundaries; 
that the usual common residence groups in many 
areas were communities that included up to twelve 
patrilineal descent groups; that smaller food-
seeking units commonly contained non-agnatic 
kinsmen; and that food-seekers moved freely 
over broad regions that included the totemic 
sites of many patrilineal descent groups ... 
It is now clear that over a great deal of the con-
tinent the male members of totemic descent groups 
did not live together on separate pieces of land. 
They commonly lived in communities that contained 
male members of several totemic descent groups 
and regularly sought food over areas that included 
totemic sites other than their own. (Hiatt 
1962:285-6) 
3, Stanner (1965) replied to Hiatt, defended Radcliffe-Brown 
to some extent, established some terminological distinctions which 
have since endured (such as "estate" and "range"), outlined a system 
of mapping Aboriginal country in ecological and social terms which 
would throw light on problems of local organisation (Stanner's 
mapping system is basically the one I have used myself), criticised 
Hiatt's over-emphasis on "communities", and stressed the need for 
an ecological approach, one far more sophisticated than that of 
Birdsell, which he also criticised. 
This debate emphasised the difficulty of making generalisations 
about Australian Aborigines on a continent-wide basis. Although 
Hiatt concluded that "local organization in the arid, thinly-
populated inland regions had much in common with local organization 
in the well-watered, more densely populated coastal regions", I 
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would suggest that his view may partly ref lect the fact that his 
own f i e ld work was with people (at Blyth River, north central 
Arnhem Land coast) whose system resembled that of the desert Walbiri 
to an unusual degree, and that i f one wishes to do so, one can make 
other comparisons which indicate greater diversity of type. In 
part icular, western coastal Cape York appears to be one region 
where extensive wet season flooding and the isolat ion of small 
groups for some months on sandridge islands at that season resulted 
in a type of extremely localised sedentism (for part of the year) 
which resembles Radcliffe-Brown's model very closely. Cape Keerweer 
people say that i t was a rule that men who were heads of households 
should spend the wet in their own country. Not only is this a 
season of maximum pressure on resources, i t is also the season of 
greatest immobility, when open conf l ic t would be d i f f i c u l t to resolve 
by group f ission and therefore small, well-spaced closely-knit 
family groups were the best adaptation to conditions. The later 
dry season is characterist ical ly the time of greatest mobil i ty, 
maximum dispersal and congregation, and also the time of greatest 
emotional strain and open conf l ic t between individuals and groups. 
This pattern basically s t i l l obtains, in spite of the more settled 
l i f e . 
Thus i t would appear that Hiat t 's attempt to replace Radcliffe-
Brown's (clearly inadequate) pan-Australian generalisations with 
his own (clearly far more adequate) might better be replaced with a 
statement of range of variation placed within a description of 
geographical locations and ecological systems. At one end of such 
a range of variation would be the true desert-dwelling peoples 
such as the Pintubi, while at the other would be people such as 
those of Cape Keerweer. I believe Stanner's paper (1965) was a 
programmatic step towards such a typology. Thus the focus of interest 
would sh i f t - and indeed i t has - from "local organization" to 
"hunter-gatherer t e r r i t o r i a l i t y " (see, for example, Peterson 1975, 
1976b). Note Stanner's "ecological" phrasing when speaking of 
Aboriginal adaptations on the unusually rich parts of the continent, 
where there would be, as he says (p. 20), "an accentuation of 
features of t e r r i t o r i a l i t y " : 
The ecology would have been area-intensive instead 
of area-extensive; the nomadic mode would have 
given place to a quasi-sedentary one; the input-
output ratios of l i f e would have improved; with 
range or orb i t cer ta in ly , and estate possibly. 
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of less consequence, some real and symbolic values 
would have been displaced; the number of inter-
acting bands would have been greater; intercourse 
with neighbours would have had a longer duration 
and higher intensity; the clustering-dispersal 
sequence, if it persisted, would have come to 
express social and symbolic values rather than 
mainly physical values; life would have been more 
free to follow courses of non-adaptive development; 
and there would have been reflexive effects on all 
the adaptive systems, including territoriality. 
Yet Stanner was prepared to accept the fact that similar habitats 
need not produce closely similar social-demographic behaviour, since 
he notes that McConnel (Archer River, Kendall River, Cape York), 
Sharp (Mitchell River, Cape York), Hiatt (Blyth River, N.T.) and 
Stanner (Daly River, N.T.) "apparently reached divergent conclusions 
about territorial organization in closely-comparable habitats" (p. 25) 
It is of course true, as I have indicated earlier, that 
"floaters", clan schism and absorption etc. result in enduring 
residential groups of very mixed lineal composition. The objective 
facts, then, support Hiatt's contention that residential groups 
are commonly mixed in this way across Australia. But these mixed 
groups, in the Cape Keerweer case, are at least partly the result 
of processes of continuous change leading back in the direction of 
an approximation of the "patrilocal horde" over time, and seasonally, 
in a recurring pattern. The latter is indeed an ideal model upon 
which people operate, and this may account for the fact that writers 
report such patrilocality after conducting field work in settlement 
communities, relying on "memories" and generalised statements by 
informants. It seems clear that the relatively stable "communities" 
reported by Hiatt (1965) and Meggitt (1962) are restricted in dis-
tribution: in their cases (Blyth River and the Walbiri), these 
communities have proper names, but there is no evidence of such 
formal recognition of large aggregates in the Cape Keerweer area. 
In the Cape Keerweer area there is no single residence unit 
for all seasons. Wet season camps, post-wet ranging groups, and 
dry season ceremonial gatherings, had widely differing numbers and 
compositions. 
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Clan, band and regional population size: In 1976, the 
average size of extant clans whose countries are shown on Map 2 
was 21 persons (see below for details). (A few extant clans were 
omitted because I did not have reliable census data on them; the 
number of clans in the sample was 18). The total number of persons 
in the sample was 377. It is almost certain that the area was 
rapidly depopulated earlier this century due to influenza, measles 
and whooping cough (older people speak of mass cremations and burials 
in a few cases). Thus there may have previously been fewer extinct 
clans held in living memory than there are today, although there 
would have usually been a few. We cannot accurately estimate 
the former population of the area, but it may be useful to make an 
educated guess. Let us assume that the 26 clans had an average of 
20 members each (compare Blyth River average 13.8 persons per 
land-holding unit (Hiatt 1962), Port Keats average 26-27 persons 
per clan (Falkenberg 1962); thus the estimated total population 
for the 26 clans is 520 people, living within an area of about 2000 
square kilometres. Converting kilometres to miles for the purpose 
of comparisons with figures from elsewhere, we arrive at an estimated 
population density of one person to every 2.3 square miles. This 
compares favourably with Sharp's more reliable estimate (1940:487) 
from further down the same coast of one person to every 2.4 square 
miles; both figures are at the high-density end of the spectrum 
for Australian groups (cf. Maddock 1972:22-3). 
We are not in a position to estimate seasonal variations 
in average band sizes. Note, however that Lee and De Vore (1968:11) 
reported a 1965 symposium on hunter-gatherers at which "Twenty-five 
to fifty persons were the figures most frequently reported for the 
size of local groups or bands among modern hunter-gatherers, although 
we failed to arrive at any satisfactory explanation for this central 
tendency". 
Since most women go to live virilocally during marriage, 
may re-marry once or more, and very probably constituted more than 
half the surviving adult population (Sharp 1940), a majority of 
the population underwent changes of local group membership (assuming 
wet season camps to be the minimal local group) over their lifetimes. 
If we add adoptions, clan schism and exodus from home territory 
by lineage segments, as well as temporary sojourns of young families 
with the wives' families, etc., we must conclude that local group 
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membership was no very fixed thing. In fact, the use of the term 
"membership" rather than "composition" perhaps ought to be avoided. 
We have come to think of clans and bands in tandem, and have wrongly 
infused the local group with an aura of corporateness which rightly 
belongs in most areas only to the clan, Co-residence does not 
necessarily imply strong social cohesion; some co-residence involves 
mutual cooperation but in many cases it is a matter of dependency 
of the aged and widowed on younger people, or of the insane, blind, 
etc, on those willing to have them in their camps, and tolerance 
of semi-permanent visitors. 
Moving: Cape Keerweer people like to be well-informed of 
the movements of each other and outsiders at all times. One does 
not arrive or leave without advertising the fact in some way. The 
most proper way to leave, even only to go back to one's own fire, is 
to be told to do so by one's host, I know of several cases where 
a person has been unhappy about continuing to reside in a certain 
camp or settlement, and when a conflict erupted in which they were 
involved, they took the opportunity to leave because "now I've got 
a good reason to go". One man who left Aurukun (taking thirty 
kinspeople with him) after several days of vicious fighting in 1976 
told me that one of the main reasons for his departure had been 
that a certain woman of influence there, who comes from the Aurukun 
area, had told him to "go back to Cape Keerweer where you belong" 
(meanwhile hurling his totemic identity at him). Under polite 
circumstances one does not say one is leaving, but uses a more 
oblique expression such as /Ngay kana/ "I'm ready" or /Ngay anhthul./ 
(an idiom not easily translated; literally "ISgNom here-SEQ"). 
It is polite to say where one is going and also why, if explanation 
is required. 
Old people who lived the semi-nomadic life in their youth 
(and in some cases, in middle-age as well) say that they would often 
move camp simply because they were "tired of this place" (/kaangk-epama/ 
"desire-lacking"). It is quite usual, now as then, for people to 
formally bid goodbye to the places they leave (addressing either 
the place or the ancestors believed to be there). 
Travel over any distance is said to be virtually always 
by "road" (/yelka/). Long journeys (average maximum 15-20 km 
inland, 35-50 km along the coast) usually involved water-crossings 
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at a handful of highly signi f icant fords, which formed nodes 
in the communications network of the wider known world (e.g. 
Pi'amangkama. Map 6). I have been told many strings of place-names 
(up to a dozen), some of which have been precisely located during 
mapping, which l i e in sequence along such roads. From most residential 
sites there are only a small number of options available to travellers 
who wish to go somewhere else: one goes along one road to X (etc.) 
or along another to Y (e tc . ) . One does not simply set out and make 
a bee-line for one's destination. Certain routes are "main roads" 
(/yelk awa/). The daily routine consists of forays from a base camp 
with return to base at least by sunset. Unless one has circled 
around too far , one should come home the same way one went out 
(this was told to me with d is t inct implications that "this is the Law") 
For example, to v i s i t Yaat-kempiya (see Map 3) from Maan-mangka, 
you f i r s t travel north to Yaata then turn east to Yaat-kempiya, 
returning by the same way. Certain restr ict ions of a t e r r i t o r i a l 
kind operate on the use of roads. Bands with core members from 
clan 15 could not travel inland from Yuump-thawalkana (not mapped) 
via Ngalmparrkanga, as could bands with core members from clan 12, 
but had to use the Kuntanka road, coming out at Thachangka. 
Roads follow patterns of resource-exploitation more than 
they do topography. There is a main road along the coastal dune 
system in countries 3 and 4, but in country 15 a l l roads lead 
northeast to inland dune woodland concentrations and swamps, and 
there is no coast highway (and hardly any named coastal locales). 
Distances are spoken of in terms of how long i t takes to cover them. 
In the hotter, dr ier months when the ground is firm under foot, 
walking speed is greatest but the time available for walking is 
least. One cannot walk at night, and one cannot walk when the 
ground is too hot for the naked foot (approximately 10am to 4pm, 
September to November). I t was customary for a day's journey to 
cover as much as f ive or six kilometres during a sh i f t of base, 
but a good part of that day would be spent resting and sleeping 
halfway, with most of the walking being done in the cool hours of 
the morning and evening. 
Smoke f i res are the usual means of advertising one's presence, 
and are s t i l l used especially when approaching a camp from a distance. 
I am unaware of any of the "agonistic behaviour" ( for example, 
mock aggression; see Peterson 1975:60) reported from other areas 
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of Aust ra l ia as a r i t e of entry fo r v i s i t o r s . In the Cape Keerweer 
area, there was extensive use of messengers e i the r to ask permission 
to v i s i t or to extend inv i t a t i ons (or , in the case of cremations 
or revenge bouts, v i r t u a l commands) to v i s i t . These "mailmen" 
carr ied small carved s t icks as fa r as t h e i r range al lowed, and i f 
the message was destined fo r people beyond t he i r normal range i t 
was relayed to other mailmen u n t i l i t reached i t s dest inat ion. 
The statement of such messenger-ranges is revealing of regional 
t e r r i t o r i a l pat terns, even though i t is a memory-statement, not 
my own observation: 
Kirke River 
Knox River 
••• A 
dest inat ion 
Kendall River 
Holroyd River 
messenger 3 
/N 
messenger 2 
messenger 1 
F ig. 6: Range of t rave l fo r messengers 
The s t i ck is notched with non-representational i nc is ions . When 
the messenger a r r i ves , those who are to receive his message of 
i n v i t a t i o n to a fa r place ( f o r a r i t u a l , fo r example) stand wi th 
t he i r hands l inked thus: 
See Thomson (1932) f o r an account of the r i t u a l presentat ion 
of f i r e and other greet ing behaviour in th i s region. 
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Fig. 7: Specification of routes and campsites for long journeys 
The messenger then walks along from left to right and, at each wrist, 
elbow and breast, utters the name of each successive place at v/hich' 
the invited visitors are to camp on their way. They must not camp 
anywhere else, or there may be trouble. "No matter how long a walk 
on each of the days or stages, they must stop where they are told." 
In other words, long journeys of this type do not involve free 
ranging; on the contrary, the movement of outsiders through the 
country of peoples beyond their normal seasonal range is monitored 
with extreme vigilance. After the establishment of Aurukun Mission 
by the Moravians in 1904, people from as far south as Holroyd River 
100 km away travelled to the mission to obtain tobacco and for other 
reasons. Their old route is still well-known, and although by no 
means the shorter, it follows what must have been politically the 
safest route and also topographically the easiest to negotiate: 
it simply skirts the edge of the dry sclerophyll uplands as far 
as possible. 
Seasonal mobility: The three main factors affecting band 
movement in this region were rights of territorial access based 
on the land tenure system and kinship/personal links, the distribution 
of resources, and seasonality. Small movements and also long journeys 
were occasioned by conflict and attendance at ritual, but here I 
shall deal with normal band ranging patterns. 
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I have already outlined the first factor (land tenure and 
access). The distribution of resources is intimately linked with 
seasonality (see my earlier discussion and also Thomson 1939), 
Here I shall concentrate on seasonal factors. 
The small residential groups focused on male heads of 
households were relatively immobilised by the wet season inundation 
of the coastal plain. Those males whose countries are on the 
coast itself spent the wet and post-wet seasons on the beach dune 
systems. While the rain lasted, their shelters were substantial 
and located under spreading ficus trees in the dune woodland scrubs. 
As the rain eased, they would move out onto clearer sand to catch 
the breezes which kept mosquitoes down. Where such men also claimed 
an inland sandridge area, they nevertheless spent the wet on the 
beach. The two main reasons given for this pattern are: 1, mosquitoes, 
which are fiercest inland, and 2. venomous snakes, which abound 
on the islands formed by rising water. It is also clear that the 
exposed land available along the beach is much more extensive than 
that inland, the latter being cut at frequent intervals by water courses 
These coast people remained immobilised longest of all: 
they had to be established on the beach before the plains flooded 
in January (the floods are quite deep, and are called /ngaka thangka/ 
"water grass-plain"), and in some areas (e,g. country 4) did not 
leave the beach until as late as August, when the cold winds of 
the now dry plains abated. In most cases, however, beach people 
became mobile earlier, around June. 
Those with estates on the flood plain but not on the beach 
spent the wet in similar circumstances on sand ridges (in some cases, 
shellgrit ridges, e.g. country 20). These became mobile earlier, 
as they are closer to higher ground (e.g.. May, country 16). 
There was movement away from the beaches in the post-wet 
and grass-burning seasons, when food resources are at their height. 
This is the time when small groups could spread out over the country, 
and some of those who had formed wet season congeries split up to 
severally visit kinspeople in different directions. Two of the 
"big men" of clan 6, Pumpkin and Bob (both now deceased), would 
part at the Kirke River at such times. Pumpkin going north to 
countries 4 and 3 and Bob south to Knox River. This was "so the 
grandparents could see their children", a case which involves Pumpkin 
and Bob visiting either their mothers' or wives' fathers' countries. 
After a few weeks sojourning in this way. Pumpkin and Bob would say: 
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"A l l r i g h t , we go back Tto the Kirke R iver j to spear freshwater 
shark now, because tha t ' s the main one" ( t h e i r clan is central to 
the Shark cu l t and freshwater shark is one of t he i r most sought-
a f te r foods). 
Those based on countries 4 and 6, where resources are 
comparatively r i c h , appear to have been more sedentary than others. 
The men of country 4 bas ica l ly l i ved on the beach December-August, 
and at Uthuk-awunya (see Map 3) in the remainder of the year, apart 
from v i s i t s of a few weeks fo r spec i f i c reasons, or a few days at 
a time spent only a few kilometres away at Thooerpanitha get t ing 
w i ld honey, or back a t the coast at Kawkaya get t ing saltwater and 
dune woodland products. The reasons fo r th i s appear obvious: 
resources are highly concentrated, but well removed from each other 
(there is no water avai lable over most of country 4 in July-December, 
and the p la in is large ly t ree less ) , A small set of semi-permanent 
base camps, wi th short forays to obtain resources, is the easiest 
exp lo i ta t ion pa t te rn . 
Those on country 6, which lacks the big swamps and lakes 
found fu r ther nor th , t rave l led to countr ies 4 and 3 (note the nor th-
ward o r i en ta t i on , and see Map 12) to share in the harvest of geese 
eggs ( la te wet season) and l i l y bulbs (dry season). They also went 
to country 5 in the la te dry season fo r the b r i e f l y abundant 
Haiiocharis sphacetata, a kind of rush which grows in the brackish 
waters of r i v e r s . 
Those on country 12 regular ly v i s i t e d as fa r north as country 4: 
"my fami ly 's run comes up to here". This is a distance of about 
35 km, and represents something of a maximum for annual seasonal 
range (as d i s t i n c t from r i t u a l v i s i t s , e t c . ) . 
Those on country 15 mostly l i ved w i th in t he i r own country, 
although - as v/e have seen e a r l i e r - th i s may have been heavi ly 
determined by the personal i ty of the main man involved. But such 
personal factors must be assumed to form part of the " t r a d i t i o n a l " 
scene in such an economy. This fami ly did make v i s i t s regular ly 
to country 16, wi th whom marriage l i nks were s t rong, but such v i s i t s 
are always described as /yaaya/ ("only gammon", "not r e a l l y " ) . 
This i l l u s t r a t e s the fac t that mixed res ident ia l groups are not in 
any simple sense "the land-exp lo i t ing group". Some of i t s members 
w i l l be durable and core members, whi le others w i l l be v i s i t o r s 
or - i f long-term residents - non-core members wi th less au thor i ty 
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over economic activities. It is extremely common for informants 
to describe their presence away from their home bases as /yaaya/; 
this expression functions as a disclaimer in regard to territoriality. 
That is, unless one clarifies the situation, statements of residence 
might be held to have implications of tenure. Where no tenure is 
being claimed, one draws attention to one's status as visitor, 
even if the "visit" lasts for months. 
In the late dry season large ceremonial groups gathered 
at places where the dwindling resources were most concentrated. 
At Ngakalathanga (country 7 see Map 4) a large Thaatharama ceremony 
was held involving visitors from between the Archer and Holroyd 
Rivers, and the main foods which supported this congregation were 
Haiiocharis sphacetata from the adjacent Kirke River, and yams 
obtained from Koe'a (westward, about half a day's walk). Some such 
occasions were also held at beach sites such as Ngayaritha (country 4) 
or dune woodland sites such as Poenpa (country 4). 
Residence groups: One normally refers to a residence group 
by mentioning the focal male(s) in the group. It is, in other words, 
public knowledge who lives with whom. If one says that "Noel and 
Peter are at Aayka for the wet" most of their adult kin can name 
the other members of the group with few, if any, inaccuracies. 
Where several focal males camp together accompanied by their 
families, they do not normally share the same cooking fire. Within 
even a small camp, each component has its own space for eating 
and sleeping. Cooking and eating occurs generally once in the daytime 
and once in the evening. Each family clusters around its own 
cooking fire at such times. At other times during the day, men 
will generally spend their time together, maintaining a few small 
fires and frequently sharing them as they make and repair weapons 
(most such processes involve the melting of resin and the heating 
of wood for straightening shafts, scorching of bark, etc.). Women 
also share areas and small fires. Children tend to be mobile together. 
At night, after families have returned to their cooking fires to 
eat, and after short-range visits to neighbours in the same wider 
camp, a new set of fires is lit for sleeping by. The choice of 
who sleeps where, and in what direction they will lay their heads, 
is sometimes a matter of discussion. The respect word for "head" 
/kootara/ is always used in this context. The usual pattern is 
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for people to sleep parallel to each other, with a night f i r e 
between every second sleeper. Single adult males often form a 
separate camp, but widows and single adult women are normally 
attached to a household which includes a male. Children -
especially where there are two or more children in a family -
may elect to sleep with a household other than that of their parents. 
Some such arrangements are so permanent that they amount to 
de facto adoption. In outstations and larger bush camps, the 
households are clustered close together at night. In the daytime, 
people are absent in shade areas, visi t ing,hunting and collecting 
foods and raw materials for technology, or working. The only 
signif icant daytime congregations in such camps are gambling 
"schools" and formal meetings (f ights are rare in the daytime). 
Thus there is a daily cycle of dispersal and congregation about 
any one main camp. For the chi ldren, most of the waking hours are 
spent with members of their peer groups or with women, not with 
adult men. Their exposure to formal narrative, however, is frequently 
in the evenings when both men and women (but more commonly men; 
wives are very quiet when their husbands are around) often t e l l 
stories. In present-day settlements peer-groups of children 
are quite large. In such conditions the people from and with whom 
one acquires language are somewhat of the same categories as in 
an urban society. In pre-settlement times, however, i t is certain 
that residential groups were commonly smaller, at least for a good 
part of each year, and the influence of older kin on the acquisition 
of language by children may be assumed to have been greater. 
One middle-aged lady of clan 15, for example, to ld me 
she already knew Wik-Mungkana when she was taken to Aurukun Mission 
primarily because during a bush childhood she had been in close 
contact with her mother's mother (the la t te r was a widow attached 
to her daughter), whose language was Wik-Mungkana (clan 17). 
Below are set out three diagrams indicating the genealogical 
relationships of members of three sample households, which were 
f a i r l y constant in 1976-77 at Peret Outstation. 
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(O) = 
(O) =(A) O = 
O = 
O A = O 
X — X 
O = A 
A o o /:i 
Fig. 8: Two full brothers with entourages, single household, 
The two men who form the core of this household and determine its 
residence are shown as underlined triangles. Filled symbols are 
deceased people, and bracketed symbols are kin not resident in the 
household. The two women marked x are classificatory parallel cousins; the 
leftmost of the two is attached to the household as a young 
unmarried woman who is a close friend of the other. She is also 
the actual brother's child of the widowed mother of the two focal 
males. 
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0 = A 0=A 
iiiiiiii (AHO) (A)0 A 
(0 ) 
uu 
*(intermittently with parents) 
Fig. 9: Two male cross-cousins where one's wife is the other's 
f u l l s is ter ; adjoined households. 
Note the absence or intermittent residence of older sons with their 
parents. These two households have separate cooking f i res but 
share other f a c i l i t i e s . 
= o 
o 
A = O 
O (0)=(A) 
O 
^ (divorced) 
i-=a i i i i i i i 
(intermittent) 
Fig. 10: Household containing husband and wife with older widowed 
kin and one divorcee as dependants. 
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The two females marked x are single young women of about the same 
age (such pairs, as in this case, often involve one from outside 
the immediate family who is there "to be a mate" for the other). 
Two other siblings of the upper right-hand lineage intermittent ly 
l ive in this household; one is a divorced man and the other is 
a man whose residence with his wife is intermittent. Al l these 
sibl ings, as well as the topmost female (an aged widow), depend 
for their inclusion in the household upon the woman marked A, who 
in turn is l iv ing with her daughter. Note that here again an older 
son is only intermit tent ly l iv ing in his father's household. 
At least in the dry season, the households exemplified above 
consist of outdoor camps in large, open spaces. Shortage of 
permanent housing does not appear to be a c r i t i ca l factor in their 
composition. 
Recent demographic history: McConnel and Thomson were the 
only anthropologists who contacted the Cape Keerweer people in the 
pre-settlement period, and their contact was f leet ing. McConnel's 
population estimate (1930:99) for the "coastal tr ibes" (admittedly 
only "rough") was two or three hundred, although I would regard 
this as conservative. Of "the Wik-munkan" she said (1930:181) 
that they had approximately th i r t y clans with from one to forty or 
f i f t y members, with clan areas of f i f t y to a hundred square miles. 
Assuming that a l l the clans had formerly been equally large (and 
this assumption by McConnel seems unwarranted in view of the normal 
fluctuations to be expected) she estimated that the "Wik-munkan 
t r ibe" had or ig inal ly numbered 1500 to 2000 members, yielding an 
average population density of one person to two square miles. 
From Sharp's (1940) data based on careful census with bush-dwelling 
people i t seems certain that McConnel's density estimate is too 
generous for inland peoples. Sharp gives that for inland and coast 
combined as one person to 4.8 square miles. 
Long (1970) gives the population on the Aurukun register 
in 1965 as 603. He also provides details of births and deaths for 
the period 1904-1965 and population by sex and age-groups for 1966. 
In 1949 the o f f i c i a l estimate of the population 
was 660, but the actual resident population was 
only about 250. The f igure of 350-400 nomads 
in the mission's reserve was clearly a very rough 
estimate. Since 1938 the mission had been in 
touch with the nomadic groups l i v ing around the 
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Kendall and Holroyd Rivers to the south, and an 
Aboriginal evangelist from the mission lived 
in that area from 1931, Most of the people from 
this area who had not already settled at Aurukun 
or at Edward River, the Anglican mission to the 
south, did so in 1957, Only about ten people, 
most of them old, still lived away from the mission 
in 1965. (Long 1970:144-5) 
Aurukun then, as now, was characterised by a population almost 
entirely from within the reserve itself, almost entirely full-
blooded, and usually resident within the reserve. 
Cape Keerweer people knew of the mission at Archer River 
for a long time before any of them emigrated to settle there. 
Some members of clan 4 (and certainly others from further north) 
were regularly visiting the mission by about 1915 and some of their 
children had schooling there. One member of clan 8 also went to 
school there in the 1920's but his stay there seems to have been 
brief (he did not acquire any literacy at all). The important date 
for the history of their contact with the mission seems to be 1928. 
In this year the mission superintendent made an expedition to their 
countries and began the process of taking young children back to 
the mission dormitories for schooling, leaving their parents in 
the bush. It was also about this time that four men were killed 
during and after a cremation battle at Kuungalkana (country 7, 
see Map 4), and this is said to have precipitated intervention 
by the authorities. Burial of unburned mummies was enforced 
or purchased (with tobacco and other goods). Women began to travel 
to Aurukun to have babies or to register bush births. Younger men 
began to get outside work as crew on pearling luggers and beche-
de-mer boats operating out of Thursday Island. But bush sojourns 
were still obligatory for newly-married couples, initiates and 
refugees from conflict. Many families spent part of the second 
world war in the area, when Japanese invasion was threatened. 
And the mission authorities still sent people back to live in the 
bush during epidemics, at least up until about 1950. As a result 
of this history, most Cape Keerweer people over 30 have had at 
least part of their early socialisation under bush conditions, 
while practically all over 60 were living in bush conditions until 
Mummies were kept in camps by close kin of the deceased 
for up to several years before being cremated. 
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early adulthood. Even those who settled at Aurukun and lived there 
in the period from the 1950's to 1976 have mostly maintained contact 
with their countries by annual or occasional visits in the dry season. 
Many changes have occurred in the last ten years. Cash 
has been introduced, more people have visited the outside world, 
most people now know English (although it is not the first language 
of children), and people have become far more affluent than before. 
Most of those below middle age are literate or semi-literate. 
For the Cape Keerweer people, the most significant change 
of the last few years has been their emigration to outstations. 
Their main base has been Peret (see Map 3), located at a disused 
mission cattle station in country 3. They also have an outstation 
at Aayka which is used from time to time, 
I took four censuses of the Peret population in 1976-7. 
This information is shown schematically on Map 13, along with similar 
information (based on less precise data) for other outstations 
in the area. The details for Peret are as follows: 
Clan 
4 
5 
6 
8 
9 
12 
15 
16 
18 
20 
23a 
(from s, of Kendall R.) 
(from n. of Archer R.) 
(from Palm Island) 
TOTALS 
Sept., 
-
-
$ 
:-
~ 
9 
9 
1 
** 
-
-
2 
1 
>-
27 
1976 Nov., 
10 
-
20 
2 
- • 
12 
7 
1 
— 
4 
1 
5 
1 
-
64 
1976 July, 
9 
=.-
29 
1 
-
3 
7 
-
:-:< 
4 
t 
3 
I 
1 
60 
1977 Oct., 
10 
2 
37 
9 
3 
17 
16 
1 
% 
4 
2 
8 
1 
1 
112 
1977 
Fig. 11: Population of Peret Outstation 1976-7. 
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Peret thus became a stronghold for members of clan 6. A 
most significant development in this direction was the arrival, 
in late 1977, of a number of families in which it was the wife, not 
the husband, who was a member of clan 6. Added to the families 
already there in which two wives and several husbands were of clan 6, 
this meant that of twenty-two married couples at Peret in October 
1977, twelve consisted of a member of clan 6 plus their spouse. 
Of these, seven contained husbands of clan 6, and five contained 
wives of clan 6, 
At that time, the number of living members of clans was 
as follows (? indicates that the clan was extant but I had no 
reliable census data): 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
extinct 
? 
extinct 
16 
11 
62 
13 
27 
22 
extinct 
extinct 
56 
7 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23a 
24 
25 
26 
TOTAL 
? 
26 
17 
23 
15 
? 
28 
14 
7 
3 
7 
20 
6 
377 
Fig. 12: Clan populations 1977, 
A very notable accompaniment to the rise in population 
at Peret in 1977 was a deterioration in social life. People complained 
that there were now "too many mobs", and the maintenance of order 
and authority became extremely difficult. Where previously there 
had been a small number of people (up to fifty) closely linked 
together and working on camp maintenance relatively harmoniously, 
divisions now emerged basically along territorial and kinship lines. 
Cooperative effort diminished, and there were more arguments and 
a few fights. Gambling was introduced afld rapidly became a main 
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i n te res t of a sizeable proport ion of adu l ts , including some of those 
who regarded i t as menacing t he i r chances fo r "bu i ld ing up the s ta t ion ' 
Large aggregates of people produce s i tuat ions of high tension. 
A l l are k i n , and as the to ta l number of people increases, mul t ip lex 
relat ionships become vast ly complicated. Where there are three 
people, there are three re la t ionsh ips : 
0 0 
I f we increase the number of people by a fac tor of two, however, 
the number of re lat ionships is increased by a fac tor of f i v e : 
There is a conscious preference fo r small groups. The 
remarks about "too many mobs" at Peret are s im i la r to those reported 
by H ia t t from the Blyth River area, N,T.: 
A f te r ceremonies, small groups of close kinsmen 
and t he i r fami l ies of ten l e f t the community and 
enjoyed short periods of i s o l a t i o n . (One of the 
c r i t i c i sms men sometimes made of Maningrida 
Settlement was that there were "too many black-
f e l l e r around".) (H ia t t 1962:281) 
I often noticed that the vehicle we t rave l l ed in f requent ly became 
enveloped in a cloud of c igare t te and pipe smoke about two kilometres 
from an outstat ion as we approached i t , which is a sure sign of 
r i s i ng levels of tension. Whatever the economic or ig ins of smal l -
scale p o l i t i c a l organisat ion, such a form of organisat ion survives 
long a f te r the need fo r providing s u f f i c i e n t resources fo r a l l 
has been met. In a camp of f i f t y people or l ess , l ines of au thor i ty 
and respons ib i l i t y are r e l a t i v e l y c lear . A "boss man" can be a 
boss in such a group, but no one is boss fo r one or several hundred 
people in day-to-day contexts. 
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11.5 Marriage Patterns 
The preferred marriage is that between classif icatory (non-
actual) cross-cousins of the type MB-D:FZ+S whose clan estates 
are in close proximity. I w i l l later show that there is a tendency 
for marriages to form regional clusters which may be defined by 
two major parameters, the inland/coastal dist inct ion and r i tua l 
group membership. The " t rad i t iona l " marriage pattern is s t i l l 
predominant, although a minority of marriages dating from the 1940's 
to the present include spouses from areas too distant to have been 
involved in the exchange of women in pre-settlement times. These 
have been excluded from the present work. So-called "wrong marriages" 
(genealogically inappropriate) appear in signi f icant numbers well 
back into genealogies where they date from times well before European 
influence and have been retained for analysis. 
I have excluded from these s ta t is t ics a number of "wrong 
marriages" where I have information that they were contracted 
under the influence of Mr. W. MacKenzie, the Aurukun Mission Super-
intendent, during World War I I . At that time, the Aurukun population 
came under threat of a possible Japanese invasion and were dispersed 
to their homelands by mission authori t ies. Single women were 
considered in danger, for various reasons, and a number of marriages 
were hasti ly arranged. These represent the bulk of "wrong marriages" 
known to me which date from the pre-1960's, and in fact , since the 
War, marriage seems to have been predominantly along tradit ional 
l ines. A number of the MacKenzie marriages have since fa i led and 
divorces, especially between distant marriage partners, are not 
uncommon. 
The total number of excluded marriages is not high, being 
only 28: 
Clans: 
same dialect 
diff. dialect 
(same language) 
diff. language 
2 
2 
5 
1 
6 
3 
9 
1 
12 
5 
15 
7 
16 
3 
20 
1 
4 
23 
1 
Fig. 13: Excluded Marriages 
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It is, of course, realised that the decision as to what could or 
could not have taken place without European influence is a very 
difficult one. One set of marriages, for example, involved people 
from estate 3 with a family north of Archer River, at least some 
from the period after mission influence had penetrated both areas. 
An old man told me that in one of these cases the transaction was 
disputed on the grounds that the northerly family were not /uu'atha/ 
"countrymen" to 3, but the man with primary bestowal rights did 
indeed send the woman up north. In other words, the bestowal did 
not conform to a local norm but it was still pushed through. 
There is some evidence that marriages between these families had 
taken place much earlier. For this type of reason, I have not 
excluded distant marriages of that period where there is evidence 
that they form an alliance-payback pattern. Some recent distant 
marriages are similar. 
The sample consists of 291 cases of marriage drawn from 
genealogies mainly recorded by myself, but supplemented by data 
from Kongotema et al. (n.d.) with their kind permission. The marriages 
of individuals are counted once each. This means that if X married Y 
and each belonged to one of the twenty-seven clans under analysis 
then that marriage occurs twice in the statistics. If X married 
someone from outside the twenty-seven then that marriage only occurs 
once. Calculations of dialect exogamy done by clan (where each marriage 
is only counted once) produce similar results to those done without 
reference to clan membership (see below). 
The clan numbers in this section refer to those with estates 
as shown (and numbered) on Map 2. Clan 27, not shown on the map, 
has its estate just south of estate 24. The selection of these 
twenty-seven clans was happily accidental and therefore perhaps 
more significant. I began from:the vantage-point of my own member-
ship in clan 6, and the area on the relevant map is essentially 
the wider world of Cape Keerweer people in terms of genealogical 
knowledge of any depth. 
Dialect exogamy: In this section, the following definitions 
apply: 
"same dialect" forms of speech given the same name and demonstrably 
1 Clan 23a is that of Z. K's clan is not dealt with here. 
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ident ica l in a l l major respects 
"d i f f e ren t d ia lec t , same language" 
forms of speech which informants f i nd mutually 
i n t e l l i g i b l e but which are demonstrably d i s t i n c t 
and have d i f f e ren t names 
"d i f f e ren t language" 
forms of speech which informants f i nd mutually 
u n i n t e l l i g i b l e or i n t e l l i g i b l e with d i f f i c u l t y 
(and some learn ing) ; these d i f f e ren t d ia lec t s , 
in any pair of cases, always have d i f f e ren t names 
The d ia lec t a f f i l i a t i o n s of the twenty-seven clans are: 
Wik-Ngatharra and Wik-Paacha: clan 1 ( th i s case of dual a f f i l i a t i o n 
accounts for the f igure 1.5 in F ig . 14). 
Wik-Ngatharra: clans 3 ,4 ,5 ,7 ,8 ,9 ,11,18,21. 
Wik-Ngathana: clans 6,19,22 
Wik-Iinychanya: clan 15 (formerly "Wik-Ngathana") 
Wik-Epa: clan 10 
Wik-Epa (a l t e rna t i ve l y "Wik-Me'anha"): clan 13 
Wik-Me'anha: clan 16 (and very probably the ex t inc t clan from 
country 23) 
Kugu-Muminh: clans 24,27 
Kugu-Uwanh: clan 25 
Wik-Keyangan: clan 26 
The problems of using the "dialect / language" d i s t i nc t i on 
in th is s i t ua t i on are very great . Members of clan 15 have a d ia lec t 
which in most respects is ident ica l to Wik-Ngathana (see Chapter IV ) , 
but they have recent ly changed i t s name. Members of clan 22, o r i g i n a l l y 
a lineage segment of clan 15, re ta in the name Wik-Ngathana fo r t h e i r 
d ia lec t . Because of the social s ign i f icance of d ia lec t name d is t i nc t ions 
as members of contrast sets , I have counted marriages of members of 
clan 15 as d i a l e c t a l l y exogamous when they marry people a f f i l i a t e d 
to Wik-Ngathana, This decision does not great ly a l t e r the s t a t i s t i c s . 
Members of clans 19 and 22 have not married a f f i l i a t e s of e i ther 
Wik-Ngathana or Wik-Iinychanya. 
For the purpose of these ca lcu la t ions , the fo l lowing categories 
apply: 
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Language Dialects 
1 Wik-Ngatharra, Wik-Ngathana, 
Wik-Iinychanya 
2 Wik-Mungkana 
3 Wik-Epa, Wik-Me'anha 
4 Kugu-Muminh, Kugu-Uwanh 
5 Wik-Paacha 
Wik-Keyangan probably belongs with the d ia lects of language 4, 
but I have i n s u f f i c i e n t data to assign i t wi th confidence. The 
three recorded marriages of the relevant clan have a l l been outside 
Wik-Keyangan and also outside language 4. Wik-Paacha is the only 
d ia lec t which is probably outside of the Wik group. 
Figures shown fo r clan 23a are those of j u s t one of the two 
clans claiming country 23. Clan 23a has a d ia lec t which they ca l l 
"ha l f Wik-I iyanh" (see Chapter IV ) , a designation which may have 
p o l i t i c a l mot ivat ion. I t is possibly a d ia lec t of language 4, since 
i t c losely resembles Kugu-Muminh, Kugu-Mu'inh and Kugu-Uwanh both 
phonologically and l e x i c a l l y . 
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Fig, 14: 
CLAN 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23a 
24 
25 
26 
27 
TOTALS 
Marriage statistics: Dialect 
SAME DIALECT DIFF, DIAL. 
(SAME LG.) 
1.5 0 
3 0 
3 1 
5 0 
1 0 
2 14 
7 0 
4 6 
4 3 
0 0 
3 1 
2 0 
0 0 
8 0 
0 11 
0 0 
7 0 
7 1 
0 1 
4 0 
1 1 
0 0 
0 '4 
1 1 
1 0 
0 0 
6 2 
70.5 46 
and language exogamy 
DIFF, LG. 
1,5 
8 
0 
9 
6 
19 
3 
13 
13 
8 
4 
17 
9 
7 
5 
8 
3 
4 
3 
13 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
174,5 
TOTAL 
3 
11 
4 
14 
7 
35 
10 
23 
20 
8 
8 
19 
9 
15 
16 
8 
10 
12 
4 
17 
6 
4 
7 
7 
4 
3 
9 
291 
These totals may be expressed as the following percentages: 
same dialect 24% T 
40% 
I 10/4) _J 
76% 
diff, dialect (same Ig.) 
diff. language { 16% 60% 
100% 
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If we convert the figures for each clan into percentages, and 
average them, we obtain comparable figures: 
same dialect 26% 
diff. dialect (same language) C 12% 
74% V 
diff. language (.62% 
1 38% 
A close examination confirms, therefore, that these f igures 
do in fac t represent not only a regional demographic charac ter is t i c 
as s tated, but also represent the demographic tendencies of clans 
as such: 
1. Five of the twenty-seven clans had marriages out of the 
language in 100% of cases, and these marriages const i tu te 11% (32/291) 
of the sample, 
2. Of the remaining twenty-two clans, fourteen had marriages 
out of the language in 50-90% of cases; these marriages const i tu te 
60% (176/291) of the sample, 
3. Of the remaining eight c lans, only one had no marriages 
out of the language ( 0 / 4 ) , another had 11% (1/9) whi le the other 
six had 30-47% out of the language. 
4. Thus twenty f i v e of twenty seven clans had 30-100% of marriages 
out of the language. 
The f igures fo r the subset of these clans belonging to the 
Apalacha r i t u a l group are essent ia l l y s im i l a r , though there are 
s l i g h t l y more marriages between those a f f i l i a t e d to d i f f e ren t 
d ia lects of the same language: 
Apalacha ritual group: marriages 
same dialect , 22% ] 41% diff. dialect (same language) f 19% 
78% \ 
diff. language , L 59% 
(The Apalacha ritual group, for the purposes of these calculations, 
includes clans 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 18, 20. 
About two thirds of all marriages examined - 196 out of 291 - came 
from members of these clans.) 
It is abundantly clear, therefore, that "dialectal endogamy" 
does not occur in the area. Statistically speaking, there is in 
fact dialect exogamy, although this is not the result of ideological 
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preference, and i t is not s t r i c t . The main reason for the dialect 
endogamy that exists is proximity of clan country to that of linguis-
tically-like neighbours (again there is no ideology involved). 
This can be i l lust rated in the following way. I f we treat dialect 
a f f i l i a tes as populations, we f ind that there is a positive correlation 
between the number of clans in a dialect community and the extent 
to which i ts members have intermarried. For the purposes of the 
following calculations, close sister-dialects have been combined: 
marriages: 
same d ia lec t 
d i f f . d ia lec t 
(same Ig . ) 
d i f f . language 
Wik 
(10 
-Ngatharra 
clans) 
40% 
10% 
50% 
Wik-Ngathana/ 
Wik-Iinychanya 
(4 clans) 
2% 
33% 
65% 
Wik-Epa/ 
Wik-Me'anha 
(3 clans) 
0% 
0% 
100% 
Fig, 15: Dialect-community exogamy 
Adding Wik-Mungkana (Mn) to this table presents d i f f i c u l t i e s , 
since two Mn-speaking clans have countries on the coastal p la in, and 
three are in the uplands where at least ten or f i f teen other Mn-
a f f i l i a ted clans have countries to the east (outside our area). 
The two on the coast, when combined as a "dialect community", have 
the dialect exogamy percentages 16%, 0% and 84%, while the three 
on the eastern fringe of the area have the combined figures 50%, 
0% and 50%. To have conflated figures for a l l people a f f i l i a t ed 
to Wik-Mungkana would have obscured this s igni f icant difference, 
a difference which confirms the principle enunciated ear l ier . For 
the easterly Mn-aff i l iated clans have neighbours further to the east, 
probably numbering f i f teen or more clans, who are also a f f i l i a t ed 
to Mn, while those on the coast are v i r tua l l y surrounded by clans 
with other languages. 
Marriage clusters: ritual group endogamy?: One OUtCOme 
of the preference for marriage with near neighbours is that, no 
matter what sizeable region is selected for statistical analysis, 
it will be relatively endogamous no matter where its boundaries 
are drawn. Since the Apalacha ritual group comprises at least 
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fourteen clans in the same area, it is possible to say, rather 
vacuously, that most marriages of Apalacha people are with other 
Apalacha people. 
In order to discover whether such a group is indeed relatively 
bounded in terms of marriages, we may first compute the percentages 
of ritual group endogamy for each member-clan separately. We then 
pay particular attention to the geographically peripheral clans. 
If, say, 50% or less of their marriages have been within the ritual 
group, we may conclude that the group is not well-bounded in this 
sense. 
The figures for the Apalacha group are as follows: 
Clan 
1 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
15 
18 
20 
Proportion 
below 15"/ 
Preporti 
range 
Proport i 
on 
61 . 
on 
' . 
in 
5-
77 
No, 
77, 
.1% 
of 
7%: 
,+ : 
marriages examined 
3 
4 
13 
7 
35 
9 
21 
17 
8 
7 
15 
12 
12 
12 
7. 
76. 
15. 
1 
: 
7% 
1, 
1 
9% 
4% 
% of marriages w i th in Apalacha 
100.0 
100.0 
61,5 
14.3 
71.4 
77.7 
76.2 
70.6 
62.5 
71.4 
77,1 
75.0 
75,0 
66,6 
Fig, 16: Ritual group endogamy 
I have ex<:luded from these figures marriages involving clans 
13 and 16, whose involvement in Apalacha ritual is not clear, and 
also no. 19 on which I have no data. Clan 16 is said to be "mixed 
Apalacha" and is both socially and geographically peripheral to 
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the group. If we add these three clans to our figures, on the 
assumption that they are "in" Apalacha, the ritual-group endogamy 
figures for 7, 8, 9, 12, 15 and 20 are increased. If we add them 
on the contrary assumption, this will naturally reduce those same 
figures. But only in the case of clan 20 would such a reduction 
bring any of the percentages down as far as to 50%. 
This case is of great interest, since country 20 is peripheral 
to the ritual cluster, but clan 20 is undoubtedly "in" Apalacha, 
Their country has borders with 18 (Apalacha), 16 (only mixed Apalacha), 
19 (probably Apalacha, but no data), and 21, 22 and 23 (non-Apalacha). 
Only four of seventeen marriages by members of clan 20 are known to 
have been with non-Apalacha, eight are with Apalacha, one with 19 
(unknown) and four with clan 16. But although 16 is peripheral 
in regard to Apalacha ritually, it is heavily "in" Apalacha in terms 
of marriages, having had 75% of its 12 known marriages with the 
nearest Apalacha clans of the marriageable class. 
For members of clan 20, Apalacha clans of the marriageable 
class are mostly at the other geographical end of the ritual group, 
from 20-40 km away, while non-Apalacha clans of that class are 
quite plentiful nearby to the south and east. In view of these 
facts we conclude that the Apalacha ritual group is, at least on 
the south, relatively bounded as a marriage-cluster, but that its 
discreteness should not be over-emphasised. 
The figures for clans 9 and 10, while are also geographically 
peripheral, definitely look inward to the Apalacha group. On the 
other hand, those for clan 5 suggest the reverse. Here we can draw 
attention to the fact that four of five of no. 5's Apalacha near-
neighbours belong to the unmarriageable kinship class, but the 
figures appear extremely low even taking this into consideration. 
The figures for clans 1 and 3 are not significant, since 
they are based on a small number of marriages and the information 
was provided entirely by members of southerly Apalacha neighbours. 
It is of interest, however, that links between clans 1 and 8 appear 
to be very old, and they are quite distant geographically. A 
lineage segment of 8 has recently split off and become custodian 
for country 1 (see 11.4). 
It has been noted that there is slightly more linguistic 
endogamy within Apalacha than is the average for the whole region. 
This can be interpreted as a simple product of the relative linguistic 
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homogeneity of Apalacha compared with the region as a whole. 
Inland versus coastal populations: Coastal men largely 
obtained wives from within the coastal flood plain strip. Of the 
148 recorded cases where men of clans 1-27 received wives, only 19 
(13 per cent) were from clans to the east whose countries do not 
include part of the flood plain. I do not have figures on how many 
coastal women were married east to the inland (defined as the dry 
sclerophyll uplands), but since marriage traditionally involves 
exchange, it is unlikely that these figures would be greatly different 
from those for women marrying in westwards. 
This is strong statistical backing for statements by coastal 
people about their distinctness from inlanders. Marriages between 
clans with countries up to 35 or more kilometres apart are not 
altogether uncommon along the coastal strip, while marriages with 
very near or even contiguous neighbours to their east were a slight 
proportion of the whole (clan 5 is an exception). 
No single coastal clan has taken more than two women from 
inland clan 17 in the available genealogies. Yet this particular 
clan may be seen as somewhat peripheral to the inland/coastal 
dichotomy, since half of its marriages have been with coastal people 
and half with inlanders. But its coastal marriages are scattered 
rather than concentrated, a fact which is clearly reflected by their 
political position. Although allied with coastal people more than 
with inlanders, this clan has no clear allegiance within the coastal 
realm. They have recently abandoned a plan to join with clan 23a 
in forming an outstation on country 23, and their head man has 
instead vied for leadership of a loose alliance of families with 
countries on the lower Knox River. 
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CHAPTER I I I : THE SOCIAL FIELD 
I I I . l General 
This chapter examines a social f i e l d , not a "society" in 
a well-bounded sense (see Lesser 1961). I t covers a l imited area, 
that defined by the l imi ts of my interaction with people from the 
Cape Keerweer region, and by the l imi ts of their (somewhat variable) 
social knowledge. Although these people maintain relationships of 
a kind with those from beyond the area shown on Map 2, that area 
has t radi t ional ly been the core of their world. Chains of connection 
do of course stretch away in a l l possible directions to the l imi ts 
of the Australian continent. Each person has something to do with 
his or her neighbours. The structure of such chains, however, is 
and was not simply c l i n a l , but regionalised. The data on marriages 
in the previous chapter form only a part of the evidence for th is . 
This chapter examines other additional evidence relating to relat ion-
ships between social interact ion, social ident i ty , geography and 
r i tua l property (see Maps 9-13). 
Sharp worked in a situation cul tural ly very similar to that 
examined in this thesis. He said: 
In studying the Aboriginal population on Cape York 
Peninsula, I simply could not f ind a society; 
I would have to describe i t in terms of an ego-
centered set of societies; no one individual 
was the center of a system of networks which 
overlapped isotypical ly with anyone else's 
(1968:159). 
This is an accurate picture of po l i t i ca l netv/orks and networks of 
interaction in the Cape Keerweer area. And yet i t must be said that 
ego-centred networks do relate in some way to regionalism, and both 
corporate and informal membership in cultural ly-defined inst i tut ions 
largely rest on b i r th into categories having f irm links to part icular 
pieces of country. These memberships do not overlap isotypica l ly , 
as John von Sturmer hac already pointed out: 
. . . the modes of determining individual ident i ty 
and group ident i f icat ion are related to at least 
f ive basic factors: kinship and marriage, 
te r r i t o ry , totemism, language, and r i t u a l . 
There has been a strong tendency in the writ ings 
of McConnel, Sharp and Thomson, the chief 
ethnographers of the region, to see these 
principal factors as "layers" which neatly 
overlap and project without any discontinuity 
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into each other. In short, the principal factors 
have been seen as reflections of a single system 
(1973a:21). 
He adds that these organisational principles do not neatly overlap, 
and that there is in fact "an extraordinarily high degree of group 
segmentation and personal individuation". 
An inspection of maps 7-13 in this thesis quickly reveals 
that there is very little neat overlap of membership in certain 
formal social categories. Two clans with contiguous countries 
may be known by the same regional nickname (e.g, 12 and 15) but 
belong to separate "countryman" associations and be affiliated 
to different languages. Another two may speak the same language, 
belong to the same totemic cult, and be known by the same nickname 
(e.g. 7 and 8 ) , but only one may be normally included in a "country-
man" grouping with a third clan (in this case, no. 6) and be involved 
in outstation activities with its members. Three clans may send 
their spirit-images to a single centre but evince little other unity. 
All the various categories cross-cut each other in a bewildering 
manner. There is no pyramidal organisation, where segments at a 
certain level may be neatly subgrouped according to their inclusion 
in higher categories of wider scope. 
It is difficult, furthermore, to distinguish those types 
of membership which are corporate from those which are clearly 
political and informal. (At different times people invoke each 
of the different types of membership to stress different cases of 
inclusion and exclusion.) I havp instead chosen to distinguish 
two broad areas of social identijfication. The first is in relation 
to territoriality, where regiona|lism of various kinds and degrees 
of scope is used as a means of sitating social boundaries and of 
saying things about the nature of individuals and groups. The 
i 
second is in relation to ritual property and ritual participation, 
where clan totemism, regional cult totemism, rituals concerned with 
death, and ritual cycles at the widest group level may be used to 
mark social identity and political alliance or disjunction. 
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I I I . 2 Social Iden t i t y in Relation to T e r r i t o r i a l i t y 
W.E, Roth was one of the best ethnographers ever to have 
worked in Queensland, His general isat ions on "socia l nomenclature' 
are worth quoting in deta i l (1910:81-82): 
Any group of natives l i v i n g more or less 
permanently together may be special ised according 
to the t r a c t of country where they have f i r s t 
claim on the nat ive foods; in other words, they 
may be, and are, spoken of according to the 
place-name of t he i r main encampment, t he i r 
"home" so to speak, , , . 
As a general r u l e , however, w i th in cer ta in 
l i m i t s , each group has more or less f r i e n d l y , 
commercial, or other in terests wi th some or 
other of i t s neighbours; i t s members, through 
speaking d i f f e ren t d ia lects may render themselves 
pret ty mutually i n t e l l i g i b l e and possess in common 
various trade-routes, markets, hunting-grounds, 
customs, manners and be l ie fs wi th the resu l t that 
they might as a whole be described as messmates, 
the one group sometimes speaking of another by 
a term corresponding with that of f r i e n d . There 
may, or may not ( e . g . , Boulia D i s t r i c t ) be one 
single term appl ied to such a co l lec t ion of f r i end l y 
groups, i . e . , a t r i b e occupying a d i s t r i c t , the 
meaning of the co l l ec t i ve name being e i ther 
unknown (e .g . , Kalkadun, Workai-a), or bearing 
reference to the physical conformation of the 
country, or else depending apparently upon the 
nature of the language spoken. So fa r as physical 
conformation is concerned, the co l l ec t i ve name 
indicates groups of people occupying forest 
(e .g . Martch i - tch i of the Bloomfield R iver ) , 
scrub or bush country ( e . g . , Bar tch i - t ch i of 
the Bloomfield R iver ) , low- ly ing plains ( e . g . , 
Ku-inmur-burra of Broadsound D i s t r i c t ) , mountains, 
coast - l ine e tc . As fa r as I have been able to 
judge, i t is these var ia t ions of s i t e which have 
a great deal to do, nay, which I might also say, 
have given r i se to d i s t i n c t i v e ethnographical 
d i f ferences; general ly speaking, there is 
always enmity between occupants of the coast-
l i ne and inland t r i b e s , between the inhabi tants 
of the plains and the mountain people. The 
co l l ec t i ve name dependent upon the language or 
d ia lec t spoken by the separate groups may bear 
references to pecu l i a r i t i e s or di f ferences of 
speech. 
As is to be expected, the f i n e s t socia l d i s t i nc t i ons invo lv ing 
t e r r i t o r i a l factors are made close to ego's geographical centre, 
and increase in genera l i ty as distance from ego increases. From 
the Cape Keerweer perspect ive, a l l the people north of Archer 
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River are /Wik-Waya/ - that i s , "language-bad", or " language-dif f icult". 
Their languages are of a dif ferent Paman subgrouping from that 
of the Wik group, and their marriage rule is di f ferent from that 
of Wik-speaking peoples. They are generally spoken of in gross 
terms only. Characterist ical ly, Cape Keerweer people are able to 
make f iner distinctions among those much further away in the opposite 
direction to the south who, l ike themselves, come under the anthro-
pologist's category "Wik-speaking" (See Chapter IV) and with whom 
they linked up for ceremonial occasions. These southerners, at 
least those from around the Holroyd River, they refer to as 
/Wik-Ngenycharra/, but are aware that this refers to speakers of 
several di f ferent dialects, some of which are also spoken further 
north as far as the Kendall River by those who are not /Wik-Ngenycharra/ 
people (e.g. those who are "Kendall River people"). Note that 
/Wik-Waya/ and /Wik-Ngenycharra/ are both ostensibly l inguis t ic 
designations. Beyond the l a t te r , further to the south, are the 
/Thaa'yorra/ people, who are - as far as I know - undifferentiated. 
This also is a l ingu is t ic label. 
"Far" to the east, beyond country 14, the middle Archer River 
peoples are subsumed under the t i t l e /Wanykaya/, a reference to the 
type of open country up there. A few dialect names are also known 
for people to the far south-east and north-east (see below. Chapter IV). 
In modern times, two more major kinds of very wide ident i f icat ion 
have emerged: Black vs. White, and Aurukun Blacks vs. other Blacks. 
The la t ter recognises the major settlements as markers of regionalism 
(Aurukun, Bamaga, Wei pa, Edward River, Lockhart, Kowanyama, Coen, 
e t c ) . The str ing of settlements along western Cape York Peninsula 
form a linked series. Links to the east coast are tenuous indeed 
for western coastal people such as those from Cape Keerweer. 
At Palm Island, a former penal settlement far to the southeast near 
Townsville, Aborigines from Cape York as far north as Aurukun and 
other adjacent settlements form something of a unity based on 
regionalism and degree of acculturation. And there is also now 
a common recognition of the dist inct ion betv^een Aborigines from 
eastern Queensland and those from the far west and Northern Terr i tory , 
the "sundown mob". Such dist inctions are very remote from daily 
1 There is no local term for "Wik-speaking people". Those 
at the northern end of the Wik area tend to look south, 
and those at i t s southern end look north. Thus the Wik 
area may be roughly defined as Archer River to Holroyd 
River, and inland to Rokeby. 
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l i f e at Cape Keerv/eer or Aurukun, however. I now turn to more 
spec i f i c types of regional i d e n t i f i c a t i o n . 
The inland/coastal distinction and regional bodily stereotypes: 
In the previous chapter i t was noted that coastal people are r e l a t i v e l y 
d i s t i n c t from inlanders both in terms of marriage patterns and mob i l i t y / 
residence. This is given f i rm cu l tu ra l recogni t ion. The major 
man-making r i t u a l s involved people from a very wide area. The 
f i r s t of these is /Ochangana/ (Wik-Mungkana /Uchanama/) and the second 
is /Winychanma/ (Wik-Mungkana /Winychanama/), At some point during 
the l a t t e r , par t ic ipants were formal ly divided in to two groups, 
/Wemiya/ and /Karrpana/ (the respect form fo r the l a t t e r is /Kuyana/), 
The method fo r assigning ind iv iduals to each group rests on an 
inspection of t he i r physical charac te r i s t i cs . Those wi th th in 
legs and t a l l bodies are /Wemiya/, and those wi th th ick legs and 
short bodies are /Karrpana/. The l a t t e r are "top side people" 
( inlanders) and the former are "bottom side people" (coastal people). 
Those who are /Karrpana/ are also referred to as "sweet sugarbag 
people". Local stereotypes of inlanders state that not only are 
they short with th ick legs, but they have s t ra igh t to cur ly ha i r , 
are r e l a t i ve l y p lac id , and lack ceremonial complexity. Coastal 
people, on the other hand, are not only t a l l wi th th in legs, but 
they have f r i z z y hai r ("tough h a i r " , /muyan thar rana / ) , are 
temperamentally v o l a t i l e , and r i ch in ceremony. 
Thomson mistook a reference to th i s r i t u a l dichotomy fo r 
a reference to named moiet ies. He says (1972:29) that "Wik Alkan" 
moiety names are "Tiwim [^also given as Tiwum 1972:15] and Wemi". 
His "Tiwim" is c lear l y an oblique reference to /Karrpana/(/Kuyana/), 
s ince, in Wik-Ngatharra (also ca l led Wik-Alkanha, his "Wik Alkan") 
"sweet sugarbag" ( i . e . w i l d honey) is / t h i w a / , and "Tiwim" is thus 
/thiwa-ma/ "w i ld honey-ABLATIVE". Yet although there are no named 
moieties in th i s area, i t is a curious fac t that the semantical ly 
equivalent terms /Karrpana/ and /Kuyana/ ( in landers) are cognate 
with the two moiety names widespread along the east coast of Cape 
York Peninsula. Compare, fo r example, the moiety names McConnel 
recorded at Rokeby Stat ion (1934:354), Katpi and Kuyan, and those 
in use a t Lockhart on the east coast, /Kaapay/ and /Kuyan/. In 
Wik-Ngatharra and Wik-Ngathana, the terms /Karrpana/ and /Kuyana/ 
d i f f e r only in degree of respectful connotations. In re la t i on to 
the use of /Thiwama/ as an a l t e r n a t i v e , note that Wik-Mungkana 
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and Wik-Me'anha (e tc . ) have /kuyana/ "w i ld honey", which is 
equivalent to Wik-Ngatharra (e tc . ) / t h i w a / . 
The coasta l / in land stereotype obviously has some grounding 
in fac t . This is as observable now as i t was when McConnel 
v i s i t ed these people in the bush in 1928, She (1930:99-100) wrote: 
The coastal people d i f f e r somewhat in physical 
appearance and temperament from the inland 
Wik-Wunkan (sic). Generally speaking the hai r 
of the coastal people is cur ly and often qui te 
c r i sp , standing up o f f the head in a mass l i k e 
that of the Papuans, There are, however, 
ind iv iduals wi th s t ra igh t ha i r . The fac ia l 
expression is more mobile, and sometimes the 
nos t r i l s have a ch ise l led e f f e c t . In d ispos i t ion 
they are more responsive and more temperamental 
than the Wik-Munkan. The l a t t e r have on the 
whole heavier features and t h e i r ha i r , usually 
cur ly or s t r a i g h t , is only rare ly f r i z z y . These 
differences in type may be due to an in t rus ion 
of Papuans along the coast at some former t ime, 
[See McConnel's photographs i l l u s t r a t i n g these 
two types, plate 1 opposite p, 104. Her use 
of the designation "Wik-Munkan" is misleading, 
since some of the coastal people a f f i l i a t e d to 
Wik-Mungkana f i t the coastal stereotype per fec t l y . 
For her term "Wik-Munkan" read "inlanders from 
the dry sclerophyl l and Archer R iver " ! ] 
Simi lar bodi ly stereotypes - also wi th some grounding in 
fac t - are applied to smaller areas w i th in the coastal wor ld. 
People of Love River are t a l l and th in i f they come from i t s lower 
reaches; th is is because they have the Amethystine Python story 
there ( th i s is a very long snake). People from the head of Love 
River are t a l l and f a t ("big-muscle people") because t h e i r founding 
story was that of two stout Young Women. North of /Poenpa/ on 
the Kirke estuary, the Shark made big men and coarse sand; south 
of there he made small men and f i ne sand. 
The coasta l / in land d i s t i n c t i o n ("bottom s ide/ top s ide " ; 
"sal twater / f reshwater") may also be appl ied within the area of the 
coastal p l a i n . This dist inguishes people whose country includes 
a large amount of strand from those whose country is la rge ly or 
wholly confined to the plains and ridges east of the beaches. 
I deal wi th th i s l a te r in th i s chapter because of i t s s ign i f icance 
in r i t u a l group s u b - a f f i l i a t i o n . 
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Areal groupings: From the perspective of Cape Keerweer, 
the fo l lowing broad areal groupings are made (the axis is north-south) 
Wik-Waya 
Archer River 
Love River 
Cape Keerweer (on the Kirke River) 
Ti Tree 
Knox River 
Kendall River 
Holroyd River 
Except for Wik-Waya and Ti Tree, these groupings are based on local 
association with a r i v e r . They pr imar i l y re fer to those ind iv iduals 
who claim pat r i -count ry in each area. Those with country at the 
centre of the reference-point (e .g . clan 6, Cape Keerweer) may be 
classed area l ly in an unambiguous way. Those with such country 
between the centres of the reference-points may o s c i l l a t e in 
c l ass i f i ca t i on over t ime, and according to informant. There is not 
always agreement between se l f - asc r i p t i on and ascr ip t ion by others 
to such groupings. They have negotiable content, and have p o l i t i c a l 
s ign i f i cance, especia l ly in the context of wider-scale con f l i c t s 
and in that of outs ta t ion formation. 
Except fo r Wik-Waya, I have been using the English names 
of these groupings. I have also recorded names fo r them in other 
languages in several cases, but the English names now have wide 
currency: 
Love River: /Thoekalama/ ("those from Love R ive r " ) , 
/aak thoekal pinychanya/ ' ( " [ those] belonging to the 
Love River area") i 
Cape Keerweer (/kep kwiwi/, kek pwiwi/): /Yu'angkama/ 
("those from lower Kirke IRiver"), "/Thuula/ mob" 
(/Thuula/ is Wik-Mungkana for /Aayka/, a modern focal 
point for the area in country 6) , "/Aayka/ mob" 
Ti-Tree: /May-mangkama/ (properly a nickname); 
/Yu'ayama/ ("those from /Yu'aya/", the large lagoon at 
Ti Tree); /Theethangama/ ("those from ti tree (generic)"); 
both these latter terms are in Wik-Ngathana; the lagoon 
at Ti Tree is called /Wanka-neynga/ in the local language, 
Wik-Mungkana. 
Knox Riverf/nok riva'>»nook r i v a / ) : /Eer-mangkama/ 
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(Wik-Ngathana: "those from Knox River"), /Eey-mangkama/ 
(Wik-Mungkana: d i t to) ( this term is more precisely the 
nickname of clans 18, 19 and 20; see below on nickname 
clusters) 
Kendall River: /Kunychanma/ ("those from the jungle", 
Wik-Ngathana); /Kuumpnhinama/ ("those from lower Kendall 
River"); (these also are nicknames, see below) 
Holroyd River (/olroy/): (only specific nicknames recorded) 
Over the year 1976-77, certain members of clan 15 changed 
from claiming to be "Cape Keerweer" to being "south Cape Keerweer"; 
and then to being "Knox River". Since their country is not on either 
river system they are - if riverine groupings are of political 
significance - potentially marginal to the wider political power 
game at all times. Those people who come under the descriptions 
"Cape Keerweer mob" and "Kendall River mob" most consistently, 
form the largest broad aggregations in the region. A substantial 
water body flows through or between their various countries. Knox 
River is a short river, normally entirely tidal (except during the 
wet season), and has fewer associated clans. They are not a political 
unity and have so far failed in their attempt to form an outstation. 
Cape Keerweer mob are large and politically well-organised and stable, 
by local standards, Kendall mob are split into two roughly equal-
sized groups (north and south of the river) and have separate 
establishments. 
I have decided not to call this level of grouping "river-
based groups", since Wik-Waya and Ti Tree are similar phenomena but 
in the former case there is no riverine focus and in the latter 
the focus is a very large lagoon on the upper Kirke River, rather 
than the river itself. (I am unsure of the geographical correlates 
of the term Ti Tree mob; it is quite possible that they consist 
of the upper drainage system of the Kirke River.) 
Local ideology on the Kirke River says that people should 
work together and live in peace "because we all one river". This 
principle is not of itself very potent. In former times, the worst 
enemies of Cape Keerweer people are said to have been Ti Tree mob 
(on the same river, upstream); and then as now, some non-Ti Tree 
people with country on the Kirke (notably the middle Kirke) have 
not been included in the category "Cape Keerweer mob", have not 
joined with the latter in frequent inter-visiting, and have not 
joined with them in recent years in establishing an outstation 
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(for example, clans 7, 9, 13). It is of interest, however, that 
an outstation involving such "marginal people" was begun in 1976 
at Kanycharranga (in country 5). Those involved were of clans 
7, 5 and another from further northeast along the same drainage 
system. This establishment has been intermittent. 
The ideology of unity through proximity referred to above 
clearly has some reality for some riverine and other regional 
groupings. There is also an attempt to apply it to those who fall 
outside such groupings, as when I was told that clans 12, 15, 9 
and 16 were "all in one families", and were "mixed" because of 
"one land". This has no political reality now, and I doubt 
whether it ever did. In this case, such statements were propaganda 
aimed at convincing me that the speaker had her own mob and the 
political backing to support her pretensions to authority. Later 
she attempted to identify herself (clan 15) with the Knox River mob 
and join in their outstation movement. Failing in this, she later 
claimed affinity with Ti Tree mob "because my place not far out 
from there". The last time I saw her she was still politically 
isolated and impotent, but highly active. 
Ideology aside, it seems that pre-settlement population 
density around the lower reaches of rivers was greatest of all, 
and interaction among members of different clans greatest. The 
people of such areas closely intermarry (see below). Such people 
should not fight each other - there are bonds of kinship as well 
as of personal familiarity. These, combined with the intense 
territorialism which permeates all levels of social identification, 
produce relatively well-defined political entities in such 
circumstances, but those who are territorially marginal will tend 
to be politically marginal as well. This marginality can be corrected 
for: clan 12 has consistently intermarried with clan 6 and allied 
itself north to the Cape Keerweer mob rather than south to increased 
marginality. But this has placed them in a somewhat junior position 
in regard to clan 6 and the outstation dominated by the latter 
(Peret). As they say, "We're only the in-laws". Thus although 
they share a similar environment to clan 15, in terms of clan 
country, are parallel cousins to them and are known by the same 
1 On occasions she has re-created local geography so that 
Ti Tree is at the "head of Knox River", an assertion which 
suits her political ambitions but plays havoc with the 
actual drainage system. 
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nickname (see next section), they are not "one" with them in any 
real sense. 
People are attracted to centres of power. Ti Tree mob have 
played something of a wooing role in relation to Cape Keerweer in 
recent times. Some of their men have even suggested forming a 
ritual link with them (i.e. the possibility of joining with Apalacha), 
but this has not been welcomed. 
I have implied that these areal groupings are relatively 
informal. They are certainly non-corporate in traditional terms. 
But the formation of outstations is changing this. They are providing 
a source for an emerging group structure of a corporate type at 
a higher order of generality than was previously feasible. 
Boissevain (1968) and Barnes (1972) note that informal 
clusters and cliques frequently transform themselves into groups 
with unambiguous membership over time. This process appears to 
be going on at least in the case of Cape Keerweer, When I was 
engaged in mapping the clan countries of this area in 1976-77, 
certain of those who belong to the core of the Cape Keerweer mob 
decided that the resulting map would be of political importance. 
It would contain details of the countries of the "Cape Keerweer 
mob"; accordingly, they delegated me (armed with messages dictated 
by themselves) to approach the recognised heads of clans 7 and 9. 
I was to ask them: /Ngampal thoenoenamang Aaykank ey?/ "Shall 
we all be in one for Aayka?" (Aayka, the location of outstation 
activities of this group since 1971, but still not permanently 
settled, is in country 6.) One man agreed (clan 7). The other 
refused, saying he didn't want to "be in that Shark", and that a 
fence should be put around his cduntry "to keep that Shark out". 
(See below on ritual property for the significance of this reference 
to membership in the Shark ritual- cult). 
Thus the map was seen as formalising inclusion and exclusion 
at a broad level. The same is true of the "Cape Keerweer bank 
account". This was set up to allow federal government funds to be 
lodged with the outstation group for local development. Three older 
men became signatories: one each from clans 4, 6 and 8. Those 
active in the outstation work were living at Peret (country 3). 
A disagreement over use of the funds between Mr 4 and Mr 6 led to 
the former applying to the government for a separate bank account. 
On grounds of proximity (adjacent patri-country) and kinship (his 
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mother was of clan 3) he claimed that he should control Peret and 
the dominant men of clan 6 should control Aayka and have their 
own bank account. 
What this process has amounted to is a slightly mitigated 
failure to extend real corporate organisation beyond the individual 
land-holding unit. At the present time, therefore, those with the 
same traditional rights in the same piece of country appear still 
to form the greatest and also the smallest corporate body with any 
enduring reality. Recruitment is by birth. Voluntary corporate 
associations essentially do not exist. However, as the nature of 
secular property changes, corporate life wi-ll change, since it 
appears to be secular property which provides the most powerful 
constraints on fragmentation and unification. 
Territorial nicknames and nickname clusters: The members 
of any clan may be known by a name which refers to a salient aspect 
of their country. In some cases it refers to the type of environment 
encapsulated in their country and in others it refers to an important 
place-name. Some sets of clans with contiguous countries are known 
by a single name of this type; these I refer to as nickname 
clusters (see Map 9). 
Such terms are "nicknames" because they figure prominently 
in disputes and may be hurled at others as a form of abuse. They 
are, however, used without pejorative effect as well, and may even 
be used of one's own people with some pride. All are nominals in 
ablative case ("[those] from X"). As a reference to a clan or 
one of its members, a nickname states where people are from in 
terms of clan country. As a reference to a residence group, it 
probably refers to the focal males in the group and thus may be 
interpreted as having in such cases an extended meaning based on 
clanship. A nickname cannot refer directly to an entire aggregate 
of people simply on the basis of where they happen to be camped. 
Attendance at cremations, rituals of other kinds, and large 
battles is normally stated in terms of nicknames. This gives the 
ethnographer a clear guide to the composition of such events and 
also to the geographic range of bands. 
The nicknames of clans whose countries are shown on Map 2 
are (here given in Wik-Ngathana only): 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
(3., 
5. 
and 4 
(i) 
/Thoekalama/ 
/Waakamama/ 
/Uthuk-eelama/ 
/Uthuk-awunyama/ 
.: /Uthukama/ 
Kooeriyama 
(ii) Thookama 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
U . 
12. 
13, 
14. 
/Kuuchanma/ 
/Kuuchanma/ 
/Kuuchanma/ 
/Thi i k-wi nychanma/ 
/Waarangama/ 
/Theewenama/ 
/Puthan-nhikanama/ 
(unknown) 
/May-mangkama/ 
15. /Puthan-nhikanama/ 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23a 
24. 
25. 
26. 
/Pin-poeykalama/ 
(unknown) 
/Eer-mangkama/ 
/Eer-mangkama/ 
/Eer-mangkama/ 
/Kunychanma/ 
/Punyalama/ 
/Pimpa-thuurrpanhama/ 
(unknown) 
/Menganyama/ 
/Kunychanma/ 
"Those from Love River" 
"Those from /waakama/"; obscure 
"Those from Small Lake" 
"Those from Big Lake" 
cover term for 3 and 4) 
"Those from salt pans" (applies 
to "bottom side of their country") 
"Those from /thooka/" (applies to 
"top or timber side of their 
country"); obscure 
"Those from acacia sp." 
"Those from acacia sp." 
"Those from acacia sp." 
"Those from /winychana/ 
grass ridges" 
"Those from /Waaranga/" (place-name) 
"Those from /Theewena/" (place-name) 
"Those from beach in between 
[tv;o riversj" 
"Those from lily stalk" 
(slightly obscure) 
"Those from beach in between 
[two ri versj " 
"Those from lily leaf" 
"Those from Knox River" 
"Those from Knox River" 
"Those from Knox River" 
"Those from jungle" (see 26) 
"Those from /Punyala/" (meaning 
obscure) 
"Those from melaleuca grass flats" 
"Those from /Menganya/" (place-name) 
see 21. This may act as a 
cover-term for all Kendall River clans.) 
1 Literally "vegetable food - back/base-ABLATIVE". 
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Some of the nicknames which ostensibly re fer to plant 
species are oblique references to spec i f i c focal s i t e s . For example, 
/Kuuchanma/ refers to /Pul-thalpampanga/, a s i t e of great mythological 
importance in country 6, which is a wet season camp s i t e where the 
/kuuchana/ tree is p l e n t i f u l . This type of tree i s , however, 
character is t ic of the long high ridge system where the three clans 
known by th is nickname hold country, 
/Aak-oenhtha/: "countrymen": The expression t ranslated 
as "countryman" is /aak-oenhtha/ (possibly /aak-koenhtha/). I 
have been to ld that i t means "owners of the land" and also "men who 
know th is land w e l l , and have l i ved in the same country". I t spans 
clan membership, however, and does not apply to casual v i s i t o r s or 
even long-term residents whose claims on the l o c a l i t y are held 
to be peripheral or i l l e g i t i m a t e . The c learest object ive d e f i n i t i o n 
of the range of th is term was provided in the context of cremation 
(see below for de ta i l s of r i t u a l property in re la t i on to death). 
Map 12 shows two sets of "countrymen" as defined from the 
vantage-point of a senior member of clan 6. These sets were stated 
in the fo l lowing context: At /Puunanala/, on the coast in country 6, 
there are two cremation mounds a few metres apart . One was fo r the 
cremation of the mummies of /aak-oenhtha/; those who f a l l under th is 
category are members of clans 3, 4 , 6, 8 and 12. A l l outsiders 
were cremated on the other mound. At a point south-east of Aayka, 
also in country 6, and adjacent to i t s borders wi th countr ies 7 and 9, 
there is another cremation mound ca l led /Kuthanhthanga/ which l i e s 
in country 6, and a few metres away is another ca l led /Mithanhthanga/ 
which l i es in country 7. /Aak-oenhtha/ to clan 6 were cremated 
at /Kuthanhthcinga/; th i s includes those l i s t e d above fo r /Puunanala/ 
and also clan 9 and - i f they wish i t - clan 7. The l a t t e r also 
cremated the i r people on t h e i r own ground at /Mithanhthanga/ 
(the two are only about ten paces apa r t ) . I t is c lear that proximity 
to the t e r r i t o r i e s of clans 7 and 9 may have inf luenced the d e f i n i t i o n 
of "countrymen" in th is pa r t i cu la r case. In the other case, however, 
the real core /aak-oenhtha/ of clan 6 are revealed unambiguously, 
and th is d e f i n i t i o n accords very c losely wi th the r e a l i t y of present-
day p o l i t i c s . 
Here we also see another important fea ture : the in land / 
coastal d i s t i n c t i o n and the north-south bond w i t h i n comparable 
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environments operates even at this extremely local level , as i t 
does at the widest level . I f we compare this "countryman" classi f icat ion 
with the stat is t ics of clan representation at Peret outstation 
(see Chapter I I and Map 13), we f ind them to be closely comparable. 
Most differences can be explained away: clan 3 is extinct and therefore 
represented on cremation mounds but not in Peret's l i v ing population; 
and clan 15 has many members at Peret through a single major l ink 
(mother-daughter) to clan 6, but their position within Peret is 
po l i t i ca l l y marginal and fraught with f r i c t i o n . They are s t i l l 
not "countrymen" to clans 4, 6, 8 and 12, in spite of present 
co-residence. 
/Aak-uu'atha/: "home country": While the term /aak-oenhtha/ 
refers to people, the term /aak-uu'atha/ refers to country (/aaka/; 
the dif ferent stress-patterns of the two compounds matches their 
semantics: /aak-oenhtha/, /aak-uu'atha/). /Aak-uu'atha/ is the 
country associated with one's closer kindred. /Uu'atha/ are kindred 
including those with whom one has blood t ies , and probably also 
their aff ines, but are not just any kin with whom one may trace 
such a relationship. The word is translated as " f r iend" in some 
cases, and also just as loosely as "my family, a l l my brothers and 
cousins". I t can be used in a narrow sense to mean "actual blood 
re la t ion" , as when actual cross-cousins are said not to marry 
"because they are /uu'atha/" . On the other hand, an unwillingness 
to have g i r l s married out too far from home may be expressed by 
saying: "No, she should marry /uu 'atha/" , i .e . someone "from home". 
This is a broader usage. The basic elements in the notion /aak-uu'atha/ 
are f i r s t l y that each individual is associated both po l i t i ca l l y 
and by sentimental t ies to a "home ground", and secondly that people 
from the same pol i t ical-regional complex should marry each other. 
The only known case of actual cross-cousin marriage in clan 6 occurred 
when the father of the g i r l concerned decided that this was preferable 
to her marrying out too fa r , when no other e l ig ib le countrymen were 
available. 
Local endogamy is po l i t i ca l l y motivated. (The idea that 
i t is done to maximise the specialised local knowledge of women 
as food-gatherers seems to me not only an insul t to the learning 
sk i l l s of the women but a great exaggeration of local ecological 
differences.) I t binds the local groups of an area into mutual 
1 As at August 1978 most members of clan 15 formerly at Peret 
have now moved away to Ti-Tree (John von Sturmer, personal communication) 
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support when threatened from outside on any scale, and reduces 
conflict at the local level. This is a conscious policy stated 
quite clearly and often by my informants. 
/Pul aak thoenoenamama, pul kaarak pulntana: 
koel ngulmama, pulama, 'a pul wantak ngulmama, 
murrkmurrkanama./ 
"If two people from one land get married: there 
may be conflict later, concerning those two, 
but they soon leave off, it's shortened," 
One of the principal reasons for this is that, among adults who 
are parents and who are closely intermarried, there are strong ties 
between the adults on any one side of a conflict and certain children 
on the other. 
" I f you got no kids, you can f igh t your brother-
in-law. But when those kids come, you gotta stop. 
You might say: You ought to look those kids, 
before you want to f ight me!" 
In other words, a man's brother-in-law is the father of his s is ter 's 
children; the relationship between a chi ld and i ts mother's brother 
is special. He is " l i ke a mother" to them. 
There is of course the opposite case: 
" I f families 'gainsting you, you give daughter 
to long-way man. Might he stand for you i f you 
got any trouble." 
An example of the la t ter was the marriage of a woman of clan 9 
to a man of clan 1 ( their countries are 40 km apart, centre to centre); 
this was a change of plan, since she had been promised to a man of 
clan 15 (country contiguous). I 
I 
The social bond between affines of a local i ty make for 
mi l i tary strength. I t is often nientioned in descriptions of f ight ing 
that one group were /munhtha-mooerinhthanha/, a compound term denoting 
a set of cross-cousins. At a broader leve l , warmaking alliances 
are stated in terms of nicknames or areal groupings: 
/Waakamamand Pilmanweykanh nhe^anh for kalka/. 
"/Waakamama/(clan 2) and /Pilmanweykanha/ (nickname 
of two clans with country at head of Love River) 
combined for spear," 
/Pul Eer-mangka, Kuumpanhin pul nhenychanhan/. 
"Knox River and Kendall River mixed." 
There is not, however, a formalised system of warmaking 
groups or war-names as is apparently the case in some other parts 
of Austral ia. 
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I I I . 3 Social Identity in Relation to Ritual Property 
Clan totemism: The members of each clan possess (or 
rather "look af ter" , /kooepanha/, l i t e r a l l y "wait for") a number 
of totems in common. The clans in the area we are considering 
have from six to thirteen totems each. The word for totem in 
Wik-Ngathana, Wik-Iinychanya and Wik-Ngatharra is /kooenhiya/; 
in Wik-Mungkana i t is /puul-waya/ ( l i t e r a l l y "father's father-bad"), 
McConnel (1930, 1936a) interpreted the use of /puula/ "father's 
father" in the Wik-Mungkana term to mean that totems were conceived 
of as clan ancestors. There is no such implication in the term 
/kooenhiya/; i t has another meaning, "sibl ing of either sex". 
(Note, however, that the respect form of "s ib l ing" is /paay'anha/, 
l i t e r a l l y "those who were born", while "totem" appears to lack a 
respect-form equivalent). What the Wik-Mungkana and Wik-Ngathana 
(etc.) terms have in common is a reference to kintypes which f a l l 
under ego's patr i l ine and are in a generation structural ly equivalent 
to that of ego ( i . e . either two generations above, or same generation). 
Since Cape Keerweer people share common totemic bel ie fs , and yet 
are variously a f f i l i a ted to a l l the languages mentioned in this 
paragraph, we must assume that the use of /puula/ and /kooenhiya/ 
is in each case metaphoric rather than l i t e r a l . Were this not so, 
we would be placed in the clearly untenable position of claiming 
that some people conceive of totems as ancestors and others conceive 
of them as s ib l ings, while a l l belonging to the same area and culture. 
The metaphoric nature of references to totems by kin terms 
is also clearly i l lus t ra ted in the Yidiny language of the Cairns 
area. Dixon (1977:14-15) reports that the rainbow is father's father 
to members of the Gurabana moeity, for whom i t is a totem. More 
precisely: 
f u l l rainbow can be called /gamim/ "father 's father" 
middle-sized rainbow can be called /bimbi/ "father" 
short rainbow can be called /yaba/ "brother" 
There is a further use of kin terms in relat ion to totems 
in the Cape Keerweer languages. In Wik-Ngathana, for example, 
phenomena which are totems of one's mother may be referred to as 
/kaathiy-waya/ ("mother-bad") and those of one's mother's mother 
as /kemiy-waya/ ("mother's mother-bad"). For example, a man 
1 In these expressions, as in Wik-Mungkana /puula-waya/ "totem", the 
word /waya/ might be translated "dear" or "respected" - see 
Chapter V: intradiaiectai varieties. 
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whose mother's totems included water once said /Ngay kaathiy-waya-kang 
thichanya/, "I 'm going to drink water". I f i t is clear to whom one 
is referr ing, pronouns are used: /Nhung kooenhiyanga/ "At the 
beach" ( l i t e r a l l y "at his totem"); /Ngaya ngatha kooenhiya 
waakathangana/ "I 'm going to catch freshwater shark with a l ine" 
( l i t e r a l l y " I w i l l catch my totem with a l i ne " ) . Such usage is 
very common, and s t i l l current among a l l age-groups. In general, 
where a personal pronoun is used, i t is in genitive case and precedes 
the word /kooenhiya/. Only a l imited set of each clan's totems 
appear to be referred to in this way, namely those which might be 
termed "principal totems". 
Principal totems are those which informants give f i r s t , in most 
cases, when providing l i s t s of totems to the anthropologist. They 
are also those from which clan members' names are drawn (see below), 
those to which reference is made when clans as corporate ent i t ies 
are discussed, those whose sounds are imitated by clanspeople as 
they stretch and yawn in the morning, and those whose cries (at 
least sometimes) figure in mourning songs of part icular clans. 
Totems are pat r i l inea l ly inherited. Non-geographical references 
to clans are either as totemic corporations (e.g. "brolga story mob", 
on which see below under "wik as totem, wik as language") or as k in. 
As kin they may be referred to as /X wee'iy-thana/ "X who-they", 
where X is a kin term referring to a specific individual (e.g. 
/mama wee'iy-thana/ means "your mother's family"; context w i l l 
specify which "mother" is involved). As kin they may also be referred 
to as "our grandfathers", "our cousin-brothers" or "our cousins",etc. 
That i s , some part icular relationship between members of two clans 
may be taken as pivotal and that then becomes the label for the 
relationship of the two clans as wholes. Theoretically, of course, 
each clan might be said to be in either a parallel cousin or a 
cross-cousin relationship to each other clan, but wrong marriages 
and individual preferences in al locating kin blur the picture. 
(On kinship terminology, see Appendix 1, Section 2). 
Most totems are animals and plants. For this reason, i t is 
appropriate to ask someone what are his or her /minh kooenhiya/ 
and /may kooenhiya/ (/minha/ means "animals", /maya/ means "plant 
foods"). Many totems, however, are neither. These include dawn, 
clear water, beach, sea breaking, spear, lower leg, knee, eyes 
and blood. Some are inedible species of plants and animals such 
as the poison tree or blowfly. Others are specif ic parts of plants 
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or animals such as tail of dog or skin of arrowroot, and in the 
case of a whole plant, say, its various parts may be specified 
(as in: /may kootha/"waterlily - stock, stalk and flower too"). 
Totemic names (on which see Chapter V.2) are oblique references 
to characteristics or behaviours of totems. /Ooentatham Iinychanya/, 
for example, means "going along on its chest", and is one of the 
male small names of clan 15. It refers to /minh yuumala/ one of 
the stingrays. During disputes, such a name may be hurled at its 
owner by way of abuse. A name implies territorial and social 
identity in a very specific way. 
Totems, totemic centres and increase centres: McConnel 
(1930, 1936a and other references) claimed that among the "Wik-Munkan", 
each clan territory contained the "auwa" (Wik-Mungkana/awa/) or 
totemic centres in which the clan /puul-waya/ reside. Increase 
rituals for clan /puul-waya/ species or phenomena were carried out 
at the /awa/. In the Cape Keerweer area, this is not the case. 
Each clan territory includes a number of /awa/ (Wik-Mungkana) or 
/eemoetha/ (Wik-Ngathana; also /ooemoetha/ in some idiolects), 
which I shall call totemic centres. At least a few of these centres 
contain the spirits of some of the totems of the clan in whose 
territory they fall, but others contain the spirits of totems of 
other clans or of no known clan whatever. Furthermore, each clan 
has totems for which they do not own the totemic centres, and for 
which there may indeed be no known centre. To illustrate: members 
of clan 6 possess the following totems (there may be more - minor 
totems are not always quickly recollected): 
estuarine sharks (/kuungara/, /theelachanya/, /woola/, etc.) 
silver salmon (/thupanawa/) 
red fruit (/may maacha/) 
bush rat (/minh chiiny-chiinya/) 
owl sp. (/minh thiiwa/) 
owl sp. (/minha nguka/) 
fruit sp. (/may murrkana/) 
small snake sp. (/aak-nguta/) 
hawk sp. (/minha meerpa/) 
magpie goose (/minha kalpaya/) 
fruit sp.(/may kookanpaya/) 
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Of the sixty-nine named locales claimed by this clan, five are 
totemic centres. Of the five, however, only one is a centre for 
something which they also claim as totem, namely the estuarine 
shark, their principal totem. The others are centres for yam 
(/may ka'arra/), long yam (/may kutha/, two totemic centres), 
and tern (/minh ngaypathanha/). 
The members of clan 9 possess the following totems (words 
are in their dialect, Wik-Ngatharra): 
small jewfish (/minh pelkama/) 
bird sp. (/minha taltala/) 
arrowroot (/may kuthala/) 
freshwater fish sp. (/minh impa/) 
jewfish sp, (/minh intinya/) 
Leichhardt fruit (/may athuna/) 
Of these they possess centres for only two; they possess eight 
totemic centres in all (the others are for bandicoot, water hen, 
iguana, brown snake, baby and a lily called /may werechanya/). 
These cases are entirely typical. (I have data on approximately 
ninety totemic centres in the region). In a significant number of 
cases, the clan possesses a centre for its most prominent totem, 
but this is not always so. 
Informants draw attention to cases of conjunction and 
disjunction between possession of totems and totemic centres. 
For example: 
/Moenychan eemoeth nganant, kooenhiy thanant, 
Thapakulath eyp: eemoeth nganant, thil kooenhiya 
nganant/. 
"The barramundi totemic centre is ours, but it's 
their totem. Hammerhead shark is different: 
the centre is ours, and the totem is ours", 
(speaker from clan 15) 
The same informant said jokingly to a greedy child: 
/Ke'anta cher maawka! Nhiyant eemoeth epam. 
Nganant inhtha eyp. Cher story ngananta wunanha/. 
"Don't be greedy. You've got no [greedy] centre. 
Our case is different. Greedy centre lies []in 
our country] for us". (The speaker's country 
includes /Awa-cheranga/ totemic centre for greed). 
Those with rights of access and use of totemic centres are 
those who possess the country in which they lie, not those who possess 
the relevant totems. Having the relevant totem confers no visiting 
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rights to the centre. 
Some totemic centres involve phenomena which no known clan 
possesses as totem. And yet people will say, when asked who possesses 
such a totem, that someone somewhere probably does or even should 
possess it. One informant said of the blind boil centre in country 13: 
/Kooenhiy wee'antama'a?/ "I wonder whose totem it might be?" For 
this reason it is reasonable to refer to all /eemoetha/ as totemic 
centres. 
Many totemic centres were (and some still are) the focus of 
minor increase rituals. Others were not, (I had until recently 
assumed that all totemic centres were increase centres, and I am 
indebted to J. von Sturmer for pointing out the distinction to me). 
Those with rights to perform such rituals are those with close terri-
torial links to the locale. The phenomenon in the centre is said 
to have "gone down" there, usually into a hole in the ground or under 
water, signs of which may still be visible (see Appendix 2). 
The spirits of the ancestors of the clan owning the locale (/wuut 
maatal koethoetha/) are said to be in the centre. They are called 
on to chase out the phenomenon and plenty of noise may be made to 
"frighten" the phenomenon and make it spread. This is called "throwing' 
the centre (/thee'anha/), and the frightening out of the phenomenon 
is literally "chasing" it (/thaathanya/). People call for more of 
the phenomenon to emerge. At the Barramundi increase centre in country 
15 in 1977 they called /Awamamow!!, wurrwurra!!/ "Plenty please, 
come up come up!" At the same site a thin young man went to cut 
a blaze in a tree, but he was prevented and a short, stocky man was 
delegated to the task. A thin participant would make the barramundi 
come up poor, a stocky man would make them come up fat. Similarly, 
at the Goose increase centre in country 3 (actually, like some totems, 
this /eemoetha/ is specified in parts, being for the goose, the ^ 
yolk of goose eggs, and goose wing feathers), there is a depression 
in the sand filled with baler shells symbolising goose eggs. They 
are traditionally arranged and augmented there by women of proven 
'fertility from the immediate area. This type of sympathetic magic 
is common in such circumstances. 
Totemic centres can be dangerous, especially to outsiders 
and strangers. New visitors to such a place are rubbed with armpit 
smell by those who are its familiars and/or owners. The spirits 
in a totemic centre may be addressed in a loud voice, introducing 
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the new person, and be importuned not to harm him or her. In my 
case, special requests were often made also about the safety of my 
Landrover. Strange portents in the sky, as well as rough sea, winds 
or thunderstorms, may be interpreted as the spirits of totemic centres 
showing their displeasure at the presence of strangers. After visiting 
a yam centre on the lower Kirke one day, one man sat in our camp at 
dusk addressing a curious cloud formation at length and with great 
firmness, abjuring the spirits to leave us alone. When people at 
Peret see a shark-like formation in the sky to the south, they often 
say things like "Must be a fishing boat down at Cape Keerweer". 
These interpretations reflect the vigilance with which territoriality 
is policed, and the highly territorial relevance of the totemic centres 
themselves. For although a good many of them are foci of ritual acts, 
these types of ritual are not tied in an essential or logically 
inextricable way to totemic centres. Strangers are given smell at 
other significant locales as they travel about (for example, at central 
residential sites or important river crossings). Camp sites and 
graves are "cleaned up" physically just as increase centres are; 
and the moving stone in country 12 was treated exactly as an increase 
centre is treated when a party of men visited it with me in 1977, 
except that nothing v;as "increased". In any such locale it is not 
uncommon for people to address their ancestors, and to call on them 
for assistance. When a group of us dug a deep well at Aayka (not 
a totemic centre) in 1977, two called on the ancestors to prevent 
the walls of the well caving in as they dug. They were rebuked by 
another who said: "Hold on, you're not old men yet", perhaps implying 
that those who call upon ancestors should be /wuut manhthal-tharrana/ 
"senior men". 
Senior men play a leading role in increase rituals. I am 
told that totemic centres have bosses, and that the right to be boss 
of a particular centre may be bequeathed to another. I assume, 
therefore, that leadership in increase ritual is held by whoever is 
boss of the totemic centre involved. The principle by which such 
leadership is transmitted is in contrast with that by which territorial 
rights are transmitted (see Chapter II). But vjsi ting rights to 
totemic centres are conferred by clan membership, according to 
statements such as : (paraphrase) "Members of clan 6 can go to 
/Uuk-iinycha/ (Shark totemic centre), especially after being given 
smell from older men, but for outsiders it is a forbidden place". 
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wik as totem, wik as language: When drawing attention to 
the totem of a person or clan it is normal to use the term /kooenhiya/ 
"totem", as in /thaypantham kooenhiya/ "those who have Taipan totem". 
But references to clans as corporate entities employ instead the 
term /wika/, the primary meaning of which is "language, speech". 
This is why the English word "story" is consistently used to translate 
/kooenhiya/ (and also /eemoetha/). (A narrative is /wik ala/ "old 
/wika/", regardless of how literally "old" the events in the narrative 
may be). We thus find the following statement" 
/Korr'atham kooenhiy thanantey, wik korr'a/. 
"Theirs is the brolga totem, the brolga clan", (/korr'a/ = 
/thuulka/ "brolga") 
which is translated as "They got brolga story"; and yet there is no 
implication here that the clan in question has special rights to a 
mythical narrative. For most clan "stories", as for most "stories" 
which are totemic centres, there is in fact no associated narrative. 
Clan countries are often referred to using the /wika/ locution: 
/wik thaypanant aaka/ "country of taipan clan (no, 18)" 
/wik thuulkant aaka/ "country of brolga clan (no. 12)" 
(Note that it is at least as usual, if not more so, for the respect-
form /ngoongka/ "language, speech" to be employed instead of the 
non-respect form /wika/, in such contexts). 
The outward form of such locutions does not differ in any 
essential way from references involving dialect names, with the 
exception that the latter consistently employ /wika/ rather than 
/ngoongka/. Since the use of th^ respect-form for "story" and for 
the specific names of totems is common even where no context-determined 
respect conditions obtain in thei making of an utterance, we may 
conclude that consistent use of /wika/ for dialect names and /ngoongka/' 
/wika/ for references to clan totems indicates the comparatively 
secular and taboo-free nature of dialect as against totemism as 
topics. And yet the two meanings of /wika/ are undoubtedly close 
in a conceptual sense. I once asked an old lady at Kendall River 
which language was spoken by the (now extinct) people of country 23, 
and she replied: /Wik waangka/, "woven bag story/1anguage", a 
reference at the primary level to their principal totem, not to 
1 Here I retain the surface-form /wik/, which is consistent with 
how this section heading would be spoken aloud. 
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their dialect, which was Wik-Me'anha. 
One reason for such usage is that a reference to principal 
totem has a speci f ic i ty which is lacking in the dialect names. Each 
clan is said to have i ts own way of speaking, although a few dialect 
names are used to subgroup this variety. The subgrouping is made 
basically on what Westerners would consider objective l inguis t ic 
c r i t e r i a , although there is room for po l i t ick ing. The ideology says, 
however, that dialects were l e f t country-by-country to individual 
clans, and were not l e f t en bloc. The narrative given in Appendix 2 
(The Pungk-Apalacha story) bears this out. I t is further borne out 
by another man's statement, made while mapping Pimpanha in country 3: 
/Wachaman anhthinhthey, Wik-Alkanhanta, ngoongk 
nguympanganta; t h i l ngayey th i la nhaanhth-
nhaanhtham ngaya ngoongka chiiny-chiinya . . . / 
"This place here is Wik-Alkanha's, Goose clan's; 
although I am the same (dialect, i.e. Wik-Alkanha), 
still I am Bush Rat clan (no. 8) ... (and therefore 
have no claim on the landj" 
The priority of totem over dialect in local regional politics is 
brought out in a later section, where we note that sharing of totems 
may play a powerful role while sharing of dialects does not. 
First, however, we look further at similarities between /wika/ 
as totem and /wika/ as language. 
/Waantanha/ - the history of origins: Totems, tOtemic Centres, 
dialects and other r i tua l property are not mere accidents. They 
were actively l e f t in the world by some being or other, and for 
the benefit of those now l i v ing . They were not "made" or "put" 
but " l e f t " , /waantanha/. Certain things were l e f t by specifiable 
major mythological characters; others - usually more secular things 
such as rules of etiquette - were l e f t by /wuut mangka/, the early 
ancestors. As to the details of such leavings, people are in l i t t l e 
close agreement. I t is perhaps in this part icular area that the 
tendency for individuals to construct their own interpretation of 
history has the least restrained expression. I t i s , therefore, 
also in this area that the po l i t i ca l nature of hi story-making is 
most clearly evident. 
1 Thomson (1936:389) was simi lar ly to ld that the dialect of one 
Wik-Mungkana-speaking clan, whose major totem is /oonya/ 
"ghost", was "Wik Ornya" (/Wik oonya/). 
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If totems and dialects are coevals, how long ago were they 
left? A long time ago, to be sure, but this long-ago period is 
in fact just beyond the reach of human memory. The grandparents 
of the oldest living people are held to have lived close to the 
beginning of the world. The base-line of the time perspective is 
drawn as close to the present as the stubborn facts of human memory 
will allow. Is this ignorance or policy? I suggest that it is 
policy. 
Aboriginal "shortness of memory" has been mentioned by a 
number of writers, for example: Hiatt (1965:22) and Maddock (1972:29) 
on the shallowness of genealogies; Sharp (1952) and Stanner 
(1964:139-40) on the forgetting of violent contacts with Europeans 
by seventy to a hundred years after the events. Stanner also took 
a special interest in the historical development of a ritual tradition 
(1964:139-148, "Tradition as symbolized history"). He said: 
Like other Aborigines, the Murinbata believed 
that their tradition was old, continuous and true. 
On the evidence, I had to conclude that, his-
torically speaking, it was shallow, selective, 
and neither true nor false; as Lauriston Sharp 
said neatly: "somewhat adjusted to meet the 
exigencies and accidents of the inescapably real 
present" (1952) ... If one could speak of a 
Murinbata tradition at all it had to be as the 
product of a continuous art of making the past 
consistent with an idealized present. ... A 
hard fact - one beyond the polite collusion of 
memories - was hard to obtain. It is a painful 
wrench for a European mind to have to deal with 
so shallow a perspective on time, and with men-
talities that are ahistorical in outlook while 
asserting the contrary. 
In a society which holds mythology to be the charter for 
present world order, and in which social and political order is 
partly maintained by popular assent within a religious system, 
a blatant recognition of the negotiability of power and of the 
distribution of resources among people would threaten order itself. 
At least on some occasions, this must result in an active opposition 
to remembering. 
One such occasion arose in 1976. I was sitting with a group 
of middle-aged to elderly men who were explaining to me the political 
unity of their families (three clans were involved). All claimed 
direct or indirect descent from a man called Pumpkin or his actual 
brother Bob, who were men of clan 6. As they put it: "We all come 
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from Pumpkin". Pumpkin s t i l l has two l i v ing offspring, and his 
brother Bob has also. One of Bob's sons was a leader in asserting 
that they a l l "came from Pumpkin". At this point, one of Pumpkin's 
grandsons, a middle-aged man who spent about twenty years out of 
the reserve working among European pastoral ists, asked the older men 
to explain to me who Pumpkin's parents were. They imnediately 
replied: "No, i t a l l starts from Pumpkin". He repl ied, saying 
that Pumpkin didn' t just f a l l out of the sky, he must have had 
parents; i t was also clear to me that some of those present must 
have seen or at least heard many tales about the father and other 
older kin of Pumpkin and Bob, But this l ine of questioning was 
quickly suppressed, and both older and younger men of Pumpkin's 
clan united in squelching any suggestion that the reckoning of 
local history be pursued further back in time than Pumpkin himself. 
Cape Keerweer people have an intense interest in history. 
The story of the Cape Keerweer massacre (where Pumpkin, Bob and 
others k i l l ed several Whites at Wuypanga in country 6) is local ly 
famous and often to ld . The great Apalacha r i tua l cycle i s , in 
narrative form, an histor ical account (Appendix 2). But in the 
case of /waantanha/ explanations, the "continuous art of making the 
past consistent with an idealized present" is especially obvious. 
The te l l e r of the Pungk-Apalacha story says that i t was they who 
le f t the totemic centres and languages of each clan. Another person, 
an older woman of clan 15, says that these were l e f t by the following: 
Amethystine python: clan 1 (Wik-Ngatharra). 
Taipan: clans 9, 18 (Wik-Ngatharra), clans 15 and 22 ("Wik-Iinchanya" 
though members of clan 22 cal l their dialect Wik-Ngathana), 
clan 19 ("half Wik-Ngathana, half Wik-Iinchanya"), clan 12 
(Wik-Mungkana), clan 16 (Wik-Me'anha). 
Shark: clans 4, 7, 8 (Wik-Ngatharra), clan 6 (Wik-Ngathana), 
Yam: clan 5 (Wik-Ngatharra). 
Dog: clan 20 (Wik-Mungkana). 
Two yamsticks: clan 21 (Wik-Ngatharra). 
Nhampa-ngulpanha (Emu-hunter hero): clan 10 (Wik-Epa). 
Two initiates: clan 26 (Wik-Keyangan). 
(There are a number of others relat ing to clans not dealt with here). 
These totemic heroes are not in a l l cases totems of a l l 
of the clans involved, nor do a l l of the clans have totemic centres 
containing the relevant phenomena. When they l e f t things to the 
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clans, they were "men l ike us", except that Shark (known as /Elayepanya/, 
a proper-name) had a ta i l l ike a shark. They also l e f t certain 
natural phenomena: Shark, for example, l e f t /may punnga/ the 
Nonda plum, /yuk kuuchana/ the acacia, /yuk kampala/ the tea-tree 
(because the wild honey bee /nhaaneliya/ lives in i t ) , and /yuk 
werrechanya/, a tree which grows thickly on one of the focal sites 
of the Shark myth. Taipan, on the other hand, l e f t in the country 
of clan 15 /may thunhtha/ the wh i te f ru i t , /may athuna/ the Leichhardt 
f r u i t , /yuk punpala/ and /yuk kunala/ the tea-trees, /wutha/ and 
/keyana/ the grasses, /aak pachala/ clear country, /ngak ocham 
thee'anha/ the springs, as well as the place-names. 
I t is quite clear that the lady who provided this information 
has a po l i t ica l interest in creating an over-arching cult unity 
for the Knox River area, in which her own clan might be included. 
The po l i t i ca l marginality of her clan has already been discussed 
in Chapter I I . I t is possible that she would concur in the Pungk-
Apalacha version of /waantanha/ at a broad and inclusive level , 
and yet be able to say that Taipan was l e f t by them, Taipan then 
going on to leave phenomena of his own accord; or a l ternat ively, 
that the Pungk-Apalacha simply "found" Taipan, who had l e f t the 
phenomena already. 
The other informant's scheme resembles the la t te r to some 
extent. Although the Pungk-Apalacha l e f t a l l the totemic centres 
and dialects, while at Knox River they found Dog. In another 
version by the same man. Dog l e f t the totemic centres at Knox River, 
and indeed those north of there up to country 15, although in the 
la t ter case i t was "Dog and Stingray together" who l e f t them. 
Taipan used to stay around the middle Knox River, but did not make 
any totemic centres. The aforementioned lady of clan 15 (whose 
totems include Stingray, but not Taipan or Dog), would deny th i s ; 
i t was Taipan who l e f t her clan country and others, including totemic 
centres. In spite of such contradictions, there is a certain 
consistency in the di f ferent versions one is to ld of such things. 
Totemic heroes themselves are sometimes held to have spoken 
the languages of the clans for which they are totems. Thus, when 
they were men before, Brolga used to talk Wik-Mungkana (totem and 
dialect respectively of clan 12) and Shark used to talk Wik-Ngathana 
(totem and dialect respectively of clan 6). Yet these are also 
totems for clans a f f i l i a t ed to other dialects. There is a Brolga 
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clan (head of Love River) whose dialect was Wik-Ayangenycha, and 
several clans around the Kirke River with Shark totem whose dialect 
is Wik-Ngatharra. The import of such histor ical assertions must 
be found within the exigencies of highly localised pol i t ics and to 
be mainly relevant at the level of individual clans. 
The "cul t groups" of di f ferent levels exemplified above 
by /waantanha/ ref lect areal power-games. I t would be naive to 
compare contradictory versions of the creation of culture without 
giving mind to the dif ferent functions they may have. At the 
broadest level , we have over-arching accounts such as that of 
the Pungk-Apalacha, a story which is told from the viewpoint of a 
Kirke River man and which does not agree with versions from elsewhere. 
The story bridges the region from Love River to Kendall River, which 
is the more immediately known world for Kirke River people and the 
area from which their spouses are drawn. I t covers in rough outl ine 
the marriage cluster and widest r i tua l group. At a more specific 
level , there are totemic hero cults which are centred on rivers -
Amethystine python on the Love, Shark on the Kirke, and Taipan or 
Dog (depending on one's po l i t ics) on the Knox. What we are dealing 
with here essentially is the notion of "shared story" (= common 
history?). This is a powerful notion indeed, far more powerful 
than, say, that of "shared dialect" . We now turn to a more detailed 
examination of the sharing and non-sharing of totemic stories and 
dialects, and we compare the two contrast-sets. 
Shared stories and shared dialects: If members of a clan 
share totems with those of another clan, this sharing may be given 
as a reason for cooperation, temporary co-residence and the exchange 
of women between the individuals concerned. Shared dialect rarely 
figures in such assertions. We must dist inguish, however, between 
the localised (hero-cult) totemic sharing dealt with above and the 
sharing of one or more totems between individual clans, whether 
they are of the same area or not, where there is no attendant local cu l t . 
Five clans, for example, "a l l s i t down together in that 
Shark" (clans 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8). The totemic centres for Shark are 
owned by clans 4 and 6, clans which are central to the cul t po l i t i ca l l y 
and have countries which include the places where the relevant 
mythological events took place. Shark is the main totem only for 
clan 6; for the others i t is a "company one". This type of cul t 
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sharing is different from that, for example, of the pairs of clans 
12 and 20 (who share six out of a possible eight totems) and 4 
and 5 (who also share six out of a possible eight totems). In both 
these cases, the pairs of clans involved share the same dialect 
and are in a parallel cousin relationship in the kinship system. 
The former pair have countries some fifteen kilometres apart centre-
to-centre, and the latter pair have contiguous countries. I would 
hypothesise that each pair represents the splitting into two parts 
of what was formerly a single clan in each case. The alternative 
hypothesis, at least in the case of the pair with contiguous countries, 
would be that political cooperation had produced a merger, but 
since in neither case is there any special political affinity or 
cult totemism uniting the pairs as such, I would rule this alternative 
out. In the case of clans 6 and 8, on the other hand, which share 
two out of a possible six totems, and which have different dialects 
and are in a cross-cousin relationship, there is very close political 
alliance and some convergence among totems may have taken place. 
In the Port Keats district, Falkenberg (1962) notes that 
the sharing of totems (/ngakumal/) between clans with adjacent 
territories may be complete. Thus one or more local clans may 
belong to what Falkenberg calls a "local totemic group" (1962:109). 
In most cases, however, the extent of totemic sharing is more limited. 
"Thus all the local clans are bound together in a network of myth-
ological relations" (p. 105). Previously autonomous totemic clans 
may sometimes fuse together on the basis of shared /ngakumal/. 
The extent to which /ngakumal/ are shared among clans has a direct 
effect on the "degree of intimacy" they experience and on mobility 
and residence, "Before such groupings as moieties and subsections 
were adopted in the Port Keats region, the sharing of ngakumal was 
one of the most important factors which bridged the clan boundaries. 
Clans are by definition exclusive groups, but the sharing of ngakumal 
contributed to break the clan isolation and open the clans for 
interaction with the surrounding world" (1962:113), 
We might rather say, however, that it is interaction itself 
which also constitutes the reason for not sharing totems, i,e. for 
having clan totemism at all. At least in the Cape Keerweer area, 
sharing of totems may be used to break isolation if one wishes to 
use the sharing in such a way, but it may be overridden by political 
expediency at any time. And we must distinguish transactional 
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isolation from emblematic or symbolic isolation. Clans of an area 
which belong to a local totemic cult enjoy both emblematic unity 
(shared totemic hero) and transactional unity (shared ritual), 
but do not share all totems, hence they enjoy a unity in diversity. 
Clans which share totems but which do not belong to a single local 
cult or political unity may have emblematic unity but little or 
no transactional unity, unless there is an appeal to emblematic 
unity for (perhaps short-lived) political purposes. Perhaps one 
example of the latter is the strong totemic similarity of clan 15 
and another clan from far to the south in the Holroyd River region. 
They share six totems. They also have the same "light skin-colour". 
A few marriages have taken place between them. And yet they do 
not belong to the same local political scene, speak mutually unin-
telligible dialects, and in former times would not have seen each 
other at all frequently. In another case, in post-mission times 
members of clan 12 have forged a link to a clan at Edward River 
"because they share Brolga as major totem". The two families visit 
each other. They are affiliated to mutually unintelligible languages. 
Were some of their numbers to take up permanent residence in the 
country of the other clan, a totemic link could have been instrumental 
in creating a small population shift and perhaps also a rearrangement 
of dialect distribution. 
Just as the sharing of totems may or may not imply political 
closeness, depending on whether or not people wish to use it for 
political purposes, so sharing of dialect is fodder for the power 
game, only less so. Clans 6 and 15 share what is virtually the 
same dialect, but in spite of relatively frequent intermarriage 
evince no political unity, and in fact the decision of certain members 
of clan 15 to alter the name of their dialect in recent years is, 
if anything, evidence of their political disjunction. The leading 
personalities involved have had some major public arguments in the 
last few years. 
Clans 6 and 12, however, whose dialects are in fact mutually 
unintelligible, do enjoy strong political unity (especially vis a vis 
groups from outside Cape Keerweer) and the more stable half of 
clan 12 is consistently co-resident with members of clan 6 (see 
Chapter II). In both of the cases just cited, the matter of dialect 
difference or similarity has almost never been raised, to my knowledge, 
in any disputes (I have collected a large amount of data on disputes. 
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which make the underlying po l i t i ca l alignments rather clear when 
compared with assertions by informants). 
Dialect s imi lar i ty between members of clans 6 and 4, on the 
other hand, is often mentioned in many dif ferent contexts. Their 
dialects are quite d is t inc t , but mutually i n te l l i g i b l e (Wik-Ngathana 
and Wik-Ngatharra - see Chapter IV). Their unity is said to rest 
on co-membership in the Shark cu l t , geographical proximity, and 
parallel cousinship; dialect s imi lar i ty is also mentioned ("we 
talk nearly the same"). By way of contrast, differences between 
the dialects of 6 and 15 are very minor on objective grounds, but 
may be thrown into prominence by clanspeople who wish to stress 
their differences from members of the other clan. Note, however, 
that these assertions about s imi lar i ty and difference of dialect 
are being made at the level of the clan. At the broadest socio-
geographical leve l , language again appears as a marker of s imi lar i ty 
or broad disjunction between the people of regions (Wik-Waya, 
Wik-Ngenycharra etc) . At the intermediate leve l , that of what 
we might cal l " tr ibe-sized" populations (say 500 people), references 
to dialect are conspicuous by their absence. In other words, there 
is no relevant contrast set at that intermediate level into which 
dialect may meaningfully enter. The dialect distr ibutions by clan 
country shown in maps 7 and 8 should make i t clear why this is so. 
On objective l inguis t ic c r i t e r i a , dialects may not be subgrouped 
by area at this level . 
There is however another way in which dialects may be sub-
grouped by area, and that is in terms of how they are named. Most 
of the dialects south of Kendall River to Holroyd River and beyond 
are named after their verbs for "go". None of those north of 
Kendall River are so named, except for Wik-Me'anha and (of late) 
Wik-Iinychanya, By changing the name of her dialect from Wik-Ngath'^na 
to Wik-Iinychanya, the lady concerned (clan 15) has used a nomen-
clatural system to sh i f t her focus east and south to the Wik-Me'anha-
speaking and Kendall River areas. The change of name does not bring 
out a dialectal difference between her dialect and that of other 
clans speaking Wik-Ngathana, since a l l such dialects contain the 
lexical items /ngathana/ "mine" and /iinychanya/ "go". The name 
Wik-Ngathana is in a contrast-set with Wik-Ngatharra (the la t te r 
having /ngatharra/ "mine"). Her newly-devised name of Wik-Iinychanya 
thus places her dialect in the same contrast-set as that of her 
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mother's clan (Wik-Me'anha-speaking), with whom she claims (somewhat 
abstractly) strong a f f i n i t y . In any case, she has turned east and 
south po l i t i ca l l y , away from the Cape Keerweer al l iance, and wishes 
this to be known. 
Another similar case concerns Wik-Mungkana and Wik-Iiyanh. 
These are rather similar dialects, and both have the verbs /mungka-/ 
"eat" and / i i y a - / "go". Ter r i to r ia l l y Wik-Iiyanh is closer to the 
Kendall/Holroyd region and i t s name places i t within the nomenclatural 
contrast-set of those coastal dialects. Wik-Mungkana is somewhat 
anomalous, since none of i ts immediate neighbours appears to have 
been named after a verb "eat". Further to the east, however, on 
the Barrier Reef coast, the dialect terms Yangkunyu and Kanthaanyu . 
(both "eat") are used to subgroup the sub-dialects Kuuku-Iyu/Kuuku-
Ya'u/Uutaalnganu and Umpila/Kuuku-Yani, respectively (Thompson 1976). 
Remember that both totems and dialects may be referred to 
as /wika/. Note also the functional s imi lar i ty of totemic names 
to dialect names in the following case: members of clans 4 and 6 
share both Goose and Shark, but the male big name of clan 4 refers 
to Goose, while that of 6 refers to Shark (compare "Wik-Ngathana", 
"Wik-Iinychanya"), Both totems and dialects form contrast sets, 
emblematic of clan ident i ty . Sharing of totem or dialect does not 
necessarily imply unity, but i t may i f needed. I t is important 
to recognise that within the Wik-speaking area, totemism, personal 
naming practices, dialectology, cul t and r i tua l structure - at 
least along the coast - are extremely uniform in pr incip le, though 
diverse on the surface. 
Barth said of ethnic groups: 
A po l i t i ca l confrontation can only be implemented 
by making the groups similar and therefore com-
parable . . . Opposed parties thus tend to become 
structural ly simi lar, and dif ferentiated only 
by a few clear d iacr i t i ca . (1969:35) 
In a similar sense, the various Wik dialects are opposed but, as 
alternative codes within the same polydialectal repertoires, they 
have retained structural s imi lar i t ies and have undergone structural 
convergence. I t is lexical items which have tended to become the 
"clear d iac r i t i ca" . The system of totemism is re lat ive ly uniform, 
but the clan totems themselves, l ike clan dialects, are "clear 
d iacr i t ica" among comparable but opposed en t i t i es . Diversi f icat ion 
may be as continuous a concomitant of interaction as is convergence. 
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each operating in separate domains. 
The rituals of death: Al l deaths Other than homicides and 
some accidents (e.g. snakebite) are believed to have been caused 
r i t ua l l y , usually by some individual outside of the immediate kindred 
of the deceased. In many cases, the sorcerer is held to be a man 
from a middle-distant group, for example, someone from the next 
major r iver system down the coast. Sorcery accusations have a d ist inct 
te r r i t o r ia l flavour. In former times they were made openly at the 
formal battles which followed cremations (see below). The ensorcelling 
of an individual by an individual is a group a f fa i r . After a death 
in 1977, someone said to me, "They're blaming us". 
Death by crocodile was formerly not uncommon, according to 
accounts by older people (and see also the s ta t is t ics in Sharp 1940), 
These also were attr ibuted to r i tual ised i l l - w i l l . Men could (and 
perhaps s t i l l do) make their own crocodiles, which - after a sojourn 
at sea - returned to take up residence in their makers' country, 
guarding i t against unwanted intruders. A man's crocodile (which 
is his "son") may be sent to do harm to the people of another r iver . 
Crocodile-making involves an elaborate set of r i tua l acts and bel iefs, 
which I do not describe here. I t is suf f ic ient here to note the 
ter r i to r ia l ism associated with the a r t , as exemplified in one man's 
statement: " I f stranger 'gator come into Kirke River from say Love 
River or Kendall River, then those old people used to f i gh t " . 
When a person dies, their s p i r i t or /koethoetha/ goes 
immediately west over the Gulf to Onychana, where Wuut Ma'a-punh-matha 
looks after i t and from whence i t does not re-emerge. Their s p i r i t -
image or /maanya/, which is also s p i r i t (/koethoetha maanya-thama/ 
" sp i r i t image-having"), does not go to Onychana. I t is taken a l l 
over the known world by small "devils" unt i l the kin of the deceased 
sing i t to rest in the spirit-image centre or /aak pam-kaawkanya/ 
("place person-send") used by the clan of the deceased (see Map 12). 
This may be two or three days after the death, but in the case of 
"big men" - whose spirit-images are especially potent and dangerous -
the sending r i tua l may take place within a day. The r i tua l basically 
consists of the singing of appropriate Wuungka (mourning songs) 
accompanied by exhortations to the spirit-image to travel and set t le 
at the image-centre concerned. Such centres are, because of their 
concentrations of spirit- images, extremely dangerous places both to 
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people and also passing boats. Most are on islands or sandbanks 
in rivers or just offshore. 
Spirit-image sending is related to local totemic cults -
at least at an ideological level - and to the notion of /uu'atha/ 
or "close k in" . They are sent to /aak uu'atha/ or "home country", 
but not necessarily to a locale which l ies within the clan country 
of the deceased. Some clans share a single centre. One man said 
that the clans 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 shared the image-centre Thoeykanpulnhampanga 
(country 4, in the Kirke) "because we a l l s i t down in the Shark" 
(stressing cul t membership), and that clan 1 sent their images to 
Love River because they "belong to" Amethystine python. But the 
former statement about members of the Shark cul t might be taken to 
be, at least in part, a case of empire-building. The oldest member 
of clan 5, while concurring in her inclusion in Shark totemically, 
asserts that her clan's images were sent to Ikiya in their own country, 
not Thoeykanpulnhampanga. Furthermore, in the last few years images 
of the dead of clans 6 and 8, at least, have been sent to the offshore 
sandbank Unychapal'anga (off country 11), This is the image-centre 
for clans 9, 11 and 12 ("because they belong junction [i.e. the lower 
Kirke]") . The change has been made, people claim, because the new 
location is safer as i t is not r ight on the route taken by passing 
boats and dinghies. My impression is that the primary motivation 
has been an attempt to weld the Kirke River peoples into a unity. 
I t was noted above that clans 9, 11 (now extinct) and 12 
have their image-centre at Unychapal'anga (information from members 
of 9 and 12). The man who placed a l l the Shark clans in a single 
spirit-image association (see paragraph above) gives Unychapal'anga 
as the centre only for clan 11, that of 9 as Thanychamuwanga and 
that of 12 (and also 15) as Yuump-Thawalkana (each in their own countries). 
This may indeed have been an earl ier state of a f fa i r s , as this man 
is about ten years older than the others who provided information. 
I f these various changes amounted to a rush to assert t e r r i t o r i a l 
connections with the highly desirable mouth of the Kirke River, i t 
would not be surprising. The propaganda value of the location of 
one's spirit-image centre is p la in. One day in 1976, during a public 
meeting at Peret Outstation, a man was r id icu l ing the tenureship 
claims that a certain individual was making over country 3. He said: 
"Where does his image go? I f not to Thoeykanpulnhampanga, then 
Peret is not his country". As with cremations (see Chapter I I ) , 
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the facts may have to be bent a little to suit one's argument. The 
spirit-images from country 3 were probably sent to a place within 
that area in former times, and the clan is now extinct. 
Before burial was enforced (and sometimes purchased with 
tobacco, etc.) by missionaries and police in the 1920's and 1930's, 
corpses were mummified and carried around by the relatives of the 
deceased. One or several years after the death, the corpse was 
cremated (see earlier on /Aak uu'atha/), usually in the dry season 
when people were mobile and there was plenty of vegetable food 
available to support the large numbers of visitors camped near the 
cremation mounds. Cremations on the Kirke River attracted visitors 
from as far north as the southern side of the lower Archer River 
(/Yaanangama/, /Piinhth-eempala/, people from Yaananga and Bamboo), 
nearby inlanders from countries 2, 14, etc. (/Waakamama/, /May-
mangkama/), and those from as far south as the Holroyd River. They 
were summoned by message-stick, and sometimes brought their own 
corpses for cremation. As soon as the flames died down (and sooner 
if tempers flared), accusations of sorcery and reminders of past 
conflicts were raised in a vigorous but formalised confrontation 
between opposed groups. Spears were thrown, and when enough injuries 
had been sustained the matter was frequently held to be settled enough 
for peace to be made. In a significant number of cases, however, 
participants were killed. At Kuungalkana on the middle Kirke River, 
for example, a cremation battle attended by some of my informants 
resulted in the violent deaths of four men. This probably took place 
one or two years either side of 1930. Siblings of those killed 
are still living, and indeed may be found living in the same camp. 
The keynote of cremations is territorialism. They were acts 
of considerable organisation and cooperation ("this is where the 
visitors had to camp; this is where gifts of food were made to them 
by the hosts; this is where 'countrymen' were cremated, but outside 
people over there", etc.). They were attended by formal ritual 
acts (painting of bodies, singing of Wuungka, dance, fighting), 
all of which were infused with symbols emblematic of territorialism 
or words and acts blatant in their expression of it. We now turn 
to other rituals, both non-regionalised and regionalised. 
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other rituals: I do not deal here with the host of minor 
r i tuals such as those involved in sorcery, healing, making ra in , 
servicing increase-centres, the giving of umbilical cords, the breaking 
of mourning taboos, the control of bad weather, "sweetheart magic" 
and so on. Nor do I deal with the r i tuals on which I have scanty 
information, such as Ma'a-pukama (white i b i s , from the Kirke River 
area), Panycha-pupama, Munka and Anychelama from the Holroyd River, 
Pilama from south of Holroyd River, Oyala and Onamchina from north 
of Archer River, and Malpa (a recent r i tua l which spread through 
the inland area in contact times, and is not now performed by the 
people I have worked wi th) . 
There are a number of ceremonies which are common to the 
wider region and which at least consist of a core of non- ter r i to r ia l ly 
specific r i tua l acts. These include the man-making r i tua ls Ochangan-
tharrana,Winychanma and Muurapala (and possible Unta-ticha, a highly 
secret ceremonial complex which may have been restr icted to the middle 
Archer River before mission times). The man-making r i tuals consist 
of the usual Australian pattern of seclusion, restr ic t ion and instruction 
of i n i t i a tes , hardships, revelation of songs and dances, r i tua l 
interdependence of cross-cousins, use of bul lroarers, the symbolism 
of engorgement and re-emergence (re-bir th) and so on. There is no 
circumcision or subincision. Boys are not in i t ia ted " into the clan" 
but into manhood. Those involved in such events came from far and 
near - at Poenpa (country 4) , for example, an Ochangcin-tharrana 
ceremony was attended by people from as far away as Holroyd River. 
Apart from the inland/coastal d ist inct ion raised in at least 
one of these man-making r i tua l contexts (see ear l ier this chapter), 
there is emphasis on the fact that man-making r i tua ls are not regional-
i s t i c but are " for everyone". Although local po l i t ics undoubtedly 
played a role in their organisation, and regionalised r i tua l (Apalacha 
etc.) was enacted on occasions at the completion of such ceremonies, 
their central concern is with universals. 
At least two r i tua l modes. Pi i thai a and Thaatharama, (the 
la t te r known as Theechawama in Wik-Mungkana) are widespread throughout 
the coast region and do not belong as modes to any one sub-area. 
Gatherings for these singing sessions s t i l l occasionally occur ( I 
recorded one in 1976). They formerly attracted large numbers of 
participants from a wide area to bush camps in the late dry season. 
They consist partly of instruction ("school") and hardship tasks 
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(e.g. travelling all day without water) but essentially they are 
ritualised confrontations between individuals and groups in which 
abusive and often obscene songs are sung against opponents hour 
after hour, using the same music but different words. Individual 
authorship of songs is generally announced before each one is sung. 
These gatherings are said to resemble rodeos where people sing 
popular music and let off a bit of steam. People say they let the 
singers abuse one another ritually, thus avoiding raw conflict, and 
this "makes everyone happy". There are, however, accounts of violent 
fights flaring up at such events after a singer had gone "over mark". 
Wuungka (mourning song) - also known as Welepanya, its 
"big name" - is typically the style of old ladies but may be sung 
by younger women and adult men; it has an associated dance-style. 
It is sung at rituals associated with death, but is also sung at 
totemic centres and on visits to one's country, and indeed is often 
sung solo by old women who are sitting around a camp all day. It 
is used in healing, hunting magic, and also in fighting. The 
Wuungka were originally sung by the phenomena which figure in the 
songs. These phenomena appear to be mostly totemic species or places 
in the area concerned. Wuungka are owned by clans, and there are 
some prohibitions on singing the Wuungkas of other people without 
their concurrence. Wuungka are highly territorial. There is, however, 
no Wuungka cycle as such, with linked and ordered elements. 
The great ritual cycles of the region, in which the linked 
and ordered elements are song/dances commemorating the leaving of 
totemic centres by hero-figures, have survived relatively v/ell under 
the settlement conditions of recent times. They have been dominant 
in the modern ceremonial activities of house-openings (ritual lifting 
of taboos against inhabiting European-style houses of those who have 
died) and organised public festivals in urban and other centres. 
Essentially, these ritual cycles link clans along a mythic track 
not as totemic corporations (possessors of totems) but as land-
holders in charge of totemic centres. North of Archer River the cycle 
is Chivirri, south of there to Knox River it is Apalacha (and Thu'a, 
see below), at Kendall River and a little way south it is Keyelpa 
(other dialects: Pucha), and in the Holroyd River area it is Wanama. 
Here I deal only with Apalacha. 
The geographical coverage of a ritual cycle is a matter of 
relative knowledge. The core Cape Keerweer clans have the Apalacha 
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myth extending to a point south of Kendall River, although the countries 
of clans actually affiliated to the cycle extend only as far south 
as Knox River (see list of Apalacha clans in Chapter II), Kendall 
River people and other people have other versions. The list of 
totemic centres included in the Apalacha cycle by members of clans 
6, 8 and 12 now follows (as the list was unelicited it is bound to 
contain omissions). 
Song and totemic centre 
1, Bamboo 
2. Scale Mullet 
3. Amethystine Python 
4. Whale 
5. Goose 
6. Butterfish (/yampa/) 
7. Salmon 
8. Estuarine Shark 
9. Yam (/kutha/) 
10. Dilly Bag 
11. Baler Shell 
12. Conch Shell 
13. Jabiru 
14. Yam(/kutha/) 
15. Tern(/ngaypathanha/) 
16. Estuarine Shark 
17. Bloodwood 
18. Fresh Water 
19. Wallaby 
20. Kite Hawk (/chirrna/) 
21. Crocodile 
22. Emu Hunter 
23. Long Spear (/thu'a/) 
24. Hammerhead Shark 
Barramundi 
Naked Woman 
Naked Man 
Wuthalpala (a monster) 
Children 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. File Stingray (/punypa/) ? 
Place 
Bamboo Station 
Love River 
Love River 
Kooewk-awa 
Yaata 
?Yampa-nhiina 
Poenpa 
?May-kuth-eemoetha 
1 
Punhtha-ngema 
Punhtha-ngema 
?Thoeykanpulnhampanga 
?Uuk-miipanga 
Minh-ngaypathanha-nhiina 
Uuk-iinycha 
?Pulthalpampanga 
Warpanga 
?Thawala-nhiina 
? 
J 
Waaranga 
Kuntara-thana 
Kuntara-thana 
Yelka-thachiyanga 
Uuk-mungka 
south of Um-thunhtha 
Moolanycha 
near Kuntanangka 
7 
Clan country 
(extinct - Piinhth-
eempala) 
1 
1 
1 and 3 (or just 3?) 
3 
4 
4 
€ 
11 
11 
11 
?4 
6 
6 
6 
?6 
8 
8 
?8 
?5 
10 
?12 (or 11?) 
?12 (or 11?) 
? 
? 
?12 
11 
15 
IS 
31, 
32, 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
Flat-tailed Stingray 
(/yuumala/) 
Salmon (/kurrawa/) 
Dog 
Children 
Sandy Point 
Two Yamsticks 
/Kuntara/ tree 
Shovel Shark 
Shovel Shark 
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? 15 
? 15 
Knox River 15, 18 and 20 company 
Kendall River 26 
(south of Kendall mouth) ?25 
Kendall mouth ? 
Menganya Kalkeeyorta 
Okanycha-thonangama ? 
Okanycha-thonangama ? 
Having reached th is point south of Kendall River a f te r 
t r ave l l i ng south fo r most of the journey, the two Pungk-Apalacha men 
had a f i g h t and s p l i t up, one going fu r ther south to sing Wanama 
and other r i t u a l s , and speaking south-of-Kendall d ia lec ts , the other 
returning north singing Apalacha. (Note that most versions s t a r t 
from Love River at item 2, but the r i t u a l boss of Apalacha informs 
me that i t " r e a l l y " s tar ted from Bamboo). 
The r i t u a l group has some p o l i t i c a l r e a l i t y . "We (Apalacha) 
only ta lk from Kendall up to Love River fo r s ing. That's a l l our 
mobs." "We a l l Apalacha because saltwater not f a r . I f any Apalacha 
man d ie , we dance." "We shouldn' t have argue, we a l l one t r i b e , 
we a l l Apalacha." Apart from r i t u a l contexts, however, i t is a 
loose confederacy indeed. One informant also t e l l s me that Apalacha 
clans wi th beach-side countries are d i f f e ren t from those "on top" 
(e .g . clan 8 ) , since the l a t t e r "are both Apalacha and Thu'a" , whi le 
beach people are only Apalacha. I am ignorant of the content of 
th is d i s t i n c t i o n , except that the term /apalacha/ l i t e r a l l y means 
"c lear sal twater" (the neighbouring r i t u a l group name /keyelpa/ 
means "cloudy sal twater" ) and is associated wi th the beach, whi le 
/ t h u ' a / means "long spear type" and is associated wi th s l i g h t l y 
upland country. Thu'a r i t u a l was more "powerful" than Apalacha, 
but is not performed now. 
Po l i t i c k i ng within Apalacha takes place. A lady of clan 15 
claims that her family and also clan 12 are " r i g h t in centre Apalacha", 
" f u l l Apalacha" and "main Apalacha". One of her totems is indeed 
/apalacha/ "c lear sa l twater " , and she claims that Apalacha rea l l y 
belongs to the beach s ide. She said th i s to a man of clan 6, adding 
"You are ins ide , only half Apalacha". He rep l i ed : "Don't ha l f ' i m " , 
and added a l i s t of previous Cape Keerweer "b ig men" and Apalacha 
r i t u a l leaders - a l l from the " ins ide" Apalacha clans 6 and 8 - who 
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had undoubtedly been "full Apalacha". This exchange between old 
enemies was chillingly venomous. 
Although the four men who were bosses of Apalacha over the 
decades prior to 1976 were all from clans 4, 6 and 8, the present 
boss is from clan 12. Note that these four are the clans who form 
the core of the inner Cape Keerweer "countryman" grouping, and 
whose countries surround the lower Kirke, the large and central 
riverine focus of the Apalacha cycle. 
Politicking between ritual groups also occurs. "When they 
all dance, Apalacha always win". "Apalacha head, Keyelpa number two" 
Yet Apalacha and Keyelpa are held to be very similar; one man said 
they were like "two different dialects" which might have been one 
before. "Keyelpa that same one Apalacha, only we got slow and quick, 
they only got quick"; "we two got same paint". These admissions 
of similarity reflect the relative weakness of ritual group identity 
as an emblem of politically meaningful territoriality. The southern-
most Apalacha clans, in fact, have far closer alliances with the 
northern Keyelpa clans than with the far northern clans of Apalacha. 
Real proximity seems to be an overriding factor. 
111.4 Personal Networks 
Clan membership and personal kinship networks: I liave 
already examined certain aspects of this topic elsewhere (Chapter II 
on clan fission, etc.). We saw earlier that the recognised composition 
of a clan changes over time, and therefore that at any one time an 
individual may be "in" a clan on certain formal grounds, such as 
descent, but "out" of it or marginal to it on other grounds such 
as residence. There is, however, some psychological reality to 
a clan other than its definition in formal contexts. For example, 
one man aged about thirty-five in 1976 listed for me his "close family". 
He did not mention any affines or uterine kin. All of those he listed 
were members of his patrilineal descent group, clan 6. This particular 
clan has three main branches, each of which claim descent from one 
of three founding brothers. The segment (A) descended from the 
oldest brother has effectively split from the other two and its 
members are based at Kendall River Outstation, where they have an 
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old association through the family of the mother of the oldest male. 
No member of this segment was given in the list of "close family" 
by my informant. The other two segments (B and C) contain 52 people, 
of whom 23 were listed. My informant belongs to segment C. The 
order in which he listed kin is most revealing. First come eleven 
males, then nine females, then three more younger males listed as 
an afterthought. The first three men on the list are the three 
oldest males of segments B and C, given in order of age. These 
are all "father" to ego. The next seven are ego's male parallel 
cousins ("brothers"), of which the first three are his closer age-
mates, the next two are structurally the most senior brothers, and 
the last two are the remaining brothers. Then follows the son of 
his oldest classificatory brother (deceased), who is a "son" but 
only slightly younger than himself. Next are the classificatory 
sisters (and one actual sister). The first sister is not the 
oldest but the one structurally senior (her recently deceased father 
had been boss of Cape Keerweer and of Apalacha) and the only female 
in the clan with pretensions to leadership. The two oldest class-
ificatory sisters from segment B are mentioned in order of age, but 
four others are omitted. His own sister and four classificatory 
sisters of his own segment are listed next in approximate order 
of age. Finally he adds one small boy who is a parallel cousin 
of his own segment, then, as an afterthought, three classificatory 
sons from segment B (these are the near-adult sons of the two 
structurally senior brothers of the clan). Female and younger male 
classificatory or actual offspring are omitted, as also is a very 
aged woman, the oldest living member of the clan no longer socially 
active. 
There are four classificatory principles of assymmetry at 
work here. Males dominate females. Higher generations dominate 
lower generations. Older people dominate younger people. And 
politically powerful individuals dominate politically weaker 
individuals, including those in the same generation who are older. 
The selection of kin from segments B and C, but not A, is another 
form of assymmetry, based on relative segment cohesiveness within 
the clan. 
Within clans, degrees of personal closeness and cooperation 
1 Here "dominate" refers to structural dominance, not specifically 
to such things as domestic browbeating. 
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are closely a l l ied to degrees of common descent. Siblings with 
the same father and mother w i l l generally cohere most closely, as 
can be seen from analysis of residential patterns and cooperative 
acts including mutual support in f ight ing. This reveals the importance 
of both uterine and agnatic t ies . 
Father's side, mother's side: We have already Seen, both 
in relation to t e r r i t o r i a l i t y and r i tua l property, that the society 
has a heavy patr i l ineal bias. But intermittent clan ext inct ion, 
sibl ing r iva l ry and d i f ferent ia l f e r t i l i t y within surviving clans 
may create conditions in which relinquishment of the patr i l ineal 
heritage in favour of the matri l ineal (or perhaps some other) 
heritage becomes possible. Rights in one's spouse's property can 
be asserted. Al l of this calls into question the absoluteness 
with which pa t r i l i nea l i t y is regarded as a principle in social l i f e . 
Such a range of choice may have important effects on shif ts in l ingu is t ic 
a f f i l i a t i o n . There are a few cases in the Cape Keerweer - Kendall 
River area where people have grown up with mother's language as 
primary dialect , usually as a result of the death of their father 
or the separation of their parents. There is no sign of any great 
resistance to such a change. Hiat t 's information from Blyth River, 
N.T., is similar but more precise: 
. . . although residence was normally pa t r i -v i r i1oca l , 
not a l l children of parents whose languages were 
di f ferent named that of the father []as their 
primary language]. Often this was because the mother 
had remarried within her own community after the 
death of her f i r s t husband, taking his children 
with her; or because children of a marriage 
within the community had accompanied their mother 
when she re-married out of i t . In a sample of 
twenty-six marriages in which husband and wife 
spoke di f ferent languages, offspring of seventeen 
regarded the father's tbngue as the i rs , the 
offspring of nine the mother's. (1965:30-31) 
In a society such as that in western Cape York, where multi l ingualism 
is the norm, such shi f ts of a f f i l i a t i o n are not just direct results 
of sh i f t ing exposure to part icular varieties of speech. One of 
the factors which makes i t possible to switch a f f i l i a t i o n to mother's 
language is the strength of uterine t ies . 
I t is a not uncommon observation of Australian Aborigines 
that, where the mother and father are a f f i l i a t ed to di f ferent languages, 
the chi ld w i l l frequently learn both. I t is said that in north-
east Arnhem Land children learn their mother's language f i r s t . 
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changing over to that of their father in late childhood or early 
adulthood (see Morphy 1977). The unstated assumption behind such 
statements, the factual i ty of which I do not question here, frequently 
is that the primary mechanism leading to i n i t i a l language-learning 
is exposure, while cultural prescriptions enter the scene only at 
the point where the chi ld switches to i t s father's language on 
approaching the responsibi l i t ies of adulthood. There has been no 
demonstration, however, that knowledge and use of the mother-
language are not subject to cultural norms in a similar way. In 
the Cape Keerweer area, I would argue that a single theory of b i -
lateral obligations (albei t agnatically biased) governs language 
acquisit ion. 
The te l l e r of the Pungk-Apalacha story (Appendix 2) is an 
old man who was ent i rely socialised under bush conditions. He 
frequently uses lexical items from his mother's dialect while talking 
in his father 's. One day I raised this matter with one of his 
classif icatory sons, who was helping me transcribe his stor ies, 
and was told that the reason was because "We can't forget about 
our mother". While t e r r i t o r i a l and r i tua l property are predominantly 
inherited pa t r i l i nea l l y , one has secondary interests in the property 
of one's matr i l ine. At f i r s t encounter this dist inct ion may seem 
to be one of ownership of patri-property versus use of/access to 
matri-property, but essentially i t is a matter of degree and of 
personal emphasis. I t is not a situation of formalised ownership 
versus managership, as i t may be in other parts of Austral ia. 
Linguistic a f f i l i a t i o n and usage are mainly conceived under r i t u a l i s t i c 
principles. Since the major strands in ego's kindred may be a f f i l i a t ed 
to di f ferent languages, this gives him or her di f ferent proprietorial 
interests in those languages and no one of them has his or her 
exclusive allegiance. Bilingual competence thus may rest not 
simply on ego's range of day-to-day contacts, but also on the need 
to give r i tua l expression to claims beyond those of one's own clan. 
As Radcliffe-Brown said in the 1920's: 
A very important pr inc ip le, which I have t r ied 
to demonstrate elsewhere . . . , is that the social 
values current in a primit ive society are maintained 
by being expressed in ceremonial or r i tua l customs. 
The set of values that we here meet with in the 
relations of an individual to his kindred on the 
two sides [ i . e . , matri lateral and patr i la tera l ] 
must, therefore, also have their proper r i tua l 
expression. (1952:28) 
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When people state their multi l ingual knowledge, i t is 
very commonly in terms of their k in. One man often spoke in Wik-
Ngatharra when we were mapping the country of an extinct Wik-Ngatharra-
speaking clan in 1976, although his own language is Wik-Mungkana. 
He said (in f luent Wik-Ngatharra): 
/Yangkatha granny ngathuntamanta, ngay anhtheyakang 
wiiykanh Wik-Ngatharrang. Nganha kelanta nhaanhth-
nhaanhthama, Wik-Ngathclna. Ngayey . . . pulanhthunSkang 
ya'akang wiiykanh wik thanantimang anhthinhthey. 
Maalkanhantama - ngeen, keelinhth ngathuntamantam, 
keethinhth ngathuntamSntama, kemiy yangkatha 
ngathuntam inyantaminya . . . wika t h i l ngathan 
inhthinhth/. 
I can talk in this language of my grandmother, 
Wik-Ngathckrra. My mother's s imi lar ly , Wik-Ngathana. 
I myself . . . I can speak three of these languages. 
Those belonging to others - what, that from my 
mother's younger brothers and my mother, and that 
from my mother's mother . . . and also my own. 
Schematically: 
"my mother's mother's language' 
(Wik-Ngatharra) 
"my mother's language" 
(Wik-Ngathana) 
"my own language' 
(Wik-Mungkana) 
"Boy, before: no friend": So far in this thesis I have 
concentrated on social links and networks based on principles of 
descent and territorialism. A partial account of kinship is 
contained in the discussion of personal address and reference in 
Chapter V and the terminology is given in Appendix 1. But what of 
personal friendship? After working in Aboriginal societies for 
some time, I have come to the conclusion that, in spite of a few 
exceptions, especially those involving adolescents, friendship is 
not an institution in such societies, at least not in any way that 
closely resembles that in my own. Two older people, one a man and 
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the other a woman, independently told me that "before: no friend". 
("Before" refers to pre-settlement times). The whole tendency of 
social structure does not favour such an institution, at least 
partly for reasons "outlined by Freeman: 
... the development of the institution of friendship 
is marked in bilateral societies, for the formation 
of personal friendships is not impeded by loyalties 
to this or that segmentary descent group. (1968:268) 
There are, however, several kinds of personal link which 
operate on essentially non-genealogical principles, but which must 
be seen as superimposed on kinship. Territorial proximity can be 
one of these links, but may be difficult to separate from kinship 
because proximate clans marry each other and thus tend to form 
regional clusters of affines. Age is a loose kind of link, for it 
is common for children to spend their day together, young men to 
go out hunting in a group, and old people to pass the days sitting 
around common fires. Sets of men who have been initiated together 
may also enjoy a form of loose linkage. The same applies to sex 
groups; men and women have many separate domains in daily life. 
At a public meeting, or even at the butchering of a bullock, women 
(plus or minus children) will sit or stand together as a group, 
and men as another, less tightly compacted, congregation. Women 
and girls will go out shopping, gathering yams or hunting tortoises 
together, while men stay in camp talking or making spears or also 
venture out, but always in smaller groups than the women, sometimes 
alone. A woman will never go out alone. Many women travel about, 
even in a settlement, in pairs (of what are known as "mates", 
see Chapter II on camping arrangements). These days middle-aged 
people sometimes speak of a certain individual as their "old 
schoolmate", who may be of the same sex or not. 
A more formal and highly ritualised form of personal link 
is the /kooetana/ or umbilical cord relation (see Chapter V.2 
"Navel names" and Appendix 1, Section 2). The formal euphoria 
and generosity, as well as the modes of address and reference involved 
in the /kooetana/ relationship, really bring it under the term 
"fictive kin relation" rather than "friendship". One of its main 
functions is the linking of unrelated individuals, although /kooetana/ 
within the clan are not unheard-of. 
Of all the non-formal personal links, perhaps the one with 
the most wide-reaching consequences is that of /maarricha/ or lovers. 
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Sexual liaisons between those who are not husband and wife are 
common. They are one of the most frequent sources of conf l ic t 
and may affect residential patterns quite importantly. A large 
proportion of the liaisons of which I have been told involve partners 
who are not cross-cousins. For that reason, many such relationships 
are technically incestuous, although I am not aware of any cases 
of incest between close actual k in , such as father-daughter or 
brother-sister. I l legi t imate offspring can present problems of 
kin c lassi f icat ion. One young man, for example, is the offspring 
of a union between his mother and her classif icatory mother's brother. 
He is classed in the kinship terminology as the son of his genitor, 
not that of his pater. But his surname is that of his pater, and 
he has not been accepted as a f u l l member of his genitor's clan, 
in spite of attempts to jo in them. One man of his genitor's clan 
said: "he can come in with us too", a remark which reveals the 
marginal status of the person spoken about. 
Leadership and "big men": Qualities of po l i t i ca l astuteness, 
verbal ab i l i t y in arguments, f ight ing s k i l l , knowledgeability 
and, perhaps above a l l , the ab i l i t y to mobilise large numbers of 
kinspeople as supporters, are essentially what characterises the 
"boss" in wider Cape Keerweer po l i t i cs . Although several women have 
achieved the status of leadership, most leaders are men. Women can 
usually mobilise their own siblings and a few other supporters 
behind them, but men seem able to command wider influence. In the 
Cape Keerweer region, a large number of people are w i l l i ng to be 
ident i f ied as following a certain leading man, at least for certain 
purposes; further south, there is less po l i t i ca l unity and more 
leaders. 
Each clan usually has a senior man or woman who is unam-
biguously the spokesperson for that clan's country. Regional leaders 
w i l l normally be drawn from the ranks of such clan bosses. At 
present, however, the country boss of clan 6 is merely one of three 
older men who act as figureheads for the Cape Keerweer group, while 
one of his younger clansmen is actually de facto boss for Cape 
Keerweer, as far as the majority of i t s people are concerned. The 
last boss of Cape Keerweer had no sons, but his only daughter has 
t r ied to assume leadership on the grounds of her father's former 
pre-eminence. At the date of wr i t ing she has not succeeded. 
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There has lately been an attempt by members of her close family 
to back her oldest son in his efforts to become a "big man", although 
his youth and unrecognised de facto marriage are against him. This 
attempt, however, demonstrates that i t may be possible in principle 
for individual leadership to be transmitted across an intervening 
generation. During a f igh t , the young man's mother's mother said: 
" I 've got no sons, so I have to look to my grandson". 
Leaders in the po l i t i ca l sphere can be leaders of styles 
and vogues as wel l . This applies to language as well as to other 
things. Personal l inguis t ic style can be spread outwards from 
a single powerful individual in a way that has rather immediate 
and powerful ef fects, since the size of dialect units is so small. 
(Mil ler (1966b:103-4) makes the same observation of the Great 
Basin Indians). Multi l ingual competence means that individual 
l inguist ic f l e x i b i l i t y is perhaps far greater than in a monolingual 
community. Women bringing up children w i l l tend to play the strongest 
role in their early l ingu is t ic education, and they do not simply 
speak to children in their own personal dialects. Even today, they 
w i l l often address a chi ld in the patr i -d ia lect of the chi ld 's 
father. Whether or not they speak i t well depends on their own 
socialisation and adult contact with that dialect. Sometimes they 
speak i t with a "foreign accent", as when they interpret the high 
front vowels of Wik-Ngathana and Wik-Ngatharra (/oe/, /ooe/) as 
long and short / i / or / e / depending on environment. The model 
being followed is nevertheless in many cases the speech style of 
the leading males of the clan in question. 
/Ngay ngaya!/: Emphasis on personal style characterises 
the whole of social ideology at Cape Keerweer. Intense egoism is 
reflected in an acceptance of rather wide variations of id io lec t . 
I am not yet in a position to make an objective evaluation of 
id iolectal var iat ion, but my impressions accord with the local view 
that individual speech styles are as easily recognisable as individual 
footpr ints. For this reason, the fact that clan sub-dialects are 
local ly recognised must be interpreted as a conscious act of 
id io lectal subgrouping. There i s , in other words, no level in 
social structure at which the ideology says "we talk exactly the same" 
dialect s imi lar i ty is always a matter of degree. People do, of 
course, make statements about dialectal "sameness" jus t as they do 
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about social "oneness", but on close examination such statements 
are found to express decisions about linkage rather than inextricable 
unity. Each person is inherently different from all others, a 
fact consistently stressed in arguments, fighting and gossip. In 
order to say one is different or unique, one simply says one is 
oneself - /Ngay ngaya!/ "I'm me!" - which thus excludes the speaker 
from whatever inclusive category is the topic of conversation. 
III.5 The Congruence of Social Categories, Groups and Networks 
of Transaction 
In this section I compare the Cape Keerweer social field 
with that of a Norwegian parish as described by Barnes (1954), 
and the broad sociolinguistic pattern of Cape Keerweer with that 
of Hemnesberget, Norway, as described by Gumperz (1966). Barnes 
found three social f i e lds in Bremnes: the territorially-based field, 
consisting of enduring administrative uni ts , hierarchically arranged, 
the smaller of which were bases for enduring social relations 
(those concerned with agriculture, chi ld care, re l ig ion, entertainment); 
the industrial system, consisting for example of f ishing vessels 
and herring-oi l factor ies, which are connected functionally rather 
than hierarchical ly, not always persistent through time, and have 
changing membership; and ties of friendship and acquaintance 
between people who mostly accord equal social status to each other, 
in which there are no "units" or "boundaries" and no coordinating 
organisation. Some ties of this sort are kinship t ies . I f anything 
is the "class system", i t is this system of clique membership, the 
structure of which is relat ive to ego's position and viewpoint. 
Each person can divide his fellows into three "classes", his superiors, 
his equals and his in fe r io rs , but "society" cannot be ordered into 
three hierarchically ordered classes. " I t i s , in fac t , the fami l iar 
egocentric three-class system, with ego in the middle class" 
(Barnes 1954:47). "External" systems such as chains of authority 
on f ishing vessels are characterised by an objectively defined 
hierarchy, but " internal" systems such as personal networks are not. 
In external systems, authority is clear-cut and decisions are made 
quickly. In voluntary cooperative associations, where leadership. 
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authority and consensus may be ephemeral, decisions are slower and 
more complex. Unanimity is desired, and may be achieved by a trial 
vote which tests the weight of opinions, followed by a unanimous 
decision backing the majority view. Furthermore, "the systems of 
organization within which the people carry on their activities are 
not congruent with one another. Neighbours, kinsfolk, workmates, 
fellow members of associations, are all becoming different ... . 
No one line of cleavage ever becomes dominant" (Barnes 1954:54). 
Barnes (1954:44) asserts that such a system characterises modern 
societies, while in "primitive societies" the social networks are 
smaller and more closed. 
Gumperz (1966) studied differential use of two linguistic 
varieties (local dialect and standard language) in northern Norway. 
He selected friendship networks since his work in India had indicated 
that "linguistic similarity is most closely reflected through 
friendship ties" (1966:35). He examined two "closed network" 
groups and two "open network" groups. (Where A and B are friends, 
as also are B and C, the network is closed if there is a high 
probability that A and C are also friends, and it is open if there 
is a high probability that A and C are not friends). Artisans and 
workmen formed their friendships largely within the community (closed 
networks); others such as university students and businesspeople 
had friends both within and without the community (open networks). 
"All four groups tended to confine themselves to dialect forms when 
the topic dealt with such matters as sports and local gossip. When 
the conversation turned to more abstract issues of other than purely 
local reference, open network groups tended to show a much higher 
incidence of (standard language] forms" (Gumperz 1966:37). 
Cape Keerweer society is clearly different from Norwegian 
society in most respects. Territorial units do not form neat 
hierarchies: those greater than the individual clan tend to be 
ill-defined ("countrymen", "Cape Keerweer mob") and decrease in 
significance as their scope becomes larger ("Wik-speaking people" 
is recognisable - if un-named - but plays a slight role). 
There is no socioeconomic stratification or occupational grouping. 
There is differential ranking of individuals in terms of genealogical, 
sex, age and political status, but this kind of status differentiation 
must be assumed to exist also in societies such as that of Norway. 
"Friendship" and voluntary associations are not so significant. 
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Most of the social institutions to which a person belongs recruit 
their members by birth rather than choice, at least at an ideological 
level. The complex of agnatic, affinal and territorial ties dominates 
the formation of groups of interacting individuals. There is no 
comparable distinction between "closed" and "open" social networks 
within the community, since there is greater uniformity of social 
style. And there is no "standard language/local dialect" distinction. 
There are, however, certain similarities at a deeper level. 
Cape Keerweer society is horizontally segmented (clan and regional 
territorialism) rather than vertically stratified, but ego is still 
in the "middle class" in the horizontal sense: "we right in centre". 
The notion of being "main Apalacha" (see earlier this chapter) 
was stated in terms of being at the centre of Apalacha. The camp 
of the local land-holders at Aayka was "in the middle" between those 
of habitual visitors, because they were "boss" of that place. 
Similarly, a man of clan 6 once said to me that "we right in centre" 
with "two grandfathers either side" (a reference to the fact that 
he calls "grandfather" the head of clan 9 and the last living head 
of clan 3, now extinct; see Map 2). 
At Cape Keerweer, as in Norway, chains of authority are 
relatively clear in external contexts such as organised ritual, 
where each ritual group has its recognised boss, or in camp life 
where "camp bosses" may decide on matters of residential access 
and movement. Decisions involving group consensus are extremely 
slow and complex, and unanimity is almost obligatory. And the various 
social institutions to which individuals belong are highly incongruent. 
As in Bremnes, no one line of cleavage ever becomes dominant. 
In sociolinguistic matters the differences between Cape 
Keerweer and Norway are, if anything, more profound. Linguistic 
affiliation is determined by membership in a small unit of close 
agnatic kinspeople. Dialect-switching is not influenced by topic, 
although a change of register within the dialect (see next chapter) 
may be so influenced; visitor/host status is the most salient 
variable determining dialect-switching. Within the closer community 
of agnates and affines there is plenty of multilingual usage, but 
with distant kin and in large or public gatherings the lingue franche 
Wik-Mungkana and English predominate. This is structurally the 
inverse of the Hemnesberget situation described by Gumperz, where 
the "closed network group" switched dialect less than the "open 
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network group", the latter presumably composed of individuals with 
more diverse geographical origins. And finally. Cape Keerweer society 
is far more diverse linguistically than Norway (or the Norway of 
Barnes and Gumperz, at least). In their own ways, however, both 
societies are pluralistic, both contain complexes of institutional 
and non-institutional social identity which are incongruent, and 
both emphasise the validity of ego's own world view. These factors 
give the members of these societies a significant degree of choice. 
At any one moment one can be aligned with one set of people, and at 
the next moment with another set, depending on context. In Norway, 
neighbours, kinspeople, workmates and fellow members of associations 
are not categories which neatly overlap. At Cape Keerweer, neighbours, 
kinspeople and fellow workers may often be the same people, but 
they will belong to different clans, sharing and not sharing totems; 
they will go under different local nicknames, belong to two or more 
"countryman" groupings, send their spirit-images to different centres, 
and be affiliated to different dialects, dialects which share 
much structure but not much lexicon. 
I have concluded from further comparisons with various kinds 
of societies (e.g. Owen 1965; Sorensen 1972; Basso 1973; Hymes 1968; 
Gumperz and Hymes 1972; Lamphere 1970; Miller 1966; Schebeck 1968) 
that the Cape Keerweer case is by no means the exceptional one I 
had first believed it to be, and that there is no benefit to be 
gained from trying to tie sociolinguistic systems in some simple 
way to "socioeconomic type" or some other crude schema. Linguistically 
monotonous societies certainly exist (I grew up in one), but linguistic 
diversity must be assumed to be quite normal, and not a result of 
some radical disturbance of the Arcadian pattern. Labov raises the 
implications of this view, which is now becoming well accepted, for 
the study of human evolution: 
... does [.linguistic] diversification have an 
adaptive function, or is it the product of multiple 
local failures in the communication network? My 
own studies of ongoing linguistic changes [[in 
contemporary American English] indicate that 
dialect diversification is continuing in the face 
of saturation by the mass media, and in spite of 
close contact among the social groups involved. 
The fact that diversity is not automatically 
connected with isolation suggests that it may also 
be connected with the normal processes of face-
to-face communication. ... It is an interesting 
point to consider that language diversity may have 
value for humans other than linguists, providing 
relative cultural isolation and maintaining 
cultural pluralism (Labov 1972:324). 
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CHAPTER IV: LINGUISTIC RELATIONSHIPS 
IV.1 The Present Language Situation 
Wik Dialects^: Present-day Wik-aff i l iated people l ive mainly 
at Aurukun, the Aurukun outstations Peret, Ti-Tree, and north and 
south Kendall River, the northern half of Edward River settlement, 
and Coen. Others are scattered in small numbers at settlements, 
towns and cat t le stations in Cape York. Kilham (1974b:10) l i s t s 
1972 population figures for dialect a f f i l i a tes at Aurukun as: 
Mn 
Nn 
l y 
296 
126 
86 
40 
Uw 
m 
Mm 
Me 
40 
32 
31 
12 
Mu 
Ug 
Ep 
Ke 
Ma 
7 
6 
3 
3 
1 
I f we group the Wik dialects into "languages" (in the l ingu is t 's 
sense) (see below, IV.2) we obtain the following figures: 
Mn 296 ly 40 
(position unclear) 
Nn/Nr 212 
Uw/Mm/Mu/Ug/Ke/Ma 85 Me/Ep 15 
Wik speakers at Coen include a number affiliated to Mh 
and ly, and those at Edward River are mainly affiliated to Kugu 
dialects (Uw/Mm etc.). There are several people affiliated to Pn 
at Edward River (von Sturmer, personal communication), a dialect 
which, like Ayapathu (see Chapter 1.3), may or may not be classifiable 
as a Wik dialect (see IV.2). 
At the Aurukun outstations, the main concentrations are: 
Peret: Nn, Nr, Mn, In (plus a few others, e.g. one Me, 
two y y , one Uw, etc.) 
Ti-Tree: Mn, Nr 
1 Abbi 
Ay 
Ep 
In 
ly 
hly 
Ka 
Ke 
Ma 
reviations of dialect 
Wik-Ayangenycha 
Wik-Epa 
Wik-Iinychanya 
Wik-Iiyanh 
"Half Wik-Iiyanh" 
Kaanychu 
Wik-Keyangan 
Kugu-Mangk 
names (and see Map 14): 
Me 
Mh 
Mm 
Mn 
Mu 
Nn 
Nr 
Om 
Wik-Me'anha 
Mungkanhu 
Kugu-Muminh 
Wik-Mungkana 
Kugu-Mu'inh 
Wik-Ngathana 
Wik-Ngatharra 
Wik-Ompoma 
Pa 
Pn 
Ta 
Ug 
Um 
Uw 
WW 
Ya 
YY 
Wik-Paacha 
Pakanha 
Kuuk-Thaayorre 
Kugu-Ugbanh 
Umpila 
Kugu-Uwanh 
Wik-Waya 
Kuuk-Yak 
Yir-Yoront 
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Kendall River: Nn, Nr, Uw, f-lm, Mu 
Dialect survival: Some dialects of the region are now 
extinct, or only slightly known by old people who do not claim 
affiliation to them. These are Ep, Pa and Ay (and possibly Om), 
Some others have only one, two or three knowledgeable speakers 
left (Me, Ke) but are understood by a number of middle-aged or 
elderly people who do not claim affiliation to them. In the cases 
of Nn, In and Nr, fluent speakers are now all aged thirty or more, 
although younger people and children have in many cases a passive 
knowledge of them, and some teenagers and young men (at least) 
use Nn occasionally, as when talking to me. Large numbers of middle-
aged and older people, possibly all of them, have some knowledge 
of Nr or Nn or both, but skill in speaking them varies from total 
fluency to heavy foreign accent (the latter including assignation 
of Nn, Nr /oe, ooe/ to /i(i)/, or /e(e)/, omission of verbal DEF/IMP 
suffix /-ka/ etc.). At least some of the Kugu dialects have fluent 
speakers of all ages, some of whom were born in the bush in the 
Holroyd/Kendall area as recently as the latter 1950's, 
The first language acquired by most children at present 
is Wik-Mungkana. All adults speak it, at least as a second language, 
although some of the oldest people from well south of Kendall River 
do not appear to speak it well. 
This emergence of a single dominant dialect at the Aurukun 
settlement is paralleled elsewhere in Australia. Merlan (1978), 
Berndt and Berndt (1970), Heath (1978) and Wordick (personal 
communication) report that migration to single communities by speakers 
of diverse dialects has been followed by the emergence of single 
dominant dialects in each case. The dialects in these other cases 
have been Mangarayi, Kunwinyku, Nunggubuyu and Yindjibarndi, 
respectively (Northern Territory and Western Australia), 
These cases are reminiscent of the waxing and waning 
"ethnicities" of Africa cited by Ardener (1974:31, and see also 
Ardener 1975). Ardener also interprets the so-called "swarming" 
of Huns, Goths, Mongols and others in the Eurasian past as "a 
combination of mobility plus accretion" in which "the growth of 
confederacies - that is, ethnic self-redefinitions - ... transformed 
the ethnic map from the multitude of people given by the ethnographer 
Tacitus in the first century to a much more limited number of polities 
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by the fourth century under names new and old ..." (1974:29, 30). 
Barth (1972) cites an interesting similar case from Western Asia. 
It would be a mistake to interpret linguistic self-redefinition 
as being equivalent to ethnic self-redefinition. The growth of 
Wik-Mungkana as a first language at Aurukun has not erased the old 
divisions and group identities. There are, for example, several 
clans whose former languages are now extinct, although the clans 
themselves are extant. One of these appears to be that which McConnel 
wrote of when she said (1930:98): 
The territory of the Wika-Patja, now extinct, 
which extended from the mouth of the Archer to 
the short Tokali [i.e. Love] River, ten miles 
to the south, has been taken over by the Wik-
Munkan ... 
What happened in this case, according to my informants, was that 
two clans whose former language was Wik-Ayangenycha now claim the 
countries of the extinct Wik-Paacha-speaking clans, and have changed 
dialect affiliation to Mn. There was in fact no political or any 
other takeover of the coastal Love River area by McConnel's 
Mn-affiliated informants from Oony-awa, 
English: There has never been a single dominant form of 
English or pidgin in the Wik-speaking area, although one is now 
emerging. At Lockhart, to the east, a modified version of South-
western Pacific Islands pidgin has become creolised and it has 
relatively little internal variety. In the Wik-speaking area, most 
varieties of English have standard educated Australian English as 
target, although foreign accent and structural interference from 
Wik languages prevent its achievement. Some people, especially 
middle-aged and elderly men who have worked on luggers or cattle 
stations, speak either a pidgin or both pidgin and modified standard 
English, use depending on context. I shall give examples of three 
representative English idiolects as spoken by men of Cape Keerweer. 
The first is from an elderly man who learned lugger pidgin as a 
young crewman in the 1920's or 1930's. He is aiming not to speak 
pidgin but standard English. Creolists will note heavy pidgin 
interference, however. The second speaker is a middle-aged man who 
grew to adulthood at Cape Keerweer, who had no schooling, and who 
has acquired a knowledge of English in maturity (he is also by far 
the most expert polyglot in Wik languages whom I have met). He 
has worked on luggers and pidgin interference is evident. The third 
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speaker is in his forties, has been educated at the mission school 
in Aurukun, and speaks the kind of close approximation to standard 
English common among those with a similar background. All three 
are at least bilingual in Wik-Ngatharra and Wik-Mungkana, 
1. M i opan leyg leydan9bat, no klo z, ... me:t nhunguntam 
inhtheya bin bladi fu:l tu: Iis9n9bat - hi bin kam; i kam 
o^va, hi faynd ?g?t wuman sawnd slip agtn. Instad av i weykam 
ap, 0 im bin meyka trab^l wi5" S^t wuman na:, wayf belbn ta 
Nhampa-ngulpanhey. j 
(She open leg lay down about, no clothes ... mate nhunguntam 
{his)inhtheya (yonder-TOPIC) been bloody fool too listen about -
he been come; he come over, he find that woman sound sleep 
again. Instead of he wake him up, oh him been make a trouble 
with t h a t woman now, w i f e belong to Nhampa-ngulpanhey). 
"She was lying down with her legs open, no clothes, ... his 
mate there was really a bloody fool, listening. He came; 
he came over, he found that woman still sound asleep. Without 
even waking her up first, he had sexual intercourse with that 
woman t h e n , with t h a t w i f e o f Nhampa-ngulpanha". 
2. I g n i '^f tstaval nomats wj. : , wi s t i l go wl5 Scm sin. no^ 
gaman. ws.' Sey bin kspt D:1 %sm s i g , wi s t i l gt)t I t . a:d'& 
no^ I f wi ded an gD:n ws l , 0:1 ^em nu' jtnaReyjan go* kg,Ri 
bn w l^ ^£m urfajyan SD»^  ws l , o^ke:y wl3' dfm.J 
(Any f es t i va l no matter where, we s t i l l go with them s ing. 
No gammon. Where they been kept a l l them s ing , we s t i l l 
got i t . I don ' t know, i f we dead and gone, wel l a l l them new 
generation go carry on with them old fashion song, w e l l , OK 
with them). 
"We s t i l l perform r i t u a l a t f e s t i v a l s , no matter where they 
are held. That's the t r u t h . The r i t u a l s fo r which they ( i . e . 
the ancestors) were custodians, we s t i l l have in our possession. 
I f the younger generation maintain the r i t u a l s a f te r we're 
a l l dead and gone, wel l that w i l l be to t h e i r c r e d i t " . 
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3. fyantva meyk anaSa Rowd dat wey, Insayd a skRab layk datt -
layk 3: . . . ya bRiQin 3d fnamiz I n , fRcm 9: . . . naSa tRa:yb 
yano". I f 3ey hapan ta Istak yu , wel yu got wan wey tu go" 
2awt - o : . . . Sfz no wey 9V gowlf) ^att wey a Sis wey. 
bIkD:z d i : z t l / jz W3 sp£.\li put ap fO: h Ri:san yu no"J 
"You never make another road that way, inside a scrub l i k e that -
l i k e , e r , you' re br inging the enemies i n , from another t r i b e 
you know. I f they happen to attack you, well you've got |onlyj 
one way to go out - o r , there 's no way of going that way or 
th is way. Because these things were spec ia l ly put up fo r a 
reason you know". 
English is increasingly mixed with the Wik languages in 
dai ly speech, although narrat ives tend to be more consistent ly 
monolingual. English is especial ly the language of drunkenness 
and of v io len t arguments, among a l l age-groups. Many items of 
European material cu l ture may be referred to by or ig ina l Wik terms, 
e i ther in new compounds or wi th extended meanings. These include 
( in Wik-Ngathana): 
/marrathama/ "aeroplane" ("wings-HAVing") 
/ tha ' -morroka/ "boots" ( " foot squeak") 
/may ngaana/ "sugar" ("vegetable food sand") 
/nhuth-ngee'anha/ " s h i r t " ("body enter-AGENT") 
/ thatal -ngee'anha/ " t rousers" ( " th igh enter-AGENT") 
/nhoyana/ "European doctor" ("Aboriginal doctor") 
/oparra/ "European medicine" ("Aboriginal medicine") 
/ thapa-kulatha/ "policeman" ("hammerhead shark") 
Some lex ica l items have entered the Wik languages from other Aboriginal 
languages of the region, especia l ly from the north (as a resu l t of 
the locat ion of Aurukun mission). These include: 
/ a t h i y a / "grandfather" (Wik-Waya side) 
/ k u l ' a / "money" ( o r i g i n a l l y "stone" in l y , Ka, Um) 
/ thaapicha/ "namesake of deceased" (Wik-Waya side) 
Established English loans include: 
/chukuna/ "sh ip , large boat" ("schooner") 
/may chuuwa/ "tobacco" (from "chew"?) 
1 Thomson (1939b) claimed that tobacco-chewing was unknown in Cape 
York Peninsula, although smoking was thoroughly establ ished. 
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/kuupay/ "crew" (also /wik kuupay/ = "English language") 
/thum mecha/ "match" ("fire" + "match") 
/maachicha/ "matches" 
/may paIowa 
<^ paalawarra/ "flour" ("vegetable food" + "flour") 
/waaya/ "wire" (as in /kalk waaya/ "prong spear") 
The established English loans also include the kin terms listed in 
Appendix 1 and names of major totems. A number of heavily Wik-
modified loans are now becoming obsolete, and are identified as 
"old people's English". These include: 
/chaata/ "shirt" 
/krithinmen/ "mission Blacks" ("Christian men") 
/picharraka/ "loincloth" ("piece of rag") 
/theethalina/ "Thursday Island" 
and the personal names 
/Chipiiya/ "Spear" 
/Cheeka/ "Jack" 
/Maarriya/ "Murray" 
/Kaakatuka/ "Cockatoo" 
/Nhampatuwa/ "Number Two" 
An approximation to "old people's English" is, however, the commonest 
form of English used when adults speak to infants; although it 
also has endearing overtones, it is said to be used "because it's 
easier for the children". The latter is also given as a reason why 
Wik-Mungkana (rather than some other dialect) is used with infants, 
although I doubt that this situation existed before the mission 
period. One often hears English-Mungkana spoken in this way to 
little children, as in 
/Rochaliy, nhinta chik ey?/ 
Rosalie 2SgSUB sick eh 
"Are you sick Rosalie"? 
Here, /Rochaliya/ and /chika/ are English and /nhinta/ and /ey/ 
are Wik-Mungkana, but the segmental and suprasegmental phonology 
is all Wik-Mungkana. 
/Piila/ 
/Raalpa/ 
/Thooma/ 
/Wiknasa/ 
"Bill" 
"Ralph" 
"Tom" 
"Nicholas 
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IV.2 Synchronic and Diachronic Relationships of the Wik Dialects 
Dialect geography: One approach to presenting d ia lec t 
geography in Aust ra l ia is to assign d ia lec t a f f i l i a t i o n s to each 
of the clans in an area and then show these a f f i l i a t i o n s two-
dimensionally, mapping them onto clan t e r r i t o r i e s . My maps 7 and 
8 use th is technique. Such maps do not purport to be representations 
of the d i s t r i bu t i on of d ia lec t speakers nor of d ia lec t a f f i l i a t e s . 
Another method is to take a census and map the physical d i s t r i b u t i o n 
of d ia lec t a f f i l i a t e s at a pa r t i cu la r point in time (e .g , M i l l i ken 
1976, which refers to "speakers" but l i s t s only one d ia lec t name 
per Abor ig ine). There are considerable problems for any simple 
two-dimensional d ia lec t geography (Trudg i l l 1974) because i t does 
not reveal the re lat ionships between physical locat ion of people 
and t he i r social in te rac t ion pat terns, mu l t i l i ngua l i sm, e t c . , and 
yet i t is j u s t th i s kind of " l i n g u i s t i c country" which we wish to 
map. 
In Chapters I I and I I I of th i s thesis I have attempted to 
provide non-verbal and verbal maps of demography and social i n te rac t ion 
in the northern coastal Wik-speaking area, both as i t was and as 
i t is now. In addi t ion to the categories and aggregations explored 
there we must recognise a number of " l i n g u i s t i c zones" in the region. 
Although the countries of clans a f f i l i a t e d to the same d ia lec t f a i l 
to c lus te r contiguously ( t h i s is true r i gh t down the coast to Edward 
River, von Sturmer, personal communication), they do c lus ter in 
a loose way in to zones. A l l clans a f f i l i a t e d to Nn, Nr, Ep, Me 
and Mn have countries north of Kendall River; except fo r Mn, a l l 
are res t r i c t ed to the coastal s t r i p . Clans a f f i l i a t e d to Uw, Ug 
and Ke have countries res t r i c t ed to the coastal area between the 
Kendall and Holroyd Rivers; Mu and Ma to that between the Holroyd 
and Breakfast Creek; Mm, however, spans the Kendall-Breakfast Creek 
area. Combining our social information with informants' statements 
about mu l t i l i ngua l competence (both passive and act ive) we may 
schematically define the fo l lowing overlapping l i n g u i s t i c zones 
(pre-sett lement t imes): 
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Fig. 17: Pre-settlement l i n g u i s t i c zones, Wik-speaking area 
Geographical range of linguistic knowledge: During this 
century, a number of Cape Keerweer people, especially younger men, 
have travelled far outside the region and have come to know of (and 
in some cases to speak) languages from as far away as Normanton, 
the Torres Straits, and Palm Island. Older speakers of Nn at 
Peret in 1976-7, however, were able to name only the following 
dialects (Nn forms given here are followed by the name in the 
dialect itself where known): 
Chiluka 
Kaanycha 
Linngathiya 
Orrkolo 
Thaa'yorra 
Wik-Alkanha 
Wik-Ayangenycha 
Wik-Epa 
Wik-Eeyana 
Wik-Iinychanya 
(upper Watson/middle Archer R?) 
(Kaanychu) 
(L inngi th igh) 
(Olkolo) 
(Thaayorre) 
(= Wik-Ngatheirra) ("hit-DEF") 
(= Wik-Ngaangungkara) 
(= Wik-Iita) ("no") 
(may = Wik-I iyanha, q .v . ) 
("go-DEF") 
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Wik-Iiyanh-Yaarrka (Wik-Iiyanh-Tharr-tharrn) ("half Wik-Iiyanha") 
Wik-Keyangana 
Wik-Kuupay 
Wik-Mangka 
Wik-Me'anha 
Wik-Muminha 
Wik-Mungkanha 
Wik-Mu'anha 
Wik-Ngaangungkara 
Wik-Ngathana 
Wik-Ngatharra 
Wik-Ngenycharra 
Wik-Ompoma 
Wik-Paacha 
Wik-Paka -^  
Wik-Pakanhtha 
Wik-Waya 
go-DEF"; Wik-Kayingan in Uw) 
"crew"; name of English; =Mn Wik-Kiitha) 
Kugu-Mangk) 
"go-DEF") 
Kugu-Muminh) ("go-DEF") 
Wik-Mungkana) ("eat-DEF") 
Kugu-Mu'inh) ("go-DEF") 
= Wik-Ayangenycha, q.v.) 
"mine") 
"mine"; = Wik-Alkanha, q.v.) 
Kugu-Nganycharra) ("IPIExOblique?"; 
cover-term for certain Kugu dialects) 
lower Watson/Archer R.) 
lower Archer/Love R.) 
upper Breakfast Creek) 
"bad, difficult"; cover-term for dialects 
north of lower Archer R.) 
In former times. Cape Keerweer people were multilingual 
in at least Nr, Nn and Mn, and had no difficulty understanding 
Me and Pa, and probably little difficulty understanding Ep, any 
of the more northerly Kugu dialects or ly. One old man said that 
Ay was commonly understood as far south as Kirke River and inland 
to Ti-Tree, and that it was a local lingua franca,as was Chiluka 
on the middle Archer River. Over the wider Wik-speaking area, 
however, Mn was and still is the lingua franca. With the possible 
exception of Nr, it would in the past have had more individuals 
affiliated to it than any other single dialect. It was geographically 
the most widely distributed dialect, in terms of countries belonging 
to its affiliated clans. 
Wik-Mungkana as lingua franca: Mn is in many respects a 
structurally simpler dialect than most of the others, at least 
phonologically and morphologically. All dialects of the region 
have at least the vowels /i,e,a,o,u/, but some (excluding Mn) 
have more (Nn, Nr, Me, Ep). All dialects have at least the stops 
/p, k, th, ch, t, '/, but some (excluding Mn) have an additional 
voiced series /b, g, dh, j, d, h/. All dialects have at least the 
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pronominal distinctions of three persons and three numbers (singular, 
dual, plural and inclusion/exclusion of addressee); but only some 
(excluding Mn, Me) distinguish dual and plural number in the f i r s t 
person exclusive forms. Al l dialects have pronominal encl i t ics 
attached to verbs, but some (excluding Mn) allow attachment of 
encl i t ics to non-verbs as wel l . Al l dialects have a privative suf f ix 
or enc l i t i c , but in some (excluding Mn) this is a special suff ix 
and not just an enc l i t i c form of the word meaning "nothing". In 
a l l dialects there is a suff ix or enc l i t i c meaning "greedy-for", 
but in some (excluding Mn) this is a special suff ix (e.g. Nn / -pa la / , 
Uw /-kupi / ) and not just an enc l i t ic form of the word meaning 
"crazy". Al l dialects have ergative, instrumental, locative and 
accusative cases and of those known to me a l l (except Mn) use at 
least two d is t inct morphemes to manifest them (e.g. Nn, Nr ergative/ 
instrumental / -nhtha '^ -ngka ' - - la— r ra / , locative / -nga/ , 
accusative / -nha/ ; Me ergative/instrumental / -nga/, locative/accusative 
/ -na / ) ; in Mn a l l four cases are manifested by /-nga/, which appears 
to be the only common case-marking morpheme (apart from ablative 
/-ma/ which is universal) in the Wik group. (Note the diversity 
of allative/purposive morphemes: Nn, Nr, Me / -nka/ , Uw, ly etc. 
/ -wu/ , Mn / -aka/ ) . Mn also lacks verb conjugations (unlike at 
least Nn, Nr - see Appendix 1). 
Informants consistently state that Wik-Mungkana is an 
"easy language" (see below on ethno-dialectology), while a l l 
the other dialects are more d i f f i c u l t to learn. These people include 
those who are a f f i l i a t ed to Mn and those who are not. I t is possible 
that i t s relat ive formal simpl ici ty has contributed to i t s success 
as a lingua franca by making i t easily accessible to speakers of 
other, related dialects. But i t is also possible that i t may have 
evolved in i t s present form as a pidgin used among speakers of 
divers Wik dialects (this would also explain why so many of i ts 
features are non-unique and in fact widely shared). Aside from 
such speculations, i t is certainly of interest that pre-settlement 
l inguis t ic l i f e included a lingua franca at a l l , since this 
phenomenon is not usually recorded in Austral ia. 
A phenomenon similar to the lingua franca is an extremely 
1 Genitive/dative / - n t a / , common to Nn, Nr, Me, Mn, may 
also be universal in Wik; I have no data on these two 
cases for Kugu dialects. 
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widespread set of cognate respect-form equivalents fo r the commoner 
nouns and adject ives. A number of these are cognate throughout 
the Wik group and some are also found outside the group in Ta (and 
a few in Ka, Um). The social motivat ion fo r th is feature seems 
obvious: re la t ions between people from d is tant areas are very 
often tense and formal to an extreme degree, and there is therefore 
a high value in having a respect reg is ter wel l understood by a l l 
concerned. 
Synchronic relationships of Wik dialects: Sommer (1969, 
and see Map 21 of this thesis) provided lexicostatistical evidence 
for setting up subgroups of certain Cape York languages. Those 
languages relevant here were: 
D. YY 
E. Ta, Ya 
F. Wik dialects; to include Pn and Mn 
G. Um (and possibly Ka) 
These he grouped as: 
Western Pama: D. and E. 
Middle Pama: F. 
North-eastern Pama: G. 
The relevant s t a t i s t i c a l evidence (percentages of shared cognate 
lex ica l items) was: 
If 
43 
29 
32 
23 
Ta 
37 
41 
25 
Pn 
49 
34 
Mn 
34 Um 
Alpher (1972) argued convincingly, using h i s to r i ca l evidence, 
that d ia lects south of the Wik-speaking area should be subgrouped 
as fo l lows: 
Southwest Pama 
Upper southwest Pama: Thaayorre 
Uw Oykangand 
Coastal southwest Pama: 1. Y i r (Y i r Yoront, Y i r Thangedl) 
2. Koko-Pera 
1 Compare Dixon (1972:33-4) who shows that certain dialects of 
the Cairns rainforest area share a higher proportion of 
unmarked lexicon than "mother-in-law language". 
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Black (1974-5), using Hale's unpublished attestations in 
Paman and other Cape York languages (n.d.l, n.d.2), proposed two 
possible subgroupings for the area, both of which included the Wik 
dialects and their near neighbours to the south and east. The first 
subgrouping Black (1974-5:4) called Middle Paman: 
Middle Paman 
a. Ta 
b. (i) Mm 
(i i) Mn * . * 
(i i i) Me • 
c. Nr 
d. Ka 
Later, Black (1974-5:16) suggested a "Compromise Middle Pama" 
consisting of: 
a . Mm, Mn, Me 
b, Pn 
c* Nf 
d* Ta 
e . YY 
This was based on a computation of Hale's lexical data, plus 
Sommer's (Hale's did not include Yir Yoront); Hale's data yielded 
the figures: 
Kai 
28 Nr 
34 45 Me 
17 39 66 Mn 
35 39 59 63 Mm 
36 31 38 42 45 Ta 
In order to establish the boundedness of Wik dialects as a group, 
I further compared Nn with Ka and Ta; the resultant cognate 
percentages were 30% and 34% respectively. Black also found that 
no Wik dialect shared more than 32% cognates with any Northern Paman 
dialect, nor more than 37% with Northeast Paman dialects (Um, Ka etc.) 
Ta and Pn are somewhat isolated, neither sharing more than 50% 
cognates with any known dialect (although Ta and Ya form either 
a single language or subgroup). All the Wik dialects share 53% 
cognates or more with at least one other Wik dialect; they also 
exclusively share certain grammatical and phonological innovations, 
the details of which are at present poorly understood. 
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Using my own data on Nr, Nn, I n , Me, Mn, hly and Uw, that 
of Hale on Nr, Me (or Ep), Mn and Mm, and that of von Sturmer 
(n.d.2) on Nn, Ug, Mm, Uw, ly and Ma, I compared a l l the avai lable 
lex ica l evidence fo r subgrouping w i th in the Wik group. A comparison 
of my Me with Hale's Me y ie lded a f igure of 92'. shared cognates 
(not a l l cognates were ident ica l as the two phonological systems 
had s l i g h t l y d i f f e ren t h i s t o r i e s ) , that of my coastal Mn with Hale's 
inland Mn 90%, and that of In (formerly "Nn") with Nn 98%. Such 
f igures confirmed informants' statements that d ia lec t names subsumed 
s ign i f i can t var ia t ion - note that these f igures are based on Hale's 
l i s t of 100 extremely common words, and that fa r greater var ia t ion 
between clan d ia lects is found in lex ica l areas such as species 
names and even kinship terminology. Note also that phonological 
var ia t ion between d ia lects which are l e x i c a l l y almost ident ica l 
may be s i gn i f i can t (one d ia lec t of coastal Mn probably has two 
vowels more than other Mn d ia l ec t s , Nn and In have some d i f f e ren t 
reflexes of h i s t o r i c a l l y p r io r nasals, and Nn and Nr d i f f e r considerably 
in the degree to which they have los t i n i t i a l consonants). For 
the purpose of lex ica l comparison, I selected one example of each 
c luster of near- ident ica l d ia lects (see F ig . 18). 
Nr 
90 
50 
43 
47 
44 
43 
43 
Nn 
53 
45 
47 
46 
44 
41 
Me 
66 
62 
62 
61 
63 
Mn 
75 
77 
63 
61 
ly 
88 
74 
74 
Mu 
87 
81 
Uw 
84 Mm 
Fig. 18: Percentages of close cognates shared by representat ive 
Wik d ia lec ts 
Comparison of the e ight lex icons, combined with my knowledge of 
grammatical and phonological d i f fe rences, y ie lded a prel iminary 
statement of genetic re la t ionships among a l l the known Wik d ia lects 
(F ig . 19). 
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History of the Wik dialects: The points on which we can 
be positive at present are (and see Hale 1976c): 
1. There is a primary genetic split in the Wik group between 
Nr/Nn(In) on the one hand, and all other Wik dialects on the other 
(this is particularly obvious in deictic paradigms and verb morphology) 
2. Within the remaining dialects, there is a further clear 
split between Me/Ep and everything else, 
3. On grounds of statistical similarity and informant statements 
about mutual intelligibility, the dialects may be grouped into four 
or five distinct languages (ly appears to be closer to Mn than 
anything else on historical grounds, but has high lexical sharing 
with one of the "Kugu" dialects (Mu); speakers of ly and Mu 
traditionally interacted very closely (von Sturmer, personal 
communication). The status of Mh (Rokeby area). Ma (possibly also 
known as Yi'anh) and Ug awaits further clarification when more 
information is at hand. Mh is probably the same as or very similar 
to the "Coen Wik-Munkan" reported by Sayers and Godfrey (1964). 
Like ly, hly and the Kugu dialects (Mu, Uw, Mm, Ma, Ug), Mh preserves 
original final vowel distinctions, final vowels being deleted under 
certain morphophonological conditions. 
The phonological histories of the dialects evince localised 
diffusion of changes across genetic boundaries. Thus Nr, Nn, Me 
and Ep exclusively share at least the high front vowels /oe, ooe/, 
as does (probably) at least one coastal dialect of Mn, spoken in 
the same area. The same dialects, as well as Mn, have reanalysed 
word-level phonology so that all words now end in an underlying 
vowel of neutral character (see Appendix 1), while the remaining 
dialects share a similar rule of final-vowel deletion, but have 
not radically altered the quality of underlying final vowels. In 
ly and the Kugu dialects (i.e. ly, ^^ly, Mu, Uw, Mm, Ma, Ug) original 
long V, descends as a short vowel at least where the following 
consonant or consonant cluster contains a stop, and in these cases 
the medial stops descend as voiced, thus contrasting with a series 
of voiceless stops which descend more or less intact (see Hale 
1976c for examples), ly, h^y and most or all of the Kugu dialects 
uniquely share innovations in consonantal phonetics (e.g, fricatives 
[|ta:wuQa{fa] (place-name, Uw) and a co-articulated labiovelar stop 
as in [nunk^aj "run", Uw) but the phonemic status of these innovations 
has yet to be determined. One innovation unique to Uw, Mm and Ug 
Nr, Nrp etc In Nn, Nn, Me, Me^ Ep Mn, Mnp etc Mh ly h\y Mu Uw 
\ \ \ s \ \ 
\ N 
Mm Ma Ug 
F ig . 19: Prel iminary statement of genetic re la t ionsh ips , Wik d ia lects 
00 o 
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(between Kendall and Holroyd Rivers) is the change of medial *n 
to f l a p / t r i l l / r r / ( / k a a r r i n / "shor t "< ear l ier *kaanin, /ngaarr i / 
"what"<*ngaani, / i r r u / " th is"< ear l ier *Cinu), At least some of 
the Kugu dialects and hly uniquely share the non-phonemically 
dist inct ive feature of apico-domal (retrof lex) nasals and stops; 
other dialects have apico-alveolars which correspond to these apico-
domals. Nr, In and Nn uniquely share the non-phonemically dist inct ive 
feature of voiced surface-final stops, part icular ly ft/, and also 
especially those stops which follow homorganic nasals, e.g. 
/Yaata/ (place-name) [ya :d ] , /nhunta/ "2SgSUB" [nund(a)] . This 
pronoun, in a l l other dialects, is [n in t (a ) ] . 
Certain phonological innovations have occurred in at least 
two separate waves, Proto Wik must be reconstructed such that words 
may begin with a vowel ( in Proto Paman, an ear l ier stage, a l l words 
began with consonants). For example, we reconstruct Proto Wik 
*aaku "place, time" (Nn, Me, Mn /aaka/, l y , J^Iy, Uw, Mm, Mu /agu/). 
This belongs to the f irst 'wave of in i t ia l -dropping. A second such 
wave was restr icted to the various sub-dialects of Nr, This may 
have been a diffusional feature derived from the close contact 
of Nr speakers with speakers of languages such as Pa ( in fact the 
extinct clan 1 is said to have been a f f i l i a t ed to both languages). 
Pa and Ay very probably had superficial phonology of the Northern 
Paman type: e.g. /ma/ "person", / a y i / "vegetable food",<*pama and 
*mayi, respectively (examples from Ay). Pre NrNn had *palka- " h i t " , 
*patha- "b i t e " , *thee'a- "throw", *wina- "cal l i t " , *kaara- "carry", 
forms which descend intact into Nn but descend minus i n i t i a l con-
sonants in Nr. Other forms such as *pama "person", *thalpa "tongue", 
*wachinha "far" and *kaawa "east" descend from Pre NrNn intact 
into both. 
Evidence of structural convergence/parallel evolution: 
Even if we assume that the greater part of the structural similarity 
of Wik dialects is due to common retention of ancestral features 
and rules, we must also accept the probability that multilingualism 
in the area has led to some of the homogeneity. This is particularly 
so in the case of idioms, which normally vary widely between different 
languages. Alpher (1972:82-3) gives examples of idiomatic expressions 
in several Southwest Pama languages which are structurally and 
semantically identical, but which involve non-cognate lexical items 
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in each language (e.g. YY /min tol/, Koko Pera /min-^ yuwgen-^/, 
Uw Oykangand /in odaw/. all literally "animal spearthrower", 
and all meaning "gecko"). Similar examples from Wik languages 
include expressions such as 
Nn, Nr /pung wayanga/ "sun bad-LOC" ("afternoon") 
Mn /kinych wayanga/ " " 
Me /pung wayana/ " *' 
Nn /pu'ath iimpananga/ "woman belly-LOC" ("pregnant woman") 
Nr /peepath iimpananga/ " " " " 
Mn /wanych iimpananga/ " " " " 
Me /koew thueypana/ " " " " 
Nn /pu'ath thumama/ "woman fire-ABL" ("wife") 
Nr /peepath thumama/ " " " 
Mn /wanycha thumama/ " " " 
Me /koew wekanyama/ " " * 
My /thawa thumum/ " " " 
Uw /kuyu thumam/ " " " 
In some cases, the shared semantics is less widespread across the 
dialects: 
Nn /pulanhama/ "two" 
/pulanhthuna/ "two-other" (i.e. "three") 
Me /kooechama/ "two" 
/kooechamathuna/ "two-other" (i.e. "three") 
BUT 
Mn 
m 
The semantics of species names is particularly uniform 
across dialects. This includes cases where a plant and an animal 
have the same name, as in: 
/pulkuchama/ 
/ko'alama/ 
/kuche/ 
/ko'ele/ 
"two" 
"three" 
"two" 
"three" 
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Nn 
Mn 
"sleepy cod" 
/minh kuuchana/ 
/minha marrpa/ 
"acacia sp." 
/yuk kuuchana/ 
/yuka marrpa/ 
In many cases, whole sentences may be t ranslated morpheme-
by-morpheme and be found to be grammatically p a r a l l e l : 
Nn: /Minh p i ika-nhth aak waya-ma-nha/, 
Uw; /Minh p i i k i - n g ag waya-dha-nga/. 
animal pig-ERG country bad-TR VSR-DEF 
"The pigs spoi l the country". 
Nn: /Nhula Landrover inhtha maawka-ngana-0/. 
Uw: /Nhi la Landrover ana nhunkpa-ngayi-n/. 
3SgSUB yon run-TRSR-DEF 
"He drove the Landrover". 
These two d ia lects share only 44% of basic vocabulary. 
Ethno-dialectology: The fo l lowing account of dialectology 
is that of my informants from Cape Keerweer. 
A l l clans have at least s l i g h t l y d i f f e ren t d ia lec ts . (Compare 
the Rotinese s i t u a t i o n . Fox (1974).) Sometimes one cannot think 
of a name fo r every d i a l e c t , but they a l l have names; many clans 
may share the same kind of d ia lec t and also share a name fo r i t . 
Some d ia lects are "p l a i n " or easy to fo l l ow ; others are more d i f f i c u l t . 
Some dia lects are " l i g h t " , others "a l i t t l e b i t (more) deep". 
D i f f i c u l t d ia lects are /wik awunya/, l i t e r a l l y "big languages"; 
easy d ia lects are /wik eena/, "small languages". Within each d ia lec t 
there are /wik awunya/ or "big words" and /wik eena/ "small words". 
Because Nr, Nn and In have more of these big words ( i . e . respect 
forms) than other d ia lects such as Mn, they are inherent ly more 
d i f f i c u l t to learn. Young people learn Mn these days because "they 
used to ta l k ing p l a i n " . Some languages are hard because they are 
"by themselves"; Pa was one of these, as was also Chiluka. Both 
were " l i k e Wik-Waya" - /waya/ ( l i t e r a l l y "bad") means " d i f f i c u l t 
to l ea rn " . A d ia lec t which is c lea r l y d i f f e ren t from another is 
/wik thun-thunama/ ("language other-other-EMPHatic"), A d ia lec t 
which is c losely s im i la r to another is /wik yaarrka/ ("language 
few") , an expression t rans la ted as "ha l f language" (e .g . J$Iy is 
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in Nn cal led /Wik- I iyanh-Yaarrka/ , and in hly /Wik-I iyanh-Tharr-
t h a r r n / ) . Degrees of s i m i l a r i t y are, however, understood to be 
r e l a t i v e , as the fo l lowing recorded conversation i l l u s t r a t e s : 
(PP, NP and FW are a f f i l i a t e d to Nn 
DG is a f f i l i a t e d to Nn ( s l i g h t l y d i f f e ren t d ia lec t ) 
JA is a f f i l i a t e d to Nr) 
PP: Them three /poentoel ngatha/ ( i . e . his "brothers" NP, FW and 
JA), /pam munhtha ngatha/ ( i . e . DG and other cross-cousins) -
they (the cousins) married my cousin s i s t e r s , / than munhtha nganant 
inyinyey yo t / ( i . e . they ' re a l l our ZH's). Wel l , boy we a l l these, 
a l l one language, only he . . . our two language very near. But he 
( i . e . , JA) ta l k d i f f e ren t language, Wik-Ngatharra. We a l l here 
( i . e . PP, NP, FW, DG) Wik-Ngathana. 
JL: We understand each others ' language. We very near. 
DG: We use them, w e l l , nearly the same, see? Well then, them 
three brother- in- law I l i s t e n when they t a l k , everything we understand. 
We ta lk d i f f e ren t language. 
PS: What is your language? 
DG: Wik-Ngathan. Nearly the same. 
?: Simple words nearly a l l the same, big words a l l d i f f e r e n t . 
PS: What do you mean by "b ig words"? 
?: Wel l , you use ta lk in Engl ish, you ta lk in a simple way. You 
use your big language too. Wel l , we same way. I f I use big language, 
these young f e l l a s they can ' t understand. They used to ta lk ing 
p l a i n . Just l i k e your language. 
PP: And them Mungkan people they can ' t understand much. We use 
Mungkan to . . . we ta l k to them most. But belongs to us they don' t 
understand. 
PS: What kind of language that Mungkan - hard or what? 
?: ]lery simple. They got him pr in ted out already, got him in 
the school. 
Another t ime, JA sa id : 
"A l l them shark, we a l l in one, story bla us. We very nearly one 
language, Wik-Ngathan and Wik-Alkanha. They ca l l i t / i inychany/ 
and my language very near: / i i n y c h a k a l a / " . (Both d ia lects have 
both of these forms, which mean "went" and "Let 's g o ! " , respect ively -
see below on d is t ingu ish ing features of d i a l e c t s ) . 
In both sets of statements there is an unwil l ingness to 
separate l i n g u i s t i c matters from those of kinship and r i t u a l un i t y . 
I t is as i f brothers- in- law should t a l k "nearly the same" even i f 
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they don't, which is so often the case at Cape Keerweer (e.g. 
the marriages between clan 12 and others). The same applies to 
members of the Shark cu l t . 
There are "real" dialects and "mixed" dialects. For example, 
clan 6 are "real ly Nn" while clan 19 are - according to one person 
who claims the dialect In - "mixed In/Nn". Somewhat s imi lar ly , 
the dialect of clan 10 was Ep, that of clan 16 was Me, but that of 
clan 13 (whose country l ies between those of 10 and 16) may be 
known as either Ep or Me (both Hale and I have recorded this nomen-
clatural practice independently). To speakers of Nn, Me is a dif ferent 
language, but Ep is even more d i f f i c u l t for them (this dialect has 
not yet been recorded). 
One of the important dialect differences is that between 
those who "drag" their language ( i . e . speak slowly, with very long 
vowels, etc.) and those who do not. Aurukun Wik-Mungkana tends 
to be spoken very slowly and with great art iculatory precision and 
a wide intonation range. Sk i l fu l pastiche of this style by Cape 
Keerweer people is not an uncommon joke. One older woman of clan 15 
said of Nn and In speakers, by contrast: "They talk rough, bark. 
You might think they w i ld , but no. Next minute they talk sweet". 
But by far the commonest dialect features upon which people 
seize in making dist inctions are the verb "to go", an oblique 
f i r s t person pronoun, or the verb "to bring, take". Sometimes two 
such features are combined in dialect exemplifications, as i n : 
Nn: /Ngatha pal kaaraka!/ 
Mn /Ngathapa pal aaraka!/ 
ISgOBL^ hither bring-IMP 
"Bring i t to me!" 
The extent to which a dialect has respect-form equivalents 
for ordinary lexical items is also a distinguishing feature often 
remarked upon. I t is generally agreed that Nn has far more lexical 
elaboration than other d ia lects, even i t s close congener In. The 
very f inest dialectal dist inct ions may also be made using the less 
common lexical items, and never or rarely by employing cognates 
with di f ferent sound histor ies. The three similar dialects Nn, 
In and Nr share 90-98% of basic vocabulary on a 100-item l i s t , but 
there are many lexical corners where they each d i f fe r from the 
others, as in the case of: 
Nn: /puun-aw-kaampanha/ ("head-big-buried") 
/pu'-pu: 'atha/ ("vulva-?-HAV") (probably<"red vulva") 
/puun wuu'atha/ ("head red") 
J^bird sp ." (probably Alectura lathami) 
In 
Nr 
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CHAPTER V: THE SELECTION OF SPEECH VARIETIES ACROSS AND WITHIN DIALECTS 
V. l Dialect-Switching 
A group of middle-aged or older people a f f i l i a ted to the 
same dialect w i l l mostly speak in that dialect only. Younger people 
w i l l tend to use Mn and English. In l ingu is t ica l ly mixed groups 
at a place such as Aurukun, where Mn is lingua franca, or at Ti-Tree 
where Mn-aff i l iated people are po l i t i ca l l y and (probably) numerically 
dominant, people w i l l generally speak in Mn. At Peret, where 
Nn and Nr speakers are po l i t i ca l l y and numerically dominant, adults 
w i l l tend to speak in Nn in public or mixed groups; but i f their 
own dialect is Nr, they may use i t instead of Nn. The man who 
conducted weekly church services at Peret in 1976-7 spoke only in 
Nn and English. In Aurukun, when he conducted services there, he 
prayed only in Nn (his own dia lect) . 
There is no simple, general rule for dialect-switching. 
The following generalisations may, however, be made. I t is common 
courtesy to commence conversation with someone in the dialect of 
the addressee. Visitors to the camps of others w i l l tend to use 
the hosts' d ia lect , at least at the star t of the interaction,and 
w i l l switch back to i t constantly while the v i s i t lasts. Switching 
back into one's own dialect , the result of which may be t r i l ingua l 
(etc.) conversations, can occur once fr iendly intentions have been 
made clear. When reporti^ig speech, that which is quoted is usually 
in the dialect of the original utterance, regardless of the dialect 
being used for the narration ( in one narrative given in In , for 
example, there are quotations in Mn and Me). During formal public 
s to ry - te l l ing , which involves a respondent s i t t i ng by the narrator 
who repeats at least part of each sub-paragraph in the story, and 
may elaborate, correct or ask questions about i t , the respondent's 
repetitions ( e t c ) may be made in his own dialect , except where 
reported speech forms part of the story. 
One can s l ip into one's mother's dialect for various reasons 
(see chapter I I I ) . People also make "sl ips of the tongue" where 
a word or two from Mn enters their utterance in Nn or Nr (e tc . ) . 
These slips are often corrected (as in Appendix 2, lines 51-2), 
although in the case of Mn /nhinta/ 2SgSUB being substituted for 
In /nhunta/ my informant was often unaware of the s l ip unt i l I 
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pointed it out during the replaying of a tape. (There is a possibility 
that some Kugu dialects have borrowed this and a few other pronouns 
from Mn, since they all have the pronouns /nhinta/, /nhipa/, /nhila/, 
etc. - forms descended from originals with V, as /u/, which descends 
intact into Nn, Nr, In, e.g. /nhunta/, /nhupala/, /nhula/ etc.; 
while Mn correspondingly has /thipa/ "belly" the Kugu dialects have 
/thupi/ (cf. Nn, etc. /thoelpa/). The borrowing process may have 
already begun in Nn, In, Nr since they share /nhiya/ 2P1SUB with 
Mn, where we expect */nhurra/). 
After an argument one can express a wish for detente by 
speaking to one's erstwhile opponent in his or her dialect. This 
happened to me twice in Aurukun, where the persons concerned spoke 
to me in Nn, my adopted dialect. 
Dialect switching at least superficially involves the speaker 
in an invasion of cultural property. One man was teaching me Nn, 
while his own dialect was Mn, and he apologised for teaching me 
a dialect which was not his own. He did point out, however, that 
it was his father's mother's language. This was a way of expressing 
marginal proprietorial interests in Nn. Older people disapprove 
of those who actually change dominant dialect from that of their 
clan to that of others; although the disapproval is not severe, 
it can be used when there is a need for concrete evidence of the 
degeneracy of one's betes noires. I once overheard a woman scolding 
a teenage girl for her gambling activities at Aurukun. She said 
to her: "You shouldn't talk Mungkan, you got to talk Mumanh, 
you belong to jungle!" (This was said in English for my benefit -
I was meant to "overhear" it). 
Although dialect-switching invades someone else's linguistic 
territory, the very fact that it is a temporary switch affirms the 
discreteness of clan rights over dialect. For the duration of the 
utterance one is ritually erasing one of the differences between 
participants in the speech situation. 
Another function of dialect-switching is the signalling of 
who it is a speaker considers to be the addressee in the speech 
situation. The use of English in the case cited above selected 
myself as addressee in a real sense, although the ostensible object 
of the remark was someone else. Anthropologists have frequently 
1 i.e., Kugu-Muminh, here referred to in Mn as Mumanha 
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pointed out the use of third persons, dogs or even inanimate objects 
as addressees in communications between "taboo" relatives. For 
example, a man will address his wife when the message is intended 
for his mother-in-law. After I had acquired some knowledge of 
Nn, people who were talking in Mn or some other dialect would switch 
to Nn (and also to high volume, or to a stage whisper in some cases) 
in order to convey information or requests to me, without necessarily 
addressing me at all. In some cases also, people would be addressing 
each other in Nn because I was present, without aiming to do anything 
more than include me in the conversation. The effect of the "passive 
participant" in this case is similar to that found in a trilingual 
community in north-east Italy reported by Denison (1968). There, 
where German, Friulian and Italian are spoken one uses the main 
regional language (Friulian) when shouting to get attention in public, 
or while chatting at a pub bar when an outsider may be within earshot. 
Away from outsiders, and especially in the home, they speak German. 
Italian is the language of school and church, although Italian is 
also spoken to children to "ease their path at school" (Denison 
1968:583). The latter is one reason why Aboriginal people in Cape 
York use English with children - it will ease their path in the 
White-dominated world generally, as well as at school. This is also 
a reason why Aboriginal languages have so quickly become extinct. 
Switching in and out of English is becoming very common 
among younger people. Miller's remarks about the Shoshoni apply 
equally well to parts of Australia, although not yet to the Wik-
speaking area, where Mn is still spoken fluently by all age-groups: 
Older people are concerned that the children are 
not learning the language, or that they are not 
learning the full language, and younger speakers 
who do not speak it or who do not speak it well 
wish that they could speak it or wish that they 
had full control of the language. But very few 
do anything about it. ... Older speakers sometimes 
comment unfavourably on the corruption of the 
language by younger speakers who interlard English 
words and phrases, or who have a meager vocabulary 
It has only been a short step in history, in most parts of 
Australia, from a plethora of Aboriginal languages to English 
monolingual ism. Of the approximately 260 languages of two 
centuries ago, 209 were still known in 1975, but of these 112 
had less than ten speakers, 53 had 10-100 speakers, 32 had 
100-500 speakers, and only 12 had over 500 speakers (the 
largest was in the low thousands) (Sutton 1975). 
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and incomplete Shoshoni grammar. But these same 
people also interlard their Shoshoni with English 
words and phrases. (1968:6-7) 
Thus it seems that the language-switching of one age-group may lead 
to language-loss, or loss of distinction between two roughly 
equivalent but whole linguistic systems, in a younger age-group. 
Cape Keerweer people were quick to borrow kin terms from 
English. Even old people who effectively do not have a command 
of the English language tend to use English kin terms for address, 
and especially also for reference to affines. It would be a mistake 
to see this as a form of "cultural breakdown". The new terms have 
simply enriched the existing set by providing useful conflations 
of certain categories in particular speech situations, and the 
borrowed terms do not carry the emotive overtones of the traditional 
ones. They are essentially respect-forms. The motivation for the 
borrowing of the English terms is an extension of the existing 
principle of generality, and an existing practice of linguistic 
borrowing. (Major totems are also referred to by English terms, 
on much the same principles). Silverstein (1972:16) gives an example 
of an early North American Indian jargon in which the categories 
B+ and B- were conflated to B, and notes that this reduction is 
typical of contact media. While younger people at Cape Keerweer 
may not command the full range of traditional kin terminology, 
older people do and in their case no "reduction" of system has 
taken place - the process is rather one of expansion. (See Basso 
1973 for a somewhat similar case involving use of Portuguese kin 
terms by the Xingu Carib in Brazil). 
These days, one of the dominant languages of fighting -
especially of swearing and abuse - is English. English is also 
by far the dominant language of drunk people, with the possible 
exception of the elderly (who do not drink much anyway). The heavy 
use of English in states of drunkenness or even simply while drinking 
in a sober state is probably universal among Aboriginal people in 
Australia. The same phenomenon is reported from North America in 
the case of Eskimos and Indians. There seem to be at least two 
factors behind this in the Cape York situations I have encountered: 
1. Alcohol is seen as belonging to the European domain, not the 
Aboriginal; and 2. it is safer to vent one's aggressive or other 
1 Bruce Rigsby, personal communication. 
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feelings in English than in an Aboriginal language because the 
emotional connotations of Aboriginal expressions are more powerful 
and dangerous than those of English. Using English is just like 
"quoting" what Whites say, rather than directly meaning to impinge 
directly on another person verbally. 
V.2 The Selection of Speech Varieties Within Dialects 
In this section I describe the interplay of personal relations, 
situational contexts and topics in the selection of intra-dialectal 
varieties by individual speakers in the Cape Keerweer area. 
]lery little substantial literature on these subjects has 
appeared in the Australian literature. Capell (1962) summarised 
the known work of Australianist scholars on special linguistic 
varieties (other than "ordinary" or unmarked language) up to that 
date. His survey included varieties used in certain marked kinship 
contexts (with affines, close cognates etc.) and also secret, 
ritual and "mystic" language. He also included Australian data in 
Capell 1966b. The best of the earlier work was clearly that of 
Thomson (1935, 1946) who reported on joking, abuse, naming and 
affinal language in the middle Cape York Peninsula region. Papers 
describing special linguistic varieties in Australia have become 
more common in recent times (Harris 1970; Dixon 1971; Hale 1971; 
Haviland 1977, in press; Dixon also deals with this topic in his 
grammars of Dyirbal and Yidiny, 1972, 1977). Some writers on Cape 
York languages have dealt with the topic but only in passing (Hall 
1968, 1972; Kilham 1974). Of all the studies produced to date, 
however, only those of Thomson and Haviland provide detailed accounts 
of the social contexts of special linguistic usage. It is fortunate 
that Thomson, Dixon and Haviland have all worked in the northeast 
Queensland region, since it will now be possible to make fruitful 
comparisons between several of the somewhat similar systems of 
"affinal language" found there. In the present work, however, I 
largely restrict discussion to the Cape Keerweer area. At Aurukun 
and its outstations, a wide range of intra-dialectal linguistic 
varieties are still in daily use, particularly among middle-aged 
and older people, and this situation closely approximates the one 
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that Thomson studied in the same area in the early 1930's. I t 
contrasts with that encountered by Dixon and Haviland, who have 
worked with the last remaining handful of speakers who have knowledge 
of af f inal varieties in Dyirbal, Yidiny and Guugu-Yimidhirr, and 
they have therefore been unable to make copious observations of 
actual daily usage of these var iet ies. Cape Keerweer informants 
have given me normative statements about usage, but I have also 
been able to observe daily the differences between norms and practice, 
and the manifold "misuse" of special styles in achieving sarcasm, 
ingrat iat ion, threat, detente, humour, etc. (The manipulation of 
speech varieties both within and across dialects i s , after a l l , 
basically a matter of personal po l i t i cs ) . 
Hymes (1974:111-2) observes that speech varieties conventionally 
either match or do not match social contexts, A mode of speech 
has an "unmarked" value i f i t matches the context, and a "marked" 
value i f i t does not (e .g . , excessive politeness may imply insu l t ) . 
He also notes that one function of a speech variety is to define 
a context. But this la t te r remark seems to me the most important -
all utterances define speech events, whether as marked or unmarked, 
and - i f marked - as marked in certain ways. An unmarked utterance 
aims to preserve the status quo, i t says " I am observing the rules 
of respect, r i tua l ised aggression, etc." As Haviland says (1977): 
"Speech i s , of course, inherently indexical. To speak 
at a l l is to choose a register which w i l l index the moment". 
Furthermore, as we shall see, not to speak at a l l also indexes 
the moment. 
The primary d i f ferent ia l along which l inguis t ic varieties 
are spaced in Cape Keerweer society is RESPECT-NON-RESPECT-AGGRESSION. 
Particular speechforms (as well as gesture and silence) do not 
inherently l i e at absolute points along this d i f fe ren t ia l . In 
iso lat ion, some have certain inherent quali t ies of social indexical i ty 
(e .g . , /kun yawkanya/ "to fa r t " is a "rude word", /uuchanga/ is the 
"big word" for "spears", e t c . ) , but context specifies how much 
actual respect-non-respect ( e t c ) they connote when in use. 
Silence may imply aggression, respect for one's recently dead k in , 
or "sulkiness", each of which l i e at separate points on the same 
d i f fe ren t ia l . Using a person's name may imply aggression or simple 
(neutral) information-giving depending on the relationship of the 
speaker to the named person, physical state of that person, external 
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context such as fighting, and so on. In order to come to grips 
with the complexity of these phenomena, I shall discuss them under 
the following categories: 
Contextual features 
A. Relations between speakers, addressees and referents 
(sex, generation leve l , age, structural senior i ty, 
a f f i n i t y /non-a f f i n i t y , genealogical distance, geographical/ 
po l i t i ca l t ies , affective relat ions, and wider ethnic 
relations) 
B. Personal state 
( r i tua l state: novice, i n i t i a t e , bereaved, etc . ; 
physical state: l i v i ng , dead, sick, elderly, menstruating, 
snake-bitten, etc. 
state of l inguis t ic competence) 
C. Situational context 
(conversation, narrative, joking, ritual, greeting/ 
leavetaking, argument, fighting, hunting, eating, 
European contexts, getting drunk; spatial orientation) 
D. Topic 
(non-taboo topics; topics taboo to various extents, 
e.g. bodily functions (elimination, b i r t h , sex, i l l ness) , 
death, other people (as k in , bereaved, dead, strangers, 
e tc . ) , r i tua l property (names, totems, etc.) 
Available repertoires 
E. Dialects, lingue franche, English 
F. Intra-dialectal varieties ("unmarked", indicat ive, 
whispering, silence, sulking, sign, whist l ing, 
onomatopoeia, i n i t i a l l e t te rs , wai l ing, joking, 
swearing, arguing and f igh t ing , ceremonial language, 
song, boss s ty le , ghost s ty le , narrative, public 
address/discussion, dialect pastiche. Big Language) 
Degrees of usage 
G. Intermittence of Big Language use, vogues; changes 
over ego's l i fe t ime; changes through vicissitudes 
of personal po l i t i c s ; modern loss of elaboration 
by young. 
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Contextual features: Relations between speakers, addressees 
and referents: Early in my field work at Cape Keerweer I was told 
that one uses ordinary language (e.g., /Kalka panhtha pal./ "Give 
me that spear") when talking with grandparents, grandchildren, and 
"outsiders" (i.e. distant classificatory parents, parents' siblings, 
siblings, nephews, neices, cousins). One uses polite or "gently 
speech", which I shall refer to as R (respectful) speech (e.g. 
/Uuchang panhtha poenya./ "Give me that spear") with parents, 
children, cousins, siblings, parents' siblings, nephews and neices. 
R speech is especially used by parents talking to children: "That 
one for kids". It is also especially for /pam wiinhtha/ "taboo 
people", such as in-laws. The situation is, however, more complicated 
than this. Genealogical relationship is only one of many factors 
influencing respectful usage (others include personal and group 
politics, personal states, contexts and topics as listed above). 
Thomson (1935) said that Mn-speaking people considered the following 
linguistic behaviours to be appropriate between kin (abbreviations 
listed in Appendix 1, section 2): 
For a man: 
WM no direct speech 
WF, WB respectful language ("one side talk") 
actual MB+ decorum 
non-actual MB+ joking (including sexual) 
MB- extreme deference 
actual MF:DC decorum (joking with classificatory) 
actual FMB:ZSC decorum ( " " " ) 
actual FF:SC decorum ( " " " ) 
/kuupana/ joking (not sexual) (see 1935:483-4) 
FMZ+ obscene joking OK 
For a woman: 
DH no direct speech 
MB+ joking 
MB- no speech 
non-actual MF joking 
non-actual FM joking 
non-actual FF, FFB joking 
/kaatha-kalana/ joking (man not classed as F, but married to M) 
/kuupana/ mild swearing; not sexual if of different sexes 
FMZ+ obscene joking OK 
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This is valuable and reveal ing, as fa r as i t goes, but i t f a i l s 
to t e l l us of speech behaviour between those kin not l i s t e d , and 
omits s i tuat ions of kin reference as opposed to address. In the 
same paper, Thomson says that respectful language is used between 
a man and his fa ther - in - law or bro ther - in - law; a man and his 
mother-in-law may also communicate in th is way but through addressing 
a t h i r d person such as a dog (remember that dogs are kin too) . 
According to my in format ion, many more re lat ionships than these 
are characterised by respectful usage, and parameters beyond those 
of kinship are important. 
Those k in between whom R (respect fu l ) speech is especial ly 
obl igatory are actual F:D, M:S, B+:Z-, FB+:d'B-C, FZ+:oB-C, FZ-:9B+C; 
and the actual a f f ines WM:oDH, WF:cf DH, WB:(J'ZH. In each of these 
two groups, the re lat ionships are given in approximate order of 
"tabooness". The actual a f f ines do not normally address each other 
d i r e c t l y ; the same-sex af f ines do so occasional ly. R speech is 
also used between the other actual adjacent-generation and s i b l i ng 
pa i rs , but wi th less ob l iga t ion to do so. R speech is used not 
only between these pairs but also in reference to one member of 
such a pai r by the other or by a t h i r d party (e .g . "my/your w i fe ' s 
b ro ther " ) . Actual grandkin do not make heavy use of R speech, but 
also do not joke or use obscenit ies wi th each other. An exception 
is a case such as that of FM:QSC where FM=WMM, in which case the 
grandmother is an actual a f f i ne (the most taboo kind in the second 
ascending generation) and some R speech becomes ob l igatory . Potent ia l 
a f f ines also use R speech. Mery d is tan t c l ass i f i ca to ry af f ines 
and c l ass i f i ca to r y grandkin, as well as MB+:(?'Z-C are in jok ing 
re la t ionsh ips . In these re lat ionships one may joke about excretory 
funct ions; obl ique sexual references are possible wi th d is tant 
c l ass i f i ca to ry a f f i n e s ; same-sex non-actual grandkin may employ 
sexual j ok ing . 
There is some evidence that a d i s t i n c t i o n must be made between 
kin terms which are R forms of general app l ica t ion (used, fo r example, 
of the dead as wel l as in t a l k ing wi th or about taboo kin) and those 
which are special a f f i n a l R forms (see Appendix 1, F ig . 3) . 
So fa r we have seen that a t least one special kind of speech, 
the R s t y l e , is proper to a cer ta in set of genealogical ly spec i f iab le 
re la t ionsh ips , and is appropriate to those re lat ionships in varying 
degrees. I f we were to embark upon a descr ipt ion of interpersonal 
e t ique t te ( in re la t i on to food-g iv ing , s i t t i n g pos i t i ons , eye contact . 
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etc.) we would f ind that i t is not only speech which is affected 
by those particular relationships. They form part of a whole range 
of manifestations of a unified theory of interpersonal conduct. 
We now discuss the main parameters of this theory, following the 
order set out above under Contextual features. A, 
Sex: Al l other things being equal, i f two individuals, are 
of di f ferent sex their speech is more respectful ( l imited to non-
taboo topics, more impregnated with R usage, e t c ) than i f they 
are of the same sex. Thus father and daughter, mother and son, 
and older brother-younger sister interact with greater restraint 
than do same-sex pairs of the same degree of relationship. Mothers-
in-law are more taboo to men than to women, and a man's mother-in-
law is more taboo than his father- or brother-in-law. A man and his 
mother-in-law communicate through th i rd persons, using R speech. 
A woman is quiet in the presence of her husband, does not dominate 
the conversation (though some do!), and may whisper whenever she 
talks to a th i rd party in his presence (this is especially true 
of the older generation). This reflects the general superordinateness 
of males over females. Speech taboos are heavily incumbent upon 
a widow but not upon a widower, and her silence must be greatest 
in the presence of her late husband's male s ibl ings. 
Generation level : Senior generations are superordinate 
to junior generations in broad social terms, although this is 
part icular ly so between adjacent generations. Most of the more 
taboo relatives are one generation apart. I t is especially incumbent 
upon the older generation to use R speech with the younger. Thus 
i t marks the tabooness of the relationship, and not deference. 
In a conversation between two people, the standpoint of the 
junior person is taken as that from which referential kin terms 
are selected. A single set of referential terms is thus used as 
much as possible. For example, i f female ego and her DD are ta lk ing, 
both ego and DD refer to DD's mother as "mother"; a man w i l l refer 
to his wife as "mother" when talking to his son; a man w i l l refer 
to his nephew's older brother as "older brother" when talking to 
his nephew, and so on. The junior person does not reciprocate but 
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simply names the kin from his or her own standpoint. A man talking 
to his wife about her parents or brother uses himself as propositus, 
but employs special R kin terms. Male cross-cousins are in an 
unusually symmetrical relationship, so that they may use the term 
"sister" to refer either to ego's wife ( i . e . "your s ister") or the 
addressee's wife ( i . e . "my s is te r " ) . 
Age: Al l other things being equal, older people are superordinate 
to younger. A woman must avoid her husband's older brother, but 
may speak to and joke with her husband's younger brother (who 
t radi t ional ly stood to inher i t her through the 1 evirate). Older 
siblings are superordinate to younger. There is a special R form 
for B+, but not for Z+ or younger sibl ings. In ordinary language, 
however, one distinguishes B+ from Z+, but a l l younger siblings 
(B-, Z-) are addressed/referred to by a single term (this is so 
in Nn, but not in Mn). There are special body part signs for B+ 
and Z+, but younger siblings are referred to by the same sign as 
cross-cousins (THIGH). Younger people in general are not expected 
to have a strong command of R sty le, because "big language is more 
d i f f i c u l t ; i f they can't understand big words we have to use 
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small words". Older people, especially men, make elaborate use 
of R s ty le , frequently interlarding their speech with equivalent 
R and non-R terms. This is one of the salient characteristics of 
being /wuut manthal-tharrana/, a "big man". Older people have the 
least restr icted d ie t ; younger people may not eat "big foods" 
such as mature barramundi f ish or swamp tortoise. People have 
independently to ld me more than once that the difference between 
"big language" and "small language" is the same as that between 
mature forms of a species and i t s juvenile forms. One early source 
of my confusion over the meaning of "big language" was the practice 
of referring to non-R terms for mature stages of species as "big 
1 This practice has been taken a step further in the Flinders 
Islands language of eastern Cape York, where possessive 
pronominal encl i t ics on kin terms using tu as propositus are 
normally in the f i r s t person; this means that a man talking 
to his son about ego's wife w i l l refer to her as /amu-thun/ 
"mother-my", and so on. Where the pronoun is not bound, i t 
is in second person. A similar phenomenon occurs in the 
Kugu dialects of the Wik group, where a f i r s t person 
possessive prefix occurs on kin terms. 
2 Big Language (BL) consists of separate R lexical items, 
and is a subset of R speech devices - see below. Chapter 
V.3 where i t is described. 
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words". For example, /minha moenychana/ is "barramundi" but 
/wungalinma/ "barramundi too but that one big word" - both, however, 
are non-R terms, with the la t ter referring to the largest mature 
stage of barramundi. This ambiguity is an essential and revealing 
fact concerning the nature of language as i t reflects the facts 
of society and the natural world. In general, taboos increase in 
intensity with the "bigness" (maturity, structural dominance, 
intensity of feel ing, etc.) of the context. Food and language are 
intimately l inked. 
Child-respect: While working in the Cape Keerweer area, 
I was consistently referred to as "our boss". Like a l l other White 
"bosses" adopted into kinship systems by senior members of outstation 
groups, I was adopted as a "son" by the individual concerned. 
A "boss", in this context, is not a superior being who gives orders, 
but "our boy, who works for us". I f this seems contradictory, 
remember the frequent characterisation of respectful speech-style: 
"Big language is for (speaking to) chi ldren". Remember also that 
land tenure is not traced downwards, by descent from seniors and 
ancestors, but upwards, from children. Thus in the whole fabric of 
social l i f e there are two apparently contradictory principles at 
work, which are reflected in l inguis t ic behaviour: power and 
"bigness" are appropriate to - but unmarked in respect of - senior 
or older people. This power and bigness i s , to junior or younger 
people, dangerous. One of the primary means by which big people 
maintain their position i s , therefore, by acting (as custodians 
of power) with solicitude and care in relation to the young, protecting 
them from "big meats" by reserving them to themselves, protecting 
them from r i tua l danger by the giving of armpit smell and by preventing 
them from v is i t ing dangerous places, giving them licence (freedom 
from many taboos or restraints) while young, and then giving them 
knowledge as they become adults. Children at t ract R speech, therefore, 
because they are in fact respected. Pregnancy and chi ldbir th are 
re lat ively taboo topics, a fact which may be related to the special 
status of children. This child-respect may also be partly involved 
in the in-law taboos. Haviland's main informant for Guugu-Yimidhirr 
"brother-in-law language" said: 
Mother-in-law is poison. You know why? You married 
her ch i ld . And her daughter has your children. 
For that reason, real shame . . . (1977) 
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Structural seniori ty: Individuals who are held to be 
leaders or bosses at various levels of social scope may employ 
special language which makes this fact p la in , and others may speak 
to or about them with part icular respect. To i l l us t ra te : one day 
in 1977 a group of us went to camp at Aayka on the Kirke River estuary. 
The local country boss decided who should camp where. Some of his 
middle-aged nephews from a nearby clan were with us. They were 
sober and quiet. Their host spoke to them gruff ly and abruptly. 
They did not shout loudly or joke excessively, part icular ly after 
dark, while we were camped there. They were the v is i to rs , the other 
man was the host and therefore "boss" of the si tuat ion. The assymmetry 
in this case was at least partly a result of the t e r r i t o r i a l system 
(see Chapter I I ) , although differences in age and kinship relations 
contributed. Another kind of structural assynmetry occurs when a 
younger s ibl ing (actual or classif icatory) comes to be po l i t i ca l l y 
more powerful than his brothers, and is treated as an "honorary B+" 
by them, a fact which they should make obvious in language sty le. 
His superiority may be based in part on personal qualit ies and s k i l l s , 
but also may be assisted by being a member of a lineage segment 
descended from the oldest sibl ing of a previous generation, or by 
his having fathered a large family containing plenty of sons. 
A f f i n i t y : Certain affines may be addressed or referred to 
without part icular respect. These include the case mentioned ear l ier 
of a man and his older brother's wi fe , and also actual oBWM:oDHZ, 
who are non-immediate same-sex aff ines. But some of these cases 
involve a corresponding sh i f t in kinship terminology which indicates 
important features of the relationships: a man and his older 
brother's wife address and refer to each other as "son" and "mother", 
as do also a man and his actual MB-D. In other words, a man and 
his unmarriable female cross-cousins employ "gammon" (pretended) 
generation-shifting as an avoidance mechanism. They avoid, not 
each other, but their cousinship. A woman and her same-sex cross-
cousin who stand in the relationship of HZ+:QB-W refer to each other 
as gSC and FM respectively. In the la t te r case, the "garrnon" sh i f t 
is to the same alternate generation ( i . e . grandkin), and indicates 
less severe taboo. In the former case, the sh i f t is to a di f ferent 
alternate generation, indicating more severe taboo, but the sh i f t is 
to a relationship of only intermediate tabooness (mother-son). 
Speech patterns in these cases match the "gammon" kin status, not 
the actual. 
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Genealogical distance: As we have seen earlier, close kin 
relations attract more respectful speech than distant classificatory 
ones. On the other hand, distant classificatory kin relations 
attract more formal joking than close or actual ones. These and 
other special styles will often be explained to the enquirer largely 
in terms of genealogical distance, but as we shall see below, it is 
necessary to consider geographical and political distance as a 
feature of such contexts. 
Geographical/political ties: For demographic reasons (see 
Chapter II) those kin who are more distant genealogically tend also 
to be those kin who come from more distant places and from groups 
who are politically disjunct from those of ego. Between non-actual 
cross-cousins who are "countrymen" one may observe a good deal of 
formal joking, and its tone is normally relatively relaxed. But 
I have been present when Cape Keerweer people have visited politically 
distant communities and in these circumstances joking between 
appropriate kin has been excessively formal and unspontaneous, 
characterised by repetition, a sure sign of strain, punctuated by 
discomforting gaps of silence, and sometimes failing to disguise 
hostility. It is in the same circumstances that formal wailing 
usually seems excessive and formalistic (including wringing out 
of dry handkerchiefs). 
Affective ties: In spite of the formalised way in which 
different speech styles are actually used (as well as spoken of, 
in normative expositions) personal friendliness, tension and other 
affective states are superimposed on customary practices. Thus 
two grandkin who should joke with each other may joke little if 
they do not "get on with each other", or they may joke constantly 
if there are strong ties of affection. Illicit lovers whose kin 
relationship may be technically incestuous will observe the standard 
norms in public but in private speak as lovers speak. 
One older person told me in shocked tones of young men at 
Aurukun coming around at night to houses where young girls were 
living and saying in English (her emphasis) "You like me?". I 
took this to suggest that - just as English is used in other contexts 
to create a situation relatively free of traditional Aboriginal 
sanctions - in this case incestuous or non-approved relationships 
were deemed safer if conducted in a non-Aboriginal medium (see 
above on the language of drunkenness and fighting). 
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Wider ethnic relations: Most verbal interaction between 
Aborigines and Whites is in English, There is often an attempt 
to encourage Whites to learn Mn or ego's own clan dialect, where 
a permanent or semi-permanent relationship with Whites may be 
expected. Although Whites may not be liked, they are powerful. 
This structural assymmetry may lead to many specific adaptations 
in language. In my own case, although I am nearly the youngest of 
a set of brothers of clan 6, some refer to me as "the oldest brother" 
(see Structural seniority above). For such reasons, and also 
perhaps because I am of the same race as the missionaries who have 
worked in the area for most of this century, I have had little 
direct exposure to obscenity and free-ranging joking. I have, 
however, been exposed to a great deal of R speech. 
Personal state: Ritual State: There are different degrees 
of verbal freedom and restraint incumbent upon and in relation to 
a person, depending on their ritual state. For example, a man is 
guided through initiation by an older male cross-cousin who has 
already been initiated. During the ceremonial phase, which may 
last several weeks, the two can speak with each other. The senior 
cousin is "like a wife" and acts like a servant to the novice, giving 
him "big meats" such as bustard and "good v^allaby". As soon as 
the ritual ends, an extreme avoidance between the two men begins, 
"because they are /minychanyanga/ now". They cannot speak to each 
other and even avoid eye contact. 
Bereavement is a state which calls forth some of the most 
extreme degrees of linguistic prohibition and also the most extreme 
degrees of respectful-language use. For some months after her 
husband's death, a widow cannot talk in a normal voice in public, 
and observes complete silence when in close proximity to her late 
husband's brothers. She makes use of signs, or she may whisper 
to a child or non-taboo kinsperson and often places her hand before 
her mouth when doing so. For her to talk or laugh would amount 
to making fun of the bones of her dead spouse, and his close kin 
(his siblings, specifically) would be entitled to ensorcell her (in 
the past, no doubt, severe physical punishment would also have 
been inflicted). The widow and the dead man's brothers are those 
deepest in mourning (it is they, for example, who wore the /puchukama/ 
string, although the brothers would wear it only three or four months 
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and the widow one year; she wore another widow's string - the 
/ngam aaykarra/ - for several years), A man and his cross-cousin 
or older sister's son who might normally "torment each other" will 
not joke when one of them is in mourning; in fact all joking and 
laughter is rather inappropriate among the bereaved, at least until 
restrictions become lifted. 
Being bereaved is not unlike being an in-law, and the same 
term is used (/mooetha/ "shame"). One widow told me: "My husband 
brought big shame on me by dying". A widow also shames her late 
husband's brothers "by reminding them of him" simply by her presence. 
For that reason, in the past, widows placed a blanket or bark sheet 
over their heads in the presence of such men. For the first few 
months or a year of widowhood a woman eats no "big meats", only 
such things as small fish, and no red flesh. Red flesh is /pam nhutha/ 
"man's flesh". Iguanas could be eaten because their flesh is white. 
The white flesh of sharks and rays, however, is prohibited because 
they are /minh wii'a/ "juicy meats", and remind one of the /wii'a/ 
or juices of the decomposing corpse. 
When someone dies, there are some restrictions on speech 
between the deceased's agnates and those of the widow or widower. 
At the ceremony v/hich lifts the more severe mourning restrictions, 
the agnates of the deceased line up together. They may chat freely 
and even laugh. The bereaved spouse, followed by his or her siblings 
(brothers first, then sisters, in order of age) walk sombrely in 
front of the agnates of the deceased placing gifts such as spears 
and bags (or, nowadays, intact cartons of soft drinks) at their 
feet, moving them on from person to person, and not laughing or 
chatting freely. The agnates of the deceased lightly catch both 
hands (out-turned, in front of chest) of the widow as she passes 
them, saying such things as /Wik-epam ke'ulant iinychaka!/ "From 
now on you don't have to be silent!". This breaks the speech taboo, 
and is followed by a "proper big cry" by all concerned, A widow's 
eldest child puts meat in her mouth, which she spits out. The meat 
is then rubbed on her neck. Now she may eat "big meats" again. 
Addressing and referring to the bereaved calls for special 
kinship terminology (see Appendix 1, Fig. 3). Although these terms 
are ostensibly used of or to living people who are still in mourning, 
they actually refer to the genealogical relationship of the dead 
to the bereaved, not the reverse. They also reveal superclasses 
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of kin, hence /koyama/ "person bereaved of older sibling"; /ngeme'a/ 
"person bereaved of mother or mother's younger sibling"; /thacha/ 
"woman bereaved of child, or person bereaved of older sister's 
child" etc. Note also that bereaved-kin terms of address collapse 
categories that are distinct at the level of reference (this is 
true of all address terms). The referential terms specifically 
refer to the relation of the dead to the living (someone who has 
lost a /puntiya/ is referred to as /thaa'-puntiy-epama/ "mouth-older 
brother-nothing"). There is also historical evidence that at least 
the two bereaved-kin address terms /ngeme'a/ and /thacha/ derive 
from references to relationships with the same directionality. 
In Umpila (eastern Cape York), the terms /ngami/ and /thaatha/, 
(Thomson 1972:4) refer to the unmarriageable actual or close cross-
cousins MB+C, FZ+C (/ngami/) and MB-C, FZ-C (/thaatha/). If these 
cousins are female they are likened to a mother, and if male they 
are likened to MB-. The senior term is /ngami/ and the junior term 
is /thaatha/. Both Um /ngami/ and Nn /ngeme'a/ are cognate with 
other terms in Cape York with contemporary meanings such as "mother" 
or "breast" (e.g. Guugu-Yimidhirr /ngamu/ "mother"). Um /thaatha/ 
and Nn /thacha/ are probably cognate with terms for "baby" found 
elsewhere (Dyirbal /chacha/, Bandjalang /chaacha/) . Thus the 
bereaved-kin terms in these two cases originally may have had reference 
to the dead, those belonging to the core categories "mother" and 
"woman's child" respectively. On the collapsing of the categories 
M and MB-, note that one can address one's MB- as "mother", especially 
in a situation of conflict when attempting to solicit unity and 
detente (I have observed this twice during fighting at Peret). 
Physical state: The names of the deceased, as well as words 
which occur in such names or closely resemble them, may not be used 
for several months or a year after the death, until the names have 
been ritually "opened", after which they may again be spoken except 
by a widow. Use of a dead person's name, even after it has been 
opened, may be used as evidence of disrespect and aggression between 
parties to a conflict. All dead kin, no matter how long gone, are 
referred to by respectful-form kin terms unless names are used 
1 Further cognates are Nn /thacha/ "excrement" (R), Gugu-Yalandji 
/chacha/ "excrement", Bidyara /thatha/ "to excrete"; for the 
semantic connections between babies and excrement, compare 
Yukulta /kuna/ "excrement", /kunawuna/ "baby" (by reduplication), 
and Nyungar /kuniny/ "1. little, young, 2. crawling child, 
3. to defecate". 
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(see Fig. 3 in Appendix 1). English expressions such as "o ld- fe l la 
dead-fella" may also be used, especially while the name prohibit ion 
lasts. Living namesakes of a recently deceased person are often 
addressed as /thaapicha/ "namesake", including those whose names 
only resemble that of the dead (e.g. "Vicki" not used after the death 
of Victor) . This term is a loan; in Wik-Mungkana a male namesake 
of the dead is called /kootamata/ and a female is called /nhamparriya/ 
( I do not know the terms in Nn). The place-name Uthuka is replaced 
by Weenama i f a woman called Uthikanga (not cognate) dies. Similar ly, 
i f a woman called Aakapenya dies, the word /aaka/ "place" is replaced 
by /wachamana/, the la t te r also being the R term for "place" used 
with aff ines, the recently bereaved, etc. A l iv ing namesake of a 
dead person may also be referred to simply by a kin term which 
refers to the deceased. Thus, for example, a man whom I called 
(adoptive "actual") "father" died in 1976. His name was Victor. 
In 1977 one of his brothers was l i s t i ng a number of l iv ing clansmen 
who included one young man whose name was also Victor. He referred 
to this person as /nhul piipinhthanh inhthinhth/, "that father (R) 
there"; since this person was not "father" to the propositus in this 
conversation, the phrase was an e l l i p t i ca l version of "someone with 
the same name as your father". 
Deceased kin may also be referred to obliquely by the /-wuna/ 
construction: /muk-wuna/ "MB+-lies", i .e . "deceased mother's older 
brother". One also avoids the ordinary terms /mula/ "dead" and 
/wayngkanha/ "died" in a context where the dead person is s t i l l 
mourned. Instead one may use the Big Language terms /puparra/ 
"dead" or /thuuypanha/ "died", or the oblique equivalents /epam-ula/ 
" f in ished", /kootar ulntana/ "head fa l l en " , teknonymy ("begetter 
of so-and-so", "mother of so-and-so", "adopter of so-and-so", etc.) 
or a simple statement of where the individual was k i l led/d ied/ 
cremated/buried, usually in conjunction with a kin term. 
Someone who is sick or elderly - especially i f they are 
absent and there is some l ikel ihood that they may have died since 
last being seen - are not usually referred to by name. Typical 
substitutes, which draw attention to their physical state, are 
/muk-alpana/ "sick mother's elder brother" and /pinya-ko'anycha/ 
"bl ind father's elder s is ter " . Sick, blind or lame old people may 
also be referred to more br ie f l y simply as /alpana/, /ko'anycha/ 
"the sick one", "the bl ind one" etc. 
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A woman who is menstruating is in a taboo s ta te . Her state 
is usually referred to obl iquely as /nhuth waya/ " f lesh no good" 
(unmarked language) and more d i r e c t l y as /aak inmanga/ "menstrual 
period" (unmarked language). She hersel f should not speak to any 
man other than her husband whi le menstruating. 
I f someone is su f fer ing from the b i te of a taipan snake, 
i t s ordinary name /thaypana/ must be avoided. Instead, one refers 
to i t as /pu'a-puunhala/ "so f t vu lva" , so as not to bring bad luck. 
I t brings poor hunting luck to ca l l out to someone by name 
or kin term i f the addressee is div ing fo r tor to ises at Yaata 
(country 3) , Instead one ca l l s out t he i r grandmother's name, 
preceded by the respectful word fo r "o ld lady" in the d ia lec t of 
the clan owning the locale (hence " / thee lpara / so-and-so!") . This 
is c lear l y meant fo r the ears of the resident ancestral s p i r i t s . 
State of l i n g u i s t i c competence: The state of the l i n g u i s t i c 
competence of par t ic ipants in a speech s i tua t ion c lear ly af fects 
choice of l i n g u i s t i c va r ie t y . One can exclude a l i s tener by 
select ing a d ia lec t they do not know, or include them by select ing 
one they do know or are p a r t i c u l a r l y associated w i t h . A ch i l d ' s 
l im i ted l i n g u i s t i c knowledge resul ts in the relaxat ion of norms 
of speech-style use as applied to t h e i r speech or as applied 
to ta lk ing to them. One can also score p o l i t i c a l points by showing 
o f f one's extensive po lyd ia lec ta l or i n t r a -d ia l ec ta l competence, 
and th is technique is p a r t i c u l a r l y used by older men who attempt 
to demonstrate the breadth of t he i r knowledge and experience. 
Situational context: One can, somewhat a r t i f i c i a l l y , 
i den t i f y the fo l lowing kinds of s i tuat ions in the da i ly l i f e of 
Cape Keerweer people which are characterised by par t i cu la r d i s t i n c t 
speech s t y les . 
Ordinary casual conversation could be termed the "unmarked" 
s i t u a t i o n , in which most of the contextual features already covered 
w i l l play roles but in which the context i t s e l f does not ca l l f o r t h 
an indigenous label any more spec i f i c than /wi iykanha/ or " t a l k i n g " . 
This is not to imply that "casual conversation" i s the same fo r a l l 
age-groups. Young teenage boys engage in constant banter, whi le 
older people engage in f a r more formal and elaborately restra ined 
" p o l i t e conversat ion". The a r t of conversation at Cape Keerweer 
is a very f i ne one. There is an almost baroque use of in t roductory 
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and "softening" or hedging devices, often consisting of comments 
upon speech acts themselves (e.g. "I'm only saying this very roughly ... ", 
"I'm inclined slightly in this way ...", "Well, one could put it 
this way . . . " ) , and there is constant use of echoic reinforcing 
and exclamation (see Appendix 1, section 11). 
There is a set style for giving narratives (actually several 
genres - spearing stories, funny stories, mythical monologues, 
etc.) but these styles will reduce to odd remarks or cease altogether 
if the physical context changes sufficiently. If, for example, some 
of the audience go off to get stores or if a strange European suddenly 
arrives, the story-telling may cease - the proper context no longer 
exists. 
Ritual events, as well as other public and organised 
situations such as community meetings, are among the more clearly 
definable contexts where certain linguistic styles are definitely 
either appropriate or not. Public speechmaking is highly formal. 
In a community meeting each individual may start his first remarks 
with somewhat the same formula: "I only speak for myself ... I'm 
only one man myself ... I only "gammon" say this - I might be wrong 
or I might be right - anyway up to all of you ..." or variations 
on this theme. 
There are contexts where speaking at all is in bad taste -
for example, while eating - and where it can spoil things in a 
practical sense, as when stalking an animal. If you are camping 
in strange country, once darkness falls you speak in a soft voice 
or even a whisper. People will wait until the sun is fully risen 
before speaking in a normal voice on such occasions (this is not 
restricted to old people). After all, the ancestors of each area 
live there in spirit, and they may visit, annoy or harm living people, 
especially strangers who advertise their presence by loud talking. 
Again, children camped at Aayka (country 6) were chastised for 
speaking Mn because the spirits of the ancestors there would get 
annoyed at hearing "the wrong language" spoken in that land; the 
proper language for that land and its children is Nn. 
Arguments and fights are often almost "set pieces" in which 
the same types of language are heard again and again. These include 
the high monotone utterances of a formal character ("Ah my daughter's 
son has been struck with an axe and brought you all shame oooooow!", 
etc), and a particular type of swearing, the hurling of territorial 
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nicknames and major totemic references etc. Sitting silent at such 
an event indicates that one does not intend to get involved in the 
proceedings. 
Situations of leavetaking bring forth exclamations of 
conventional sorrow. When relatives visit for the first time after 
the death of a close kinsperson, formal wailing and sobbing (including 
statements made in a "crying" voice) may continue for some minutes 
after their arrival. 
Topic: The more taboo or /wiinhtha/ ("forbidden, dangerous, 
etc.") the relationship between two people, the more restricted 
is the range of topics they may speak of freely. In some cases, 
as between distant grandkin, restrictions of this type are few indeed. 
In other cases, topics as such may not be prohibited, but the manner 
of speaking about them may be influenced by their inherent nature. 
Thus one can mention urine or urinating to most kin, but there are 
four words for urine in Nn, each with different connotations of 
respect/familiarity, as well as three words for water, any of which 
may also be used to refer to urine depending on context. One refers 
to urine as /kumpa/ (which is "shared with all others") or /ochama/ 
(Nn) where no respect is required. Where respect of a middle order 
is required (e.g. talking to one's mother) one uses the terms 
/chelala/ or /oonama/ (the latter meaning "belly" in Nr). A man 
talking to his daughter, however, would use /changa/, the widespread 
Wik R form for water, or possibly /uy'a/, another (Nn) R form 
for water. He could also use /ngaka/, the ordinary word for water, 
as when talking to his son about urinating. Excrement is another 
topic which is slightly more taboo, although farting is far more 
/wiinhtha/ a topic again. A woman should not mention farting in 
a man's presence, even that of her husband. A state of diarrhoea 
is akin to that of excretion. To say that one has diarrhoea in 
non-respectful language one would say /Ngay kun waya./, "My bowels 
are bad", where the term for bowels is literally "excrement". 
One can make this more respectful by replacing /kuna/ with the 
R form /thacha/ "excrement" or the ordinary word for belly, hence 
/Ngay thoelp waya./. More respect is shown by replacing /thoelpa/ 
with its R equivalent /iimpana/. But a woman talking to her son 
would go further, replacing /thoelpa/ with a more extreme R equivalent 
/iithunma/ and also replacing /waya/ "bad" with its R equivalent 
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/weypa/, yielding /Ngay iithunm weypa./. It is clear that the use 
of R speech is subtle and elaborate. 
Sex, pregnancy and menstruation are dangerous topics in 
most circumstances, although sexual intercourse is certainly the 
least taboo of the three. For these reasons, genitals may be referred 
to in the presence of most kin, although being too specific (e.g. 
by mentioning the urethra or labia majora, and especially semen) 
is taboo. For certain relationships, sex is a highly sensitive topic: 
a man should not even use the pronoun /pula/ "they two" when talking 
with his daughter, since its sound is similar to that of /pu'a/ 
"vulva"; instead, he should use /wuykalama/ "two" (note that 
/wuykalama/ is the R form; the ordinary form is /pulanhama/). 
Major totems of clans, as well as the phenomena of totemic 
centres, may also be dangerous topics. The traditional use of signs 
and onomatopoeic references to totems (e,g. elbow-waving or /Pubbb!/ 
for Shark), and also the early borrowing of English terms for them 
(e.g, /chaaka/ for Shark), indicate an unwillingness to make common 
use of the actual Nn words for such things. This may also be one 
of the reasons why common objects such as spears or bags which are 
clan totems are referred to as "so-and-so's totem" etc. (see 
discussion Chapter III.3), and why the R form for spear or bag will 
be used in the presence of a person for whom it is a totem. 
Perhaps the commonest of all sensitive topics is other people. 
Addressing and referring to other people is a highly refined art. 
We have already seen how referring to the dead and addressing or 
referring to the bereaved are complex matters. The choice of propositus 
for assignation of third parties to kinship categories has also been 
discussed. But all aspects of personal address and reference 
are highly sensitive, as the extreme disjunction of the two kinds 
of kin terms listed in Appendix 1 (Fig. 3) reveals. 
To address or refer to a person is itself a kinship behaviour. 
For this reason, I do not distinguish "kin terms" from "kin behaviours" 
as if each constituted easily separable systems. The genealogical 
theory on which terminological distinctions between kin are made 
may be distinguished as a system logically separable from "behaviours", 
but a full treatment of those behaviours must include an account 
of the use of kin terminology in speech acts, as well as other 
behaviours such as food-handling and eye contact. Here I largely 
restrict discussion to verbal devices. 
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The general i ty p r i nc i p l e : Pragmatical ly, names, signs and other 
personal address/reference terms are on d i f f e ren t posit ions w i th in 
the same scale of emotional connotations. At the one extreme on 
th is scale are spec i f i c terms (names, precise genealogical terms). 
These are the least f r i end l y terms unless used between a res t r i c ted 
set of k in who are defined as being in a very f ree and ega l i ta r ian 
re la t ionsh ip . As the range of reference of a term becomes more 
general, i t s connotations become more f r i e n d l y , respec t fu l , e tc . 
Thus body s igns, of which there are only s ix covering a l l kin categories, 
are the most general and obl ique. Bereaved-kin terms make more 
d i s t i n c t i o n s , but s t i l l reveal superclasses. English kin terms, 
now widely used p a r t i c u l a r l y in address, are a l i t t l e more 
spec i f i c again, as are the t r ad i t i ona l Nn address terms. Referential 
kin terms are even more spec i f i c , and there are extensive taboos 
on t he i r use. Talking a iout people is less dangerous than ta lk ing 
to them. Where the l i ke l i hood of c o n f l i c t is leas t , the s p e c i f i c i t y 
of terms is highest. Where taboos are the most intense, polysemy 
is greatest . Terms of address must, therefore, be especial ly poly-
semous kin terms or may even be oblique terms that contain no l i t e r a l 
genealogical in format ion. 
The in te res t ing exception to th is ru le that tabooness 
breeds genera l i ty is that the re fe ren t ia l kin term set contains 
many respectful (R) and non-respectful (non-R) forms, with equivalent 
semantic ranges. In languages l i k e Dyirbal and Guugu-Yimidhirr, 
respectful "mother-in-law" or "bro ther - in- law" terms in any domain 
include a large number of generics, or at least polysemous terms. 
In Nn, t rans fe r ra l to R s ty le involves lex ica l switching which is 
predominantly from spec i f i c to spec i f i c ( rather than from spec i f i c 
to gener ic) , although i t also includes pronominal number-switching 
(second singular—> second plural, third singular >• third plural), 
which may be interpreted as "generalisation", a feature common to 
many pronominal systems (the tu/vous phenomenon). It also includes 
the systematic use of "vagueness" - e.g. "belly" used for "diarrhoea", 
"pregnancy" and "menstruation", or "water" used for "urine", but 
these are not cases of hyponymy. 
Bell (1962:477), commented on the fact that people of Tanga 
in New Ireland, when in the mother's brother - sister's son 
relationship, avoid referring to each other by names or kin terms, 
frequently substituting /fa:nu/: 
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The word fa:nu means "many people", "a crowd", 
"everyone". I t is a very impersonal, non-specific 
term used in a very personal manner, and i t is 
just because of i t s basic impersonality that i t 
is used in such a situation in order to avoid 
offending the person addressed (sic). 
In the Flinders Island language, WF is referred to as /ulpu wuudumu/ 
"a certain old man", and WM as /andjurdumu/ (< /andjul wuudumu/) 
"a certain old woman". The Nn terms for affines of this type are, 
on the contrary, highly specific. 
Use of names: I would argue that an adequate account of 
"kinship" in an Aboriginal society, relying heavily - as such accounts 
always do - on terminological evidence, must come to grips with all 
forms of address and reference, not just the genealogical. It may 
be objected to this that names should be excluded, because it is 
only the choice between using or not using a name which is governed 
by the genealogical statuses of participants in the speech event. 
As a partial counter to this it may be pointed out that, among 
Cape Keerweer people, once the addressee/referent's patriline membership 
is known, the individual's names are also known. (This excludes 
personal nicknames and, now, English first names). Totemic names 
are determined by patriline membership, sex, and human vs. dog 
status, thus yielding four discrete sets of names for each lineage 
(male human, female human, male dog and female dog. Each set has 
two to four names. Human names are either "big" or "small". All 
are oblique totemic references.) Persons who possess a totemic 
name, or even just a totem (or, nowadays, an English name) in common, 
may refer to, be referred to, or address each other using a locution 
translatable as "namesake", which consists of the underlying formula 
(subject pronoun) + /nhampa/ "name". This is the commonest and 
most polite method by which actual siblings or fathers-to~sons 
address each other (hence /ngalampa/ first person dual inclusive, 
/nhupal-nhampa/ second person dual). Siblings may also address 
each other endearingly as /kooenhiya/, 1. "unspecified sibling", 
2. "totem" (as well as using specific terms for B+, Z+, e t c ) . 
A father would never address his son as "son" in Nn, but normally 
uses the term based on their totemic sharing. In general, one may 
address only one's juniors by name (the superficial exception to 
this is when grandchildren address grandparents, particularly using 
English names ). 
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When Cape Keerweer people suddenly stop using kin terms, 
confrontation has begun. Address/reference terminology is, among 
other things, a device for the display of feelings (whether convention-
alised or actual). Whenever I have been threatened or aggressively 
challenged, people have addressed me as "Peter" and referred to me 
as "Peter Sutton". As soon as the heat dies down, kin terms are 
reinstated. I have seen enough violent disputes among themselves 
to know that this is normal practice. Old people state that a common 
taunt in the pitched battles held at cremations was to call the 
totemic names of the opposition members. (Homicides were reasonably 
common in such events up to the 1920's). Even today, children commonly 
tease each other in school by calling the "father's name" of the 
one being teased. This may result in fights or a flood of tears. 
"Navel names": There is a system of what may be called 
"fictive kinship" which involves names. Until a few years ago, 
the umbilical cord of a new baby was given to an older male kinsman 
and the child acquired the "big name" (/nhamp awunya/) of that person. 
The two individuals involved have a special and positive 
relationship that lasts through life, and address or refer to each 
other using the term /kooetana/, "umbilical cord", or the namesake 
locution using the term /nhampa/ ("name"). This terminology largely 
operates as if /kooetana/ were a kin term although it makes no 
genealogical reference. Especially when attempting to forge or 
claim positive relationships to members of distant groups, or to 
those with whom one wishes to initiate detente after a conflict, 
/kooetana/ links are mentioned. If A is /kooetana/ to B (and vice 
versa), then A's kin may claim B's kin as /kooetana' "because 
of A and B". Thus there are actual and classificatory /kooetana/, 
just as there are actual and classificatory genealogical kin. The 
divination of who is to be a child's /kooetana/ is performed by 
the mother's close kin who assist in the birth, and the body sign 
for /kooetana/ is the same as that for mother (BELLY). A child's 
/kooetana/ is not necessarily a member of his or her uterine kindred. 
The /kooetana/ relationship may, however, be interpreted as a form 
of secondary (personal) totemism governed by members of ego's matriline. 
Kin term/name combinations: There is general avoidance 
of reference to people by name without preposing a kin term. This 
is clearly a respect mechanism. Thus, in English, Old Man Tommy, 
Papa Johnny, Mama Isobel, Cousin Angus etc., and in Nn /wuut kaa' wopa/ 
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("old man brolga whist le") , /piny uthikanga/ ("aunt catf ish") etc. 
Old ladies are frequently referred to as such by the word for 
"old lady" in their own particular dialect , hence /thaamuth Nel l ie/ 
(Nn), /yangkath Lena/ (Nr), and where that dialect is socially 
marked (by being foreign) her word for "old lady" may come to 
constitute a nickname. Hence the Nn term /thaamuth weta/ is 
l i t e r a l l y "old lady" (Nn) "old lady" (Me), and refers to a Wik-Me'anha 
speaking woman. 
Since individual names are not often used, I have frequently 
had to ask for them in order to pin down the identi ty of a referent. 
Even in these cases, a kin term usually precedes the name. Such 
combinations bear a strong resemblance to compounds, and primary 
stress is borne by the second element (the name). The same pattern 
obtains with terms such as /piip-thawana/ (FB-) or /piinhiy-kenycha/ 
(WM) where the second element represents a narrowing of the reference, 
as does a name, although /-thawana/ and /-kenycha/ specify kin 
subclasses and personal names do not. 
V.3 Available Dialects and Registers 
Dialects, lingue franche, English: An account of these 
is given in Chapter IV, and a sketch grammar of one Wik dialect 
constitutes Appendix 1. Dialect-switching is described in section 
1 of this chapter. 
Intra-dialectal varieties: In this section I describe the 
structure and characteristics of various di f ferent l inguis t ic 
(and para-l inguist ic) styles of Nn-speakers. The work is at a 
preliminary stage, but some important principles emerge nevertheless. 
One is the "pr inciple of generality" which has already been discussed. 
Another is based on the fact that there is no simple on-or-off switching 
among speech varieties according to easily definable social contexts; 
from this we may conclude that one of the primary functions of 
d i f ferent verbal registers is the manipulation of social contexts, 
not simply the ref lect ion of them. 
1 I am indebted to H.W. Scheffler (personal communication) for 
distinguishing the two types of "narrowing" discussed here. 
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Before describing the various registers, I will briefly 
list the lexical items of Nn which are most relevant to the domain 
of language use. 
The verbs which deal with ways of speaking are (given here 
in definite mood): 
/wiiykanha/ (R: /wooelinanha/) "to say, to talk" (transitive); 
applies also to sneezing /achey wiiykanha/ "he sneezed"; specific 
kinds of talking may be specified by preposed adverbs: /kula wiiykanha/ 
"speak angrily", /itam wiiykanha/ "speak slowly", /yaaya wiiykanha/ 
"speak without firm opinion", /yaam wiiykanha/ "speak for a long time", 
/theermpangananh/ "to talk" (respect form, especially about affines?) 
/winana/ "to tell (it) to someone, to call someone something" 
/koy'amanha/ "to explain it" 
/pampanha/, /malpanha/ "to ask someone something" 
/wikamanha/ (R: /ngoongkamanha/) "to discuss, to make a plan" 
/yuulpanganha/ "to mimic someone, to mock by mimicry" 
/thin-thinanhamanha/ "to tease/joke with someone, to verbally torment' 
/thaa'-tharranya/ "to argue" (mouth-harden) 
/akanha/, /paachanha/ "to swear someone" (transitive) (often 
/ngamparr akanha/ "teeth-INSTrumental swore") 
/wik-yoempanha/ "to promise" (/yoempanha/ = "make"?) 
/paampanya/ "to switch dialect" (literally "jump about") 
Mental acts are closely related to those involving speaking and hearing: 
/ngeethanha/ "to hear, to listen" 
/ngeethechanya/ "to think" 
/pin-ngathanya/ "to forget" (literally "ear-shut") 
/pin-tharranya/ "to desire" (literally "ear-harden") 
/ngaapanha/ "to ignore" 
/mamanha/ "to learn (e.g.) language" (literally "take hold of") 
/yuulpanha/ "to remember" (cf. /yuulpanganha/ "to mimic") 
Other relevant verbs are: 
/thaa'-keentanha/ "to sing" (literally "mouth-play") 
/pathanha/ "to sing" (literally "to bite") 
/koepa-keentanha/ "to laugh" (literally "laugh-play") 
/ooethanha/ "to cry, wail, weep" (also applies to thunder rumbling) 
/thaa'-wikangana/ "make loud verbal noises" (literally 
"mouth-language-ngana") 
/weerana/ "make loud noises" 
One calls for silence by using the exclamation /apapa/ "shut up" 
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or making the sign of tapping the mouth with an open hand. There 
are various other exclamations such as /Kay?/ "what did you say?" 
and ideophones of sounds relevant to the domain of language, which 
are given in Appendix 1, sections 10 and 14. 
Nouns in the domain of language are: 
/wika/ (R: /ngoongka/) "language, words, news, message, story" 
(see also Chapter III.3) 
/wik-ala/ "narrative" ("language-old") 
/nhampa/ "name" 
/man-piinhtha/ "larynx" 
/ thaa'a/ (R: /thaanhtha/) "mouth" 
/theermpangananha/ "taboo k in , (?especially) aff ines" (see 
verbs above) ( l i t e r a l l y "speakers") 
The relevant adjectives are: 
/ thaa'-pa'ala/ "voluble" ("mouth-wide") 
/wik-epama/ "silent, speechless" 
/awunya/ "big", hence /wik awunya/ "respectful language" 
/eena/ "small", hence /wik eena/ "unmarked language" 
/paka/ "down", hence /wik paka/ "unmarked language" 
("straight down talk") 
/man-awa/ "deep-voiced" ("neck-EXCESS") 
/meela/ "deaf, stupid, insane, flighty" 
/wiinhtha/ "forbidden, dangerous" (e.g. taboo words/people) 
/mooetha/ "ashamed" 
/thaa'-maynga/ " in company" ("mouth-together") 
The adverbs /thaa'-minanhthama/ and /thaa'-wayanhthama/, "correctly" 
and " incorrect ly" (of marriages), as well as the nouns /thaa'-(A;in)-epama/ 
which refer to bereaved kin (see Appendix 1 section 2) and /thaa'-panta/ 
"mediator", probably involve the use of / thaa'a/ "mouth" because 
of the r i tua l function of speech acts in their normal contexts. 
I now discuss the more prominent intra-dialectal var iet ies. 
The "unmarked sty le" (/wik eena, wik paka/): I have 
refrained from cal l ing this the "everyday" style because other 
styles, including that of respect which involves substitution of 
di f ferent lexical items, e tc . , are also spoken "every day" and with 
a wide range of k in. 
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The " ind ica t i ve s t y l e " : When a speaker wishes to point out 
the locat ion or d i rec t ion of something, he or she purses the l i ps 
and turns the head in the d i rec t ion concerned. This has a d i s t i n c t 
e f fec t on t he i r a r t i c u l a t i o n at a subphonemic l e v e l , which may a l e r t 
a hearer who is not looking at the speaker to the fac t that a d i rec t ion 
is being ind icated. This is probably the source of the use of 
pre-posed / t h a a ' a - / "mouth" with cardinal d i rec t ion terms (and 
possibly also that of /chaa-/ in Yid iny, see Dixon 1977:162-3). 
Sherzer (1973) reports a s im i la r phenomenon among the San Bias Cuna, 
which he ca l l s "non-verbal de i x i s " . In the Cape Keerweer case, 
i t is gesture but gesture which simultaneously carr ied verbal (phonetic) 
in format ion. 
Silence and whispering: In the case of widows or wives 
in the presence of t h e i r husbands, these are on a continuum running 
from absolute si lence to occasional whispering to constant stage-
whisper to occasional normal speech. Body gestures such as a hand 
before the mouth or leaning towards the addressee commonly accompany 
them. Whispering is also a means of self-concealment from s p i r i t s 
in strange country. Silence may indicate "sulkiness" or unwill ingness 
to become embroiled in c o n f l i c t . 
Iconic communication: I t is d i f f i c u l t to d is t inguish the 
middle ground between the extremes of formal kin reference signs 
(see Appendix 1 F ig. 3) and such things as walking speed or degrees 
of i nc l i na t i on of the head. Like w h i s t l i n g , onomatopoeic reference 
or the use of the i n i t i a l l e t t e r s of people's names, a l l are i con ic . 
Walking b r i sk l y normally indicates a state of emergency or aggression, 
and i t is wise to saunter about camp i f one wishes to be "read" 
as having no argument wi th anyone. Communicating from a distance 
in speech involves shouting in r e l a t i v e l y high monotone, with a 
descending /ow! / a t the end of utterances. The same sentence-f inal 
/ow/ , used close to an addressee, indicates po l i t e impor tun i ty , 
possibly as an icon of s t ruc tu ra l "d is tance". People who fo r various 
reasons cannot shout over a distance may use sign (e .g . tapping 
the breastbone to re fe r to a long-necked t o r t o i s e ) , and widows 
under speech taboos use sign a lso. The kin signs which I have observed 
probably have a wide range of uses but the commonest appears to 
be the fo l low ing : i f someone sneezes in the daytime, a person near 
them w i l l tap a body part which indicates t h e i r kin re la t i on wi th 
the sneezer. The tap is a reference to the sneezer, and expresses 
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"sorrow" for them. I f done at night, however, this would result 
in sickness and is prohibited. Instead, the night sneezer is called 
to verbally (either by kin terms, or more often obliquely by age-
grade terms such as "unini t iated boy"); this is accompanied by 
the exclamation /apa/ or /apow/, an expression of conventional sorrow. 
A major totem, in part icular, may be referred to by sign 
or by an onomatopoeic expression (see above). The R term for 
/minh ingkala/ "long-necked tortoise" is /tung-tunga/, an ideophone 
of the sound made when i t s shell is tapped (and note the sign for 
tortoise is the tapping of the breastbone). Middle-aged and older 
people, when r is ing and stretching in the morning, may make the 
noises of their major totems, refreshing themselves with their power. 
Thus members of clan 4 have been heard to get up saying /kang kang 
kang kang!/ (Goose), members of clan 6 /pubbbbbbb!/ (Shark's t a i l 
h i t t ing water), and members of clan 12 /korr korr korr korr! / 
(Brolga). 
I am told that lovers use whistl ing for communication 
("whistling for g i r l f r iend/boyfr iend" , etc.) (von Sturmer, personal 
communication) but I have only observed this myself at Lockhart, 
eastern Cape York. Tortoises are "whistled up" from swamps. 
One form of personal reference which might also be called 
"iconic" is the use of i n i t i a l let ters of people's names. This 
constitutes an avoidance of saying the name i t se l f . I t is done by 
people of a l l ages, regardless of l i teracy. I t is conmonest with 
women's names: "Martuttna" is "M.U.", "Mikompa" is "M.K.", 
"Kornamnayuh" is "K.O." ( in such cases, one non- in i t ia l le t ter is 
also used). Surnames may be abbreviated to the f i r s t le t te r with 
which they are spelled, especially by affines or in cases of bereavement. 
One widow s t i l l in mourning referred consistently to her late husband's 
family as "W. family". Her own surname is often abbreviated from 
"Gothachalkenin" to "Goths". 
Wailing: Standard wailing starts on a high note and 
descends with yodel- l ike alternations to lower notes. There is 
no s t r i c t unison within the group of mourners, but a new bout of 
keening can be in i t i a ted by one indiv idual . Others who do not wish 
to show disrespect must keep up with this person. After wai l ing, 
people s i t quiet ly and often hold hands for long periods (hand-
holding is also done at the breaking of the mourning restr ict ions 
where the speech taboo is l i f t e d from a widow). The f i r s t v i s i t 
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to a person's country a f te r t he i r death should be made by one of 
t he i r actual or close c lass i f i ca to ry s i b l i n g s , who wails there and 
addresses the deceased; I have been present on two such occasions, 
and i t seemed to me the wai l ing was fa r more impassioned then than 
usual. Context and personal a f fec t inf luence the degree to which 
such behaviours are "s incere" or "mere f o r m a l i t i e s " , but the 
outward form is f a i r l y consistent . 
Joking: This does not involve special lex ica l items but 
i t does involve in some cases a j o i n t shout by par t ic ipants at 
the end of each item of banter, as well as gestures such as n ipp le-
pinching or penis-grabbing. There are of course standard jokes 
(e .g . d is tant cross-cousins might say to each other "You give me 
one s i s t e r ! " , e t c . ) . Most of what Thomson (1935a) had to say about 
jok ing and swearing in th is area is confirmed by my observations 
45 years l a t e r . 
Swearing: Standard taunts of an obscene nature often consist 
of a noun plus q u a l i f i e r , e . g . : 
/Theep nhay-awa!/ ("penis string-EXCESS") "You've got 
a big u re thra ! " 
/Unta winychan-awa!/ ("scrotum tubes-EXCESS") "You've 
got big vas deferens!" 
/Unta nhepan-awa!/ ("scrotum egg-EXCESS") "You've got 
big b a l l s ! " 
/Pu' maanh-awa!/ ("vulva vaginal fluid-EXCESS") "You've 
got a slimy cunt !" 
Perhaps the worst of such taunts is one which refers to semen: 
/Theep thangkarr-awa!/ ("penis semen-EXCESS") "You've 
got big spunk!" 
There are also swearing terms with sexual innuendoes drawn 
from natural phenomena, such as / t h i i m a / "hairy c a t e r p i l l a r " and 
/kuyana/ "w i ld honey" (honey being c losely l inked wi th sexua l i t y ) . 
A term such as /roengkacha/ " l a r r i k i n " ( i . e . someone who is sexually 
promiscuous) or /roengkacha-pala/ "someone greedy fo r l a r r i k i n s " 
uses a sexual reference to make slanderous remarks about people, 
without necessari ly l i t e r a l l y accusing them of any sexual misdemeanours. 
Arguing and f i g h t i n g words: To speak aggressively to someone 
is to bark (/nyam nyam nyam/) at them as i f they were a dog. In 
a complex dispute many par t ic ipants may ta l k at once. The high 
monotone s t y l e of disputes and use of English have already been 
mentioned. 
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Song: I have not yet done extensive work on song styles, 
in the sense of song text transcription. Some songs clearly contain 
words to which the singers can assign no specific meanings, although 
the subject of the song is known. At least some of the Wuungka 
style (mourning) songs have words of this kind, e.g.: 
1. /aa eeli me ngatho rre nho mpo ngo ngo, pubbb kooo!/ 
2. /aa eeli mee ngatha wee rre nhoo mpoo ngoo ngoo nyii, pubbb 
kooow!/ 
These are two versions of "the same Wuungka" sung by one individual; 
it is used to send the spirit-image of a dead man of clan 6 to its 
spirit-image centre. It ends with a reference to Shark (/pubbb/). 
Members of clan 4 would at the same event sing as follows: 
/e mooe ngooe yee nhoo mpoo ngoo yaa rree npeey - 4>ooi^ ! 
mooe ngooe woo mpee yaa yaa rree npe - eemoeth antiyanak ooooooow! 
u 
kaaaaaaaa! eeeeeee !/ 
This song has a reference to an increase centre (/eemoetha/) and 
also an onomatopoeic one to Goose (/kaaaa/). 
I attempted to elicit a name for the dialects in which 
the Apalacha songs listed in Chapter III.3 ("Other rituals") are 
sung. Informants had difficulty identifying dialects for some of 
them, and some were said to be mixtures of dialects. The list, 
which is partial, is as follows: 
Song 
2. 
4. 
5. 
7. 
10. 
21 . 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
29. 
Scale mul le t 
Whale 
Goose 
Salmon 
D i l l y bag 
Crocodile 
Emu hunter 
/Thu 'a / spear 
Hammerhead shark 
Barramundi 
Naked woman 
Naked man 
Children 
Song 
Nr 
Ay 
?Nr 
m 
nr 
f i r 
Ep 
Nr 
" a l l 
langi 
Nr 
in 
Mn 
Nr/Mr 
d ia lec t 
di f f e 
lages 
1 
irent 
mixed" 
Dialect of clan claiming s i t e 
Nr/Pa (some say Nr/Ay) 
11 II 
Nr 
Nf 
Nf 
Uf 
Ep 
here given as Mn 
11 11 11 
•f 
•f-
1 
?Mn 
In 
Lamino-dentals in songs are often fricatives rather than stops. 
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34. Children Ke Ke 
35. Sandy point Mn Uw 
3 7 . / K u n t a r a / t r e e Mm Mm 
38,39. Shovel shark "Mn/Nn/e tc , ? 
mixed" 
I t w i l l be noted that song d ia lects do not always match those of 
the clan claiming the relevant totemic centre. 
Singers have de f i n i t e views on differences between song 
styles of d i f f e ren t r i t u a l groups and also those between d i f f e ren t 
singers of the same group. The main dimensions of these evaluations 
are QUICK/SLOW and SWEET/UNSWEET. 
There are cer ta in words which are said to be associated 
with ceremonial contexts. Thus a "shade" is /w i i pa / in a non-
ceremonial context but /kaanycha/ in i n i t i a t i o n r i t u a l . Geese are 
/kalpaya/ in unmarked language, /nguympanga/ in R s t y l e , but /weewa/ 
in a r i t u a l context. Dogs are / k u ' a / in unmarked language, / thoonhtha/ 
in R s t y l e , but t he i r "biggest name" in a r i t u a l context is 
/Pu'a-punh-pipanya/, l i t e r a l l y "one who has intercourse from behind". 
There is also a f i rm tendency for the R s ty le equivalents of species 
names to be used in discussions of r i t u a l , and my at tent ion has 
been drawn to the use of R forms in the songs themselves (hence 
a song about / t hap -ku la tha / , the Hammerhead shark, begins /Kaa ' -
thapiya . . . / , the l a t t e r being the R equivalent of / t hap-ku la tha / ) . 
Songs may be used, in conjunction wi th the "shakealeg" 
dance s t y l e , as a method of formal abuse during c o n f l i c t . This 
appears to be widespread in Cape York ( I have observed i t in Cook-
town as wel l as in the Aurukun area). As fa r as I know, only women 
use th i s s ty le of abuse. The dancing s t y l e , a rhythmic opening 
and shut t ing of legs, i s most l i k e l y a r i t u a l i s e d form of geni ta l 
exposure in th i s context. The P i i t ha la r i t u a l s (see Chapter I I I ) 
employ obscene language, both venting aggression and also making 
everybody laugh. 
Ghost s t y l e : Various s p i r i t s and monsters have t h e i r own 
charac te r i s t i c sound patterns (Nhampa-ngulpanha, fo r example, goes 
about saying /mmm! nmm! mrnn!/). I was t o l d one story in which a 
ghost appeared to the nar ra to r ' s uncle and spoke to him in a h ighly 
nasalised fash ion, wi th very slow and breathy a r t i c u l a t i o n : 
/ y eeeeeeeh! NgSy Snhtheya! Ngay meecha!/ 
"Hey, i t ' s me! I'm hungry!" 
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The ghost also sang in the same style. 
Narrative style: Narratives are normally told in a "projected 
voice", and are characterised by a number of rhetorical devices 
highly characteristic of monologue. The use of a formal respondent 
has already been mentioned. 
Public address: This also employs "projected voice", as 
well as the devices of disclaiming authority already mentioned. 
The latter include, in Nn: 
/Ngay ngathanmakang wiiykanha .../ "I only talk to myself ..." 
/Ngay ngathanmantakang wiiykanha .../ 
"It's only for myself that I'm talking ..." 
John von Sturmer (personal communication) has observed 
older men at Aurukun and Edward River standing or sitting in their 
camps after nightfall, "cursing" others, rebuking them for bad behaviour 
etc. Thomson (1956:91) makes a similar observation, but does not 
locate it specifically: 
A favourite method of influencing "public opinion" 
and of maintaining the established code of behaviour 
in a well-organized society, is by the "harangue". 
At night, after the camp has settled down, and 
before the people are asleep, one of the old men 
will stand up by his fireside and address the 
camp in a loud tone - counselling some line of 
action or conduct in a matter which may be in the 
balance. ... Nobody interrupts at these times, 
but when the speaker has finished, another may 
rise, and another, in turn. Sometimes their 
voices rise high in anger,or with dramatic effect, 
may become low, and hoarse with passion. 
Respect style: I have already dealt with the manifold 
mechanisms of speech marked for respect, albeit in a cursory fashion. 
Here I restrict discussion to the salient structural characteristics 
of "big language". "Respect style" in general is abbreviated as R; 
we need to distinguish, however, between methods of oblique or 
generalised reference and address such as kin signs or name avoidance 
mechanisms, and the substitution of lexical items with eguivaient 
semantic content. The latter concerns the distinction between 
what Cape Keerweer people call "small language" and "big language". 
The "marked" lexical items in this dichotomy are the "big" ones. 
They form part of the R speech repertoire, but may be specifically 
designated BL in the following discussion. 
Speech in which BL and other R mechanisms occur have the 
same syntax as unmarked style, the same segmental phonology, and 
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the same grammatical and other suff ixes. The suprasegmental phonology 
of heavy BL usage i s , however, rather d i f ferent . People talking 
BL do not make sudden jumps of intonation, do not speak loudly, 
and speak very slowly, often in "creaky voice". This feature is 
restr icted to taboo-kin contexts, and is not found in cases where 
"big language" lexical items are used in isolation to refer to a 
major totem, etc. In a taboo context, the addressee/referent specified 
by a second/third person pronoun must be spoken of in the p lura l , 
not the singular, regardless of the actual number of persons involved. 
(And note that in any context the 2SgSUB form /nhunta/ is never used 
vocatively; there is a special 2P1 vocative form /nhiyala/ used in 
cases where the addressee is either one person or many; two addressees 
may be called to as /nhupala/ "2DuSUB".) There is also a suf f ix 
/ - r r a / which may be added to subject pronouns and which achieves 
a special "pol i te effect" by implying re f lex iv i ty - that i s , they 
imply that the person using them is "only talking to himself" and 
therefore cannot offend any hearer ( / - r ra / is not, however, the 
usual ref lexive su f f i x ) . The substitution of /wuykalama/ for 
3DuSUB /pula/ has already been mentioned. 
Heavy usage of BL is characterised by a very high co-occurrence 
of the part ic le /waya/ "dear", which conveys formal positive af fect . 
A widow once told me that she could not refer to her late husband's 
brother as /nhula/'3SgSUB", but had to say /than waya/"3PlSUB dear". 
The l i t e ra l sense of /waya/ is "bad". I ts use in BL contexts was 
explained to me as follows: "/Way anhthinhtha/ means "this bad ground", 
you talking for yourself; you can't talk to kids st ra ight , " 
Saying /waya/ thus amounts to an apology by means of formal sel f -
c r i t i c ism. The taboo-context equivalent of /Nhula meecha./ "He 
is hungry", for example, is /Than way peeparra./. Here the pronoun 
is number-shifted, /waya/ is added, intonation, speed and voice-
quali ty are modified, and /meecha/ is replaced by the BL term 
/peeparra/ "hungry". Transferral to R style may be a complicated 
operation. 
Most lexical substitution in which a "big word" replaces 
a "small word" involves one-to-one equivalence. Words of most 
classes may be replaced in this way: 
unmarked Bl^  word class 
/aaka/ "place" /wachamana/ common noun 
/Wuungka/ "song style" /Welepanya/ proper noun 
/wiiykanha/ "speak" /wooelinanha/ verb 
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/waya/ "bad" /weypa/ adjective 
/kungkiya/ "north" /weengkiya/ cardinal direction 
/pala/ "hither" /poenya/ locational part ic le 
/nhiikama/ "recently" /puukama/ temporal adverb 
/ke 'a / "not" /keenta/ (negative) part ic le 
Words which are not replaced in this way include pronouns, deictics, 
temporal aspect part ic les, and exclamations. Examples of multiple 
BL synonyms h'ave been given above under Topic. In many cases I 
am unsure whether the BL synonyms are fu l l y equivalent in a l l ways, 
or may be ranked according to degrees of respect. I t seems certain, 
however, that at least some BL synonyms are so ranked. 
In the majority of cases, there is just one BL synonym for 
each unmarked lexical item. But where multiple synonyms exist , 
not a l l are words for the commoner objects and topics such as water, 
belly or urinating. For example, there is a tree (and also a f ish 
with the same names) called /paaparra/, /yuk-waya/ or /mangk-inycha/ 
in unmarked language. Since /yuka/ has the BL equivalent /yuunycha/ 
(" t ree") , and /mangka/ has the BL equivalent /eempala/ ("back"; 
i t also has the equivalent / th inka / ) , this tree may be called in BL 
/yuunych-waya/ or /eempal-inycha/. This yields f ive possible names 
for the same kind of tree (or f i sh ) . As Cape Keerweer people say, 
"Wik-Ngathana got lots of ways of saying". This elaboration is 
easily understood in cases such as "belly" where Nn employs four 
lexical items (/thoelpa/ unmarked, /iimpana/ pol i te, common to many 
dialects, /iithunma/ BL, /kunga/ BL for man's daughters and in-laws) 
since i t is normal practice for "belly" to be substituted for more 
precise references to menstruation, pregnancy and diarrhoea under 
varying conditions of taboo, and references to "bel ly" i t s e l f may 
be impolite in many contexts. But in other cases there seems to 
be no special topic-oriented reason why the elaboration should be 
so great. Some of this elaboration may be the result of the po l i t ics 
of l ingu is t ic one-upsmanship. Note, for example, that several 
synonymous terms are often sprinkled through a single utterance, 
as i n : 
/Kung anhtha thoelp inhth-ey oeyam nhiin-nhiina-nh, 
belly^ here belly2 that-TOP PCON sit-RDP-DEF 
kathang thicha-ny inhth-ey. limpan alang!/ 
tying meats eat-DEF that-TOP belly^ here somewhere 
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"The stomach was sitting like this, the guts on that meat-eater. 
Belly out to somewhere here!" 
Cases of the hyponymy reported by Dixon and Haviland elsewhere 
in north-east Queensland are not abundant in Nn. There are a few 
such as 
unmarked BL 
/theepa/ "penis" 
•/thacha/ 
/kuna/ "excrement"-
Future work using elicitation may reveal that this phenomenon 
is more widespread than it appears to be. 
V.4 Degrees of Use of Different Varieties 
We have seen that the many means by which respect and aggression 
may be expressed verbally are subject to subtle manipulation. 
Utterances are seldom entirely homogeneous with respect to speech 
register. A conversation which exploited all possibilities of 
lexical substitution by BL forms would be a rare event indeed. 
I early observed that people made far heavier use of BL forms at 
the start of conversations than during them. I also noticed that 
the BL form /wachamana/ "place" had suddenly come into vogue in 
1977, whereas I had not heard it at all in 1976. I put this to 
one of my informants, who replied, "Well, we're like that, brother. 
Sometimes we hit on that hard word (i.e. BL) and keep hitting it -
just every now and then we slip in that small word (i.e. unmarked 
language). We start off maybe talking hard words and then, bye 
and bye, slip back again and use small words". Thus there are 
changes of usage within conversations, as well as vogues for words 
which come and go over longer periods. There is no "rule" that 
all unmarked lexicon belongs together and all BL lexicon belongs 
together separately, except in the categorial sense. For example, 
I was told that "dim eyes" could be expressed in any of the 
following ways: 
1 This feature contrasts with typically homogeneous "honorific 
usage" in other systems; see, e.g.. Hill and Hill (1978) 
on Nahuatl. 
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/thanta ngoola/ "eye dark" 
/wucha ngoola/ "eye (BL) dark" 
/wucha ngowanhtha/ "eye (BL) dark (BL)" 
/waarrkan ngoola/ "eye (BL) dark" 
/waarrkan ngowanhtha/ "eye (BL) dark (BL)" 
The only sequence which my informant would not accept was *thanta 
ngowanhtha "eye dark (BL)". This may reflect a rule such that, 
if a noun phrase contains a BL lexical item, it must at least be 
the head noun. This topic bears systematic investigation. 
The extent to which an individual uses R speech generally 
increases with age, and especially with social standing. It also 
changes upon marriage, since a range of actual affines suddenly 
come into existence. It changes also when couples produce children. 
It will decrease again when one reaches old age, at which point 
affinal taboos begin to break down. Changes wrought by the vicissitudes 
of personal and group politics affect the degree to which R speech, 
abuse and other special registers are employed. An unusual number 
of deaths can create a highly restricted linguistic milieu for a 
period, not simply because of name avoidance but because of R usage 
among the bereaved. And increasing familiarity with particular 
individuals through residence or work may lead to greater verbal 
freedom over time. 
Over an even broader time-span, there are historical 
fluctuations in the respectful sub-repertoires available to speakers 
of particular dialects. It seems very likely that the extreme 
elaboration of BL in Nn is a baroque extension of a pre-existing 
simpler (or at least quantitatively smaller) system such as that 
of Mn or the Kugu dialects. 
And in modern times there has been a reduction of specialised 
knowledge of Wik dialects among the young, even though the commoner 
BL forms are still in daily use by people of all ages. 
Thus the picture at all diachronic levels is one of constant 
flux, re-negotiation and evolution. We now turn briefly to the 
implications of the kind of synchronic variability we have been 
discussing for historical linguistic explanations in Australia. 
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V.5 Effects of Synchronic Variability on Diachronic Change 
We have seen that lexical replacement of several different 
kinds is a highly developed synchronic process in Wik-Ngathana, 
as it is also to varying extents among all Wik dialects. Changes 
in frequency of usage of certain alternants must lead over time 
to some of them being lost from the language. Multilingualism 
means that sources for borrowing of "foreign" lexical items are 
plentiful. There is also abundant evidence that many lexical items 
are young compounds formed out of pre-existing lexicon; therefore 
not all lexical replacement involves cross-dialectal diffusion. 
In some cases it is clear that compound lexical items and idioms 
have been diffused at a structural and semantic level, while the 
morphemes themselves have not. 
Synchronic lexical variability is also a source of gradual 
semantic change. It is often observed, for example, that kinship 
terms in Australia are derived from or develop into body part terms 
(e.g., *breast> mother, *thigh> sibling's spouse). In modern 
Nn, one may obliquely and respectfully refer to a mother (and hence, 
by extension, to her country) as "belly", either in speech 
(usually /iimpana/) or in sign (BELLY). As a kinship term, "mother" 
has the primary sense "M", the extended sense "MZ-", the "garnnon" 
senses "MB-", "actual d^MB-D", "actual d'B+W", and a common 
metaphorical use with the meaning "largest of a series or class; 
full, voluminous". It is conceivable that "belly" could become 
a genealogical term in such circumstances. One such incipient change 
concerns the term /thaamutha/. The normal translation of this term 
in isolation would be either "granny" or "old woman". It is the 
normal term of address for FM and MM, and is also common as one of 
the reference terms for the same kintypes. It differs, however, 
from apparently similar terms such as /wuuta/ ("old man", "FF, MF"), 
/pu'atha/ ("woman, female", "W, ^ D " ) , /pama/ ("person, man", "H, (fS"). 
Although /thaamutha/ has semantic structure and usage patterns 
very similar to those of the other terms, it is highly marked 
grammatically. Unlike the other terms, it takes accusative case, 
which otherwise is restricted solely to strictly genealogical kin 
terms and to personal pronouns. (It is also highly marked in ergative 
case, sharing the rare suffix /-la/ with "man" and "what" only). 
Thus it appears that /thaamutha/ is on the way to becoming a strictly 
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genealogical kin term grammatically, while retaining some of i t s 
non-genealogical character semantically. 
Dixon's discussion of lexical replacement in Australian 
languages (1972:330-7), which he considers to have gone on at an 
"apparently high rate" , mentions no source of such change other than 
the proscribing of names of the deceased. This must be, however, 
only one of the factors to be considered (see Rigsby's comments 
1978). We must explain, for example, why certain kinship terms 
in Australian languages (notably those for aff ines, s ibl ings, and 
members of adjacent generations other than MB+:(^-C) are subject 
to more rapid replacement than others (notably those for grandkin). 
In at least this case, the relat ive freedom with which some terms 
may be used, and the relat ively wide range of contexts in which 
others are avoided, resting upon Aboriginal norms of inter-k in 
behaviour and verbal respect, appear to be crucial elements of any 
histor ical explanation. The same remark applies to other domains 
such as body parts. Terms for geni ta l ia , semen, genital f l u i d and 
sexual intercourse are'subjett to rapid replacement, but those for 
hand, foot, breast etc. are-not::.He re topic is a dominant factor 
in synchronic lexical replacement or avoidance, and appears to have 
had substantial effects on long-term lexical change as wel l . 
One of the main sources of phonological and syntactic 
change, as well of lexical replacement, is cross-dialectal d i f fusion, 
Multi l ingualism, which at Cape Keerweer involves constant dialect-
switching, provides conditions in which the range of synchronic 
dialectal var iab i l i t y establishes the possible sources and l imi ts 
of d i f fusion. The "shape" of dialect relationships at Cape Keerweer 
cannot be represented, as Dixon (1972:334) has done, as i f language 
contact is a close approximation to " t r iba l te r r i to ry " relationships. 
This is not simply for the reason that dialectal tribes do not exist 
on western Cape York, but also for the reason that the only adequate 
representation of dialect relationships for histor ical l ingu is t i c 
purposes must be in terms of speaker competence/performance mapped 
onto three-dimensional networks of interact ion, combined with information 
about the po l i t ics of that interaction as well as of dialectal 
1 Haviland, however, found no appreciable difference between 
Cook's 1770 Guugu-Yimidhirr wordl ist and present-day Guugu-
Yimidhirr (Haviland 1974:231). No other evidence of this 
time-depth is l i ke ly to be discovered again, unfortunately. 
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affiliation. The only meaningful sense in which dialects may be 
said to be "contiguous" or "non-contiguous", for historical purposes, 
must be in terms of the politics of speech networks, speech behaviour, 
and attitudes to varying forms of speech. It is hoped that this 
thesis has given a reasonably accurate outline sketch of these three 
factors for the Cape Keerweer region. Further comparative work 
on the dialects of the area will show to what extent the isolation 
of these sociolinguistic factors can contribute to our understanding 
of the history of Wik. 
11.6 The Role of Consciousness in Linguistic Change 
Heath (1978) compares linguistic diffusion and speech 
communities in the south Indian village of Kupwar as described 
by Gumperz and Wilson (1971) with those of southeast Arnhem Land 
as described by himself. In the former, code-switching between 
Marathi, Kannada and Urdu by residents of a single village has 
resulted in indirect morphosyntactic diffusion among the three 
languages. The local varieties of these languages have converged 
to a point where they share a single grammar, although they employ 
different lexical items and grammatical morphemes. Their surface-
structure isomorphism results in a high degree of one-to-one 
morphemic intertranslatability. Convergence in this case has also 
resulted in allomorphic and categorial simplification and 
regularisation. 
Heath stresses the point that in Kupwar social factors have 
favoured maintenance of a trilingual speech community and discouraged 
direct morphemic diffusion. "The purely linguistic (structural) 
factors bearing on diffusion have been seriously interfered with" 
by such factors (1978:142). He then proceeds to show that social 
pressures of this kind have been "quite weak" in the Arnhem Land 
situation. The latter is thus valuable analytically "since in the 
absence of certain factors which are present in most other cases 
we can focus on the nature of the remaining (structural) factors" 
(1978:143). He points out that the Arnhem Land situation is no 
more typical than that of Kupwar, and in fact is unusual, so it 
should not be taken as representative of linguistic contact situations, 
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Heath's point is not that d i f fus ion may take place in the 
absence o f social and cu l tu ra l f ac to rs , but simply that in southeast 
Arnhem Land "there have been no p a r t i c u l a r l y strong cu l tu ra l factors 
favoring or i n h i b i t i n g particular kinds of diffusion" (1978:143, 
my i t a l i c s ) . In that area, l i n g u i s t i c divergence and d i f f u s i o n , 
and also the d i rec t ion of d i f f u s i o n , are c lear ly moulded by the 
cu l tu ra l and demographic s i t u a t i o n . Heath's explanation of d i f fus iona l 
patterns rests la rge ly on a proposed mechanistic or f unc t i ona l i s t 
sequence in which local p o l i t i c s af fects demographic pat terns, 
thereby creat ing condit ions in which d i f f e r e n t i a l frequencies 
of in te rac t ion between speakers of pa r t i cu la r pairs of languages 
resu l t in funct ional ly-determined d i f f u s i o n . I think th is suggests 
an ana ly t ica l d i s t i n c t i o n between " func t iona l " and " c u l t u r a l " 
factors which is by no means c lear ly establ ished in soc io l i ngu i s t i c 
theory. 
An assumption of such a d i s t i n c t i o n is manifest in much 
of the Austra l ian l i t e r a t u r e . F. Morphy, whose excel lent work 
in northeast Arnhem Land has begun to be published (1977), has 
drawn a t ten t ion to a phonological ru le determined by moiety a f f i l i a t i o n 
which cross-cuts d ia lec t groupings based on other considerat ions. 
Her h i s t o r i c a l model is the usual one which minimises the ro le of 
consciousness in l i n g u i s t i c change: 
Clans tend to intermarry wi th geographically 
contiguous clans of the opposite moiety, so that 
over time the type of l i n g u i s t i c pattern which 
is now apparent is the one that we would have 
expected to emerge: people who in te rac t most 
f requent ly are those who speak most a l i ke (1977:56). 
(This does not t a l l y wi th White and Parsons' (1976) information on 
d ia lec t exogamy in the same populat ion; see discussion Chapter I ) , 
Thus communicative i so la t i on is what makes d ia lects diverge. 
This is a funct ional matter, a matter of "change over time which 
was not consciously perceived", in contrast wi th the moiety-determined 
phonological ru le which is " soc io lec ta l " and "consciously maintained": 
" i t s d i s t r i b u t i o n is determined by social fac tors" (Morphy 1977). 
I t may be argued, however, that the dif ferences between 
these cases are dif ferences of degree only . "Ordinary" d ia lec t 
di f ferences and that which is moiety-determined are both re la ted 
1 This t r a d i t i o n must be a t t r i b u t e d , at least in pa r t , to the 
views of Boas and Sapir; see Aberle 1968:306. 
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to social and political identity. There has been no empirical 
demonstration that networks of dense communication in north-east 
Arnhem Land are characterised by dialectal homogeneity. If such 
is not the case, then a frequency-of-interaction argument will 
not be adequate to explain the dialectal diversity of the area. 
In other words, there is the distinct possibility that, at least 
in Aboriginal society, all linguistic variation is "sociolectal" 
(with Lavandera's (1977) reservations). 
Is Heath right in saying that particular kinds of diffusion 
are favoured or inhibited by social and cultural factors but that 
in some cases there may be diffusion which proceeds along purely 
functional lines? There may be functional factors which inhibit 
or favour certain kinds of diffusion, which otherwise would have 
proceeded differently. For example, would the southeast Arnhem 
Land situation have evolved differently if the languages there had 
been more closely related? Assuming that there is no very vast 
difference in social, cultural or ideological terms between southeast 
Arnhem Land and western Cape York Peninsula, we may assume, perhaps, 
that the differences in diffusion betv;een the two areas are mainly 
due to the degrees of structural similarity of the languages 
concerned and the degree to which affiliates of particular languages 
were discontinuously distributed in speech communities. 
It would appear that the system of land tenure change in 
the Cape Keerweer area has had lasting effects on the history of 
the languages spoken there. As individuals and their families 
moved to take up new countries they tended to maintain the dialect 
to which they were formerly affiliated. This was ideologically 
prescribed. If they had left a large area of dialectal homogeneity 
then, in their new circumstances, they encountered the need to learn 
more languages. If they imported what had once been a distant 
dialect, their new neighbours also had to expand their linguistic 
repertoires. Marriage patterns meant that households were always 
linguistically diverse and multilingualism was the norm, a norm 
backed by the need to give ritualistic recognition of the three 
main lines of descent (father's, mother's father's, mother's mother's) 
through which economic and political rights and powers were traced. 
An elaborate etiquette of dialect switching evolved under such 
conditions. Since in the majority of cases only Wik dialects were 
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involved, there was pressure to maintain or increase structural 
unity and close semantic similarity across the dialects, and this 
pressure would be of the simplifying, regularising type found in 
Kupwar. Because of an ideology of clan dialect distinctiveness, 
however, and the creative role of powerful individuals, there was 
also constant pressure for diversification. I would suggest that 
this diversification proceeded in the face of constant contact and 
sharing of linguistic knowledge between speakers of various subsets 
of Wik dialects (see Map 14), but was mainly restricted to lexicon 
and phonology. Idiomatic structures converged to a remarkable degree. 
There was a simplifying/regularising wave proceeding through Wik 
dialects which removed the ancient Paman ergative variants and 
verb conjugations from perhaps most of the dialects, with the 
exception of the more conservative dialects Nn, In, Nr. One-to-
one morphemic intertranslatability, which is always fairly full 
betv/een any pair of Cape York languages, became possible to a higher 
degree than was formerly the case. 
Thus Cape Keerweer resembles Kupwar in superficial socio-
linguistic terms. At a more significant level, however, I have no 
doubt that the resemblances between Cape Keerweer and southeast 
Arnhem Land are far greater, even though they appear to be very 
different. Future sociolinguistic typologies will have to account 
for such discrepancies. 
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CHAPTER VI: CONCLUSION 
The emphasis of this study has been on the interaction of 
society and language in a Cape York Peninsula Aboriginal community, 
and on the relationships between synchronic variability and long-
term change in both. The history of dialects themselves has not 
been our primary focus. 
Modern sociolinguistics, however, to a significant degree 
grows out of attempts to answer questions raised by historical 
linguistics, in particular that of why languages change. An earlier 
attribution of linguistic change to "inherent drift" and "borrowing" 
has given way to an emphasis on differing rates of selection of 
alternants across different age-levels and by different groups 
within society. These notions of change, as also of "grammar" 
itself, rest on prior notions such as "speech community". One 
established view has been that such a community is a population 
relatively bounded by discontinuities in patterns of communication 
density. A more recent view has been that the relevant social 
entity is that community of individuals who share knowledge of 
rules for the conduct and interpretation of speech. Silverstein 
(1972) has emphasised a basic distinction between this kind of 
entity ("language community") and one defined by communication 
density ("speech community"); both appear to be equally relevant 
to historical linguistic theory, as well as to social anthropology. 
Linguists' notions of Australian Aboriginal society have 
tended to be naive and simplistic, and anthropologists' notions of 
Aboriginal linguistic communities have been similar. Both have 
emphasised either corporate or on-the-ground groups (usually the 
former) and little recognition has been given to the processes 
involved in personal networks of interaction in Aboriginal society. 
The part played by individuals, and the role of belief-systems 
regarding language, have been underestimated. Instead, the "tribe" 
model has been dominant in Australian sociolinguistic writings. 
This model, logically flawed and ethnographically inaccurate, operates 
at such a gross level that it is impotent as a tool for the explanation 
of how processes of change proceed in Aboriginal society. 
In order to explore such processes in the Cape Keerweer 
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context I began in this thesis with a description of pre-settlement 
and modern subsistence, demography and local organisation. Social 
identity and political processes were examined mainly under the two 
rubrics of territorialism and claims on ritual property. It was 
shown that territorialism and kinship were primary factors in personal 
and group identification and political action, and that linguistic 
affiliation played but a slight role in such matters. Dialect 
affiliation is significant largely at the level of the individual 
clan. There is no "language community" endogamy or residential 
preference, and the "speech coninunity" is polylingual, fluctuating, 
and reflective largely of non-linguistic factors. The dominant 
reason for dialect maintenance appears to be an ideology of language 
as ritual property emblematic of clan identity, subject to the 
constraints of lineage fertility and mortality. 
I have drawn attention to regional linguistic complexes 
or zones, individual linguistic repertoires, and the politics of 
speaking. I have, however, tried to avoid overmuch concentrating 
on particular dialects or speech registers as such. This would have 
implied that a study of linguistic geography, politics and code-
switching simply formed a background to the study of language as 
a formal system of symbols. There are two main reasons for my 
avoidance of such an implication: 
1. A dialect in this area must be conceived as an element in 
a greater (social) structure. Its inclusion in such a structure 
is not a mere matter of accidental collocation nor the result of 
isolation of its speakers. The Wik dialects have diverged and 
converged in relation to each other. Sets of dialects constitute 
systems of contrasts, arrangements or similarities and differences, 
just as totems do. As Stanner says: 
In aboriginal eyes all being, animal and human, 
corporeal and spiritual, has some sort of unity, 
but it is a unity of opposites and antitheses 
(1964:10). 
A dialect in this context must therefore be conceived as 
an emergent phenomenon, a product of Aboriginal society. Just as 
the three points of a triangle do not each contain the properties 
of a triangle, so the dialects or intra-dialectal registers of a 
social field or an individual do not each contain the properties 
of "language" in its fullest sense. 
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2. Meaning is not a formal property of language as such (unlike, 
for example, linearity), but is assigned to language by people. 
People (other than linguists) normally do not make heavy distinctions 
between literal meaning and the implications of making choices among 
speech varieties. To "speak properly" and also to "understand 
language" involves knowing both the grammar of sentence-formation 
and that of code selection. It involves knowing to whom one can 
or should speak, about what, at what times, and for how long etc. 
In the long-term, the grammars and lexicons available for 
this complex communicative process are subject to constraints and 
influences of two main types: the natural and the cultural. The 
natural constraints and influences include biologically-inherited 
linguistic capacity, which places limits on the ability to vocalise 
and to hear, to handle certain structural types and rules of grammar, 
to acquire language at certain stages of maturation, and to acquire 
true multilingualism in adulthood. Natural constraints also include 
the demographic pattern established by fertility and mortality and 
a particular socioeconomic strategy, given a particular natural 
environment, which affects the size, structure and distribution 
of speech communities. The cultural constraints and influences 
include ideologies concerning language and language use, political 
and territorial organisation, and personal roles. Given the natural 
factors as base-lines, what is the relative potency of ideological, 
as opposed to transactional, cultural influences on the nature of 
language and language change? 
"The developmental primacy of action over institutionalized 
value": There has been a strong tendency for Australianists to 
see Aboriginal social institutions as primary, and action as the 
evanescent exponencing of enduring institutions and values (see 
Yengoyan 1976 for an extreme example). Stanner (1964) attacked 
this view and argued for a more "operational" approach. In a 
society without permanent media for recording and validating corporate 
structures or social values, the awareness that groups and values 
are constituted of assent is never far away. In all societies the 
gap between ideology and behaviour may be wide and highly negotiable. 
In this thesis I have shown that changing land tenure has had 
important effects on dialect distribution in the Cape Keerweer 
region. Yet the traditional ideology says that the pattern of such 
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things was laid down in the beginning and has always been so. 
Since gradual but massive change and constant negotiability of 
the social order are clearly demonstrable, I have come to the view 
that Cape Keerweer social institutions, at least, are subject to 
a version of Barth's principle of "the developmental primacy of 
action over institutionalized value" (1966:16), Transactions are 
logically primary, forming part of a feedback system with values 
and institutions. 
Selection among speech varieties constitutes action: the 
definition of speech contexts, the display of conventional or actual 
feelings, and so on. Changes in dialect structure and lexicon and 
in the content of linguistic repertoires are continuous. These 
changes are subject to the constantly changing necessities of personal 
and group politics, under the natural and cultural influences outlined 
earlier. 
A model of linguistic community should start with the primacy 
of linguistic interaction. The model itself may consist of a 
feedback system in which verbal transaction and the sharing of 
grammar, lexicon and rules for speaking are related in such a way 
that changes in both are accounted for as changes in a single 
system. In such a model, where Silverstein (1972) would have 
the "speech community" we would have residential aggregates, the 
flux of politics, action-sets and verbal transactions; and where 
he would have the "language community" we would have social networks, 
corporate groups, non-groups, personal roles, values (especially 
linguistic ideology) and sociolinguistic competence. Since language 
is a processual phenomenon of human society, the study of language -
whether synchronic or diachronic - is inseparable from the study of 
social process itself. 
See Arensberg 1957 and Wallace 1961 for similar but slightly 
earlier theoretical viewpoints. 
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APPENDIX 1: THE WIK-NGATHANA LANGUAGE 
Introduction 
This br ief summary of the structure of Wik-Ngathana is 
intended to guide the reader through the more important types of 
usage, and not to present a rigorous technical analysis. I t is 
based on a corpus of l ingu is t ic data which was largely unel ici ted, 
and consists mainly of notes collected when words and structures 
of interest arose in conversation, and of transcriptions of narratives. 
Further work is planned which w i l l f i l l in the gaps in paradigms 
and pursue a reasonably f u l l grammatical statement. I make no 
apology for the incompleteness of my analysis so far ; i t is an 
a r t i fac t of participant-observation ethnographic fieldwork, which 
has had great benefits in other directions. 
This dialect description basically relates to the Wik-
Ngathana of the Wolmby/Peemuggina family. Most of i t would also 
be an accurate description of the Wik-Ngathana of the Kendall River 
Woollas and of the Wik-Iinychanya of the Gothachalkenin/Landis/ 
Eundatumweakin family, although at least the la t ter has a number 
of lexical differences from the Wolmby dialect, and some dif ferent 
phonological developments. This description also would generally 
hold good, at the structural leve l , for Wik-Ngatharra; the greatest 
differences between i t and Wik-Ngathana are in the forms of the 
pronoun paradigms, in phonological developments, and in lexicon, 
not in morphosyntactic structure. 
Xt Sound system 
Phonemes: The consonant phonemes of Wik-Ngathana 
are, in technical orthography: 
p k t 
m 3 n 
w 
c 
n 
y 
The practical orthography 
to the one above, is 
t 2 
n 
R 
r 
1 
used in this work, which is equivalent 
as follows: 
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stops 
nasals 
glides 
flap/trill 
lateral 
peripheral 
bi-
labial 
P 
m 
w 
dorso-
velar 
k 
ng 
laminal 
lamino-
dental 
th 
nh 
lamino-
palatal 
ch 
ny 
y 
apical 
apico-
alveolar 
t 
n 
r 
rr 
1 
glottal 
1 
Stops are voiceless and f o r t i s , sometimes l igh t ly aspirated, in 
most environments; they are lenis, unaspirated, and sometimes 
voiced, in the immediate neighbourhood of homorganic nasals. Under 
extreme emphasis, / y / may be strengthened to [ j ] , stops may be 
followed by a homorganic nasal, and nasals may be pre-stopped. 
The glot ta l stop may be lenited to "creaky voice", especially in 
rapid speech or before non-stops, /rr/ may be phonetically hardened 
to [ t ] in the cluster / r r p / . 
Distinctions of quality and length are made among the nuclei 
of stressed syl lables. Degree and placement of stress are usually 
predictable. In general, primary stress fa l l s on the f i r s t vowel 
of any word, but i t may f a l l on the f i r s t vowel of the last stem 
in a compound, depending on i ts grammatical structure. Secondary 
stress fa l l s on the other vowels in a predictable way (the vowels 
being those shown in the chart below). Syllable nuclei which do 
not receive either primary or secondary stress are said to be 
unstressed. Unstressed nuclei display sy l lab ic i ty in the following 
ways: 
shwa [ s j ; this has a few conspicuous variants conditioned 
by phonological environments, notably f l ] in the neighbourhood 
of lamino-palatals, and [<2>Jin the neighbourhood of bi labials 
vel ic release of stops, namely [pmj , [kr)\, m j , [enJ 
and [ t n j ( marks a syl labic nasal) 
lateral release of the apico-alveolar stop: [ t l j and lateral 
release accompanied by vel ic closure: Ln i j ( in deliberate 
speech these may be [ t a l j and J.nalJ) 
extra lengthening of the f i r s t occurrence of two underlying 
identical non-stop consonants when adjacent: [ m : ] , [ Q : ] , f l : | 
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(del iberate versions: Jjn^mj, [pan], L l a l j ) 
pre-stopping of / I / and / n / a f t e r / I / : 
y l ] , r n l ; del iberate versions: t U l l , [ l an j ( i n contrast 
with the c lus ter / I n / : [ i n j ) 
I i n te rp re t these phenomena as unstressed / a / . I t is 
a l t e rna t i ve l y possible to ca l l them expressions of an archiphoneme 
/A/ which is neutral with respect to the d i s t i n c t i v e features which 
d is t inguish vowels from each other ; the fac t that /A/ is exponenced 
as Fa j under cer ta in stress condit ions during a f f i x a t i o n or in 
cer ta in contour terminals would not necessari ly imply that /A/ 
is "bas ica l l y " / a / . I t would only imply that stressing of the 
unmarked vowel sh i f t s i t phonet ical ly from being unmarked ( i . e . 
shwa, e tc . ) to the a r t i cu la to ry posi t ion of the least marked of 
the cardinal vowels ( i . e . / a / ) . 
My phonological in te rp re ta t ion is s im i la r to that of 
S . I .L . workers Kilham, Sayers e t . ai. for Wik-Mungkana, except that 
I assign f i n a l / a / to underlying morphemes (see below). Hale 
(1976c) wrote what I am ca l l i ng unstressed / a / as nothing, except 
fo r a few cases where he (somewhat incons is tent ly ) indicated i t 
by a dot. Thus what I wr i te as /achampa/ he wr i tes as /at-^mp/, 
and my /kulana/ equals his / k u l . n / . He had concluded that e a r l i e r 
*V2 was un iversa l ly l os t in Wik-Mungkana and Wik-Me'anha, and also 
in Wik-Ngatharra (his Wik Ngatr) except that in the l a t t e r *Vp was 
pos i t i ve l y re f lec ted before f i n a l *y or * r . The loss was not , 
however, complete, since there was no merger of forms such as 
*milka and * m i l i k i to a s ingle *mi lk . Wik-Ngathana dist inguishes 
/m i l ka / from /mi laka/ sole ly by the presence of shwa between / I / 
and / k / in the case of the second word. I t is necessary, there fore , 
to d is t ingu ish consonant c lusters from consonant sequences i n t e r -
spersed wi th reduced vowels. (Unstressed / a / in present-day Wik-
Ngathana, Wik-Mungkana, e tc . represents a merger-by-reduction of 
* i , *a and * u ) . 
The vowel phonemes of Wik-Ngathana are , in technical symbols: 
i , i : u, u: 
0, o: 
e, e: o, o: 
a, a: 
These are wr i t t en in p rac t i ca l orthography as: 
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high 
mid 
low 
front 
i, ii (unrounded) 
oe, ooe (rounded) 
e, ee 
a, aa 
back 
u, uu 
0, 00 
The evidence for these distinctions comes from pairs of lexical 
items such as: 
distinctions between similar consonants 
laminals/apicals /watha/ 
/wachamana/ 
/wata/ 
"water rat" 
"place" 
"bee sp." 
/nganha/ 
/ngana/ 
"ISgACC" 
"lExSUB" 
/inhama/ 
/inyama/ 
"yonder sg./pl,-ABL' 
"yonder pl.-ABL" 
glide /r/, trilled /rr/ and lateral /I/ 
/warpanha/ "bamboo sp." /wala/ "cheek" 
/warrpanha/ "poked it" /waram-thana/ "shark sp." 
/mal 
/mar 
/thiwa/ 
/thiiwa/ 
/poenya/ 
/pooenya/ 
/kempiya/ 
/keempa/ 
a/ 
Ta/ 
distinctions 
"bee sp." 
"owl sp." 
"hither" (R) 
"hornet" 
"up" 
"flying fox s 
"(left-/ 
"wing 
right-) hand" 
feather" 
of vowel 
5P." 
/watha/ 
/waatha/ 
length 
/thuka/ 
/thuuka/ 
/oparra/ 
/oopala/ 
"water rat sp." 
"crow" 
"groin" 
"jib-boom 
"medicine 
"fairies" 
The high front rounded vowels (which vary in position from [yj to [oe]) 
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are dist inguished from the i r near neighbours / i ( i ) / and / u ( u ) / as in the 
fo l lowing pa i rs : 
d is t inc t ions of vowel qua l i t y 
/p inya / " fa the r ' s older s i b l i n g " 
/poenya/ "h i ther" (R) 
/p i inya-wa 'a / "husband's older brother" 
/pooenya/ "hornet" 
/wungalinma/ " large barramundi" 
/woengala/ "mosquito sp. " 
/puuka/ " recent , soon" (R) 
/pooekapinha/ "young man" 
(Simi lar pairs contrast / e / and / o e / , e t c E.g. / thechala/ 
"goanna", /thoecha/ " ra in " ) 
Where / a / is not the f i r s t vowel of a word, and receives 
secondary s t ress , I mark i t thus: / a / . In compounds, a hyphen 
precedes stems which are n o n - i n i t i a l , hence /ma'a-ngamala/ 
([maTsQamalJ ) , and I do not mark the secondary s t ress ; the hyphen 
indicates i t s presence. 
Underlying forms: Hale (1960:1) wrote of Wik-Me'anha: 
"Except fo r f ree v a r i a t i o n , morpheme-final and sentence-f inal 
vowels are e n t i r e l y predictable and need not be marked at a l l in 
a systematic phonemic presentat ion" . Kilham (1974:38-9) wrote 
of Wik-Mungkana: 
Rhythmic Juncture Phoneme -a: The VOWel -a 
may optionally occur as a juncture phoneme between 
Wik-Munkan words. It has, in fact, been suggested 
(Silverstein, personal communication) that the 
base form of all Wik-Munkan stems should be 
considered as ending with the vowel -a, such as 
CVCa, and that the final vowel could then be 
described as eliding under certain conditions. 
Such a conclusion may fit the historical evidence 
better (Hale 1964:255), but there is no good 
synchronic evidence to support it. Not only are 
forms without -a by far the most common, but there 
is no way of predicting the occurrence or non-
occurrence of -a at the phonemic level, or as 
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related to syllable structure, number of syl lables, 
and so on. I t i s , rather, related to clause and 
phrase rhythm, and also to matters of emphasis 
and sty le; for example, i t may occur on each 
word of a clause spoken in slow, deliberate speech. 
In Wik-Ngathana (as basically also in Wik-Mungkana, Wik-
Me'anha and Wik-Ngatharra), utterances of one or more words which 
occur at the terminals of intonation contours end: 
1. in [aJ i f the terminal is r is ing 
2. in raJo r [ ^aJ i f the terminal is fa l l i ng / r i s ing or 
r i s ing / fa l l i ng 
3. at the last consonant of the last morpheme i f the 
terminal is f a l l i ng . 
Exceptions to these rules include utterance-final vocatives 
of several kinds ( /-ey/, / -ow/) , the interrogative suf f ix / - e / 
and the "voi la" suff ix / -antoo/, as well as some exclamations 
and some styl ised cries. 
It is convenient to make the generalisation, then, that 
morphemes begin with stressed vowels or consonants but end in 
unstressed /a/, the latter being reduced or deleted under several 
rules: 
1. Morphemes followed by suffixes beginning with a vowel, 
or in the case of compounds, by a stem beginning with a vowel, 
delete underlying final /a/. 
2. Morphemes followed by suffixes beginning with a consonant 
reduce final /a/ to shwa or at least manifest syllabicity in the 
consonants of suffixes as described earlier. 
3. Morphemes followed by distinct stems within compounds, 
or by other free-standing words within the same utterance from which 
they are not separated by silence or by the junction of two distinct 
intonation groups, or which occur at the terminal of a falling 
intonation contour, reduce final /a/ to shwa or delete it entirely. 
A formal statement of contextual rules for reductions of this type 
is not attempted here. 
It may be objected that positing underlying forms with 
final /a/ suggests an unlikely historical sequence for the Wik group. 
That sequence would involve a reanalysis of lexical shapes such 
that all morpheme-final vowels merged completely and that old 
consonant-final stems suddenly acquired this merged final vowel. 
This is not as far-fetched as it might seem. In words of three 
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or more syllables in Umpila (eastern Cape York), alternation between 
f ina l vowels and zero is not uncommon. In certain languages of 
central Austral ia, underlying consonant-final stems receive -pa, 
thus making a l l surface-forms vowel-f inal. In the la t ter case, 
the least marked vowel /a / is selected. In Umpila there is alternation 
between f inal zero and either /a / or a vowel which copies that 
which precedes i t ; in a l l these cases, the last consonant is 
/ n / , / I / or / y / which, unlike stops and some other consonants, may 
normally end words in such languages and in Proto Paman. I t may 
be hypothesised that languages ancestral to Wik-Mungkana and Wik-
Ngathana generalised a vowel/zero alternation rule from stems such 
as Proto Middle Paman *kampal(a) "sun" (CVCVC(V)) to stems such 
as *pama "person" (CVCV) (where C = any consonant or consonant 
c luster) . In fact , such a rule operates at present in other Wik 
languages from the Kendall-Holroyd region, in which we f ind the 
predictable alternations /pam^pama/ "person", /yuk-^yuku/ " t ree" , 
/ thup-thupi/ "be l ly" , etc. These alternations are similar to those 
of word-final / a / , shwa and 0 in Wik-Mungkana and Wik-Ngathana. 
In c i tat ion forms I therefore give single morphemes their 
underlying shape with f inal / a / (e.g. /yuka/ "tree" but in morpheme 
combinations I give the observed forms deleting f inal / a / where 
necessary. Where /a / is not the f i r s t vowel in a stem i t is to 
be read as shwa (etc. , as above). Where i t receives secondary stress 
I mark i t with the grave accent, hence /ngathana/, pronounced 
[r)atan(a)J , but /puthana/, pronounced [put3n(a)J . 
Phonotactics: Words may begin with any phoneme except 
/ n / and /rr/. I n i t i a l /ny / , / t / , / I / and / r / are rare. Underlying 
forms of words a l l end in / a / , although there are no restr ict ions 
on the range of surface-final consonants which are observed in 
cases where f inal / a / is deleted. There are no diphthongs. 
Consonantal syl lable onsets consist of single consonants only; 
syl lable codas may consist of up to three consonants. The coda 
clusters so far observed for Wik-Ngathana are: 
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diclusters: 
mp ngk 
mng 
nhth 
nhp 
nych 
nyp 
nyk 
nym 
nt 
np 
nk 
nm 
nng 
yp 
yk 
yth 
ych 
y' 
ym 
yng 
yn 
rrp 
rrk 
rr' 
rrn 
rp 
rk 
r' 
rm 
rng 
rn 
Ip 
Ik 
r 
Im 
Ing 
Inh 
Iny 
In 
wk 
(wm) 
t r i c l u s t e r s : 
ymp fmp Imp 
yngk fngk ingk 
Inhth 
Inych 
I n t 
Further work should add examples which f i l l in certa in of the gaps 
in these l i s t s (e .g . I expect to f i nd / r rm / and / r r n g / ) . At a l a te r 
stage, general isat ions about these clusters w i l l be made. 
Phonological processes: Apart from the phenomena already 
described, there is very l i t t l e in the way of phonological processes. 
In rapid speech there is progressive assimi la t ion of laminals 
(e .g . /thapany thananh/—^/thapany chananh/), but I also know one 
example where the ass imi la t ion is regressive (/kulach tha 'aka/—^/ku la th 
tha 'aka / ) . The di f ference here may be governed by phrase stress 
( in both cases primary stress is on the verb; in the f i r s t case, 
the verb comes f i r s t , and in the second i t comes second). 
A nasal t runcat ion ru le operates in f l uen t speech to delete 
the nasal from the second of two adjacent nasal/stop pa i r s ; th is 
may be l im i ted to deict ic-demonstrat ive complexes: 
/ i nh th - i nh tha / > / i n h t h - i t h a / " tha t one there" 
In another case, the stop of the second nasal/stop pai r is voiced 
when the nasal is deleted: 
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/anh-anycha /—> [anha j j " to here" 
Redupl icat ion, which af fects most word classes, operates only on 
the f i r s t two sy l lab les of underlying stems in most cases. Under 
cer ta in phonological condi t ions, "^^ ""^  deleted: 
/kaaypa-/ " to snore"; /kaayp-kaaypanha/ "was snoring" 
/uu 'a tha / "kinsman"; /uu ' -uu 'a tha / "many kinspeople" 
/pa tha- / " to b i t e " ; /patha-pathanha/ "was b i t i n g " 
Where the f i r s t and las t consonants of the underlying stem are 
ident ica l or nearly so, the second is deleted from the f i r s t 
occurrence in a redup l ica t ion : 
/paampa-/ " to jump about"; /paam-paampanya/ "was jumping about" 
/ n h i i n a - / " to s i t " ; /nh i i -nh i inanha/ "was s i t t i n g " 
/maawka-/ " to run" ; /maaw-maawkanha/ "was running" 
During rapid a r t i c u l a t i o n , the las t consonants of three pa r t i cu la r 
stems are regular ly deleted ( i n two cases the stem vowel reduces 
to shwa) on the second occurrence of the stem during redup l ica t ion : 
/ thapa- / " to br ing i t " ; / thap-thanya/ "was br inging i t " 
/ thaka- / " to sweep"; / thak-thanya/ "was sweeping" 
/ i i n y c h a - / " to go"; / i i n ych - i nya / "was going" 
3* Personal address and reference 
2.1 Pronouns 
Paradigms: Wik-Ngathana employs both free and 
bound ( e n c l i t i c ) pronouns. Par t ia l paradigms fo r these are shown 
in F ig . i and 2. The abbreviations used are: 
1 % I (the speaker) ( f i r s t person s ingular) 
IDuIn we two ( f i r s t person dual inc lus ive) 
lEx we, not you ( f i r s t person exclus ive, dual or p lu ra l ) 
IP l In we a l l , inc luding you ( f i r s t person p lura l inc lus ive) 
IPlEx we a l l , not you ( f i r s t person plural exclusive) 
. In th i s las t case I assume that the peripheralness of / k / 
and /m/ is the coninon feature al lowing de le t ion . 
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2Sg you one (second person singular) 
2Du you two (second person dual) 
2P1 you many (three or more) (second person plural) 
3Sg he or she (third person singular) 
3Du they two (third person dual) 
3P1 they many (three or more) (third person plural) 
SUB subject of a verb, whether transitive or intransitive, 
or subject of a sentence with verbless predicate 
(j hit it; J go; J (am) big) 
ACC direct object of a transitive verb (he hit me) (accusative case) 
OBL, (a) indirect object of a transitive verb, and also beneficiary 
(I spoke to her; buy it for me) 
(b) the common possessive {their place) 
(c) object of motion (rare) (he went to them) 
(oblique, case) 
OBLp (a) beneficiary (save them for us) 
(b) object of motion (he came in to us) 
(oblique^ is a rarely used case) 
GEN strong possessive (stronger than OBL,, but not frequently used; 
most possessives are OBL,) {their totems) (genitive case) 
LOC (a) location (he sat on him) 
(b) accompaniment (he went with M m ) (locative case) 
ABL (a) point of origin or elative motion (he walked away from them) 
(b) past or long established possession (country of ours) 
(ablative case) 
RFL/RCP (a) reflexive (I see myself) 
(b) for non-singular pronouns, also reciprocal 
( they saw each other) 
(The forms shown mostly occurred with "to see"; in the case 
of "to marry" and "to wrestle" (both t ransi t ive) the 3DuRCP 
is /pulntana/ or /pul-pulntana/; there may in fact be more 
than one reciprocal paradigm; to be investigated. Note 
that verbs do not mark reflexive or reciprocal moods; this 
is done ent i rely by pronouns (ref lexive/reciprocal) . ) 
Fig. 1: Wik-Ngathana personal pronouns (free forms) 
ISg 
IDuIn 
lEx 
IPlIn 
IPlEx 
2Sg 
2Du 
2P1 
3Sg 
3Du 
3P1 
SUB 
ngaya 
ngala 
ngana 
ngampala 
nganhthana 
nhunta 
nhupala 
nhiya 
nhula 
pula 
thana 
ACC 
nganha 
ngalanha 
ngananha 
ngampanya 
nganhthanya 
nhina 
nhupanya 
nhiyanha 
nhina 
pulanha 
thananha 
OBL^ 
ngatha ^ 
ngathanhungkuna 
ngalanta 
ngananta 
ngampunta 
nganhthunta 
nhungka 
nhupunta 
nhiyanta 
nhunga 
pulanta 
thananta 
OBL2 
ngathana 
7 
1 
ngampurra 
nganhthurra 
nhungkuna 
nhupurra 
1 
nhunguna 
pulangana 
thanangana 
GEN 
ngatha 
ngalanga 
ngananga 
ngampunanga 
nganhthunanga 
nhungkunanga 
nhupunanga 
nhiyanga 
7 
pulanga 
thananga 
LOC 
ngathananga 
ngalantanga 
nganantanga 
ngampunanga 
nganhthunanga 
nhungkunanga 
nhupunanga 
nhiyantanga 
nhungunanga 
pulantanga 
thanantanga 
ABL 
ngathunma 
ngalantama 
nganantama 
ngampunma 
nganhthunma 
nhungkunma 
nhupunma 
nhiyantama 
nhungunma 
pulantama 
thanantama 
RFL/RCP 
ngathanma (RFL) 
ngalanhama 
ngananhama 
ngampanyama 
nganhthanyama 
nhungkunma (RFL) 
nhupanyama 
nhiyanhama 
nhungunma (RFL) 
pulanhama 
thananhama 
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Fig. 2: Wik-Ngathana enc l i t ic pronouns 
ISg 
IDuIn 
lEx 
IPlIn 
IPlEx 
2Sg 
2Du 
2P1 
3Sg 
3Du 
3P1 
SUB 
-anga 
-ala 
-ngana 
-mpa 
-anhthana 
-nta 
7 
-nha 
-0 
-pula 
-ana 
ACC 
-nha 
-Inha 
7 
T 
7 
I 
7 
? 
-nhina 
? 
-nanha 
OBL^ 
7 
7 
7 
-mpunta 
5 
1 
i 
7 
7 
7 
PURPOSIVE 
-kanga 
7 
-kangana 
7 
-kanhthana 
f 
-ka 
? 
-kcina 
SUBJUNCTIVE 
-Inga 
7 
7 
-Impa 
7 
-Inta 
? 
-la 
7 
-Ina 
The pronouns as l is ted do not exhaust the observed range, 
but the remainder consist of the l is ted forms in combination with 
each other or with further a f f ixa t ion. For example, a CAUSATIVE 
pronoun ("because of them two", /pulama/) is derived from a SUB 
pronoun by adding regular CAUS /-ma/. Pronouns indicating additional 
persons (and in some cases, accompaniment?) are formed by adding 
the HAVING a f f i x /-thama/ to SUB forms (e.g. /ngampalthama/ "with 
us"). And where a possessed object is the agent of a t ransi t ive 
verb, the ERGATIVE suf f ix /-ngka/ is added to ABL forms. For example: 
/Piipinhthanh ngathunmangka palkanh nganha/. 
father (R) ISgABL-ERG h i t ISgACC 
"My father belted me". 
Pronouns are also reduplicated to express difference and/or uniqueness: 
/ngay-ngaya/ "I 'm di f ferent" (translated: "memeself"). Being 
alone, being the only one(s), or "only so-and-so" in the sense of 
" i t ' s only me", are indicated by addition of the general emphatic 
/-ma/ to reduplicated forms" 
/nhul-nhula-ma/ "[he w i l l go] by himself" 
/ngal-ngala-ma/ " [ that information is ] only between 
you and me" 
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/anhtha ngaya-ma/ "it's only me" 
Sole possession is shown by fully reduplicated oblique forms: 
/thananta-thananta/ "theirs alone" 
The 2Sg stem does not appear to be reduplicated (i,e. we find no 
*nhunta-nhunta, at least so far). Compare 
/Nhiy-nhiya-ma nhiinaka!/ "You (pi) sit by yourselves!" 
/Nhunta-ma-nt i inychaka! / "You (sg) go on your own"! 
2SgSUB-EMPH-2SgSUB go 
Two methods of expressing accompaniment (use of LOC pronouns, 
or SUB pronouns + /-thama/) have been mentioned. The t h i r d is the 
most commonly used, that of simple j ux tapos i t i on : 
/Nhupal ngampal ey? "Are you (two) coming wi th 
2DuSUB IPlInSUB eh us (pi inc lus ive)?" 
/Yey, ngay ngampal/. "Yes, I'm coming", 
yes ISgSUB 
/Nhunta pal ngal ey? "Are you (one) coming 
2SgSUB h i ther IDuInSUB eh with me"? 
/Ngala, nhungkunang i inychak/ . "Let 's g o , ^ r i l J g o 
IDuInSUB 2SgL0C go with you". 
The p o l i t e way of i n i t i a t i n g a move or breakup of the group 
one is i n , is to u t te r the relevant inc lus ive pronoun, f requent ly 
suf f ixed wi th in te r rogat ive / - e / : 
/Ngale?/ "Let 's go". (two people) 
/Ngampale?/ "Let 's go". (three or more people) 
Po l i t e forms: (See Chapter IV fo r remarks on the pronominal 
s u f f i x / - r r a / ) , 
E n c l i t i c pronouns: Pronominal e n c l i t i c s op t iona l l y cross-
reference subjects of i n t r a n s i t i v e verbs and verbless predicates, 
and agents, d i rec t objects and i nd i r ec t objects of t r a n s i t i v e verbs. 
They are essen t ia l l y bound-form contract ions of free form pronouns. 
They have not been observed in local cases, geni t ive case or 
re f lex ive - rec ip roca l forms. 
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Pronominal enc l i t i c s occur on words of a l l classes in 
Wik-Ngathana (unl ike Wik-Mungkana or Wik-Me'anha, where they only 
occur on verbs). They usually occur on the word preceding the 
verb, or on the verb. Sentences such as the fo l l ow ing , where the 
pronominal e n c l i t i c is simply moved from one word to the other , 
are said to be "the same": 
1 . /Kan-kana-ma wumpa-ka-nga/. 
O.K.-RDP-ABL go up-IND-lSgSUB 
2. /Kan-kana-ma-ng wumpa-k/. 
O.K.-RDP-ABL-lSgSUB go up-IND 
" I can go up there any t ime". 
In the f i r s t case, the e n c l i t i c is on the verb, and in the second 
on the p a r t i c l e . A pronominal e n c l i t i c may also be on an ad jec t ive : 
/Ngaya kan wik ala-kang wina-0 nhungk/. 
ISgSUB pa r t i c l e story old-lSgPURP tell-DEF 2SgOBL^ 
" I 'm going to t e l l you a s to ry " . 
on a tense/aspect p a r t i c l e : 
/Ngaya ya' oeyama-ng i inycha-nya/ . 
ISgSUB PLUP PAST CONTINUOUS-lSgSUB go-DEF 
" I used to go then". 
on an interrogative pronoun: 
/Nhiya ngeelka-nh ngaycha-nya/. 
2P1SUB why-lSgACC look-DEF 
"Why are you (pi) looking at me"? 
on a noun which is agent of a transitive verb: 
/Ngaka-nhtha-nh palk-palka-nha/. 
rain-ERG-lSgACC hit-RDP-DEF 
"The rain wet me". 
on a noun which is the direct object of a transitive verb: 
/Ngaya way minh piika-la-lng warrpa-nha/. 
ISgSUB dear animal pig-SUBJUNCTIVE-lSgSUBJUNCTIVE shoot-DEF 
"I would like to shoot a pig", 
possibly 2P1SUB 
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/Ngaya yuunha-kang eep-eepa-ka/. 
ISgSUB bag-lSgPURPOSIVE weave-RDP-IND 
"I want to weave a bag". 
on an exclamation (here a direct object): 
/Ee'-an wiiyka-nh/. 
yes-3PlSUB say-DEF 
"They said 'yes'". 
on a deictic: 
/Nhaanhth inhtha ngay inhtha-kang wiiyka-nh/. 
thus yonder ISgSUB yonder-lSgPURPOSIVE say-DEF 
"This is what I meant to say". 
and on a pronoun: 
/Ngana-kangan iinycha-ka/. 
lExSUB-lExPURPOSIVE go-IND 
"We (exclusive) intend to go". 
Where the subject of a controlling clause is different from 
that of a subordinate clause, the subjects may each be marked separately 
in the two clauses: 
/Mukath inhtha wiiyka-0-nta chegue ngatha 
nephew yon tell-IND-2SgSUB ISgOBL^ 
pal thapa-ka-ka/. 
h i the r bring-IND-3SgPURP0SIVE 
"Te l l that nephew to bring me my cheque". 
There are some cases where the e n c l i t i c does not f a l l on 
the verb or on the word preceding i t . A d e f i n i t i v e statement on 
pronominal e n c l i t i c a t t r ac t i on must await fu r ther tex t ana lys is , 
and promises to be reasonably complex. 
The PURPOSIVE and SUBJUNCTIVE e n c l i t i c s are c lear ly composed 
of elements involv ing / - k - / and / - I - / , fol lowed by SUB e n c l i t i c s , 
and are re lated to verbal / - k a / INDEFINITE (purposive, f u t u r e , e t c . ) 
and non-verbal / - l a / SUBJUNCTIVE (would, should, c a n ' t , c o u l d n ' t , 
e t c . ) . Examples: 
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/Ngay paka-kang poenycha-ka/. 
ISgSUB down-lSgPURP descend-IND 
"I want to go down". 
/Ngay ke'a-la-lng poenycha-nya/. 
ISgSUB NEG-SUBJ-lSgSUBJ descend-DEF 
"I can't go down". 
Free form pronouns do not distinguish PURPOSIVE and SUBJUNCTIVE 
forms, except by adding the relevant enclitic forms to themselves: 
/Nganhthan-kanhthan iinycha-ka/. 
IPlExSUB-lPlExPURP go-IND 
"We (plural exclusive) intend to go". 
Enclitic pronouns follow other inflections: 
/Ngaya way English wiiyka-nha-lnga/. 
ISgSUB dear speak-DEF-lSgSUBJ 
"I myself can talk English". 
/Ngaya wik wiiyka-0 yota-nt-anga/. 
ISgSUB language speak-IND many-DAT-lSgSUB 
"I talk to many". 
Emphatic forms may be formed by combinations of free and 
bound pronominal forms: 
/ngay-anga/ " I for one . . . " 
/nganha-nha/ " I t was me whom she swore at ". 
/nhiya-nha/ "you fel las i .e . not me " 
Compare: 
/Ngay ngathanma-kang wiiyka-nh/. and 
"I'm only talking to myself". 
/Ngay ngathanma-nta-kang wiiyka-nh/. 
DAT 
"I'm only talking on behalf of mys-elf". 
Agent-patient pronoun combinations are extremely rare: 
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/Ma'aka-0-nta-nha/! "Help me"! 
help-IMP-2SgSUB-lSgACC 
And the only known examples of a free pronoun whose attached enclitic 
has different reference from itself are: 
/nhula-mpunta/ "This kinsman of ours ..." 
3SgSUB-lPlInOBL 1 
/thana-mpunta/ "theirs and ours too" 
3P1SUB 
There is a pronoun not listed in the figures above, 
/nhulanhunguna/, which is used in narrative, etc. to specify "the 
other person". It is clearly derived from 3Sg forms. The human 
deictics /antiya/ and /intiya/ pattern like deictics of other kinds 
and are dealt with elsewhere (section 5). 
The 3DuSUB pronoun /pula/ has an extended usage, by which 
it can refer to a human aggregate, such as: 
/Kuuchan pula/ "People of Kuuchanma nickname group" 
/pul Thiik-winychanma/ "People of Thiik-winychanma nickname group" 
2.2 Kin address and reference 
In this section I list terms of reference and address which 
rest on and reflect kinship relations. In the first column of the 
tables of terms are listed all the relationships for which I have 
heard a particular term used; this does not pretend to be an exhaustive 
list. A distinction between referential and address usage is made 
where relevant. Where there is a respectful equivalent, it is 
listed separately in the third column, followed by the commoner 
loan v/ords (which are also respectful and fully integrated into 
vernacular speech). The fifth column, "bereaved kin", contains 
the terms used to address or refer to people who are in mourning 
for a particular kinsperson; these terms refer to the relationship 
of the dead person to the addressee/referent. Curved brackets 
contain sets of kin for whom the body part signs are the same. 
The numbering of kin term denotata reflects subcategorisation. 
The denotata are divided into the groups: 
Same alternate generation: siblings, cross-cousins, grandkin 
Different alternate generation: agnatic kin (father and 
his siblings, men's children), 
uterine kin (mother and 
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her s i b l i n g s , women's chi ldren) 
Not spec i f ic to generation l e v e l : umbil ical cord re la t i on 
An alphabetical glossary of kin terms with minimal d e f i n i t i o n s , 
and cross-referenced to the tab les, then fo l lows. Next there is 
a j u s t i f i c a t i o n fo r the i so la t ion of cer ta in kin term stems, fol lowed 
by a b r i e f look at the kin term suf f ixes and system of compounding. 
Finally,McConnel's Wik-Ngathana kin term l i s t is ret ranscr ibed. 
F ig . 3: Kin address and reference in Wik-Ngathana 
Abbreviat ions: 
B brother 
C ch i l d (hence BC = brother's child, e t c ) 
D daughter 
F father 
B husband 
M mother 
S son 
W wi f e 
Z s i s te r 
0 female (hence oC = woman's child) 
+ + 
d* male (hence 0^0 = man's child) 
+ older (hence B+ = older brother) 
younger (hence Z- = younger sister) 
Ref: referential term 
Adr: term used in address 
R respectful term 
non-R non-respectful term 
FIG. 3: KIN ADDRESS AND REFERENCE IN WIK-NGATHANA 
SAME ALTERNATE GENERATION : SIBLINGS 
DENOTATA NON-RESPECTFUL 
la B, Z 
lb eldest 
s ib l ing 
Ic youngest 
s ib l ing 
2a B+,FB-S 
(older than ego), 
MZ+S . . . 
2b FFFF 
Ref: kooenhiya 
(males pam- , 
females pu'ath-_ 
plural kooenh-_ 
(pron.)+ nhampa 
Adr: kooenhiya, 
(pron,) + nhampa 
Ref (only): 
pamyuka 
Ref (only): 
elangkamangka 
Ref: 
Adr: 
RESPECTFUL LOANS BEREAVED KIN 
paay'anha 
puntiya, 
puntaka 
(pron.) + nhampa 
"T 
Ref: puntiy-wuuta, 
puntiya 
Adr: WUUta 
poentoela 
"brothers and 
sisters" 
Ref: "brother", 
"bada" 
parallel cousin: 
"cousin-brother" 
Adr: "bada" 
Ref: 
thaa'-kooenhiy-epama 
Ref: 
thaa'-puntiy-epama 
Adr: koyama 
SIGN 
not applicable 
yoompanha (R) 
(LOWER LEG) 
ro 
en 
ro 
(F ig . 3 continued) 
3a Z+, FB-D 
(older than 
ego 
3b MMM ... 
4 B-,Z-,FB-S 
D (younger 
than ego), 
MZ-S or D 
(likewise), 
SSSC 
SAME ALTERNATE 
5a MB+C,"H", 
ZH, ZHZ, 
FMFF ... 
5b H 
or 
Ref: 
Adr: 
Ref: 
Adr: 
Ref: 
Adr: 
puul(iy)a, (pron.) "^  
+ nhampa 
as above 
thaamuth-puula. 
puuliy(-thaamuth)a 
thaamutha, puul(iy)a 
J 
thaak(ey)a, thaak-eena. 
(pronoun) + nhampa 
as above 
GENERATION: CROSS-COUSINS 
Ref: muur(iy)a 
close affine: 
male 
Adr: 
Ref: 
(pam 
: elatha 
muur(iy)a 
peminhtha, pama, 
-)thumama 
1 
rno R form 
no R form 
female:(pu'ath-) 
mooerinhthanha. 
male: 
mooerinhthanha/ 
close affine: 
male: elethanha 
fema1e: 
wiikanhethanha 
Ref: "sister". 
"sissy" 
parallel cousin: 
"cousin-sister" 
Adr: "sissy" 
("sister" 
formal) 
as for 2a 
Ref: "cousin". 
"b./sis.-in law". 
"bandji", "thawi" 
Adr: as above 
(last two more 
familiar) plus 
"cuss", "cussie" 
-> 
Ref: 
thaa'-puuliy-epama 
Adr: koyama 
Ref: ^ 
thaa'-thaakey-epama 
Adr: (also Ref) 
ma nta 
Ref: 
thaa'-mooeri nhthanh-epama 
Adr: 
(endearing); (f MB+D 
"sister" (formal) 
"husband" Ref: Non-R: angkalam-waya 
R: angkalam-weypa 
>^wooewa (R) 
[ (NAPE) 1 
\ 
\ 
1 
fthatala 
/(THIGH) 
1 
1 
t 
• 
• • * 
5c MB-C, "W", 
WB ... 
5d W 
5e HB+ 
5f HZ+ 
5g :pB-W 
5h ZHZ = (TMB+D 
5i actual 
d*MB-D 
(Fig. 3 continued) 
Ref: munhtha 
male: (pam-)munhtha 
Adr: munhtha 
wumparra as for 5a Ref: thaa'-munhth-epama 
Adr: 
Ref: pu'ath(-thumam)a peepatha 
(=pu'atha) 
"wife". 
missus 
Ref: Non-R: angkalam-waya 
R: angkalam-weypa 
Ref: piinya-wa'a 
Ref: (pronoun) + -epanha 
Adr: as above (see FM) 
"poison cousin" 
Ref: pepala (see ^SC) 
Ref: kuupana (R?) 
Ref: kaath(iy)a as for M? Ref: cousin 
mother" 
\ 
thatala 
(THIGH) 
• \ 
5j actual 
^FZ+S 
5k actual 
d'B+W 
6a H-W-pair 
6b cross-cousins 
(pa i r or group) 
Ref: 0thama 
Ref: kaath( iy)a 
Adr: ? 
Ref: pam-pu'atha (man & wi fe) 
pu'athathama ((man) and wi fe) 
Ref: munhtha-mooerinhthanha 
(see ^C) 
(see M) 
Adr: 
Adr: 
Ref: 
Adr: 
"mummy","mama" 
"boy" (see jC) 
"mother" (see M) 
"mummy", "mama" 
iimpana (R) 
UBELLY) 
ro 
en 
-pi 
(Fig, 3 continued) 
SAME ALTERNATE GENERATION: GRANDKIN 
7a FF, FFB 
MMB-... 
7b FFZ+ 
7c MM... 
7d (f SC,(^DC 
8a FM, 
FFFZ(?) 
8b pSC. 
T 
Ref: kemiy-(-wuuta), 
wuuta 
Adr: WUUta 
Ref: (wuut-)kaangkaka, Ref: "athiya" 
kemanha, keminhthanh "grandfather" 
(deceased: kem-wuna) Adr: "old-man' 
Ref: (kemiy-)thaamutha 
Adr: thaamutha 
Ref: thaamuth-
kaangkaka 
Ref: "grandmother", 
"old-lady" 
Adr: "granny" 
Ref: (kemiy-)thaamutha 
Adr: thaamutha 
Ref: kemanha, 
keminhthanha 
as above 
Ref: thaa'-kemanh-
epama, thaa'-
keminhthanh-epama 
Ref: (pronoun) + 
-kemanha 
Adr: ditto 
Ref: "grandchild 
/ kootara (R) 
>(HEAD) 
Ref: pepiy(-thaamuth)a 
Adr: thaamutha 
Ref: (pronoun) + as for 7b 
-pepanha, pepinhthanha 
"grandson", "grand-
daughter" 
Adr: "grandson", 
"granddaughter" 
'"A \ 
Ref: (pronoun) +-epanha, 
long form:(pronoun+-ng) 
+-pepanha 
Adr: (pron,)+-epanha 
as fo r 7d 
Ref: thaa'-pepanh-epama, 
thaa'-pepinhthanh 
epama V 
ro 
en 
en 
(F ig . 3 continued) 
9a MF Ref: ngethiy(-wuut)a 
Adr: wuuta 
Ref: ngethanha, 
ngethinhthanha 
Ref: "grand-
father","old-man' 
9b (foe, Ref: (pron.) + -ngethanha 
Adr: as above 
Ref: (affinal 
context:) 
o*DS(wuut-een-) 
ma'iyama 
(f DD kung-
ngethanha, also 
nhoentoethanha (?) 
as for 7d 
Ref: thaa-ngethanh-epama 
thaa'-ngethi nhthanh-epama kootara (R) 
(HEAD) 
DIFFERENT ALTERNATE GENERATION: AGNATIC KIN 
10a F,FB-. Ref: piipiya 
Adr: (now always "papa") 
Ref: wi i ka 
(affinal context) 
pi ipinh(thanh)a 
(esp. of dec.) 
Ref: "father", 
"papa", "daddy", 
"dad", 
Adr: "papa" 
A 
10b FB-,SSS, Ref: p i ip( iy) - thawana 
DSS, d"ZSSS, Adr: thawana 
Ref: piipinh-
thawana 
Ref: "small-
father" 
Adr: "papa" 
Ref: thaa'-piipinhthanh-
epama 
'Adr: aanycha 
mil para 
(SHOULDER) 
(if actual adopter: Ref: "stepfather") 
10c actual F Ref: (pron.) + -wunypanha, 
(pron.) + -wunypaka 
Ref: piipinh-
wunypanha 
Ref: "really-
father", "own-
father" 
Adr: "papa" 
ro 
en 
en 
11a FZ-
lib FZ-=WM, 
WMZ 
12a d^C, $B+C, 
^FFMM(?).. 
(Fig. 3 continued) 
Ref: piinhiy(-een)a 
Adr: (now "auntie") 
Ref: piinhinh-
(thanh)a 
Ref: "small auntie' 
Adr: "auntie" 
12b FFF,FFFB+, 
FMM... 
Ref: piinh(iy)-kenycha 
Adr: (prohibited) 
Ref: male:(pam-)nhayngka 
female: pu'ath-nhayngka; 
(="child"): wiykatha 
Adr: (ka'ath-) (pron,) 
+ nhampa 
Ref: male: wuut-nhayngka 
female: pu'ath-nhayngka 
Adr: male: wuuta, 
female: thaamutha 
12c oB+C = DH Ref: pam-nhayngk-kenycha 
Ref: kuyala Ref: WM: "mother-
(affinal), in-law", WMZ ...: 
piinhinh(thanh)a "poison auntie" 
Ref: male:pam-paka, Ref: "son", 
paka-pama, pama "daughter" 
female: pak- Adr: "boy", "girl" 
ulkatha; (="child"): 
ka'atha 
Adr: (ka'ath-) 
(pron.)+ nhampanha 
Ref/Adr: (pron.) + 
-echanya (usually 
female) 
Ref: "wUUt-boy", 
" thaamuth-g i r l " 
Adr: 
"boy", "girl" 
Ref: "son-in-law' 
Ref: thaa'-piinhinhthanh-
epama 
Adr: ? 
Ref: thaa-nhayngk-epama 
'Adr: munha 
mil para 
(SHOULDER) 
^ 
(Fig, 3 continued) 
13a FB+, 
FZ+ ... 
Ref: pinya 
Adr: as above 
Ref: pinyanh, 
pinyinhthanha 
deceased: 
piny-wuna 
Ref: male: "papa" 
(sometimes "uncle") 
female: "auntie" 
Adr: male:"bipapa","papa" 
female: "auntie" 
13b d'ZSDD, 
(f B-SSD (?) 
FMZ+S,FFFFF... 
Ref: male: piny-wuuta 
13c B-C, Ref: pinyatha (also= 
"child": wiykatha) 
Adr: (pron.) + nhampa 
(="child") 
ka'atha 
DIFFERENT ALTERNATE GENERATION: UTERINE KIN 
14a M, 
5SSD(?) 
Ref: kaathiya, (some 
contexts: kaatha) 
Adr: kaatha (now rare) 
Ref: keethinh-
(thanh)a (also 
iimpana "belly") 
Ref: "mother","mama" 
Adr: "mama","mummy" 
14b MZ-, FBW 
( i f younger 
than ego's M) 
Ref: kaath iy ( -u lkant )a 
Adr: kaatha (rare) 
Ref: keethinh-
(thanh)a 
Ref: "small mother' 
Adr: "mama" 
14c actual M Ref: kelana 
Adr: kaatha (rare) 
Ref: iimpana Ref: "really mother" 
keethinh(thanh)a Adr: "mama" 
Ref: "son","daughter" 
Adr: "my-son", my-
daughter" "boy","girl" 
Ref: thaa'-pinyanh-
epama 
thaa'-pinyinhthanh-
epama 
Ref: thaa'-keethinh 
(thanh)-epama 
Adr: ngeme'a 
mil para 
(SHOULDER) 
.iimpana (R) 
(BELLY) 
ro 
en 
00 
(Fig. 3 continued) 
15a MB-
15c MB-= WF 
16 ^C, Z+C, 
FFM(?) ... 
Ref: kaaIiya Ref: keelinh(thanh)a; Ref: "uncle" 
(pron.) + Adr: "uncle" 
-ngooenychamanha 
(affinal only?) 
15b actual MB- (as above but may be addressed/referred to as "M" on occasions) 
Ref: thaa'-keelinhthanh-
epama 
Adr: ngeme'a 
Iimpana 
(BELLY) 
(R 
Ref: kaal-aampa, (non-R?:) Ref: (pron,) + Ref: "father-
wumanycha (may = prospective -ngooenychamanha; in-law" 
WF) yuulkamana (pros-
pective?); pinycha 
(affinal context) 
Ref: 0thama 
Adr: (?) ngennhentanha 
Ref: (R?) ngen-
nhentanha, 
nhooelpara 
("deceased S") , 
pu'atha (D, woman 
speaking) 
Adr: ngennhentanha 
Ref: (woman speaking:) iRef: thaa'-otham-epamal 
"son" , "daughter", "boy"Adr; thacha 
" g i r l " ; (man speaking:) 
"nephew", "n iece" , "boy^' 
" g i r l " 
Adr: "boy", " g i r l " 
ro 
en 
VO 
(Fig. 3 continued) 
17a 
17b 
MB+, MZ+, 
(/"SDC ... 
Z-C, 
« • • 
MFF (?) 
Ref: 
Adr: 
Ref: 
Adr: 
muka 
muka 
mukatha 
mukatha 
NOT SPECIFIC TO GENERATION LEVEL: 
18 umbilical 
cord relation 
(actual or 
classificatory) 
Ref: moekoenh-
(thanh)a 
deceased: 
muk-wuna 
Ref: "uncle" 
Adr: "uncle" 
^ 
Ref: male: Ref: "nephew", 
mukath-paka "niece", "boy", 
(also mukath-pama), "girl" 
female: mukath- Adr: "boy", "girl' 
ulkatha 
female: (?affinal) 
wunypanhethanha 
> 
Ref:thaa'-moekoenhthanh-
epama 
Adr: ? 
Ref: kooetana 
Adr: (pron.) + kooetana, 
(pron.) + nhampa 
Ref: ngoompanga Ref: thaa'-kooetan-
epama 
Iimpana 
(BELLY) 
(R 
J 
ro 
CK 
Q 
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Glossary (derivative denotata omitted. Numbers refer to entries 
in Fig, 3): 
/-aampa/ 
/aanycha/ 
/angkalama-/ 
/athiya/ 
/bandji/ 
/-echanya/ 
/-eena/ 
/elangkamangka/ 
/elatha/, 
/elethanha/ 
/-epanha/ 
/iimpanha/ 
/kaala-/ 
/kaangka-/ 
/kaatha-/ 
/ka'atha/ 
/keelinha-/ 
/keethinha-/ 
/kela-/ 
/kema-/ 
/-kenycha/ 
/kooenhiya/ 
/kooetana/ 
/kootara/ 
/koyama/ 
/kunga-/ 
/kuupana/ 
"poison" (see also -kenych), 15c. 
"person bereaved of F", 10. 
+ "bad", "person bereaved of spouse", 5b, 5d. 
loan, "FF", 7a. (Said to come from Weipa s ide) . 
loan, "cross-cousin" , 5a, 5c. (From p idg in ) , 
"o^C", 12a, 
" sma l l " , 4 , 9b, 11a, 
"youngest s i b l i n g " , I c 
"MB+C", 5a, 
"^SC", 5f , 8b. (see pep-), 
"be l l y " (R form), 14a, 14c (also signs 5a-k, 14-18) 
"MB-", 15a-c 
"FF", "MM", 7a, 7b, 
"M", 5 i , 5k, 14a, 15b. 
" c h i l d " (R form), 12a, 13c. 
"MB-", 15a, 15b. 
"M", 14a-c, 15b. 
"actual M" (literally "to give birth to"), 14c, 
"MM", 7a-d. 
"poison", lib, 12c. 
"sibling" (also "totem") la. 
"umbilical cord", 18. 
"head" (R form), signs 7-9. 
"person bereaved of older s i b l i n g " , 2 , 3. 
"be l l y " ("O^DD" - see ngeth- ) , 9b. 
"cTMB+D", 5h. 
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/kuya la / "WM", l i b . 
/manta/ 
/ma'iyama/ 
/mil para/ 
/moekoenha-/ 
/mooerinhthanha/ 
/muka/ 
/mukatha/ 
/munha/ 
/munhtha/ 
/muura-/ 
/ngeme'a/ 
/ngennhentanha/ 
/ngetha-/ 
/-ngooenychamanha/ 
/ngoompanga/ 
/-nhampa-/ 
/nhayngka/ 
/nhoentoethanha/ 
/nhooelpara/ 
/othama/ 
/paay'anha/ 
/paka/ 
/pama/ 
/pamyuka/ 
/peepatha/ 
/peminhtha/ 
/pepa-/ 
/piinha-/ 
/piinya-wa'a/ 
/piipa-/ 
person bereaved of younger sibling , 4. 
"(fOS", 9b. 
"shoulder" (see signs 10-13). 
"MB+", "MZ+", 17a. 
"MB+C", 5a, 6b. 
"MB+", MZ+", 17a. 
"Z-C", 17b. 
"person bereaved of o C or ^B+C", 12. 
"MB-C", 5c, 6b. 
"MB+C", 5a. 
"person bereaved of M or MB-", 14, 15. 
"(^C", 16. 
"MF", "(f'DC", 9a, 9b, 
"MB-", 15a, 15c. 
"umbilical cord" (R form), 18. 
"name", la, 2a, 3a, 4, 12a, 13c. 
"d^C", "$B+C", 12a-c. 
(?) "(fDD", 9b. 
"$C", 16. 
"$C", 5j, 16. 
"sibling" (R form), (literally, "those who were born") la 
"(fC", "Z-C", 12a, 17b. 
"person", "man", la, lb, 5b, 5c, 6a, 12a, 12c, 17b. 
"eldest sibling" 
"woman" (R form), 5d. 
"H", 5b. 
"FM", "(^SC", 5f, 5g, 8a, 8b. 
"FZ-", 11a, lib and see /piinya-wa'a/ 
"HB+", 5e. 
"F", lOa-c 
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/p inya-/ 
/pinyatha/ 
/pinycha/ 
/poentoela/ 
(pron.) 
/punta-/ 
/puula-/ 
/pu'atha/ 
/thaaka-/ 
/thaamutha/ 
/ thaa'a- / 
/thacha/ 
/ thata la/ 
/thawana/ 
/ thawi/ 
/thumama/ 
/-ulkanta/ 
/-ulkatha/ 
/-waya/ 
/-weypa/ 
/wi ika/ 
/wiikanhethanha/ 
/wiykatha/ 
/wooewa/ 
/wumanycha/ 
/wumparra/ 
/-wuna/ 
/wunypa-/ 
/wunypanhethanha/ 
/wuuta/ 
/yoompanha/ 
/yuulkamafia/ 
"FB+", "FZ+", 13a, 13b. 
"B-C", 13c, 
"WF", 15c. 
"B+", 2. 
pronoun (see Compounding below) 
"B+", 2. 
"Z+", 3. 
"woman", "female", la, 5a, 5d, 6a, 12b, 16. 
"B-", "Z-", 4. 
"old woman", 3b, 7b, 7c, 8a, 12b. 
"mouth", 1-5, 7-18. 
"person bereaved of ^ C, Z+C", 16. 
"thigh", 4-5d. 
"FB-" , 10b. ( l i t e r a l l y , "upbringer"? See 
Stems iso lable . . . below). 
loan, "cross-cousin" , 5a, 5c (p idg in ) , 
"spouse" ("f ire-ABLATIVE"), 5b, 5d. 
"MZ-", 14b. 
"(fD, "Z-D", 12a, 17b. 
"bad", "no good", 5b, 5d. 
"bad", "no good", (R form), 5b, 5d. 
" F " , 10a . 
"MB+C", 5 a . 
" c h i l d " , 12a, 13c. 
"nape" (R form), see sign 3. 
"WF", 1 5 c . 
"MB-C", 5c. 
"deceased k in " ( l i t e r a l l y " i s l y ing down"), 7a, 13a, 17a. 
"actual F", ( l i t e r a l l y " to put , beget " ) , 10c. 
"Z-D", 17b. 
1, "o ld man", 2. "male". 
"lower leg" (R form), see sign 2. 
(?) "prospective WF", 15c. 
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Stems isolable on morphological grounds: 
la /paay'a-/ 
2a /punta- / 
3a /puu la - / 
4 / thaaka- / 
5a /muura-/ 
5a / w i i k a - / 
5f , 5g, 8a, 8b 
/pepa-/ 
5 i , 5k, 14a, 14b 
/kaatha- / 
7a-d /kema-/ 
7a, 7b /kaangka-/ 
9a /ngetha-/ 
lOa-c /piipa-/ 
10b /thawa-/ 
10c /wunypa-/ 
11a, lib /piinha-/ 
14c /kela-/ 
15a, 15c /kaala-/ 
paay'ant "sibling-GENITIVE", paay'anh 
1. "be born-DEFINITE", 2. "be born-AGENTIVE" 
(used in latter sense as kin term) 
puntanha "B+-ACCUSATIVE" 
alternation puulaf>'puuliya, puulanha "Z+-ACCUSATIVE", 
puulanta "Z+-GENITIVE" (*puuliyanta unacceptable) 
alternation thaaka'"thaakeya 
alternation muura/w muuriya 
see 10a wiika and other case of -nhethanha 17b 
pepanha "FM-ACCUSATIVE" 
a l te rna t ion kaatha A/kaathiya, compound aak-kaatha-kaala 
"mother's side country" (country + M + MB-), 
kaathanh "M-ACCUSATIVE" 
kemanha "FF-ACCUSATIVE" 
kaangkanha "FF-ACCUSATIVE" 
ngethanha "MF-ACCUSATIVE" 
piipanha "F-ACCUSATIVE", piipanta "F-GENITIVE" 
thawanya "grow up - DEFINITE" (thawana "adoptive F") 
wunypanha "put, beget - DEFINITEoy-AGENTIVE" 
(wunypanha "begetter") 
a l te rna t ion piinh-kenychaA»piinhiy-kenycha "WM" 
(see also cognate 5e piinya-wa'a "HB+") 
kelaka give "birth to-INDEFINITE", kelana give 
"birth to-DEFINITE/u-AGENTIVE" (hence kelana 
"actual mother") 
compounds kaal-aampa "WF", aak-kaatha-kaala 
"mother's side country", kaalanha "MB—ACCUSATIVE" 
Cognate R and non-R forms, and /-0«;-iya/ alternation: 
The following sets of terms are clearly cognate: 
/kaatha-, keethinh(thanh)a/ "M" 
/kaala-, keelinh(thanh)a/ "MB-" 
/muura-, mooerinh(thanh)a/ "MB+C" 
/punta-, poentoela/ "B+" 
/muka, moekoenh(thanh)a/ "MB+, MZ+" 
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Ear l ie r * a , *u were fronted in Nn to e, oe respect ively in the 
environment / C _ C i . . . / . The above cognate forms a t tes t an ea r l i e r 
V^ a l te rna t ion between * i and non-*i (assuming neither set was borrowed) 
w i th in pre-Nn. 
Such an a l te rnat ion is s t i l l present in Nn, hence / p i i p ( i y ) a , 
kaath( iy )a , kaa l ( i y )a , muur( iy)a, p u u l ( i y ) a / , and probably / thaak(ey)a/ 
and /puntakafv punt iya / . I t is possible that th is type of a l te rna t ion 
in kin terms was once widespread in the Cape York region. Hale has 
reconstructed Proto-Paman * p i i p a f v * p i i p i " F " . The fo l lowing terms 
are from Thomson's "Y in t j inga" of Port Stewart in eastern Cape 
York (1972:28): 
ka l i "MB-" (c f . Umpila kaala) 
moki "MB+" (c f . Umpila muka) 
moryi "H, ZH" (c f . Umpila muuyu) 
yapi "Z+" (c f . Umpila yapu B+) 
Simi lar correspondences can be demonstrated between languages 
such as Kuku-Pathun (Burdekin River) and Kuku-Yalantji (B loomf ie ld) , 
in which "normal phonological change" w i l l not explain away the 
contrasts in stem-f inal or Vp-posit ion vowels. For example: 
KP/yapu/"M", KY/yapa/"B+"; KP/yaputhana/"B-", KY/yapuchu/"B-"; 
KP/mukina/"B+", KY/mukay/"Z+". 
In any case, the Nn/-0A/- iya/ forms represent unaff ixed vs. 
af f i xed roots . The precise funct ion of / - i y a / escapes me at present. 
Morphological analys is : 
Suf f ixes: 
/ - i y a / (see above) 
/ -nha,-na,-ana/ (see above under Stems iso lab le . . . , notably 
l a , 10b, 10c, 14c; 10b /thawana/ is the only 
case where the agentive form d i f f e r s from the 
de f i n i t e ) "AGENTIVE" 
/ -nha, - inh( thanh)a/ commonly denotes R form; usual in speaking of 
deceased k i n , close k i n , sometimes a f f ines (see 
5a, 6b, 7a, 7c, 8a, 9a, (?)9b, 10a, 11a, 13a, 
14a, 15a, 17a, 17b) and in reference to the 
bereaved (see a l l sections under BEREAVED KIN). 
1 Probably a southern Umpila d ia lec t (Bruce Rigsby, personal 
communication). 
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/-epama/ (see 1-5, 7-18) PRIVATIVE ("lacking"). 
/-ethanha/ (see 5a/elatha, elethanha, wiikanhethanha/ 
(cf. 10a wiika), 17b /wunypanhethanha/ 
(cf, 10c /wunypanha/)); function unknown. 
/-tha/ (see 13c /pinyatha/, 17b /mukatha/) "JUNIOR 
RECIPROCAL" (cf. also 14b /-ulkanta/ and 12a, 
17b /-ulkatha/; /ulka/ means "cradle") 
/-ma/ (see 5b, 5d /thumama/ "fire-ABLATIVE") ABLATIVE. 
/-ka/ (see 2a /puntaka/, 10c /wunypaka/) function unknown 
/-la/ (see 5g /pepala/) function unknown; the closely 
related dialect Nr has /ngethila/ "MF", 
/kemila/ "FF, MM". 
/-athama/ (see 6a /pu'athathama/) restricted HAVING affix. 
Compounding: 
Preposed pronouns are regular ly in e i ther SUBJECT or ACCUSATIVE 
cases, hence /nhin-ngethanha/ (9b) "your d^DC" (ACC) but /ngampal-
ngethanha/ " o u r - p l . d^DC" (SUB), and /ngay-ngethanha/ "my d^DC" (SUB) 
but /nganh-wunypanha/ "my actual F" (ACC). At present I cannot 
elucidate th i s feature , although i t is c lear that in the cases of 
/wunypanha/ and /kelana/ the fac t that the term is an agentively 
nominalised t r a n s i t i v e verb must be relevant. 
Although such compounds form paradigms of person and number, 
they are normally given in the appropriate number (s ingular or dual) 
in the f i r s t person, when e l i c i t e d . Singular number is most appropriate 
in non-reciprocal terms (see 5 f , 7d, 8a, 8b, 9b, 10c, 12a), and dual 
number in reciprocal terms (or those underlyingly reciprocal because 
they refer t o , fo r example, shared totems, but are used non-rec iprocal ly ) 
(see l a , 2a, 3a, 4 , 12a, 13c, 18). This fac t accounts fo r cer ta in 
of the "erroneous" terms as recorded in the l i t e r a t u r e by McConnel 
and Thomson (see below). 
In most cases where pronouns are preposed, C, of the fo l lowing 
root is deleted. The s u f f i x / - i y a / on roots is deleted (op t iona l l y 
in cer ta in cases) when they form the f i r s t element of a compound, 
I have heard at least one complex term which, unl ike 6a 
/pam-pu'atha/ or 6b /munhtha-mooerinhthanha/, refers to a single person 
by more than one kin term. In a large gathering dominated (at least 
p o l i t i c a l l y ) by those who ca l l me B- and t h e i r o f f sp r ing (who ca l l 
me FB-), I was referred to as / p i i p - t h a a k a / , that i s , " F / B - " . 
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Note that j un io r propositus precedes senior , re ta in ing the precedence 
of j un io r k in over senior. 
L i t e ra tu re : McConnel (1934:357-361) provides l i s t s of kinship 
terms in "Wik-natanya", which are in Wik-Ngathana. McConnel (1950-51:144) 
gives correct ions and addit ions to the 1934 l i s t , and i t is th is 
revised l i s t which is dealt with here. I simply re- t ranscr ibe the 
terms where possible, and the reader is referred to the glossary 
and tables above fo r exp l ica t ions. 
McConnel (1934, 1950-51) and Thomson (1972:29) give l i s t s 
of kin terms fo r the re lated d ia lec t Wik-Ngatharra (McConnel's 
Wik-natera, Wik-natara; Thomson's Wik Alkan, Wik Ngatara). 
Thomson's two l i s t s are in the same d ia lec t co l lected under d i f f e ren t 
names. Most of the "va r ia t i on " between them arises e i ther from 
i r regu la r t r ansc r i p t i on , or the normal range of surface-form 
v a r i a b i l i t y (e .g . presence or absence of word-f inal vowels determined 
by intonat ion contours). I do not deal wi th th is or other s i s t e r -
d ia lects of Nn here, nor with Wik-Mungkana, Wik-Me'anha and other 
related languages spoken at Cape Keervyeer, which - as fa r as I know -
share the bulk of the underlying features here demonstrated fo r Nn, 
but whose phonologies and lexicons d i f f e r . 
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PIPA /p i ipa - / 
kattha /kaatha-/ 
PINA 
or 
pina 
pina 
MUKA 
or 
muka 
KALA 
/pinya-/ 
/p i inha- / 
/muka 
/kaala-/ 
NGANAMPANA 
or 
nganampana 
PINY ATA 
NGANEDANA 
or 
nganedana 
MUKATA 
or 
mukata 
PINDALA 
TA.KA 
or 
ta.ka 
/nganh-nhampanha/ 
(see 12a, (pron.) 
+ -nhampanha) 
/pinyatha/ 
/ngennhentanha/ 
/mukatha/ 
/poentoela/ 
/thaaka-/ 
taka 
po.liya 
/thaaka-/ 
/puula-/ 
MOIRA 
or 
ngaiyepan 
PINY AWA'A 
MUNTA 
po'eta 
KANKETA 
kamila 
NGAITYA 
/muura-/ 
/ngay-epanha/ (See (pron.)+ 
-epanha (5f)) 
/piinya-wa'a/ 
/munhtha/ 
/pu'atha/ 
/kaangka-/ 
/kema-/ 
/ngetha-/ 
pepiia /pepa-/ (also see 5g) 
NGAIYAYAKANA 
or 
ngaiyayakana 
or 
NGAIYAKAMIN 
or 
ngaiyakamin 
NGAIYEPAN 
or 
ngaiyepan 
(not known) 
/ngaya-kemanh/ (See 
(pron.) + kema- (7d)) 
/ngay-epanh/ (See 
(pron.) + -apanha (8b)) 
NGAiYANGETAN /ngaya-ngethanh/ (See 
or (pron.) + ngetha- (9b)) 
ngaiyangetan 
Fig. 4: Retranscription of McConnel 1934:357-361, 
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S, Attribution of quality and quantity; classification 
Quality: Adjectives describe physical condition and sensation, 
temperature, visual qual i ty, dimension, shape, mass, quantity, 
emotions and propensities, and evaluation (good one, main one, e tc . ) . 
Dimension, shape and mass are described by pairs of antonyms such 
as big/small, long/short, crooked/straight, and heavy/light. In 
other domains, antonymous pairs are at most only partly possible. 
For example, the visual quality terms, where a broad division l i gh t / 
dark gives way at a more specific level to non-paired adjectives 
such as clear, unclear, dul l ,shiny, variegated, black, grey, pure 
white, yellow, deep red, l ight red, blue and green. Only a few 
of these are basic colour terms. Adjectives modify nouns. Adjectives 
may be derived from nouns by various kinds of af f ixat ion (see below). 
Adverbs modify verbs, and describe the manner of actions, 
whether physically (e.g. speed) or evaluatively (e.g. propriety). 
Derivation of adjectives from nouns: There are several 
"having" (or proprietive) affixes which derive adjectives from nouns, 
some of which are semantically specialised and others of which appear 
to be irregular and therefore residual. 
/-thama/ is a universal or near-universal a f f i x which denotes 
accompaniment (/Wuyal anhtha thoengkanh muyka-tham/. "The rain came 
with wind".) , regular association (/May umpiyel ngampa-ng-tham/. 
"That water l i ly is found in r i ve rs " . ) , addition (/Ngeen-thama/? 
"What else"?, /Panhtha nhupanya mamanha-tham inhtheya/, "You two 
are recorded in there too" . ) , and at t r ibut ion (/thangka pi'a-thama/ 
"grass plain covered with antbed" ( / p i ' a / ) . 
/-awa/ is an enc l i t i c form of the adjective /awa/ "many", 
which attr ibutes abundance or large size to that which is denoted 
by the noun to which i t is suff ixed. Hence /thoelp-awa/ "b ig-be l l ied" , 
/aak ngenych-awa/ "place with many snakes". Both /-awa/ and /-thama/ 
are productive affixes - that i s , they may be freely attached to 
any noun. 
/ - tha / is a restr icted "having" a f f i x found with only a 
smallish set of nouns, deriving common adjectives, e.g. /ngaka-tha/ 
"wet" (water-having), /wuu'a-tha/ "red" (red ochre-having), /w i i ' a - tha / 
"greasy" (grease-having). This a f f i x also derives a semantically 
restr icted adjective from another adjective in the case of /onychan 
waya-tha/ "br ief dry spell during wet season" (dry season bad-having). 
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I t also derives a noun from a noun in the case of / pu 'a - tha / 
"woman" (vulva-having), but th is case may be in terpreted as an 
oss i f i ed form of a former adject ive meaning "female". One may 
d is t inguish /koe la- tha/ "angry, savage" from /koela-thama/ " in 
anger, angry towards someone". [Note that th is is not the same 
a f f i x as the j un io r reciprocal kin a f f i x / - t h a / (see section 2 ) . J 
/-athama/ is a res t r i c ted having a f f i x found wi th /pu'ath-athama/ 
"having a w i f e , accompanied by his w i f e " , and some references to 
totems', e .g . /thaypan-athama/ "having Taipan totem". I t also occurs 
in the place-name /Koolkan-athama/, a place where the plant /koolkana/ 
grows. 
/-nhama/ is a res t r i c ted having a f f i x found in the fo l lowing 
cases: 
/ t h a ' uuka-nhama/ " ( s i t t i n g ) wi th a leg out in f ron t " ( foot f ron t -hav ing) ; 
/Munyamurr-nhama/ (place-name: grass-having); /pulanhama/ "two" 
(note that / pu la / is the t h i r d person dual subject pronoun, "they two") . 
/ - p a l a / is a productive a f f i x which implies a propensity 
fo r over-indulgence in or l i k i n g of whatever is denoted by the noun 
to which i t is added ( informants' t rans lat ions are sometimes "he 
bugger fo r X") . For example: /waka-pala/ "someone who sleeps 
too much", /wika-pala/ "someone who ta lks too o f t en " , /ngak-waya-
pala/ "heavy dr inker" (/ngak-waya/ "a lcohol ic beverages"), 
/ ch i i ka -pa la / "someone who always asks you fo r a smoke". There is 
usually a strong impl icat ion of disapproval in the use of th is s u f f i x . 
/ - y e l a / is a rare su f f i x which is s im i la r to / - p a l a / and 
implies habitual and unwanted behaviour: / thanta-ye la / "someone 
who stares hard at people" (eyes-having), /mangka-yela/ " lazy 
people who are always s i t t i n g down" (back-having). 
See also locat ional q u a l i f i e r s (sect ion 5) . 
Adverbs may be simple stems (e .g . /yaaya/ " i n d i f f e r e n t l y , 
without f i rm i n t e n t i o n , gammon", /kampala/ "qu ick ly , running") but 
some are derived from adject ives: 
/mina/ "good", /mina-ma/ "(do i t ) p roper ly " , / thaa ' -mina-
nhthama/ "(marry) cor rec t l y " 
/waya/ "bad", /thaa'-waya-nhthama/ "(marry) i nco r rec t l y " 
The a f f i x /-nhthama/ is probably re la ted to the ad jec t i va l having 
a f f i x / - thama/. ( / t haa 'a / means "mouth"). 
/-ma/ is a s u f f i x of wide appl ica t ion which denotes general 
emphasis, and i t may be possible that the /-ma/ which derives an 
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adverb from an adjective is the same a f f i x . Compare /yuunh-yuunha-ma/ 
"a real stringbag" (/yuunha/ "stringbag") and /awa-ma/ "very many" 
with / i ta-ma/ "slow(ly)", / i t - i t a -nga / "(do i t ) very slowly", and 
/epama/ "no, nothing", /aak-epanga/ " for no reason", /epanga-ma/ 
"for no (real) reason", /-nga/ may be a restr icted adverbial suf f ix . 
One does not say, however, *minanga "(do i t ) properly". These 
differences seem highly idiomatic. 
One adjective may be derived from another by simple re-
duplication, as in the cases of /min-mina/ "straight" (from /mina/ 
"good"), /way-waya/ " 1 . wrong, 2. intermittent (of swamp)" (from 
/waya/ "bad"), and /pucha-pucha/ "dusty" (from /pucha/ "dust, ashes"). 
Adjectives and nouns may be derived from verbs by the addition 
of the agentive suff ix /-nha/^/-x\ya/<^/-na/ ( i . e . the same as the 
defini te aspect su f f ix , according to conjugation; see section 9): 
/pam thikal-katha-nha/ "man crocodile-tie-AG", i .e . "a 
man who makes crocodiles" 
/aak pam-kaawka-nya/ "place person-send-AG", i .e . " s p i r i t -
image centre (to which human spirit-images are sent)" 
/man-patha-nha/ "throat-bite-AG", i .e . "sweet-tasting" 
These in f lec t as other nominals, as i n : 
/Wa'an-ka-nta man-patha-nha-nk!/ "stir-IMP-2SgSUB neck-
bite-AG-PURP", i .e . "You s t i r i t to make i t sweet"! 
Emphasis may be achieved with /-ma/ (doubled in the cases 
of certain quanti f iers, see below), by reduplication (/min-mina-ma/ 
"real ly good thanks", and see /yuunh-yuunha-ma/ above); by phonological 
stress leading in some cases to either extreme vowel lengthening 
or glide-hardening (hence, for example, /paya/ "before" becomes 
either [paja j or [pa:: :ya] . /waya/ "bad" becomes [^wajaj), or by 
the use of extra qual i f iers such as /wuuta/ "real ly big one" 
( l i t e r a l l y "old man/male") or /keethinha/ "biggest" ( l i t e r a l l y 
"mother"). The la t ter are pronounced [wo:wta] and [keytinaj in 
such contexts. In one case emphasis is achieved by an addition 
to the stem: /engkacha/ " long", /engkachukanha/ "very long". 
Comparison of two objects in regard to a part icular quali ty 
may be done by stating polar opposites ( i . e . "X is shorter than Y" 
is translated as /X murrkana, Y engkacha/ ("X is short, Y is long")) , 
or by selecting one of the two and at t r ibut ing i t with the stronger 
(greater, etc.) of the two opposites, preceded by the v;ord / c h i l a / : 
/X chi l engkacha/ "X is the longer one". The word / ch i l a / l i t e r a l l y 
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means "a little bit", as in /woengal chil-chila/ "only a few mosquitoes" 
The sentence /X chil engkacha/ is translated into local English 
as "X little big long". Compare English "a trifle long" meaning 
"too long". 
Absence of a quality or object may be denoted by the use 
of the suff ix /-epama/ which is an enc l i t ic form of the word 
/epama/ "no, nothing". I t thus derives adjectives from nouns and 
also from adjectives: 
/woekala/ "money /woekal-epama/ "moneyless" 
/meecha/ "hungry" /meech-epama "not hungry" 
Quantity: Numbers are: 
/thoenoenama/ "one" 
/pulanhama/, /wuykalama/ (R) "two" 
/pulnhthuna/, /wuykalthuna/ (R) "three" 
Compare the terms for twins and t r i p l e t s : 
/wiykath um-pulnha/, /wiykath um-wuya/ (R) "twins" 
/wiykath um-pulnhthuna/ " t r i p le t s " 
Other quantifiers are less specif ic: 
/wi iya/ "some, a few" /wi iy-wi iya/ "sometimes, a few here 
and there" 
/ ch i l - ch i l a / "only a l i t t l e b i t of X, very few" 
/yaarrka/ "not many, in part" 
/yota / , /uya/ (R) "many" 
/yotamama/, /uyamama/ (R) "very many" 
/awa/ " p l en t i f u l , abundant, big" 
/awamama/ "extremely p len t i fu l " 
/aw-awama/ "real ly big" 
The terms for "once", "twice", "three times" are generated by placing 
/ma'c^'"hand" before the relevant numeral; this covers also the 
number of nights camped anywhere: 
/Ma'a pulanham piiypanh ngana/. "We camped there two nights". 
hand two camped we 
Nouns and adjectives do not normally show number themselves, 
although the pronouns and deictics (dealt with elsewhere), which 
do distinguish number, are so ubiquitous that a singular/plural 
d ist inct ion is frequently overt. Some human nouns are reduplicated 
to stress p lu ra l i t y , e.g. /uu'-uu'atha/ "close kinspeople", 
/kooenh-kooenhiyama/ "s ib l ings". 
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The suffix /-thuna/ means "only", which has a quantitative 
aspect in /Inhthaminhtha-thun/. "That's all, only those". Elsewhere, 
as in /yaay-thun/ "only gammon" or /Ngay ngee'athakanka-thuna/. 
"I only want to listen to you", it has a more abstract reference. 
The having affix /-thama/ (see section 3) is additive: 
/ngaya-thama/ "me too" 
The notion of "more" is specified by the particle /thilama/. 
See further below in section 7. 
Classification: There are a number of generic terms which commonly 
precede more specific terms and which may be said to be classifiers. 
/pama/ 
/ku'a/ 
/minha/ 
/minh thoecha/ 
/minh kathanga/ 
/minh kayngka/ 
/ngenycha/ 
/yuka/ 
/theetha/ 
/maya/ 
/aaka/ 
/thuma/ 
/ngaka/ 
/kalka/ 
/piinhtha/ 
/thoela/ 
/kethana/ 
/yuunha/ 
human beings 
dogs and dingos 
edible animals 
birds 
elasmobranchii (sharks and rays) 
scaled fish 
snakes 
trees 
melaleuca spp. 
edible vegetable plants, their fruit 
place, earth 
f i r e , trees used for firewood 
water, rain 
spears 
bamboo spears 
woomeras 
digging sticks 
woven bags 
This list is not exhaustive, but accounts for the most common classifiers 
They interrelate in complex ways, which I do not explore here in 
detail. Note, for example, that birds, sharks, rays, scaled fish 
and snakes which are edible may be referred to with the pre-posed 
classifier /minha/ (followed by the specific term), but only sharks 
and rays are normally referred to with the more specific pre-posed 
classifier (in their case, /kathanga warpa/, /kathang puunta/, e t c ) . 
Similarly, melaleucas are commonly referred to as /theetha pooya/, 
/theetha punpala/, etc. rather than as /yuk pooya/, etc., although 
they are all /yuka/. All snakes are /ngenycha/ but only the edible 
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ones are referred to as /minh ay'atha/, etc. Some snakes are referred 
to as /ngenycha puupa/, etc. Some, l ike the taipan, are always 
simply /thaypana/, etc. with no c lass i f ier present. 
Other languages spoken by people from the nearby areas south 
of Kendall River have s l ight ly dif ferent systems. For example, they 
have a c lass i f ie r /nga'a/ " f i sh" which precedes terms for both the 
sharks and rays and the scaled fishes. The Wik-Ngathana c lass i f ier 
for the former, /minh kathanga/, l i t e r a l l y means "tying meats" 
(shark and ray meat is t ied in melaleuca bark during preparation 
for eating), and the dist inct ive feature of this class is that i ts 
members have the type of skin called /winana/ or /wena/ (one of 
these is probably the R term), i .e . no hair and no scales. The 
scaled f ish are called /minh kayngka/, l i t e r a l l y "scale meats". 
Traditional subsistence in the area was heavily dependent on sharks 
and rays as well as on scaled f i sh . 
The broadest c lass i f ier is /yuka/ (most commonly in this 
context, however, /yuunycha/ (R)), " th ing", which is applied to 
a l l introduced technological items as well as to unspecified things 
(other than /minha/, /maya/, /pama/, etc. where at least these levels 
of speci f ic i ty are possible) which were always famil iar. Estuarine 
crocodiles are known as /yuka/ in Wik-Ngathana (among several other 
names). In some other languages of the area, the word for crocodile 
is preceded by the c lass i f ier /yuka/, /yuku/, etc. I t is believed 
that men formerly (and perhaps s t i l l do) made crocodiles at w i l l , 
a process which often involved magical treatment of a piece of wood. 
One must distinguish generic-specific phrases of the type 
discussed above from those involving a c lass i f ier and an adjective. 
The la t te r may be divided into freely chosen noun-adjective combinations 
and habitual or classif icatory combinations. Examples of the former 
would be /ku'a maka/ "black dog", /ku'a mina/ "good dog", /ku'a 
koelatha/ "savage dog". Examples of the la t te r are: 
/ku'a mi la / "puppy" (dog smallest) 
/ku'a wiykatha/ "juvenile dog" (dog chi ld) 
/ku'a pu'atha/ "bi tch" (dog woman) 
/ku'a wuuta/ "male dog" (dog old man) 
/ku'a pilanguna/ "dingo" (dog untamed) 
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4. Stating possession 
Whole-part re la t i ons , which are a kind of inal ienable possession, 
are stated by simple compounding in the order whole-part: 
/ thanta kama/ " tears" (eye tear) 
/kaa' kooetha/ "snot" (nose mucus) 
/ k u ' thoetha/ "dog's t a i l " (dog t a i l ) 
Other kinds of (al ienable) possession are stated using the 
Genitive case, which in non-pronouns is the same as the Dative 
( i nd i rec t object) namely / - n t a / . Thus 
/ Inhtha pamanta/. " I t ' s the man's", (yonder man-GEN) 
/Ralpha-nta/ . "Ralph's" (country) 
For possession marking on personal pronouns and de ic t i cs 
see sections 2 and 5. 
Possession, especial ly that of persons by persons, and also 
that which involves impl icat ions of der ivat ion or the former 
or potent ia l obtaining of something from someone e lse, i s stated 
using the sequence Geni t ive-Ablat ive: / -n ta-ma/ . For example, 
/Mate Withana-nta-m inh th , nhul umam i i t h a l poenychany/, 
"That mate of Withan's, he went back down west". 
/Keethinh Thaypana-nta-m inhtha pampanh: "Ayang, nhula 
wantithe ? Wiykath pam ngala-nta-m-iye?"/ . 
"The mother of Taipan asked: "Hey, where is he? That 
son of ours"? 
/Aak inhthitheya ngan pepa-nta-m/. 
"That is our grandmother's land". 
Some statements about country have unmarked possession: 
/aak pepiya/ "father's mother's country" 
/aak kaatha-kaal/ "mother's and mother's younger brother's country" 
S» stating spatial relations 
This section deals with local grammatical cases, locational 
qualifiers, and deictics, as means of stating spatial relationships. 
Local cases: The local case forms of personal pronouns 
have been dealt with in section 2, and those of locational qualifiers 
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and de ic t ics are covered in the second and t h i r d parts of th is sect ion. 
F i r s t I deal wi th nouns and adject ives. 
Nouns and adjectives which specify the locat ion of something 
take the LOCative su f f i x / -nga / . Note that adject ives normally 
fo l low the nouns they qua l i f y ; whatever comes l as t in such an 
ad jec t iva l noun phrase receives the local case marking. 
/Ke' nhiinaka thoela-nga!/ "Don't s i t on the woomera"! 
don' t s i t woomera-LOC 
/Thumanta ngaka-ng wunypaka!/ "Put the s t i ck in the water"! 
s t ick-you water-LOC put 
/Aak elkana-ng oeyam nhi inanha./ "They were s i t t i n g on 
place dry-LOC PCON sat a dry place". 
(The locat ive is also used to specify points in t ime; 
see section 6 below). 
The locat ive occurs with some nouns and adject ives which 
form idioms: 
/nhuth waya-nga/ " fee l ing s ick" 
f lesh bad-LOC 
/iimpana-nga/ "pregnant" 
belly-LOC 
/ngak iimpana-nga/ " f u l l f l ood" (/ i impana/ "be l l y " i s 
water "mother"-LOC the sign fo r "mother", and 
"mother" also means "b iggest , f u l l " ) 
/ween waya-nga/ "feeling worried" 
worry bad-LOC 
Note that these are a t t r i bu t i ons of state or cond i t ion , not over t l y 
locat ives . 
The ABLative su f f i x /-ma/ is attached to nouns or adject ives 
which refer to the point of o r i g i n of a movement or process ( i n 
space or in t ime) . I t may be t ranslated "from X". For example: 
/Aak wiykath eeliya-m kempiy./ 
country chi ldren small-ABL upwards 
"Country is [ t raced , in terms of tenure] upwards from the ch i ld ren" 
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/Aaka-m menganya-m./ 
place-ABL Menganya-ABL 
" People from Menganya" 
/Nhul inhtha pal kaawa-ma,/ 
he yon hither east-ABL 
"That fellow came back from the east". 
I t may imply deprivation in the idiom 
/thanta-ma/ "bl ind" 
eye-ABL 
and completion of an act iv i ty in 
/Aak thangk kathuka-m ey ?/ 
place grass plain bushfire-ABL Interrog. 
"Has the grass plain been burned of f yet"? 
The sentential negative /ke 'a/ is placed in the def ini te mood 
( " i sn ' t " , "d idn ' t " , "hasn't") by /-ma/: 
/Ngay ke'a-m ngaychany./ 
I NEG-ABL saw 
" I d idn' t see i t " . 
In some cases, the ablative implies perception from a distance, 
rather than motion from some place: 
/Pungara maawkanha, inha-m palkanha./ 
star ran yonder-ABL h i t 
"The star shot, and h i t over there". 
(Informant's translat ion: "We hear from here".) 
The ablative derives a nominal from another nominal. In some cases 
the derivation relates two primary lexemes: 
/ th ipa la / "tree sp." 
/thipalama/ "umbilical cord pendant" (the str ing of which 
comes from the / th ipa la / tree) 
Combined with preceding a l la t ive / -nka/ , the ablative implies 
"up to , as far as": 
/Aayka-nka-ma/ "as far as Aayk (place name)" 
After the DATive / - n t a / , which is i t s e l f weakly genit ive, 
/-ma/ marks a possessor, previous or present; i t is usually a 
possessor of a person (John's mother), but note also: 
/muura-nta-m aak/ 
cousin-DAT-ABL country 
"my cousin's country" 
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The ALLative case marker /-nka/ implies motion towards 
some thing ( i t also manifests PURPOSIVE case, see section 13 below). 
/Ngampal inhanycha woowkanga-nka./ 
we a l l yonder-ALL Woowkanga-ALL 
"Let's a l l go to Woowkanga". 
/Ngaya kana, aaka-nka./ 
I ready home-ALL 
"I'm going home now". 
There is a suf f ix /-weykanha/, probably an enc l i t ic form 
of the verb /weyka-/ "to travel about", which may be suffixed to 
proper or common nouns referring to locales, and which implies 
"around about X". I t is often used when referring to "those people 
who come from around X", although no ablative is used in such locutions, 
/Pilman-weykanha/ "People from around Pilmana" 
The suff ix /-antoo/. which is phonologically aberrant, 
draws attention to the location of something and may be translated 
as voila; e.g. 
/Ngak thoech-antoo!/ 
water rain-voi la 
"Look at the rain coming there"! 
Location qual i f iers : Most locational qual i f ier forms are 
adjectives, but some are adverbs. 
/inma/ (also (R?) /wuuya/) 
/inm-inma-nga/ 
/kaa'-uuk/ (face-point) 
/kempiya/ 
/kempa-ma/ 
/kempiy-ungka/ 
/um-kempiya/ 
/wurra/ 
/paka/ (R: /pamanga/) 
/paka-ma/ 
/um-paka-nga/ 
/wooek-wooeka/ 
'behind" 
' r ight behind" 
' in front" 
'up, on top" 
'the top part" 
'along a high trajectory" (adverb) 
(e.g. flight of plane) 
'belly-up" 
'upwards" (adverb) 
'down, below" 
'downwards" (adverb) 
'belly down" 
'along a low trajectory" (adverb) 
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/pala/ (R: /poenya/) 
/puya/ (R: /kurra/) 
/nhaama/ 
/kuya/ 
/uma/ 
/uma-ma/ 
"h i t he r , th is side" ("come here") 
" t h i t h e r , that side"("go away") 
"upr iver?, fu r ther?" 
"away?, aside?" 
"back again" (adverb) 
" i n a returning d i rec t i on " 
/p i ima/ 
/wachinha/ 
/maynga/ (R: /matha/) 
/aak thaa'-maynga/ 
(/thaa'a/ = "mouth") 
/pi 1-maynga/ (/pil/ = "hip") 
/mayng-maynga/ 
"c lose, nearby" 
" f a r , d is tan t " 
" together, in company" 
"company-held land" 
"close together" 
" a l l c lose-to c lose- to" 
(Note that some speakers have /manya/, as in Wik-Iinychanya) 
/wethara/ 
/X um-wethara/ 
/nhikana/ 
/nhikan-mangka/ 
/yuuna/ 
/walarmpa/ 
"in the middle, centre" 
"halfway between X and here" 
"along, between two points on a line' 
"all the way along (/mangka/= back)" 
"outside" 
"on its side" 
/kungkiya/ (R: /weengkiya/) 
/kungkama/ 
/thiipiya/ 
/thiipama/ 
/kaawa/ 
/kaawama/ 
/iithala/ 
/iithanma/ 
"north(wards)" 
"from the north" 
"south(wards)" 
"from the south" 
"east(wards)" 
"from the east" 
"west(wards)" 
"from the west" 
The cardinal directions do not occur in allative case. 
/Ngaya thiipiy./ means "I am going south". One can specify direction 
or orientation towards a certain direction by preposing /thaa'-/ 
to (at least) the terms for up, north, south, east and west (/thaa'a/ 
is mouth; one uses the pursed lips to indicate direction; c f . 
Yidiny /chaa-/ in Dixon 1977:162), e.g. /thaa'-thiipiya/ "northwards", 
"north from there". The side of anything is /wunkanha/; this word 
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is preposed before the cardinal directions, as well as /pala/ 
(and /puya/?), which are in ablative case, to indicate what side 
something is on: 
/wunkanh-palama/ "on this side" 
/wunkanh-kungkama/ "on the north side" 
/wunkanh-thiipama/ "on the south side" 
/wunkanh-kaawama/ "on the eastern side" 
/wunkanh-iithanma/ "on the western side" 
In these cases, the ablative appears to act as a general marker of 
unidirectional orientat ion. Compare also: 
/Eemoeth paka-m poenychany./ 
"centre" down-ABL descend 
"Those eemoeth are [handed] down [from boss to boss, not traced 
upwards automatically l ike land tenure]". 
/pala-ma/ 
hither-ABL 
"back this way" 
/Kaaw uma-m iinychany/ 
east back again-ABL went 
"He went back east again". 
There is some assymmetry in the locative marking of "up" and "down" 
/um-kempiy 
/um-paka-ng 
cf . /Wurra-ng 
upwards-LOC 
wunaka/ 
wunaka/ 
thennganha/ 
wake up 
"Lie belly up"! 
"Lie belly down"! 
"He woke up from sleep" 
Deictics: Deictics in Wik-Ngathana are forms that specify the 
spatial position of their referent relat ive to the speaker. English 
deictics are, for example, t h i s , these, that, those, here, there, 
and (archaic) yon and yonder. Wik-Ngathana deictics specify three 
degrees of relat ive proximity to the speaker, which I abbreviated as 
HERE, THERE and YONDER. These also function with demonstrative force 
(THIS/THESE, THAT/THOSE, YON (singular)/YON (p lu ra l ) ) . With the 
la t te r meanings, they are generally uninflected. They do not appear 
to have, for example, the usual grammatical or local case forms. 
In these senses, however, they occur in an unmarked form which may 
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be interpreted as a subject/object case (transitive and intransitive 
subject, direct object). I treat them as unmarked with regard to 
core grammatical cases. 
In the former sense (HERE, THERE, YONDER) they occur in 
the same unmarked form, but may also receive suffixes for the marking 
of local cases (UNKNOWN, LOCATIVE, ALLATIVE and ABLATIVE) and the 
peripheral grammatical cases PURPOSIVE, GENITIVE and DATIVE. The 
forms of ALLATIVE and PURPOSIVE are the same, as also are those 
of GENITIVE and DATIVE. 
The deictics have two forms in each of the three categories 
of relative distance, one unmarked with respect to number (SINGULAR/ 
PLURAL) and the other PLURAL. There are in addition two human deictics, 
unmarked with respect to number and apparently not marked for case, 
THIS/THESE FELLOW(S), and THAT/THOSE FELLOW(S) (and reference may 
include the speaker). The interrogative of place ("where"), like 
the deictics, may be marked for UNKNOWN case, and may be suffixed 
with a deictic, but cannot occur in free form. 
Deictics commonly occur in a complex consisting of a deictic, 
followed by its case marking if it has any, then optionally by 
/pala/ "hither", then optionally by another deictic. The first 
and the second deictic normally show number concord. They are 
1 is ted below. 
Incomplete paradigms follow: 
HERE 
sg/pl 
Pl 
human 
THERE 
sg/pl 
Pl 
YONDER 
sg/pl 
pl 
human 
where 
sg/pl 
Pl 
UNMARKED 
anhtha 
a Iiya 
antiya 
panhtha 
panya 
inhtha 
inya 
intiya 
wantinhtha 
wantinya 
UNKNOWN 
t 
alanga 
panhanga 
7 
inhanga 
inyanga 
wantanga 
Fig. 
ALLATIVE 
PURPOSIVE 
anhanycha 
7 
7 
? 
inhanycha 
inyanycha 
wantinhanycha 
wantinyanycha 
5: Wik-Ngathana 
LOCATIVE 
anhanychinha 
aliyangana 
anhanychana 
panyangana 
inhanychinha 
inyangana 
Deictics 
ABLATIVE 
anhthama 
a lama 
SI 
panhthama 
inhama, 
inhthama 
i nyama 
wantin(h)ama 
wantinyama 
GENITIVE/DATIVE 
7 
aliyanta 
alalanta 
f 
4t 
f 
f 
inyanta 
ilnta 
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2o3 
The interrogative /want-/ "where" may be inf lected for UNKNOWN 
case, /wantanga/, but in this case i t carries no implications 
about proximity and may refer to direction as well as place. 
I t also has a unique suff ix /-ra/ (/wantara/ "how, which way"); 
see below (section 10) on asking questions. 
The commoner deict ic complexes are those with number concord: 
sg/pl /anhth-inhtha/ "this one", e t c 
/panhth-inhtha/ "that one", etc. 
/ inhth-inhtha/ "yonder one", etc. 
pl /a l - inya, al i -p inya/ "these ones" 
/pany-inya, panya-pinya/ "those ones" 
/ iny- inya, inya-pinya/ "yonder ones" 
(At present I cannot explain the i n i t i a l / p - / in these la t te r cases. 
Recall the phonological rule of nasal truncation which yields 
/ inhth i tha/ from / inhth-inhtha/,/wanti tha/ from /want-inhtha/, etc.) 
The ablative and genitive/dative forms of deictics appear 
to be part of the regular paradigms of nominals (suffixed with 
/-ma/ and / -n ta / respectively), but the other forms do not (see 
section 6 below). Al l inf lected forms, however, may be further 
inf lected for case, and when this is done the added suffixes are 
of the regular nominal paradigmatic form. For this reason, the 
inf lected forms l is ted above in Figure 5 may be said to be nominals 
derived from deictics through in f lec t ion . Thus we f ind forms such as: 
/anhanycha-m-inhtha/ " [ i t w i l l be[ for those of this place" 
here PURP-ABL-yon 
/inyanta-ang-inhtha/ " [put ] i t in LwordsJ of that kind" 
yonder G/D-LOC-yon 
/anhanychana-nka/ "[comingI in order to be at this place" 
here LOC-ALL/PURP 
Deictic complexes form single phonological words. The f i r s t 
deict ic receives case marking, the second does not. A possible 
exception to this generalisation is 
/inhth-inhth-ang inhth-eya/ "[express] i t in that ) word]" 
yonder-yon-LOC yon-TOPIC 
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This may be interpreted as providing a d i s t i nc t i on between 
"put i t there ( in three-dimensional space)", which would be 
/ inhanych( inh)a/ + put, and "put i t in that one ( in semant ic / l ingu is t i c 
space)". 
Several of the de ic t i c complexes have strong idiomatic fo rce , 
e.g. 
/anhtha-m-inhth/ "now, immediately" ( " th i s is i t " ) 
/ inhtha-m- inhth/ " t ha t ' s the end, f i n i shed ; exactly 
the same as that" (both = "that's it") 
The loca t iona l /d i rec t iona l q u a l i f i e r / pa la / " h i t h e r " , 
"on the X side of" may fo l low a de ic t i c in an e n c l i t i c form: 
/ inh tha-pa la / "JcomingJ th is way, up there" 
yonder-hi ther 
/anhtha-pal- inhtha/ "they I were coming! towards here" 
here-hither-yon 
/ inha-m-pala-m-inhtha/ "they /were coming] from over there, 
yonder-ABL-hither-ABL-yon th i s way" 
The other loca t iona l /d i rec t iona l q u a l i f i e r s occur in unbound form, 
usually immediately fo l lowing the d e i c t i c : 
/ inhtha kaawa/ "yonder in the east" 
/panhth iithala/ "there in the west" 
/inyang kaawa/ "somewhere yonder in the east, but 
we don't know" 
/inhtha paka/ "down yonder" 
/aliyangan kempiya/ "up here" 
The case I have called UNKNOWN might also be called "unseen" 
or perhaps "not visible", but my impression is that the critical 
point is knowing where something is, or when it has happened, rather 
than its visibility. Note that it is used in reference to future 
time (/ngutatham inhanga/ "at some time tomorrow"), in which case 
"known/unknown" would appear to be the more inclusive relevant parameter. 
The deictics can be analysed into the roots: 
HERE anh- THERE panh- YONDER inh-
al- pany- iny-
human an- (or ant- ?) in- (or int- ?) 
And also /want-/ "where". 
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(Note that the human deictic /antiya/ has been heard used 
of a body part as well as of whole people: 
/antiy oempaka/ "cut it here /the leg/"; in this case the referent 
was a human body part). 
6. Relations between intransitive subjects, agents, instruments, 
patients and causes: 
Here we t rea t the syntact ic cases NOMinative, ERGative, 
INSTrumental, Accusative, DATive, and CAUSal. 
Nominative: The Subject of an i n t r a n s i t i v e verb or of a verbless 
predicate receives no case s u f f i x . When c i t i n g examples I do not 
usual ly mark words in NOM case but they may sometimes be marked 
as fo l lows: 
subject of an intransitive verb: 
/Nganha puntaka-0 ke'a-ma-1 i inycha-nya. / 
ISgACC older brother-NOM NEG-ABL-3SgSUBJ go-DEF 
"My older brother couldn ' t come". 
subject of a verbless predicate: 
/Maya-0 mina-0 ! / 
food-NOM good-NOM 
"The food is good"! 
Except fo r kinship terms and pronouns ( inc luding the in te r rogat ive 
pronoun /wee ' iya / "who") ,d i rect objects of t r ans i t i ve verbs are 
also in NOM case: 
/Ngak-0 inhtha-ka! / 
water-NOM squeeze-IMP 
"Squeeze the water out " ! 
/Thum-0 wuu'a-ka-nta! / 
fire-NOM blow-IMP-2SgSUB 
"Blow the f i r e " ! 
Personal pronouns employ an unmarked case fo r both t r a n s i t i v e and 
i n t r a n s i t i v e subjects , which I ca l l SUBject case. The NOMinative 
only applies to nouns and ad ject ives. 
Ergative: The subject of a t r a n s i t i v e verb ( i . e . an agent) is 
in ERGative case, unless i t is a personal pronoun or d e i c t i c . Where 
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pronouns or deictics cross-reference those nouns or adjectives 
which are agents, and come between the agents and their t ransi t ive 
verbs, the agents themselves are commonly unmarked for ERG case. 
Since pronouns and deictics are in such heavy use, ERG case marking 
is rather rare. 
The shape of the ERG suff ix depends on the stem involved, 
but is unpredictable. Of those stems on which I have data, 
38 stems take /-nhtha/ (as do borrowed English words) 
23 stems take /-ngka/ (including /wee'iya/ "who" (see section 10)) 
3 stems take / - l a / (/pama/ "person", /ngeena/ "what", 
/thaamutha/ "old lady") 
1 stem takes / - r r a / (/ngampa/ " tooth"; optionally takes 
/-nhtha/ also) 
Most of the stems which take /-nhtha/ have only two syllables (e.g. 
/minha/, /maya/, /ngaka/, etc.) while a l l of the stems which take 
/-ngka/ have three syllables or more (e.g. /waapala/, /kooenhiya/, 
/thaypana/). 
subject of a transitive verb: 
/Aak-0 nganhthunm inhtha . . . waanta-nha, thaypana-ngka./ 
country-NOM IPlExABL yonder leave (tr)-DEF Taipan-ERG 
"That country of ours . . . was l e f t , by Taipan". 
/Minha-nhtha mula-ma-nh ku'a-0./ 
meat-ERG dead-TR VSR-DEF dog-NOM 
"The meat killed the dog (because it was poisonous)". 
The transi t ive verb may not be made exp l i c i t i f understood: compare 
/Ngenycha-nhtha-nh patha-nha./ 
snake-ERG-lSgACC bite-DEF 
"A snake b i t me". and 
/Ngenycha-0 ngeena-1-e?/ 
snake-NOM what-ERG-INT 
"What sort of snake (b i t you)"? 
Instrumental case is marked by suffixes identical with those 
of ERG case (note, however, that pronouns cross-reference t ransi t ive 
subjects but not instruments). 
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instrument of a transitive verb: 
/Ku ' -0 minha-nhtha pa lka-0-nta ! / 
dog-NOM meat-INST hit-IMP-2SgSUB 
"H i t the dog with the meat"! 
X 
/Waapala-ngk ochama-ngka-nh koongka-nya./ 
frog-ERG urine-INST-lSgACC splash-DEF 
"The frog splashed me with urine (as i t jumped)". 
Accusative case: Where the d i rec t object of a t r ans i t i ve 
verb is a personal pronoun, the in ter rogat ive pronoun /wee ' iya/ 
"who", or a kinship term ( inc luding the not s t r i c t l y genealogical 
term /thaamutha/ "old lady" , the term of address and optional reference 
' f o r female grandkin (see section 2 ) ) , i t is in accusative case and 
is marked by / -nha/ on f i ve of the personal pronouns, on /wee ' iya / 
and on a l l the kinship terms. The other pronouns have ACC forms 
which are e i ther suppletive (e .g . /nh ina/ 2SgACC) or which take 
/ - n y a / ; see section 2. Other d i rec t objects may be op t iona l l y 
suf f ixed with the 3SgACC e n c l i t i c / - n h i n a / ; i t is possible that 
th is general isat ion only applies to animate ob jects . Deict ics may 
possibly be marked fo r ACC case, but I have i n s u f f i c i e n t data on 
th is po in t . 
direct object of a transitive verb: 
/Wik-Ngenycharra waanta-nh thananh./ 
leave (tr)-DEF 3P1ACC 
"Wik-Ngenycharra people were l e f t there" . 
/Nhunta wee'a-nh palka-nh-e?/ 
2SgSUB who-ACC hit-DEF-INT 
"Who did you h i t " ? 
/Punta-nh minh thuulka-nhtha warrpa-nh kaa'a-nhtha. / 
older brother-ACC animal brolga-ERG poke-DEF beak-INST 
"A brolga pecked my older brother wi th his beak". 
/Pama-nhina, Rega-nhina minh thuulka-nhtha warrpa-nha./ 
man-3SgACC Reg-3SgACC animal brolga-ERG poke-DEF 
"That man, Reg, was pecked by a b ro lga" . 
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/Thuulka-nhtha warrpa-nh minh ingka l -nh ina. / 
brolga-ERG poke-DEF animal tortoise-3SgACC 
"The brolga pecked the t o r t o i s e " . 
Accusative forms also occur in verbless predicates, where a t r a n s i t i v e 
verb must be understood but is not over t : 
/Nhunta ke' thaa' waya kana-nta nganh./ 
2SgSUB don' t mouth bad particle-2SgSUB ISgACC 
"Don't chop me o f f ( i n speech)"! 
Ablat ive pronouns (denoting possessed humans) may also be marked 
for ACC case: 
/Pam ngathunma-nh palka-nh. / 
man ISgABL-ACC hit-DEF 
"My son was h i t " . 
Dative case: The ind i rec t object of a t r a n s i t i v e verb 
is in dative case, and is marked by / - n t a / . This su f f i x is ident ica l 
to the geni t ive case s u f f i x (see section 4 ) . 
/Nhupal paay'a-nt wooelin-ka puula-nta . / 
2DuSUB sibling-DAT say(tr)-IMP older sister-DAT 
"Talk to your older s i s t e r , you're s i b l i n g s " . 
Purposive case: The goal of an i n t r a n s i t i v e verb, or the 
goal of a verbless predicate, is in purposive case, and is marked 
by the su f f i x / - n k a / . This su f f i x is ident ica l wi th that of a l l a t i v e 
case (see section 5) . 
/Thana waya, three-an i inycha-nya, ka'arra-nk inh th -ey . / 
3P1SUB dear -3P1SUB go-DEF tacca-PURP yon-TOPIC 
"The three of them had gone fo r tacca roo ts " . 
/Ngaya ngaka-nka./ 
ISgSUB water-PURP 
" I want water", (also " I 'm t h i r s t y " and " I 'm going to get water" . ) 
Another (rare) use of PURP is to mark the deep t r a n s i t i v e 
subject in a sentence which has been passivised: 
/Nhin ngul patha-nha p i i ka -nka ! / 
2SgACC soon bite-DEF pig-PURP 
"You ' l l get b i t t en by a p i g ! " 
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The causal case is manifested by / -ma/ , which is ident ica l 
wi th the ab la t ive case su f f i x (see section 5) . I t is possible that 
we need not recognise two separate cases here. Examples of CAUS are: 
/Palka-nh ku'a-ma./ 
hit-DEF dog-CAUS 
"He was h i t because of the dog". 
/Thana yeenpa-yeenpa-nh puunta-ma./ 
3P1SUB fight-RDP-DEF st ingray sp.-CAUS 
"They were f i gh t i ng over a s t ingray" . 
7. Specifying abstract relations 
The fo l lowing par t i c les may be in terpreted as non-spatial 
de ic t ics (note that the spat ia l de ic t ics explained in section 5 
may also be used in non-spatial senses): 
/ thuna/ "the other" 
/nhaanhtha/ " thus, l i k e that " 
/nhaanhth-nhaanhtha-ma/ " l i kew ise , the same way" 
/nhin-nhaanhth-inhtha-ma/ "and so on, etcetera" 
/eypa/ "otherwise" 
/ k a ' a / "resembles, l i k e " 
/ th inana/ " i n re turn" 
/ th i lama/ "(do i t ) more, again" 
The adject ive /maynga/ "together w i t h , in company" is also used 
abst rac t ly in a s im i la r way, as when s ta t ing that two people share 
the same totems, language, e t c 
Local cases are used abs t rac t l y , as when the a l l a t i v e 
/ -nka / indicates purpose of thoughts (/Ngaya ka' nhaanhtha-nka... / 
" I 'm inc l ined th i s w a y . . . " ) . 
The notion of act ion done in return f o r another (e .g . r e t r i b u t i o n 
or repayment) is speci f ied by the p a r t i c l e / t h i n a n a / , e .g . /Thinan 
palkanh./ "He h i t him back". 
The notion of doing something again, more, or f u r t he r , is 
spec i f ied by the p a r t i c l e / t h i l a m a / , which is the conjunction / t h i l a / 
suf f ixed by / -ma/ . Thus 
/Kan thi lam pa lka ! / "H i t him again" ! 
/Ngaka th i lam ow?/ "More water please". 
Resemblance is spec i f ied by the p a r t i c l e / k a ' a / (sometimes, 
apparently, / k e ' a / ) : /Nhula ka' thawala./ "He's l i k e a wal laby" . 
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This part ic le is also used very s imi lar ly to English " l i ke" as 
an introducer of statements, and a softener of injunctions: 
/Ka' itama!/ "Like, do i t slowly"! 
Difference may be specified by the part ic le /eypa/, meaning 
"otherwise", a term with positive overtones ( i t is translated by 
informants as "a l l r igh t " , but also as "out" in such a case as 
/Ngana eyp./ "We out", more precisely "We are disposed otherwise/ 
d i f fe ren t l y " . ) . See personal pronouns (section 2) for other ways 
of stating difference. 
See also /-thuna/ ONLY in section 3 under Quantity. 
8. Specifying time and sequence 
Time and sequence are specified by aspectual particles 
and by temporal qual i f iers . There is no manifestation of tense 
in the verb. Verbs are marked for def in i te , indef ini te or imperative 
mood, e t c (see section 9). The def ini te (/-nha/, / -nya/ , / -na/) 
refers to action that has happened, is happening, or w i l l happen 
(or to the negation of these). The indef in i te (/-ka/) refers to 
action that is intended to happen or which might happen; the 
imperative is also marked by / - ka / . 
Aspectual part icles: 
/kana/ 1. perfective /Kana-n iinychany,/ "They went away". 
/Nhula kan thichany ey?/ "He's already 
eaten, eh"? 
(emphatic perfective: 
/Kana-m thichany ey?/ "Have you finished 
eating"?) 
2. desiderative/inceptive 
/Ngay kan wik alakang wina nhungk./ 
"I'm going to tell you a story". 
3. habituative /Yeemana ... than inhtha kan keentakeentanh./ 
"The long fighting stick ... which they 
dance (in ritual)". 
/Inhthaminhtha kan wiiykanh./ "That's 
how they talk", 
(see also sentence 71 of Appendix 2) 
/kana/ may be used with continuous aspect (present continuous: 
verb redujblication; past continuous: /oeyama/); these combinations 
might be described as "inceptive present continuous" (e.g, /Ngaya 
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kulp kan pathapathanha./ "I 'm getting a headache".) and "past 
perfect continuous" (e.g. /Minh yamp inhtha kan kaa'-uuk oeyam pul 
nhuurran./ "Before that they were finding the Butterfish s to ry" . ) . 
4. As an exclamation, /kana/ has two main functions: 
on i ts own, /Kana!/ means "O.K.!, ready now!, stop now!, 
start now"! 
followed by a predicate i t means "Please do . . . " , 
"Please be . . . " , or "Let's do . . . " . 
5. The reduplicated form /kankanama/ means 1, at any time, 
2, real ly. 
/ya'a/ pluperfect, abbreviated PLUP 
/Kendaii-u] inhthinhth pul nhuurran: "Ayang, ngamp anhtha 
wuut awunya, big river'a", ya'a wunwuna./ 
"Next they found Kendall (River): 'Hey, here's a real ly huge 
r i v e r ' , which had been lying there". 
/Inyang oeyaman nhi inh i in , ya'an wunypanh wiipang inhthey./ 
"They were s i t t i ng there somewhere, having put [_their th ings] 
in that shade". 
/oeyama/ past continuous (see example above), abbreviated PCON 
Combined with /ya'a/, makes pluperfect continuous: 
/Ya' oeyam pula, nhuurran thananha wiiykanh pul wiiykwiiykanh 
pul./ "Those two had been finding them [i.e. the Pungk-
Apalacha had been finding the Wik-Ngenycharra dialects] 
and speaking and speaking them". 
/ngula/ indicates sequence, hence "later, soon, next". 
The emphatic form /ngulmama/ means "immediately". 
The enclitic form of /ngula/ is /-ula/, a universal 
suffix; it implies sequence ("then...") and also 
completed action or achieved state ("now.,."). See 
Appendix 2 sentences 9, 16, 18, 34, 36, 40, etc. for 
examples. It is glossed as SEQ (for "sequential"). 
/paa'ama/ "yet"; hence /epam paa'ama/ "has not happened/come 
into existence yet", and /ke'am paa'ama/ "has not been 
done yet". 
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Temporal q u a l i f i e r s : 
/kaa'-uuka/ 
/kaa'-uukama/ 
/paya/ 
/kanalama/ 
/nhiikama/ 
/yaama/ 
/punganga/ 
/ngutanga/ 
/yimangka/ 
/nguta-thuna/ 
/nguta-thun-thuna/ 
/ngut-wetharra/ 
/ngutawanha/ 
/pung-kempiya/ 
/pung-wayanga/ 
/ngutathama/ 
"at f i r s t " ( l i t e r a l l y " face-po in t " ) 
"from the s t a r t " 
"before" 
"of long ago" 
"recently, today, soon" (R: /puukama/) 
"for a long time" (e,g. wait for a long time, etc.) 
"(during) daytime" (literally "sun-LOC") 
"(during) night time" (literally "night-LOC") 
"yesterday" 
"yesterday", also "the day a f t e r tomorrow" 
( "n ight -o ther" ) 
"day before yesterday" ( "n ight -o ther -o ther" ) 
"middle of n ight" ("n ight-middle") 
"ear ly morning" ( "n igh t - j us t a f t e r " ) 
"middle of day" ("sun-on top") 
"afternoon" ("sun-bad-LOC") 
"tomorrow, the next day" ("night-having") 
"wet season, north-west monsoon" 
"main rainfall period of /kaapama/" (/-awa/ 
big(gest)) 
"post-wet season" 
"early post-wet season" (/mina/ "good") 
"false /onychana/" (brief dry spell during 
wet) (/onychana/ + "bad-having") 
"dry season" 
"period at which last surface water dries up" 
("water-just after") 
"period at which first rains bring up green 
shoots" ("shoot-ABL") 
The seasonal terms may be preceded by /aaka/ "time, place". Asking 
"What time"? is literally "what place", /Aak ngeene?/ (and these 
days, asking the time of day is /Ma'a ngeen-ngeene?/, literally 
"hand how many?", since wristwatches are worn on the wrist). 
The specifically temporal affixes are: 
/-ula/ already discussed above 
/-awanha/ "just after ..."; see /ngutawanha/ and 
/ngakawanha/ above. 
/kaapama/ 
/kaapamawa/ 
/onychana/ 
/onychan mina/ 
/onychan wayatha/ 
/keyena/ 
/ngakawanha/ 
/paayama/ 
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/-thenya/ "for the duration o f . . . " ; only one example: 
/kaapam-thenya/ " for the duration of the wet' 
/-nka-ma/ "up u n t i l . . . " , actually "a l la t ive-ablat ive" , 
e.g. /kaapama-nka-ma/ "up unt i l the wet 
season (begins)"; parallels spatial usage 
"as far as to . . . " . 
After a pause during narration, the next event in a sequence 
may be introduced by / a a ' / , "then next . . . " . Passage of time may 
be marked by /nnnn/, or a long nasalised shwa||^ a : j . 
9. Verbal derivation and mood 
Derivation of verbs: Most verbs are simple, underived 
stems such as /ngatha-/ "shut i t " , but verbs may also be derived 
in the following ways: 
compound verbs: usually consist of a noun and a verb, as in 
/pin-ngatha-/ "ear-shut i t - " , i .e . "to forget" 
transitively verbalised nouns and adjectives: the SUffix / -ma- / 
is added to the noun or adjective, then verbal affixes fol low, e.g. : 
/wika-ma-nha/ "language-ma-DEF", i . e . "to make a plan", "to discuss" 
/epama-ma-nha/ "nothing-ma-DEF", i .e . "to f in ish i t up" 
/uya-ma-nha/ "many-ma-DEF", i .e . "to make many" 
/mula-ma-nha/ "dead-ma-DEF", i .e . "to k i l l " 
There is also an a f f i x /-ngan(a)-/ which has a similar function, 
but only two examples are known at present: 
/Thaa' wika-ngan-ka!/ "mouth language-ngan-IMP", i .e . "Make 
plenty of noise"! 
/wooethacha-ngan-ka!/ "moon-ngan-IMP", i .e . "Circle round"! 
And another a f f i x with similar functions, / -nha- / : 
/Thatal paal'a-nha-ka!/ "thigh flat-nha-IMP", i .e . "Si t cross-legged"! 
There is also / -apa- / , possibly an unproductive derivational a f f i x 
or ossif ied transi t ive verb, as i n : 
/punhth-apa-nya/ "arm-apa-DEF", i . e . "abducted her" 
/puun-apa-nya/ "head-apa-DEF", i . e . "sunburned ( t rans i t ive)" 
intransitively verbalised nouns and adjectives: the SUffix / - m a n g ( a ) - / 
is added to the noun or adjective, then verbal aff ixes fol low, e .g. : 
/Mak awawa-mang-ka!/ "Let them become p l en t i f u l " ! 
l e t plentiful-mang(a)-IMP 
Alternat ively, and far more commonly, the noun or adjective is 
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compounded with the verb /weerpa-/ " to become", which in some cases 
deletes i n i t i a l /w / : 
/Aak thun-weerpa-nh./ "place other-become-DEF", i . e . "The 
place has become d i f f e r e n t " . 
/Mangka way-eerpa-nh./ "back bad-become-DEF", i . e . "My back hurts ' 
A t r ans i t i ve verb is derived from an i n t r a n s i t i v e verb 
by the su f f i x / -ngan(a ) - / : 
/maawka-/ " to run" /Maawka-ngan-ka!/ "Drive i t (e .g . t r u c k ) " ! 
P a r t i c i p i a l s : the a f f i x / -nga/ is added to the verb stem, 
as i n : 
/Kaa' kooeth poenycha-nga./ "nose mucus descend-PART", i . e . 
"Snot is hanging down". 
/Nhoom penhtha-nga./ "bushf i re burn ( in t rans i t ive)-PART", i . e . 
"Bushfire is burn ing" . 
Pa r t i c i p i a l s are ra re , but several occur in place-names: 
/Thalapal kela-nga/ "Jackass lay ing" 
/Ch i r rn kela-nga/ "Ki te hawk lay ing" 
/Pungara maawka-nga/ "Shooting s tar " 
Mood: Imperative mood is marked by / - k a / , as in / i i nycha-ka / 
" g o " ! ; where the verb stem ends in / ka / the imperative s u f f i x is 
deleted at the surface, as in /maawka-/ " to run" , /maawka!/ " r u n ! " . 
The i nde f i n i t e mood ( fu ture ac t i on , possible act ion) is 
marked in an ident ica l fashion, by / - k a / : /Ngay anhthaminhtha 
poenycha-ka./ " I 'm going down now". 
The de f i n i t e mood (act ion which did or did not, is or is not, 
w i l l or w i l l not, take place) is marked by / - n h a / , / -nya / or / - n a / 
depending on verb conjugation. 
Purposive mood need not be indicated in the verb i t s e l f , 
and is more usually indicated by pronominal e n c l i t i c s (see section 2 ) . 
When i t is indicated in the verb, the a f f i x / - k a n ( a ) - / i s placed 
between the stem and the i n d e f i n i t e s u f f i x : 
/Ngaya ngeetha-kan-ka-thuna./ " I listen-PURP-IND-ONLY.", 
i . e . " I only want to l i s t e n " . 
(Why did you have your chest c icat r ised? Answer:) 
/Ngaycha-kan-ka!/ "see-PURP-IND", i . e . " In order to be seen 
having i t " ! 
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Verbs in purposive mood most commonly occur in re la t i ve clauses, 
and in some cases may simply mark the re l a t i ve clause without strong 
impl icat ions of purpose: 
/Thapa-ny pulanha maya thapa-kan-ka./ 
take-DEF 3DuACC food carry-PURP-IND 
"She took them to (help her) carry the food" . 
/Pala kan nhiya thapa-nya, kaampa-kan-ka./ 
h i ther pa r t i c l e 2P1SUB carry-DEF bury-PURP-IND 
"You br ing i t here to bury i t " . 
/Thananh inhth-eya meekim-nh dress, trousers tha 'a-kana-0. / 
3P1ACC yonder-TOP make-DEF remove-PURP-DEF 
"He made them take o f f t he i r dresses and t rousers" . 
Subjunctive mood is not marked in the verb, but by the su f f i x 
/ - l a / and/or subjunctive pronominal e n c l i t i c s (see section 2) . 
/ - l a / most often appears attached to aspectual par t i c les or d i rec t 
objects immediately preceding the verb: 
/Ngay ke 'a - la - lng wi iyka-nha. / " I NEG-SUBJ-lSgSUBJ speak-DEF.", i . e . 
" I 'm unable to ta lk (because I shou ldn ' t ) " . 
/Ngaya way minh p i i ka - l a - l ng warrpa-nha./ " I dear animal 
pig-SUBJ-lSgSUBJ shoot-DEF.", i . e . " I would l i k e to shoot p igs" . 
/Ngaya minh ngula-la-m mula-ma-nha./ " I animal SOON-SUBJ-ABL 
dead-TR VSR-DEF.", i . e . " I ought to have k i l l e d a p i g " . 
/if than ke'a-ma-ln mula-ma-nh thananha, inhtha ngampurr 
c i t y - ' a - l a - l wuna-0./ " i f they NEG-ABL-3P1SUBJ dead-TR VSR-
DEF 3P1ACC, yonder IPIOBL2 city-lig-SUBJ-3SgSUBJ l i e -DEF. " , 
i . e . " I f they had not k i l l e d them, there would have been a 
c i t y there fo r us". 
For re f lex ive and reciprocal s t ruc tu res , see sect ion 2.1 (pronouns). 
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Verb conjugations: There are three verb conjugations, which 
I w i l l cal l the NH, NY and N conjugations, after the form of their 
def ini te mood suffixes. The greatest number of verbs belong to 
the NH conjugation, as do t ransi t ively verbalised nominals ending 
in /-ma/- and a l l transit ive verbs borrowed from English (e.g. 
/meekim-nha/ "make i t " ) . In the case of members of N conjugation, 
where a verb stem ends in /na/ (including derived stems in /-ngan(a)-/) 
the defini te aspect suff ix is deleted at the surface (e.g. /nhuurrana-/ 
"to f ind i t " , /nhuurrana/ "found i t " ) . The distr ibut ion of verbs 
among the three conjugations, and their t rans i t i v i t y (where known), 
are as follows: 
NH NY N 
transitive 17 9 3 
intransitive 16 3 3 
transitivity 
undetermined 46 32 12 
There are a further 39 verbs whose conjugation I have yet to determine, 
and no doubt many more not yet recorded. 
It will be noticed that there is no strong correlation between 
conjugation and transitivity. There is, however, a certain association 
between conjugations and the nature of the last consonants in verb stems: 
NH NY N 
23 p 
14 k 
12 th 
9 ' 
6 ng 
5 m 
3 t 
2 n 
14 ch 
9 P 
7^th 
4 k 
2 ny 
2 rr 
2 r 
1 • 
I t 
10 n 
2 r 
2 n^  
1 t 
1 1 
1 P 
1 n: 
10. Asking questions and making requests 
Polar questions: Polar questions are usually described as 
those which require a yes/no-type answer. In Wik-Ngathana, such 
questions are marked by r is ing intonation terminals. The last word 
of a question of this type may be followed by the interrogative 
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part ic le /ey/ . Two other similar part ic les, /ang/ and /ow/, appear 
to form a paradigm with /ey/ having these contrasts: 
addressee close to speaker: /ang/ 
addressee mid-distant from speaker: /ey/ 
addressee far from speaker: /ow/ 
However, the last form is the one used most commonly in making 
requests, regardless of distance (/Thilam ow,/ "More please".). 
In both polar and non-polar questions, the words which end 
each phonological phrase may be suffixed with the interrogative 
marked / - e / , as in /Nhunte, wuute?/ "And you, old man?" 
Non-polar questions: Non-polar questions are those which 
normally do not require a yes/no answer, i .e . those which ask who, 
what, why, how many, where and when, etc. In Wik-Ngathana, i t 
should be pointed out, i t is quite normal for a question such 
as "Where is so-and-so?" to be answered by "No, he's gone to such-
and-such.". Non-polar questions may be asked using the interrogative 
pronouns (see below), by the use of the exclamations /kay/ "what 
did you say" (addressee near speaker), /kow/ "what did you say" 
(addressee far from speaker), and by suff ixing / - i ya / to a noun 
whose referent is the subject of an enquiry as to location (e.g. 
/Rupert-iya?/ "Where's Rupert?", /Kalk-iy-e?/ "Where's the spear?") 
Interrogative pronoun 
Intransit ive subject 
Transitive subject 
Direct object 
Genitive 
Locative, comitative 
Ablative/causative 
Purposive 
para digms: 
who 
wee'iya 
wee'iya, wee 
wee'anha 
wee'anta 
wee'iyangka 
wee'ama 
'iyangka 
what 
ngeena 
ngeenala 
ngeena 
ngeenama 
ngeelka 
The difference between /ngeenama/ and /ngeelka/ is not "why (past)" 
versus "why (future)" but Causal versus Purposive; their use is 
independent of time specif ied. There is an optional plural form 
of "who", /wee'-wee'iya/. The plural form of "what" /ngeen-ngeena/ 
means "how many". "What time" or "when" is /aak ngeena/, l i t e r a l l y 
"place/time what"; note, however, that "What place?" and "What is 
the name of this place?" involve the locational interrogat ive, hence 
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/Aak wantithe?/ and /Aak nhamp wantithe?/, respectively. Note also 
that the interrogative pronouns l is ted above may be suffixed further, 
as in /wee'antama/ (human or derived possessive, l i t e r a l l y "who-
GEN-ABL"), but only basic forms are given here. 
A part ial paradigm for the interrogative of place /wanta-/ 
is given in section 5. Suffixed by / - r a / i t means "how" or "which 
way", hence /Nhunta wantare?/ "What are your thoughts?", /Ngampala 
wantara?/ "Which way w i l l we go?". 
Al l of the interrogative pronouns, inf lected or otherwise, 
may add a further suff ix /-ma'a/ which indicates doubt (/v/antithama'a/ 
"whereabouts", /wantarama'a/ "how on earth", /wee'iyangkama'a/ 
"whoever", e t c ) . 
Making requests: A request for someone to allow something 
to happen is preceded by the part ic le /maka/ ( " le t him . . , le t i t . . , 
e t c . " ) , e.g. /Mak wunaka!/ ( " le t lie-IMP") "Leave i t alone!". 
I t is normal for imperatives to be softened by the part ic le /kana/, 
which is often translated into English as " t ry and", even though 
i t may refer to an ac t iv i ty about which there is no doubt as to 
the addressee's ab i l i t y to carry i t out. Requests are frequently 
followed by the distal interrogative /ow/, which has the force of 
"please". Before making a request i t is more pol i te to ask oneself 
the rhetorical question "What do I want? Oh yes, I want . . . " than 
to simply launch into making a demand. 
The pol i te way to ask for something of a material nature 
such as matches, tobacco, etc. (and there is always the implication 
in such requests that reciprocity is involved) is to ask the addressee 
i f they have none of the required commodities: 
/Thum epam ey?/ ( " f i re nothing eh?") "Please can I have a match?" 
/May chiik epam ey?/ ("vegetable tobacco nothing eh?") 
"Please can I have a cigarette/tobacco?" 
A more direct form of request involves the br ief /Pala! / "h i ther" , 
although this may be translated into the respect form /Poenya!/ 
in appropriate kinship contexts, so i t is not as abrupt as i t seems. 
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11. Negation and assent 
Uninf lected, the pa r t i c l e / k e ' a / is the negative imperative 
or prescr ip t ive "don ' t " . In ab la t ive case i t negates a proposi t ion 
(/ke'am iinychany/ " d i dn ' t go") and in f l ec ted for subjunctive mood 
i t implies imposs ib i l i t y or i n a b i l i t y ( / ke ' a l a / " can ' t , cou ldn ' t " ) 
or hypothetical negatives ( " i f n o t " ) . 
The commonest negative exclamation is /epama/ "no" ; note 
also /aak epanga/ "with no r e s u l t " , /epangama/ "no use! " , /epam-
epama/ "empty-handed", /epama/ also means "noth ing" , and in e n c l i t i c 
form functions as a p r i va t i ve ( - less , - l ack ing ) . 
The emphatic negative exclamation is / a w ! / , " ce r ta in l y not " . 
During conversation, two other less emphatic negatives are used: 
/ar rkey/ "not so, j u s t a minute", and rahaj "not t rue , I ' l l t e l l 
you the facts now . . . " 
The posi t ive response to a polar question is / e e ' a / "yes" , 
often softened to / e e / . Mi ld assent is implied by /mm/ or / ' e e / . Firm 
concurrence on the facts of a matter is implied by / o ' o / ( f requent ly 
r o ' J ) , which a l i s t ene r may in terpo la te in si lences l e f t by the 
speaker. Before resuming, however, the speaker must also say 
/ o ' o / in response. 
There is also a series / yaa / , /yey/ and /yow/ meaning 
"O.K., r i g h t " , which may be a response to another person's suggestion 
or statement, but may also simply introduce a paragraph in monologue: 
addressee close to speaker /yaa/ 
addressee mid-distant from speaker /yey/ 
addressee fa r from speaker /yow/ 
(also close emphatic) 
12. Conjunction and disjunction 
There appears to be only one true conjunct ion, unless 
/oo/ "or" is assigned to Wik-Ngathana grammar and not to the l i s t 
of borrowed English lex ica l items which are i n t e r m i t t e n t l y used in 
Wik-Ngathana speech. The p a r t i c l e / t h i l a / has a wide range of 
functions ( inc luding d is junct ion and conjunct ion) and is equivalent 
to English "but , so, then, wel l . . . " 
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/Thi l pay inhtha . . . / "Well, before . . . " (star t of story) 
/Aak anhthey th i l a , aak thanant a l iyant iny. / "Then this country 
w i l l be for those around here". 
/Anhtha eemoeth thananta th i la . . . / "So this centre w i l l be theirs' 
/Ngaya t h i l epama!/ "But not me"! 
This conjunction, suffixed with /-ma/, forms the part ic le 
"more, again"; the jus t i f i ca t ion for such an analysis comes from 
the parallel system of Wik-Mungkana: 
/putha/ (conjunction) 
/puthama/ "more, again" 
13. Marking of topic 
The universal a f f ix /-eya/ is commonly attached to the 
word denoting that which has already been mentioned or established 
as a topic by implication in previous discourse or conversation. 
I t may also be attached to that which denotes a new subject which 
the speaker wishes to establish as the topic of an utterance. 
See the narrative in Appendix 2 for examples. 
14. Exclamations, ideophones and cries 
/apa/ 
/apang/ 
/apapa/ 
/apey/ 
/apow/ 
/awey/ 
/amy/ 
/ay/ 
/ayang/ 
/ayey/ 
/ayoy/ 
Those exclamations not already dealt with are given here: 
"sorry" 
"sorry (to leave you) (close)" 
"be quiet" 
"my word!!" 
"sorry" (hence "goodbye", "oops" (over 
slip of tongue)) 
"come here (close)" (hence also "oh come 
now; reply to me" in conversation; 
usually La/5eyJ) 
"come here (distant)" 
"oh dear (abundance implied)" 
"hey you (close)" 
"hey you (mid-distant)" 
"hey you (distant)"; usually Jayo::yj 
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/Che/ 
/ey/ 
/hm!/ 
/oo/ 
/ooy/ 
/waya/ 
/yakay/ 
/yakathey/ 
"shoo (to dogs)" 
"hey you" 
"hrrumph! (vigorous sarcasm)" 
"oh, my word" 
(compassionate noise made by adults over 
babies) 
"dear" (often sounds l ike /weya/, but 
derived from /waya/ "bad"; informants 
state i t means "I 'm speaking on bad 
ground"; commonly sprinkled through 
references to taboo k in , dead k in , ego, 
"help, ouch, shitabrick, etc." 
(extreme version of /yakay/) 
etc.) 
Ideophones are exclamations with rather specific semantic content, 
and which denote actions or events. They are very common in the 
languages of the area, and only a few of those heard in Wik-Ngathana 
narratives (where they are most commonly heard) are l is ted here: 
/chak/ 
/cheny/ 
/chup/ 
/erm/ 
/kap/ 
/ lang/ 
/ l i n g / 
/ l o r r / 
/ngupan/ 
/paw/ 
/piw/ 
/pum/ 
[pubbbl 
/ t h r r r r / 
/ t a l / 
/tung-tung/ 
/ tup/ 
/tuw/ 
/ u l u l u l / 
/via, wa/ 
"thud (e.g. st ick driven into mud)" 
"thwack (impact of spear)" 
"splash (jumping into water)" (usually I cub] ) 
"safely arrived" 
" fa l l i ng down" (given in this phonemic 
form during explanation but pronounced j[^p7 ) 
"k i l l ed i t " 
" f i r e springing up" 
"dropped i t " 
"splash" 
"grabbed i t " (informants say i t means 
/pa l / "hi ther") 
"splash" 
"(did it) gently" 
"Shark's tail beating water" 
"went off quickly" 
"knocked him" 
"they nodded" 
"speared it (him, etc.)" 
"bang (of guns)" 
"bubble bubble (water coming up into well)" 
"taking out guts" 
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/warr warr warr/ 
/wop/ 
/wurr wurr wurr/ 
"cutt ing, tearing into l i t t l e pieces" 
"went in" 
"going up" (may be used imperatively, e.g. 
in barramundi increase r i tua l /wurr wurra!/ 
"Come up"!) 
Cries (human and animal) 
/drrr/ 
/ka ka ka/ 
/koooo/ 
/ngeee/ 
/ngo ngo ngo/ 
/ngukuw/ 
/nyam nyam nyam/ 
/oe/ (long) 
[6::: :J 
/pim-poom/ 
/thak thak thak/ 
/ t a t ta t ta t / 
/taw taw taw/ 
/tawooo/ 
/tong tong tong/ 
/waa waa/ 
/woo woo woo/ 
/yoor/ 
and noises: 
falsetto cry made during songs 
call of magpie goose 
cry distinctive of Apalacha ritual 
(?ideophone) human weeping 
call of magpie goose 
call of owl sp. (/minh thiiw/) 
"rough talk, barking" 
human weeping {[o:::]) (cf. /ooetha-/ 
to weep) 
sounds of many geese (nasalised /oe/) 
sound of drone pipe used in initiations 
call of jabiru 
call of cormorant 
call of carpenter bird (/minha tawatawa/) 
call of jabiru 
call of carpenter bird 
human weeping, screaming, shouts of fear 
human fear 
human terror 
15. Word order 
These remarks will be brief. In noun phrases, head nouns 
precede modifiers. Modifiers of the classificatory sort precede 
other, more freely attached modifiers. The main generic classifiers 
(/minha/, /maya/, etc.) precede more specific nouns such as species 
names. 
"brolga" 
"any sort of dog, coloured black" 
"a puppy, any colour" 
"a black puppy" (noun + classifying adjective 
+ adjective) 
/minh thuulka/ 
/ku' mak/ 
/ku' mil/ 
/ku' mil mak/ 
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Most sentences which contain verbs place a verb l a s t . Non-polar 
questions which lack verbs tend to end in in te r rogat ive pronouns. 
The most common order in t r ans i t i ve sentences is OBJECT-SUBJECT-VERB, 
Deict ic complexes and aspectual and modal p a r t i c l e s , in that order, 
general ly come immediately before the verb. Word order i s , however, 
very f ree . 
16. Summary of affixes (Upper case indicates the relevant abbreviat ion) 
/-anycha/ DATive, GENitive (de ic t ics only) (see section 5) 
/ -antoo/ " v i o l a " (see section 5) 
/ - apa - / r es t r i c t ed TRansitive VerbaliSeR? (see section 9) 
/-athama/ res t r i c ted HAVing a f f i x (see section 3) 
/-awa/ EXCESS abundance (see section 3) 
/-awanha/ j u s t a f te r (see section 8) 
/ - e / INTerrogative (see section 10) 
/-epama/ PRIVative (see section 3) 
/-ethanha/ res t r i c ted kin a f f i x (see section 2) 
/ -eya / TOPic (see section 13) 
/ - i y a / INTerrogative of place (see section 10) 
/ - i y a / res t r i c ted kin a f f i x (see section 2) 
/ - k a / INDefini te aspect (see section 9) 
/ - k a / IMPerative mood (see section 9) 
/ - k a / res t r i c ted kin a f f i x (see section 2) 
/ -kana- / PURPosive aspect (see section 9) 
/ - l a / SUBJunctive mood (see section 9) 
/ - l a / ERGative, INSTrumental cases, r es t r i c t ed 
(see section 6) 
/ - l a / r es t r i c t ed kin a f f i x (see section 2) 
/ -ma-/ TR VSR ( t r a n s i t i v e verbal iser) (see sect ion 9) 
/-ma/ ABLative, CAUSal cases (see sections 5 and 6) 
/-ma/ general EMPHasis (see section 3) 
/-mang(a)-/ INTR VSR ( i n t r a n s i t i v e verba l iser ) (see section 9) 
/ -ma 'a / doubt (see section 10) 
/ - n a / DEFinite mood, AGentive (verbs) (see sect ion 9) 
/ -nga / LOCative case (see sect ion 5) 
/ -nga / PARTicipial (see sect ion 9) 
/ -nga / r es t r i c t ed adverbial s u f f i x (see sect ion 3) 
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/-nga/ 
/-ngana/ 
/-ngka/ 
/-ngka/ 
/-nha/ 
/-nha/ 
/-nha-"* -inh(thanh)a/ 
/-nhama/ 
/-nhtha/ 
/-nhthama/ 
/-nka/ 
/ -n ta / 
/-nta-ma/ 
/-nya/ 
/ -pala/ 
/ - f a / 
/ - r r a / 
/ - r r a / 
/ - tha / 
/ - tha / 
/-thama/ 
/-thenya/ 
/-thuna/ 
/ -u la / 
/-weykanha/ 
/-yela/ 
/-'a/ 
/-0-/ 
unknown location (deictics only) (see section 5) 
TRSR (transitiviser) (see section 9) 
ERGative, INSTrumental cases (see section 6) 
LOCative/ACCOMpaniment case for /wee'iya/ 
"who" (see section 10) 
Accusative case (see section 6) 
DEFinite aspect, AGentive (verbs) (see section 9) 
respectful kin term affix (see section 2) 
restricted HAVing affix (see section 3) 
ERGative, INSTrumental cases (see section 6) 
restricted adverbial affix (see section 3) 
ALLative, PURPosive cases (see sections 5 and 6) 
DATive, GENitive cases (see sections 4 and 6) 
GEN-ABL, human possession of human (see section 4) 
DEFinite aspect, AGentive (verbs) (see section 9) 
"greedy-for" (see section 3) 
restricted interrogative affix (see section 10) 
restricted ERGative, INSTrumental case suffix 
(see section 6) 
respectful pronoun suffix (see section 2) 
restricted HAVing affix (see section 3) 
junior reciprocal kin affix (see section 2) 
HAVing affix (see section 3) 
"for the duration of" (restricted) (see section 8) 
ONLY (see section 3 under Quantity) 
SEQuential (see section 8) 
"round about" (see section 5) 
unwanted habitual behaviour (restricted) 
(see section 3) 
ligative syllable used with English loan words 
(see section 1) 
zero 
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APPENDIX 2: THE PUNGK-APALACHA STORY 
This story was to ld in Wik-Ngathana by Noel Peemuggina 
at Peret Outstat ion, via Aurukun, Queensland, in July 1977, I t 
is a highly concentrated version of the long story concerning the 
a c t i v i t i e s of two men, the Pungk-Apalacha, who t rave l led through 
the region in the d is tant past, creat ing land ownership, languages, 
totems and totemic centres as they went about. This story l inks 
the peoples from Love River south to Knox River in a single r i t u a l 
known as Apalacha. Other versions of th i s story usually f a i l 
to mention the or ig ins of human languages. Stress is l a i d on th is 
subject here, because the story was t o l d in response to my enquiries 
about where languages came from. 
For fu r ther background information on the Apalacha r i t u a l 
cycle, the reader should consult Chapter 111,3, Other r i t u a l s , 
1, Minh , , . pul Love i?iver anhtha-pal- inhth-ey i inycha-ny. 
animal 3DuSUB here-hither-yon-TOP come-DEF 
Those two (Pungk-Apalacha men) came this way (south) from 
Love River. 
2, Minh tharrpalawant inh th- inhtha, inhth- inhtha patha-patha-nh. 
animal scale mul let yonder-yon yonder-yon sing-RDP-DEF 
They sang Scale Mullet there. 
3, "Ey aak anhth-ey t h i l a , aaka thanant a l i ya -n t - i ny [jigamp]" 
hey place here-TOP so place 3P10BL, here-GEN-yon r i ve r 
"Hey, then this country will belong to those around here, 
[this riverj" (one of them said). 
Conventions: Each sentence is numbered, given first in the 
original language, followed immediately underneath by a 
literal gloss, and lastly by a free translation. Suffixes 
are glossed by abb+"eviations; an alphabetical list of 
suffixes and other grammatical information is in Appendix 1, 
which should be read first if the reader wishes to get a 
precise grasp of the language of this story. Notes follow 
the narrative, and are numbered according to the numbers 
of the original sentences. Deictic glosses are simplified 
(i.e. they do not show luimber). The symbol (xxxxx) means 
that this part of the utterance was not clearly audible 
from the tape. 
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4. "Aak ... pama ... aliya-ngan-iny kan wuna-wuna-k-e?" 
place people here-LOC-yon will lie-RDP-IND-INT 
"Those people are going to stay around here, eh?" 
5. Pula nhuurran-0 (xxxxx) yaaka' thananh pay 
3 DuSUB find-DEF perhaps 3P1ACC before 
inha-ng-inhth thananh pay inha-m-inhth-eya. 
yonder-UNKNOWN-yon 3P1ACC before yonder-ABL-yon-TOP 
Those two must have found them there before (at Love River), 
6. Ngaya ke'a-m-ang ngaycha-ny, nhul ant iy ke'a-m 
ISgSUB NEG-ABL-lSgSUB see-DEF 3SgSUB here NEG-ABL 
ngaycha-ny, wuut inya-m-iny-ey 
see-DEF old men yonder-ABL-yon-TOP 
J never saw them, this person here never saw them, those 
two early men. 
7. Paaaaay inya-m-inhth-eya, eemoeth inhth- inhth-ey 
before yonder-ABL-yon-TOP totemic centre yonder-yon-TOP 
pul waanta-nh -- yaatamaya, ngeen inhtha thanant. 
3DuSUB leave-DEF python what yon 3P10BLj 
It was/Way before (our time) that they left that totemic 
centre - Amethystine Python, that totemic centre, for 
those people. 
8. ' o ' . Love River inh th- inh th-ey . 
indeed yonder-yon-TOP 
That's i t , that Love River there. 
9. Pal-ul pul i inycha-nya , , . 
hither-SEQ 3DuSUB come-DEF 
They then came this way . . . 
10. {A.W.: Wika ngeen waata-nh-e, Love River-'-eyal) 
language what leave-DEF-INT -1igative-TOP 
What languages did they leave, at that Love River? 
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11. Inya pam Wik-Ngatharra, w i iy Wika-Paach. 
yon people Wik-Ngatharra others Wik-Paacha 
Some Wik-Ngatharra, others Wik-Paacha. 
12. {A.W.: ' e e . Yes.) 
13. 'o', nhaanhth, wiiya Wika-Paach, wiiya Wik-Ngatharr, 
indeed like that others Wik-Paacha others Wik-Ngatharra 
iny-iny. 
yonder-yon 
Indeed, like that, some Wik-Paacha, others Wik-Ngatharra, 
those ones there. 
14. Wuut Maarriy wee' iy-than inya, inya Wik-Ngatharra 
old man Murray who-3PlSUB yon yon Wik-Ngatharra 
waanta-nh, nhula . . . Wik-Paacha wiiyka-nh oeyama-n, 
leave-DEF 3SgSUB Wik-Paacha speak-DEF PC0N-3P1SUB 
iny- iny -ey , nhaanhth, 
yonder-yon-TOP l i k e that 
Those kinspeople of Old Murray, they were left Wik-Ngatharra; 
he ... they used to speak Wik-Paacha (as well), those people; 
that's how it was. 
15. ' o ' , iny- iny-ey waanta-waanta-nh. 
indeed yonder-yon-TOP leave-RDP-DEF 
Yes, those are the things that were left behind. 
IS. Pal-ul iinycha-nya, Kooewk-aw anhth-inhtha 
hither-SEQ come-DEF Kooewk-awa here-yon 
eemoeth thun anhth-inhtha waanta-nh thanant, 
totemic centre another here-yon leave-DEF 3P10BL, 
walamarichany inhth-inhth. 
whale yonder-yon 
Coming this way then, (the two men) left another totemic 
centre for them at Kooewk-awa, namely that for Whale. 
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17. Aak inha-ma-nh-inhth Wik-Paach nhaanhth-nhaanhtha-m 
place yonder-ABL-?-yon Wik-Paacha like that-RDP-ABL 
inhtha thuuypa-nh, inha-m-inhth-ey aak. 
yon die-DEF yonder-ABL-yon-TOP place 
And also this Wik-Paacha was (being spoken) in that land, 
and they are all dead, those from that land. 
18. Pal-ul i inycha-nya, ya ' pul i inych- inya, 
hither-SEQ come-DEF PLUP 3DuSUB come-RDP-DEF 
pula thaa'- thaa'-keenta-nh oeyam. 
3DuSUB mouth-RDP-play-DEF PCON 
They next came this way, and having come, they were singing. 
19. 'o' 
indeed so. 
20. l i nych- i -ny pulaaa - - minh nhul i nh th - i nh th , minha 
come-RDP-DEF 3DuSUB animal 3SgSUB yonder-yon animal 
ngampunang kooenhiy kalpay i nh th - i nh th , pul nhuurran-0, 
IPlInGEN totem goose yonder-yon 3DuSUB find-DEF 
The two of them came along -- and found that animal, the 
Goose, which is our totem. 
21. "oeoeoeoeoeoeoe" - - pul ngeetha-nh - - "Ey anhtha 
(noise of geese) 3DuSUB listen-DEF hey here 
aw-ul kalpaya!" 
plenty-SEQ geese 
"Errrrrrrr" (went the geese) — the two listened — "Hey, 
now here's a big mob of geese!" 
22. Aaka elkana-ng oeyam nhi ina-nha, eemoeth 
place dry-LOC PCON sit-DEF totemic centre 
inhth- inhth-eya-n waanta-nh, minh kalpay iny-ey-p iny-ey, 
yonder-yon-TOP-? leave-DEF animal goose yonder-TOP-yon-TOP 
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eemoeth nhungk inhth wina-n; 'o'. 
totemic centre 2SgOBL^ yon show-DEF indeed 
They were sitting on a dry place, and left the totemic centre 
there, those Geese I've just mentioned, at that totemic centre 
you have been shown; so. 
23. Pbbbbb umpa-n. 
(noise of taking f l i g h t ) r i se up-DEF 
(The geese) flew off — pbbbb! 
24. Pul inhth-ey thaa'-thaa'-keenta-nh inya-ng-inhth 
3DuSUB yonder-TOP mouth-RDP-play-DEF yonder-UNKNOWN-yon 
(? iithan-ma) -- "Yaa, anhtha eemoeth thananta thila, 
west-ABL yes here totemic centre 3P10BL, so 
aak anh-anycha-m-inhtha". 
place here-GEN-ABL-yon 
Those two were then singing in that area (and one said): 
"Yes, so this totemic centre will be here for those whose 
country it is". 
25. Nhaanhth, inhth-inhth-ey pul waanta-nh. 
like that yonder-yon-TOP 3DuSUB leave-DEF 
That is how they left i t there. 
26. {A.W.: "Anhth-eya, ngalang kooenhiy" oeyam wiiyka-nh pul.) 
this-TOP IDuInGEN totem PCON say-DEF 3DuSUB 
"This one is our totem" they would say. 
27. "Anhth-eya, ngalang kooenhiy", nhaanhth. 
this-TOP IDuInGEN totem like that 
' T h i s one is OUr totem", like that. 
2 8 . {A.W.: mm Yes.) 
29. ' o ' Indeed. 
30. {A.W.: Pul iny-eya.) 
3DuSUB yon-TOP 
The two of them. 
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31. 'ee, pul iny-ey oeyam wi iyka-nh: "Minh puul-waya 
yes 3DuSUB yon-TOP PCON say-DEF animal totem (Mn) 
ngalantama - - ngampunt . , , ngalang kooenhiy, inh-anych- inhth". 
IDuInABL IPlInOBL, IDuInGEN totem yonder-DAT-yon 
Yes, those two would say: "Our (dual) totem animal - ours 
(plural) ... our (dual) totem, for that place there. 
32. {p.s.: "Anhtha pam Wik-Ngatharra-nta"?) 
here people Wik-Ngatharra-GEN 
(Did they say) "This place belongs to Wik-Ngatharra people"? 
33. I ^ , "Pam Wik-Ngatharra-nt anhth-eya"; ' o ' . 
yes people Wik-Ngatharra-GEN here-TOP indeed 
Yes, "This belongs to Wik-Ngatharra people", that's right. 
34. Nnnn — minh chaman-ul inhtha pul 
(time passed) animal salmon-SEQ yon 3DuSUB 
nhuurran-0 - - 'o minh yamp inhtha kan 
find-DEF no animal bu t te r f i sh yon had 
kaa'-uuk oeyam pul nhuurran-0. 
face- f ront PCON 3DuSUB find-DEF 
Nnnn - then they found the salmon -no, they were first finding 
the Butterfish. 
35. 'aaaaa' - - "Anhtha pam Wik-Ngatharra-nt, eemoeth 
(sequence) th i s people Wik-Ngatharra-GEN totemic centre 
anhth-ey; ngampunang kooenhiya!" 
this-TOP IPlInGEN totem 
Then (they said): "This belongs to Wik-Ngatharra people, 
this totemic centre; it is our (plural) totem!" 
36. Inhtha-palaaa - - minh chaak-ul inh th- inh th pul 
yonder-hi ther animal shark-SEQ yonder-yon 3DuSUB 
nhuurran-0, eemoeth, Poenp i nh th - i nh th . 
find-DEF totemic centre Poenpa yonder-yon 
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Further this way - they then found Shark, and (left) the 
totemic centre, there at that (place) Poenpa. 
37, "Yaa, anhtha chaak, ngampunang kooenhiy, aak anh-anycha, 
yes th is shark IPlInGEN totem place here-GEN 
Wik-Ngatharra-nt". 
Wik-Ngatharra-GEN 
"Yes, this is Shark, our (plural) totem, and belongs to 
t h i s place, Wik-Ngatharra's." 
38. Pak-ul inhtha pul i inycha-ny, maya kuth 
down-SEQ yonder 3DuSUB go-DEF plant yam sp. 
eemoeth i nh th - i nh th , inhtha pul nhuurran-0. 
totemic centre yonder-yon yonder 3DuSUB find-DEF 
Then they went down (river), and found the Yam totemic centre. 
39. "Inhtha eemoeth kutha", ' o ' , "Inhtha Wik-Ngathana-nt". 
yon totemic centre yam sp. indeed yon Wik-Ngathana-GEN 
"That is Yam totemic centre", yes, "That belongs to Wik-Ngathana" 
40, 'aa y u u l ' - u l i ny - inya , keren-ul inya pula, 
then baler shell-SEQ yonder-yon conch shell-SEQ yon 3DuSUB 
thunta-thuntanyngana-0 way, 
gather-RDP-DEF dear 
Then those baler shells and conch shells, those two dear men 
gathered (into one place). 
41 , Nhuurr-nhuurran-0 pul unychelka-nh pu l , 
find-RDP-DEF 3DuSUB heap up-DEF 3DuSUB 
They found them and heaped them up. 
42. "Yaa anhtha eemoeth thananta, Wik-Ngatharra-nt, 
yes here totemic centre 3P10BL, Wik-Ngatharra-GEN 
ngamp anh-anycha-m-inhtha, Thewen eempal inh-anych- inhtha," 
r i ve r here-GEN-ABL-yon Thewen embouchure yonder-GEN-yon 
"Yes, here is their totemic centre, Wik-Ngatharra's, those 
belonging to this river here, that Thewen junction." 
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43. {A.W.: Only "eemoeth"; "kooenhiy" ke'a-m wiiyka-nh 
totemic centre totem NEG-ABL say-DEF 
pul, "kooenhiy" ke'a-m wiiyka-nh pul?) 
3DuSUB totem NEG-ABL say-DEF 3DuSUB 
Only "totemic centre"; they didn't say "totem" did they? 
44* 'ee nhula eemoeth i nh th - i nh th ; pula . . . 
yes 3SgSUB totemic centre yonder-yon 3DuSUB 
"Thanang kooenhiya". 
3P1GEN totem 
Yes, there is the totemic centre there; they (also said) ... 
"The totems belong to them". 
€5. {A.W.: 'O' Indeed.) 
46. Nhaanhth, "Ngampunang kooenhiy yuu l ' anhth- inhth-eya", nhaanhth. 
l i ke that IPlInGEN totem baler shel l here-yon-TOP l i k e that 
That's how it was, "This Baler Shell is our (plural) totem", like that. 
4?»; Kaaw-ul inhtha pul wumpa-ny-eya -- "'o ngala 
east-SEQ yonder 3DuSUB climb-DEF-TOP oh IDuInSUB 
kan kaawa nhaam ow". 
let's east upriver please 
Then they went up east — "Oh, let's go east up the river eh?". 
48. Uuk-miipang inhth-inhtha pul ngaycha-ny, Merrekang-weykanh 
Uuk-miipanga yonder-yon 3DuSUB see-DEF Merrekanga-round about 
i nh th. 
yonder 
They saw Uuk-miipanga, there round about Merrekanga. 
49. Maya kutha, minha ngaypathanha, iny - iny ngaycha-ngaycha-ny: 
plant yam sp. animal tern sp. yonder-yon see-RDP-DEF 
"Yaa a l i ya ngampunang kooenhiya, pam Wik-Ngathana-nta, anhth-ey"; 
yes these IPlInGEN totem people Wik-Ngathana-GEN here-TOP 
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Elayepany i nh th - i nh th , manhth inhth pul ngaycha-ny. 
Shark yonder-yon hole yon 3DuSUB see-DEF 
They saw all those yams and terns: "Yes, these are our 
(plural) totems, Wik-Ngathana people's, here"; that 
Shark there, they saw that hole. 
50. I i t h a l um pul poenycha-ny. 
west back 3DuSUB descend-DEF 
rhey went back down west again. 
51, Inhtha -- Warpang inhth-inhth pul nhuurran-0, 
yonder Warpanga yonder-yon 3DuSUB find-DEF 
ngak yee' inhth-inhth, 
water fresh (Mn) yonder-yon 
There they found Warpanga, and that fresh water there. 
52. Ngaycha-ngaycha-ny pul yaal inhtha --
see-RDP-DEF 3DuSUB fresh yonder 
"Yaa, anhtha pam aak anh-anycha-m-inhth, thanant 
yes here people place here-GEN-ABL-yon 3P10BL, 
eemoeth; ngampunang kooenhiya, may kuth ... 
totemic centre IPlInGEN totem plant yam sp. 
ngeen minh thawala, chirrna"; nhaanhth. 
what animal wallaby kite hawk like that. 
They looked at the Fresh Water there: "Yes, it will belong 
to the people of this country, their totemic centre; our 
(plural) totems, the Yam ... sorry, the Wallaby and the 
Kite Hawk"; like that. 
53. Pul puya-m i i t h a l - u l i inycha-nya, wunkanh 
3DuSUB thither-ABL west-SEQ go-DEF side 
thi ipa-ma-nk-ul i nh th . 
south-ABL-ALL-SEQ yonder 
After going westwards, they went south on the other side 
(of Kirke River) . 
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\ 54. Moenychan-ul inhtha pul nhuurran-0. 
barramundi-SEQ yonder 3DuSUB find-DEF 
There they next found Barramundi. 
55. "A minh moenychan [ i n y y anhtha; ngampunang kooenhiya!" 
ah animal barramundi yon here IPlInGEN totem 
"Ah, barramundi are here; our (plural) totem!" 
56. "Yaa - - eemoeth t h i l anhtha-m-inhtha, 
yes totemic centre and here-ABL-yon 
t h o r r i - ' - e y a " , ya ' pul wi iyka-nh. 
story-1igative-TOP PLUP 3DuSUB say-DEF 
"Yes — and that totemic centre is to be here, that 'story'", 
they had said. 
57. Nhin nhaanhth inhtha-m, 
3SgACC like that yon-ABL 
And so they went on. 
58. Thiipiy-ul inhth-eya -- mama wee'iy-thanant-ul 
south-SEQ yonder-TOP mother who-3P10BL^-SEQ 
inhth -- minha punypa, yuumala, 
yonder animal file stingray flat-tailed stingray 
kurraw pulngk inhth eemoeth anhth-ey inhth-inhtha 
salmon also yon totemic centre this-TOP yonder-yon 
nhiina-nh; 'o'. 
sit-DEF indeed 
So they went south — next (going to the country of your) 
mother's people there — File Stingray, Flat-tailed Stingray 
and also Salmon totemic centre reside there; yes indeed. 
59. "Minha kurrawa, yuumala, yaa anhtha eemoeth 
animal salmon f l a t - t . ray yes here totemic centre 
thanant anh-anych-inha, Wik-Ngath.. . Wik-I inychanya-nta"; 
3P10BLj here-GEN-? Wik-Ngath.. . Wik-Iinychanya-GEN 
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"Kana-mp iinycha-ka!" than mama wee'iy aliya 
let's-lPlInSUB go-IMP 3P1SUB mother who these 
kan wiiyk-wiiyka-nh; 'o'. 
do say-RDP-DEF indeed 
"Salmon, Flat-tailed Stingray, yes, these totemic centres 
will be for those people of this land, those Wik-Ngath... 
Wik-Iinychanya people"; those people of your mothers' here 
who always say "Kanamp iinychaka!" (for "Let's go!"). 
60. Wika thana-mpunt inhth-ey nga... 
language 3PlSUB-lPlInOBL^ yon-TOP ? 
wik inhtha-m-inhtha ngampal mayng nhula ... 
language yonder-ABL-yon IPlInSUB together 3SgSUB 
"Ngathanhungkun pala-nta kaara-kal", nhaanhth 
ISgOBL^ (rare) hither-2SgSUB bring-IMP like that 
anhth-inhth-ey; inhtha-m-inhtha kan wiiyka-nh. 
here-yon-TOP yonder-ABL-yon do say-DEF 
That language of all of us . . . it's the same language we all 
have in company . . . "Ngathanhungkun palanta kaaraka!" (for 
"Bring it to me!") , like that; that is how they talk. 
61 . Than-ey minh-eya, yuumal-an kooepa-nh, 
3P1SUB-T0P animal-TOP ray sp.-3PlSUB look after-DEF 
thun-thuna-m; ' o ' . 
other-RDP-ABL indeed 
Well, their animal, the Flat-tailed Stingray which they 
look after, it's different; so. 
62. Than mama wee'iy-ey, angkal wee'iy, minh yuumal. 
3P1SUB mother who-TOP uncle who animal ray sp. 
Your mothers' family, and that of your mothers' brothers. 
Flat-tailed Stingray. 
63. Thaa' t h i i p i y inhtha pul i inycha-nya - -
mouth south yonder 3DuSUB go-DEF 
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ngamp Eer-mangk pul nhuurran-0, ku'-ul inhth-inhth, 
river Eer-mangka 3DuSUB find-DEF dog-SEQ yonder-yon 
ku' inhth-inhtha waanta-nh. 
dog yonder-yon leave-DEF. 
The two men went southwards — they found Eer-mangka (Knox 
River), and then that Dog; Dog left that place. 
64. Ku' inha-ng ngoetp pul nhuurran-0. 
dog yonder-UNKNOWN appearance 3DuSUB find-DEF 
The Dog they found there was (perhaps) real. 
65. 'a nhul pulanta ku' inha-ng-inhtha kampal 
ah 3SgSUB 3DuOBL, dog yonder-UNKNOWN-yon gal loping 
yaaka' maawka-nh-eya - - eemoetha ngee'a-nh: 
perhaps run-DEF-TOP totemic centre enter-DEF 
m, 
wop ! 
(ideophone of enter ing) 
Perhaps the Dog galloped away from them — and entered the 
totemic centre (for Dog): wop! 
66. "Inhtha thila -- ngampunang kooenhiya, ku' anhtha thanant, 
yon anyway IPlInGEN totem dog this 3P10BL, 
eemoeth anh-anycha-m-inhtha." 
totemic centre here-GEN-ABL-yon 
"Anyway — it will be our totem, the Dog will be theirs, 
and (its) totemic centre belong to those from here. 
67. "Pal th i ipa-ma-nta, ngamp wunkanh inh tha -pa la - (n t ) , 
h i ther south-ABL-GEN r i v e r side yonder-hither-(GEN) 
pal kungka-m." 
h i ther north-ABL 
"It will belong to those from the south, the other side of 
the river, and to those from the north (side)." 
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6B» Mama wee'iy-than, angkal alpan inhth. Jack, thanant 
mother who-3PlSUB uncle sick yon 3P10BLj 
inhth-ey, thananta wunkanh pal thiipa-m; mama inhtha 
yon-TOP 3P10BL, side hither south-ABL mother yon 
wunkanh pal kungka-m, thanant, angkal wee'iy-thanant 
side hither north-ABL 3P10BL^ uncle who-3P10BL^ 
aliya-nt-iny; inhth-inhth. 
here-GEN-yon yonder-yon 
(Your) mothers' people, including that sick uncle. Jack, 
it is theirs, they who come from the south side; and your 
mothers who come from the north side, it is theirs, it belongs 
to those uncles here; that's i t . 
69. Eemoetha thananta mayng inhtha-m-inhth; ka' papa 
totemic centre 3P10BL, together yonder-ABL-yon l i k e father 
anhth-inhth nhula-mpunta, wunkanh ala-m: ngampala 
here-yon 3SgSUB-lPlInOBL^ side here-ABL IPlInSUB 
wunkanh inhtha-pal - - eemoetha mayng; wik-ianguage 
side yonder-hi ther totemic centre together language-
inhtha-m-inhth mayng. 
yonder-ABL-yon together 
That totemic centre of theirs is held in company; it's just 
like this father (of yours) here, who is (a kinsman) of us, 
and comes from this side (i.e. north of Kirke River): 
we come from the other side (i.e. south of Kirke River) — 
totemic centre (for Shark) is in company; language is held 
in company in the same way. 
70, Minha kooenhiy iny-iny ngampunt, thananta ... -- kooenhiy 
animal totem yonder-yon IPlInOBL, 3P10BL, totem 
inhth-inhtha -- ku' inhth-inhtha, minha ngeen -- waymin-ey 
yonder-yon dog yonder-yon animal what things-TOP 
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inya -- inya thananta mayng inhtha-m-inhth. 
yon yon 3P10BL^ together yonder-ABL-yon 
Those totem animals are OUrs, theirs . . . t h a t totem — 
that Dog there, and other animals — the rest of them — 
those are t h e i r s in company just the same. 
71. Ngaka-nga, elkana-ng inya eemoeth kan nhiina-nh inya 
water-LOC dry-LOC yon totemic centre do sit-DEF yon 
thanant mayng, nhaanhth. 
3P10BL, together l i k e that 
Whether under water or on dry land, wherever those totemic 
centres dwell, they are theirs in company, like that. 
72. Inhth-ey waanta-waanta-nh thanant. 
yonder-TOP leave-RDP-DEF 3P10BLj 
(They) were left there for them. 
73. {A.W.: Inh-anycha-m thiipiy.) 
yonder-GEN-ABL south 
(Tell what happened) from there south. 
74. Thiipiy inh-anycha-m? 
south-yonder-GEN-ABL 
From there south? 
75. {A.W.: 'ee, inh-anycha-m-ul pul xxxxx (yeenpa-nh 
yes yonder-GEN-ABL-SEQ 3DuSUB fight-DEF 
pul inhth). 
3DuSUB yonder 
Yes, from there they next had a fight. 
76. icendaiia-nk-ul inhtha pul i inycha-nya, t h i i p i y 
-ALL-SEQ yonder 3DuSUB go-DEF south 
thiipiy thiipiya! 
south south 
Next they went for Kendall River, southwards southwards southwards! 
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77. Kendall-u^ inhth-inhth pul nhuurran-0: "Ayang, ngamp 
-SEQ yonder-yon 3DuSUB find hey river 
anhtha wuut awunya, big river-'a"; ya'a wun-wuna-0. 
here old man big -ligative PLUP lie-RDP-DEF 
Next they found Kendall River: "Hey, here's a huge river"; 
it had just been lying there. 
78. "Ngala wantara maaypa-k-al ey?" 
IDuInSUB how swim-IND-lDuInSUB eh 
How are we going to swim i t , eh?" 
79. ' "ee, ngala ngul wumpa-k." 
yes IDuInSUB soon cross-IND 
"It's all right, we'll soon cross over." 
80. 'aa' -- yeeman inhtha pul ngaycha-ny, 
(sequence) fighting stick yonder 3DuSUB see-DEF 
kethan yeeman inhth-ey, than inhtha 
yamstick fighting stick yon-TOP 3P1SUB yon 
kan keenta-keenta-nh, 
do play-RDP-DEF 
Then — they saw Fighting Stick, that Fighting Yamstick, 
the one they dance. 
81. Yeeman inhth, Apalach inhth-inhth pula. 
f , st ick that Apalacha yonder-yon 3DuSUB 
The two Apalacha (saw) that Fighting stick. 
82. Toooo lo^ng wa n! 
two long ones 
Two extremely long ones. 
83. "Ayey yeemana a l i ya , kethana!" 
hey f . st ick here yamstick 
"Hey there are Fighting Sticks here, Yamsticks!" 
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84. "Yaa" - chak"^ pul nh i i tha-ny; 
yes (ideophone of dr iv ing down) 3DuSUB send-DEF 
nhul-nhungun nh i i tha-nya; chak thun inh th . 
3SgSUB-3SgOBL2 send-DEF other yon 
"Yes" — 'chak' they drove them down; one sent his; then 
'chak' went the other. 
85. "Yaa, anhtha eemoeth thanant, t h i l aak anh-anycha-m-inhtha." 
yes here totemic centre 3P10BL, and place here-GEN-ABL-yon 
"Yes, this totemic centre will be theirs, for those of this land." 
86. Wunkanh thiipa-ma-m iny-eya, Wik-Ngenycharra waanta-nh 
side south-ABL-ABL yon-TOP Wik-Ngenycharra leave-DEF 
thananh, Uuka-puntam inh-anych-inhth-ey. 
3P1ACC Uuka-puntama yonder-GEN-yon-TOP 
On the south side (of Kendall River) Wik-Ngenycharra people 
were left, those belonging to Uuka-Puntama. 
87. Thananh wunkanh pala-m inhth-eya, Wik-Alkanh waanta-nh 
3P1ACC side hither-ABL yonder-TOP Wik-Alkanha leave-DEF 
thananh, Kendall this side inhth-ey. 
3P1ACC yon-TOP 
Those on this side, they were left as Wik-Alkanha, this side 
of that Kendall River. 
88. Thananh thiipiy-eya, inya Wik-Ngenycharra waanta-nh thananh. 
3P1ACC south-TOP yon Wik-Ngenycharra leave-DEF 3P1ACC 
Those on the south, they were left as Wik-Ngenycharra. 
89. Thiipiy-ul pul iinych-i-nya, pul inh-anycha-m-inhth-ey 
south-SEQ 3DuSUB go-RDP-DEF 3DuSUB yonder-GEN-ABL-yon-TOP 
Wik-Ngenycharra inh-anycha-m-inhtha Wik-Mu'anha, Wik-Muminh 
Wik-Ngenycharra yonder-GEN-ABL-yon Wik-Mu'anha Wik-Muminha 
inh-anycha-m-inhtha-n wiiyk-wiiyka-nh ya'a pul wiiyk-wiiyka-nh-e. 
yonder-GEN-ABL-yon-3PlSUB speak-RDP-DEF PLUP 3DuSUB speak-RDP-DEF-? 
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Then they went south, and the languages Wik-Ngenycharra, 
Wik-Mu'anha and Wik-Muminha which are spoken by those who 
belong there were then being spoken by those two (men). 
90. L ' ^ - " ' J ~" Menganya-nta-m panhth-inhth: 
(they carr ied on) Menganya-GEN-ABL there-yon 
panhtha-m-inhth . . . inhtha-m-inhtha-pal i i nych- i -nya , 
there-ABL-yon yonder-ABL-yon-hither come-RDP-DEF 
ngampa Thuuk inhtha-pal wumpci-ny waarr, ngampa Thuuk. 
r i ve r Thuuka yonder-hi ther cross-DEF safely r i ve r Thuuka 
They carried on . . . all around Menganya, this place; from this 
one . . . from there they came this way (i.e. north), and they safely 
crossed Thuuka (King) River coming this way, Thuuka River. 
91. Pama Wik-Ngenycharr inya-m-iny, wika thun epam - -
people Wik-Ngenycharra yonder-ABL-yon language other none 
' o ' , Wika-Mu'anh, Wika-Muminh iny- iny oeyam. 
indeed Wik-Mu'anha Wik-Muminha yonder-yon PCON 
Wik-Ngenycharra people, only those ones, no other languages — 
y e s , Wik-Mu'anha and Wik-Muminha, those were being (spoken). 
92. Ya' oeyam pula, nhuurran-0 thananha wiiyka-nh pul 
PLUP PCON 3DuSUB find-DEF 3P1ACC speak-DEF 3DuSUB 
wiiyk-wiiyka-nh pul -- pul inhth-ey. 
speak-RDP-DEF 3DuSUB 3DuSUB yonder-TOP 
Those two had been finding them (i.e. the languages) and 
were speaking them — both of them (were doing it). 
93. "Ayang nhunta-na wika thun ngul kana-nta paam-paampa-ny, 
hey 2SgSUB-? language other soon do-2SgSUB jump about-RDP-DEF 
[[nhunta] Wik-Ngenycharra ngul ey?", oeyam pul wi iyka-nh, 
2SgSUB Wik-Ngenycharra l a t e r eh PCON 3DuSUB say-DEF 
"Hey, are you going to go jumping onto this other language now, 
you're going to be (talking) Wik-Ngenycharra^ are you?", they 
were saying. 
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94. "Wika-Mu'inh ooWika-M,., ngeen-ul kana-nta wiiyk-wiiyka-nh ey?"; 
Wik-Mu'inha or what-SEQ do-2SgSUB speak-RDP-DEF eh 
'"ee", pulntan oeyam pul wiiyka-nh; '"ee ngala kan 
yes 3DuRECIP PCON 3DuSUB say-DEF yes IDuInSUB do 
thun-ul wiiyka-0!", Pungk-Apalach iny-ey oeyam pul wiiyka-nh, 
other-SEQ speak-IMP Pungk-Apalacha yon-TOP PCON 3DuSUB say-DEF 
"What next are you going to be speaking, Wik-Mu'inha or Wik-M ... 
or whatever?"; "Yes, let's talk another language now!", 
those two Pungk-Apalacha would say. 
95. 'aa' puunt inhtha pul ngaycha-ny. 
(sequence) shovel ray yon 3DuSUB see-DEF 
Then they saw Shovel Ray. 
96. Okanycha-thonangam inh-anych-inhth nge... "Ngalang ngak 
Okanycha-thonangama yonder-GEN-yon IDuInGEN water 
want-inhth thila?" -- "Ngalang ngak anhth-ey"; "Yaa". 
where-yonder but IDuInGEN water here-TOP yes 
At Okanycha-thonangama (they said) .- "But where is our water?" — 
"Our water is here"; "Right". 
97. Kooewk inhtha pul thee ' - thee 'a-nh. 
well yonder 3DuSUB throw-RDP-DEF 
rhey cleaned out the well. 
98. 'a puunta pul ngaycha-ny: "Puunt anhtha" - -
(sequence) shovel ray 3DuSUB see-DEF ray sp. here 
chenya pul palka-nh. 
(ideophone of spearing) 3DuSUB hit-DEF 
Then they saw Shovel Ray: "Here's a shovel ray" — 'chenya!' 
they speared i t . 
99. Wurr kempiy, karrkana-m pul thee'a-nh. 
r i s i ng up hot-ABL 3DuSUB throw-DEF 
They dragged it up (onto the shore) and made a big fire. 
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100. "Nhunta-na theetha-nka maawka-0!" 
2SgSUB-? tea tree bark-PURP run-IMP 
You go and get tea tree bark for us! 
101. "Yey, ngaya waya pecha-pecha-nya-ka 
O.K. ISgSUB dear cook-RDP-DEF-? 
"O.K., I ' l l just be cooking it." 
102. Nhul-nhungun inhtha theetha-nk inha-ng 
the other one yon bark-PURP yonder-UNKNOWN 
kaaw maawka-nh thrrrrrrrrrl 'o'. 
east run-DEF (ideophone of going long way) indeed 
The other one went somewhere east to get bark, quite a way! So. 
103. Nhul inhth-eya, penhtha-nh, puunt inhth-ey. 
3SgSUB yon-TOP cook ( in t r . ) -DEF ray sp. yon-TOP 
That one there, i t was now cooked, that Shovel Fish. 
104. "Ngaya kana-ng maka-0" - - pantan-0 
ISgSUB will-lSgSUB squeeze-IND wring out water-DEF 
pantan pantan pantan thicha-ny oeyam pantan oeyam thichany 
eat-DEF PCON 
oeyam pantan oeyam thichany oeyam, thichany thichany! 
"I'll squeeze it" (the one left behind said) — he was 
wringing it out, wringing, wringing, eating i t , wringing i t , 
eating i t , wringing i t , eating i t , eating, eating! 
105. Kunga anhtha thoelp inhth-ey oeyam nh i i -nh i ina-nh 
bel ly^ here be l ly2 yon-TOP PCON sit-RDP-DEF 
katha-ng thicha-ny inhth-ey. 
tie-PART eat-AG yon-TOP 
The stomach was sitting like this, the guts on that meat-eater. 
106. limpan a la-ng! 
be l ly3 here-UNKNOWN 
His belly was out here somewhere! 
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107. Nhul inhtha pal kaawa-ma, theeth anhtha-m 
3SgSUB yon hither east-ABL bark this-ABL 
thap-thapa-nya -- looooorr . 
bring-RDP-DEF (ideophone of dropping) 
The other came back from the east, from bringing the tea 
tree bark — and suddenly dropped it! 
108. Nhula minycha ngaycha-ny - - ' " a ! " - - winan way, 
3SgSUB bone see-DEF what shark/ray skin dear 
He saw the bones and — "What!" — that dear skin. 
109. "Nhula kan thicha-ny ey?"; minh . . . : "Minh 
3SgSUB already eat-DEF eh animal animal 
katha-nga want-iny-e?" 
tie-PART where-yonder-INT 
"He's already eaten, eh?"; the animal ...: "Where are those 
pieces of ray meat?" (he asked), 
110. "Minha ngay-ang thicha-ny meech yaam-ul ala-ng 
animal ISgSUB-lSgSUB eat-DEF hungry long time-SEQ here-UNKrJOWN 
pi ' -p i 'a -nh, nhunta theeth yaam kana-nta warrp-warrpa-nh," 
hold-RDP-DEF 2SgSUB bark long time do-2SgSUB tear-RDP-DEF 
"It was me who ate the meat, I was hungry and was keeping it 
around here a long time, while you took ages tearing off the 
tea tree bark" (the other said). 
111. " '00 minha ngatha yaay ke 'a - la -n ta . . . " 
oh dear animal ISgOBL^ gammon NEG-SUBJ-2SgSUB 
"Oh dear couldn't you even (keep) me a token amount of meat ..." 
112. Kaynycha-ny pu l -pu ln tan , kaynychany pulpulntan, kaynychany 
fight-DEF 3DuSUB-3DuRECIP 
pulpulntan, kaynychany pulpu lntan, kungkiy thee'ampi-nh. 
north knock-DEF 
The two of them fought and fought and fought and fought, 
until (one) was knocked down northwards. 
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113. Mula-m palka-nh inhth- inhth-ey, nhin-nhungun kungkiy. 
dead-ABL hit-DEF yonder-yon-TOP 3SgACC-3Sg0BL2 north 
He practically killed him, the other one on the north. 
114. Pungk inhtha mula-m palka-nh-e (narrator s t r ikes hand), 
Pungka yon dead-ABL hit-DEF-? 
nhula-nhunguna thiipiy kan iinycha-ny, 
3SgSUB-3SgOBL2 south do go-DEF 
That Pungk(-Apalacha) practically killed him (narrator strikes 
hand), and the other went off south. 
115. '"a nhunta wanta-ng-e?" 
ah 2SgSUB where-UNKNOWN-INT 
"Ah, where are you going?" 
116. '"a ngaya thiipiy." 
ah ISgSUB south 
"Ah, I'm going south." 
117. "Yaa, ngaya thil kungkiya, kungkiy uma-ma," 
yes ISgSUB well north north back-ABL 
"Yes, well I'm going north, back north." 
118. "Koooooo" wiiyka-nh, nhul-nhungun inhth-ey, 
(Apalacha cry) utter-DEF 3SgSUB-3SgOBL2 yon-TOP 
Apalach inhth-ey. 
Apalacha yon-TOP 
That other one (who was going back north) cried "Koooooo", 
that Apalacha (cry). 
119. Nhul-nhungun-eya: "drrrrrrrr, 'eeeeeee " wiiyka-nh, inhtha 
3SgSUB-3Sg0BL2-T0P (Wanama cries) utter-DEF yon 
Wanam inhth-inhth; Wanam-ul oeyam patha-patha-nh, thiipiy. 
Wanama yonder-yon Wanama-SEQ PCON bite-RDP-DEF south 
The other (who was going south) cried: "drrrrrrrr, 'eeeeeee ", 
that Wanama (cry); and then he was singing Wanama, (going) south. 
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120. T h i i p i y ; t h i i p i y t h i i p i y - u l a Wanam patha-patha-nh. 
south south south-SEQ Wanama bite-RDP-DEF 
Southwards; and after going southwards, southwards, he was 
singing Wanama. 
121. Munk-ul inha-ng-inhtha patha-nh, Anychelam-ul 
Munka-SEQ yonder-UNKNOWN-yon bite-DEF Anychelama-SEQ 
patha-nh. 
bite-DEF 
Somewhere there he next sang Munka, and then Anychelama. 
122. Nhul-nhunguna Apalach inhth thaa'-thaa'-keenta-nhaaaaaaaa . . . 
3SgSUB-3SgOBL2 Apalacha yon mouth-RDP-play-DEF (continuously) 
The other one just went on performing and performing Apalacha. 
123. Want-iny ngul-ma' waanta-nh, inhth- inhth-ey? 
where-yonder la ter-doubt leave-DEF yonder-yon-TOP 
J wonder where he might later have left it? 
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NOTES 
T i t l e : l i t e r a l l y /pungka/ "knees" + /apalacha/ "c lear sal twater, 
blue sea"; th is is the co l l ec t i ve name of the two men 
2. / tharrpalawant/ possibly / thatapalawant / ; th is is the 
Big Language form; Small Language: /minha p i icha/ 
4. th is is in the form of a quest ion, but const i tutes a suggestion 
5. (xxxxx) may be / inya-ng- inhth-eya/ "yonder-UNKNOWN-yon-TOP"; 
bracketed section added during t ransc r ip t ion 
i , " t h i s person here" refers to the speaker's c lass i f i ca to ry 
brother, who is a l i t t l e younger than himself ; both are 
probably in t h e i r l a te s i x t i e s ; the time of t he i r parents 
is considered a period of great an t i qu i t y 
7* the t r a n s i t i v e verb /waanta-/ " to leave ( i t ) " is sometimes 
said to be Wik-Ngatharra (the speaker's mother's d i a l e c t ) , 
while Wik-Ngathana has /wanta - / ; the /ngeen/ here is a 
"whachamacall it"-type f i l l e r 
10, the A,W. interposing questions here and elsewhere is Alan 
Wolmby, the nar ra tor 's older brother 's son, who helped in 
the t r a n s c r i p t i o n ; he has /wanta-/ fo r " to leave" 
22. informants state that / i nh th - inh th -eya-n / here is equivalent 
to / i nh th - inh th -ey ya ' a -n / ( / ya 'a / = PLUP); i t is possible 
that the s u f f i x / - n a / here marks some kind of r e s t r i c t i v e 
re l a t i ve clause; the totemic centre mentioned here is at 
Yaata (country 3 ) , the Small Lake area 
24. informants omitted what I here t ranscr ibe as / i i thanma/ 
during t r a n s c r i p t i o n ; since Yaata is west of our camp 
at t h i s time i t is a reasonable guess that the word is 
/ i i thanma/ 
26, from here to sentence 31 there is discussion of how the 
Pungk-Apalacha recognised phenomena as t he i r own totems 
as they went about the country; note the f l uc tua t i on here 
and elsewhere (see 27, 31 , 35, 37, 46) between dual and 
p lura l possessive pronouns; whi le the two men saw the 
phenomena as t h e i r totems, they l e f t them to clans in the 
form of totemic centres (see thesis Chapter I I I ) 
31 . /puul-waya/ is Wik-Mungkana, which is "corrected" to 
Wik-Ngathana /kooenhiya/ in the same sentence 
32. here I prompted Mr Peemuggina wi th a sentence he had ut tered 
himself whi le we were discussing the o r i g i n of languages. 
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and before the tape recorder had been switched on; although 
i t may appear to set up a meaningful general social category 
"W-ik-Ngatharra people", i t ce r ta in l y does not (see thes is ) ; 
the Goose totemic centre belongs only to those people 
( a f f i l i a t e d to Wik-Ngatharra) who belong to the clan claiming 
the land in which i t l i es 
34. /chaman/ i s , l i k e other terms fo r major totems (see 36, 56 , ) , 
borrowed from English ("salmon"); the word / ' o / here 
t ranslated as "no" was given during t ranscr ip t ion as \aha j , 
36. /chaak/ from English "shark"; Poenpa is in country 4, 
Big Lake area 
38. th is locale is known simply as May-kuth-eemoetha (Yam 
Totemic Centre), see country 6, Aayka area 
40. totemic centres fo r Baler Shell and Conch are under water 
in Punhtha-ngema(see lower Kirke River, border of countries 
6 and 8 ) , a t i d a l creek, and belonged to ex t inc t clan 11, 
whose nickname was Thewenama, "those from Thewena" 
43, here A,W, questions whether clan 11 had Baler Shell and 
Conch as totems, as well as totemic centres; others wi th 
good knowledge of the area say, as A,W, impl ies, that clan 
11 did not possess these two phenomena as totems, although 
the narrator appears to say that they did 
48, Uuk-miipanga is a poison ground, and associated wi th the 
Shark s to ry , but is not a totemic centre (see country 6) 
49. th is sentence obl iquely refers to totemic centres for Yam 
(e i ther at May-kuth-eemoetha or Maakathana). Tern (at 
Minh-ngaypathanh-nhiina) and Shark (at Uuk-i inycha), a l l 
of which are in his own country ( 6 ) ; th is sentence implies 
that the two men rea l ised that the Yam and Tern centres 
were those of a Wik-Ngathana-af f i l iated clan ( i . e . number 
6) because they saw the hole where Shark entered, and Shark 
is clan 6's major totem; note here the recognit ion of 
totemic centres based on observations of abundance of the 
relevant phenomenon, a common feature of such acts in 
th i s nar ra t ive 
51 . / y e e ' / here is Wik-Mungkana, "corrected" to Wik-Ngathana 
/ y a a l / in the fo l lowing sentence 
52. th i s concerns country 8; the Wallaby totemic centre is 
at Thawala-nhiina 
54, th is most l i k e l y concerns country 12 
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56, note use of English "s tory" here as / t h o r r i / ; th is may mean 
e i ther totem or totemic centre, and const i tutes a respect-form 
57, /nhin-nhaanhth-inhthama/ is an idiom meaning "and so on" 
58, the narrator is addressing the t ranscr iber and A.W,, his 
c l ass i f i ca to ry sons; my adoptive mother and A.W,'s actual 
mother both come from clan 15, which is the subject of 
sentences 58-62 
59, here the narrator almost ca l l s clan 15's d ia lec t by i t s 
former name Wik-Ngathana (same as his own), but corrects 
i t j u s t in t ime; both clan d ia lects have /kanamp iinychaka/ 
- - th is is said to explain the name Wik-Iinychanya, not 
to raise a d ia lec t d i f ference 
60, the mention of /ngathanhungkuna/ is very cur ious; my 
Wik-Iinychanya informant informs me that th is is the only 
pronoun which her d ia lec t does not share wi th Wik-Ngathana, 
while Wik-Ngatharra does have i t 
64. i f the word is indeed /ngoetpa/ and not /ngoerrpa/ then 
the c lus ter / t p / may have to be added to the l i s t of 
consonant c lusters in Appendix 1 
66. the clans mentioned here are 18 and 20, and possibly also 
15; see Map 2 fo r geographical re lat ionships 
69. here, a para l le l is drawn between clans on the Knox River 
wi th countr ies adjacent along a r i ve r boundary, and clans 
4 and 6 in a s im i la r s i t ua t i on on the Kirke River; both 
sets of clans share a major totemic c u l t centred on t he i r 
respective r i vers (Map 11); see Chapter I I I . 3 f f . on 
shared totems and d ia lec ts fo r an exp l ica t ion of th is and 
fo l lowing sentences; the statement that " /wik-/ language" 
is held in company does not imply that the clan d ia lects 
are s i m i l a r , but that they are held in company as r i t u a l 
property and secular knowledge; the /papa/ (English " fa ther " ) 
mentioned here is the same man of clan 4 mentioned e a r l i e r 
7 1 , on the relevance of the "under-water/on dry land" d i s t i n c t i o n 
compare sentence 22; many totemic centres are under water 
75. the bracketed sect ion was given during t r a n s c r i p t i o n ; the 
o r ig ina l sect ion is inaudible 
80, here the "they" refers to Kendall River people, who dance 
Keyelpa (= Pucha) r i t u a l 
82. th i s sentence is in Engl ish; note nasals pre-stopped fo r 
emphasis; during t ransc r ip t i on th is was given in Wik-Ngathana 
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as /pulanham engkachukanh/ "two very long" 
86. note double ablative on "south"; the first indicates 
"on the south (side)" and the second indicates origin 
("from on the south side") 
87. the dialect of clan 21 is here called Wik-Alkanha, as is 
usual, but everyone agrees this is an alternative name for 
the "same" dialect as Wik-Ngathc!rra (this is confirmed 
by my own brief observations at a lexical level) 
93* "jumping about" and changing one's mind, allies or place 
of residence too often, are a common focus of criticism 
and derision in Cape Keerweer society. People who jump 
about too much are "like wallabies", 
94. here the speaker says Wik-Mu'inh (closer to their own 
Kugu-Mu'inh) while earlier he says Wik-Mu'anh, the more 
usual Wik-Ngathana pronunciation 
95. at this point we are south of Kendall River, in the country 
of clans whose present ritual affiliation is not with 
Apalacha but with Keyelpa (= Pucha) 
100. what I hear here as /nhuntana/ was given during transcription 
as /nhuntathana/, which I am at present at a loss to explicate; 
/theethanka/ was given during transcription -- I hear this 
as /theetha-lnta/ "bark for we-two"; the bark is used in 
preparing and eating food 
101. unless this is a previously unrecorded verbal purposive 
suffix /-aka/ I am inclined to think it is the expected 
ISgPURP /-kanga/ with elision 
104. shark and ray meat is squeezed like this to remove slimy 
moisture, after which it is usually wrapped in tea tree 
bark unless consumed immediately; because the bark is tied 
up, sharks and rays are generically /minh kathanga/ "tying 
meats"; instead of /kanang/ here we expect /kanang/ 
108. sharks and rays have skin called /winana/ (also /wena/); 
since both sharks and rays figure largely in totemism of 
the area, it is most appropriate that the word /waya/ 
"dear" be used here 
112. /kaynycha-/ means "to give someone a hiding"; the verb 
/thee'ampinh/ is apparently irregular, since the imperative 
form is /thee'ampeka/; it may be derived from /thee'a-/ 
"to throw" 
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113. this may refer to "the north one" rather than "one on the 
north", thus referring to the man who founded Apalacha r i tual 
119. i t is of great interest that this account says nothing of 
the creation of the Keyelpa r i t u a l , and confirms, perhaps, 
the view that a d ist inct ion between Apalacha and Keyelpa 
is of relat ively recent provenance 
123. the implication is that he may have l e f t Apalacha at other 
locations as we l l , but on that subject "we don't know" 
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